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Gratitude  
 
I acknowledge all of you who will read this book. Reading is a commitment of time, energy, and 
attention. I trust that your quiet moments within these pages will be worthwhile. Many humans, 
non-humans, and natural places have influenced and enriched our lives, and appreciation must be 
given to them all. In this telling of my life's walkabout, I mention only a few people's names. While 
this book is somewhat about me, it is really about all of us, together. We meet many people during 
our lives. Everyone helps us - some are supportive, while others try to break us down. And, if we are 
fortunate, there will be at least one who commits to setting us free. 
 
 
 
About me (the author, Stuart Camps, S.C.) 
 
I was born and lived in Papua New Guinea, then in Australia and Northern California, returning to 
Australia in 2018. I engaged with a large variety of animals, plants, and places, some of whom 
became companions and mentors. And I am especially grateful for one human mentor who 
challenged all my views and limits! This book presents some of the lessons, gifts, and instructions 
gleaned and received in this life that I have been fortunate to imagine, suffer, and enjoy. 
 
 
 
For Life & Breath  
 
Amid these pages, you will come upon sections marked "Relax and Breathe". At these junctures, I 
invite you to exhale gently, deeply, and slowly, and then inhale slowly and fully, through and into 
your belly and chest. Exhale and inhale several times or more, feeling the life-force flowing in your 
hands, feet, face, and body. When you feel ready, continue reading, and feeling, and breathing. 
 
 
 
Suggestion  
 
Numerous sections comprise the main part of this book, with extra subjects in the appendices. Read 
all of it in one go if you wish, or consider covering just one or two pieces per reading, allowing each 
to settle in you. And don't simply believe anything you read here. Consider it. Wrestle with it. Allow 
it. Or reject it. You may find things ordinary, mystical, magical, challenging, and new. Stories and 
lore were once spoken out loud in the gatherings of one's family, friends, and village. Sometimes 
light music, the sounds of nature, or a crackling fire accompanied the telling.  
 
And please feel free to write to me at any time with responses or questions: stucamels@gmail.com 
 
 
 
Glossary and Suggested Reading List  
 
Please see pages 249 and 250. 

mailto:stucamels@gmail.com
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Death is utterly acceptable to consciousness and life.  
 
There has been endless time of numberless deaths, but 
neither consciousness nor life has ceased to arise.  
 
The felt quantity and cycle to death has not modified the 
fragility of flowers, even the flowers within the human 
body.  
 
Therefore, our understanding of consciousness and life 
must be turned to that utter, inclusive quality, that clarity 
and wisdom, that power and untouchable gracefulness, this 
evidence suggests. 
 

- Franklin Jones / Adi Da Samraj, 1972 
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Fear-No-More 
 

Honoring the Sacred in All Life 
 

Lightning, Thunder, and Cows 
 
 
All this Earthly living forms in darkening space upon a blue orb spinning near a gray moon, where 
all worlds fold and refold at the outer edges of our minds. As you may well know, it is not only you 
who imagines this, but all of us. And, because we are alive, we are already free! 
 
 
Prelude ~ 
 
This chronicle was made within a rustic cabin on the outskirts of a small town in dusty sheep 
country, rolling almost as far away as the setting sun. On grassy hillsides, kangaroos often grazed and 
reclined. My daily companions were the small flocks of resident parrots, an elderly blind sheep, and a 
grove of eucalyptus trees. I came to know one of the king-parrots quite well. The sheep was easily 
startled at first, but soon grew in confidence. And I found some of the trees to be especially radiant 
with living mystery.  
 
This land, deeply loved and cared for by elegant indigenous cultures, was renamed Ironbark, and 
later Stuart Town, by the new, white settlers. Following 1788, across the whole of Australia, ignorant 
and barbarous prejudice was visited upon the native human caretakers of "country", resulting in the 
diminution of thousands of years of naturally developed, multi-species integrated sacred cultures. 
And everywhere now, worldwide, humans assert ownership of things that are not theirs, madly 
intending to possess even everything! We are noisy, greedy, cunning, ill-experienced, and always 
reaching for, grabbing, and breaking things. We are like impulsive children, still with much to learn. 
 
The adventure of how I came to Stuart Town to write this book unfolded through the valleys and 
peaks of my life. I do not regard this as my personal story, as it is only a part of everything and 
everyone who came before, and of whatever follows. If you read on, some of this may become part 
of your story, too. And one day, perhaps, all that we have forgotten and seemingly lost will be fully 
recovered through our together-recognized humanity. 
 
In this book, I claim no ultimate ownership of my own written materials. Nothing offered into the 
commons can be solely owned by anyone. Ownership is a conceit made in fear, intended to make us 
feel safe, powerful, and immune. And it is an illusion. Where I credit others for materials used, I do 
so in honor of them. But the moment one publishes spoken or written words, all ownership is 
yielded into the universal living stream, eventually dissolving into the vapors of the world. 
 
This book, then, is gifted and shared for all the Earth's innocents, those of us come and never yet 
gone, only reappearing again and again, like moths searching for the source of light. Humans and 
non-humans are one family together, ultimately owning nothing, and always existing beneath the 
thundering cascade of life's incomprehensible waters. 
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If you have opened this book, I welcome you on a journey into a worded ecosystem. You will 
encounter grassy fields, refreshing streams, ravines, fires, high ridges, deserts, droughts, tall trees, 
storms, animals, and people. In all ecosystems, varied energies and life-elements combine into a 
mysterious process - intricate, challenging, and abundant. In the whole of the world, the most 
profound secret resides beneath the leaves, in our hearts, under stones, and in plain sight. Venturing 
into forests and deserts, exploring canyons and caves, absorbing new energies and views, and finding 
our way through labyrinths, we begin understanding what life is, and what we are. 
 
Early one morning, I set forth to circumambulate California's Lake Clear, the oldest body of 
freshwater in North America. Beneath the volcanic pyramid of Knohtai, the seventy-five-mile walk 
enriched not only those silent hours, but my entire life. Step by step, and mile by mile, with my 
attention on the lake, I grew to know her, sensing she was also aware of me. Soon, I came to feel the 
lake as my companion, and a wonderful communion arose into a connection still felt today. After 
walking around her edges through day and night, our closeness was palpable. In the weeks following, 
I was repeatedly drawn back to her shores to continue our conversations in words and breezes. 
 
Please approach this book in mystery, and yourself as a mystery. I do not know what you are looking 
for, nor what you will find. But I trust that there may be something here for you as you traverse the 
paths, and rest in the spaces of the varied environments of feelings, stories and words. There is 
another, kinder way to live, which everyone can know and enjoy. I hope that you will find a 
comfortable place to relax and read. 
 
If you find some repetition within these pages, it is intentional, and, I trust, useful.  
 
In the terrain ahead, you will journey through six complementary, interconnected environments. 
 
 

Peregrination - a life journey, non-linear, retrospective, meandering 
 
Re-Telling - a sharing of stories and wise words from the traditions of humankind 
  
Great Friend - sacred wisdom, understanding, and experience from a great heart 
 
Alcheringa ~ - dreamtime story, complex, simple, eternal, uncreated, of your heart 
 
The Vision of Fear-No-More - of a world free from unnecessary human fear 
 
Peroration - recapitulation, action, change, forgiveness, gratitude, prayer 
 

 
Alan Watts wrote, "You are something that the whole universe is doing, in the same way that a wave 
is something that the whole ocean is doing." 
 
 

Thus, may we all immerse ourselves in a world of fearing-no-more, honoring the sacred in all life. 
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Relax and Breathe 

 
 
Gently breathe in and out several times, or more if you wish, feeling the energy flowing in your 
hands, feet, face, and body. Breathe into and from the heart, and radiate life to infinity. When you 
feel ready, continue reading, and feeling, and breathing.   
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The Vision of Fear-No-More 
 
 
Humans learn from each other, our elders, and the worlds around us - potentially learning all that is 
necessary to bless and enlighten every one and every thing.  
 
If we are sufficiently receptive, we can learn remarkable things. By opening further, we can 
participate in, and yield to, the ultimate mysteries of life itself. 
 
In the 1960s, while I grew and played in mountain valleys among stone-age cultures, far across the 
world - and unbeknownst to me - a young man of rare intensity was energetically pursuing 
humanity's timeless quest for understanding and wisdom. Immersing himself to a profound degree 
in nature, and beyond nature, he experienced and realized life's fullness and secrets.  
 
Relationships with animals, plants, and the entire natural world clarified for him the integrity of 
existence beyond preconceived ideas and limits. All his teachers, both human and non-human, 
assisted him toward a unique understanding of life, death, fear, peace, and love.  
 
And one day, he also became my greatest friend, and a wild and unconventional mentor. 
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Peregrination 
 
 

A Meeting of Two Realms 
 
 

I was birthed into a bush hospital in the Asaro Valley of New Guinea amid drenching rains. 

The island's coastal expanses are hot and humid. The elevated inland regions are milder, like 
perennial spring. Looming tall over inland valleys, jagged peaks are sometimes dusted in light snow. 
Westward, and higher, equatorial glaciers gradually melt away under now warming skies. 

My father was a scientist with the Australian Museum in the early 1950s. On an expedition to New 
Guinea, he fell in love with the Wahgi Valley. My parents subsequently moved there, near the small 
settlement of Mount Hagen, forging a life together in a land, and among a people, mostly unknown 
and misunderstood in the broader world. 

While still modernizing, these tribes remain embedded in their ancient traditions. In New Guinea 
today, two vastly different faces of one humanity engage across a gulf of at least 60,000 years, while 
enormous environmental, humanitarian, and spiritual crises envelop the world.  

All cultures are enduring these challenges simultaneously. Whether anciently, or in so-called modern 
times, humans have always imagined and created the specter of imminent demise. This perennial 
fear touches everyone, distorting us from our actual condition of being free, equal, and whole. 

New Guinea is massive and vital. The animal, plant, and human life are exuberant. Nearly one 
thousand cultures, each with its unique language, have lived for millennia within distinct territorial 
boundaries - swamps, mountain slopes and ridges, off-shore islands, river deltas, grassy plains, and 
sprawling valleys. In the fertile valleys, intentional agriculture has thrived for at least 20,000 years. 

Tranquil mountain ranges pinnacle to thin air through tundra fields, rock, and snow. Monsoons, 
volcanoes, and earthquakes are frequent. Like a prehistoric bird, the island's snout nudges north 
toward India and the Himalayas, as its tail swishes south to Vanuatu, Fiji, and the open sea.  

In some regions, special places were set aside by the people and made sacred. The hunting of 
animals and felling of trees was forbidden or minimized in those places, and the creatures there 
showed no fear of the humans who visited. Birds-of-paradise would dance and display up close in 
full view of humans, and parrots, possums, and wallabies felt no threat and gave no concern. Sadly, 
things changed in the wake of influences from across the sea, serving a decline in traditional 
knowledge and respect for these unique enclaves. Hunting began, great trees were cut without 
consideration, and the animals withdrew, no longer trusting the people. 
 
I still recall the thick smells of the highlands - the richly scented kunai and molasses grasses, the 
musky tree-kangaroos and possums, the fruity lorikeets, and the rancid pig grease smeared upon 
brown human bodies. 
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Upon this island's jungled back, I was born April 22, 1963, a moment I somehow recall quite well. 
 
 

…helplessly falling, drawing away from the glistening, nurturing, ovoid shape of only love 
to a smothering blur, and a thudding into this foreign place!  

lungs suddenly heaving, infant sorrow, and anger, too,  
released from that warm, watery domain where I was fully sustained,  

 
and now the necessity to survive as a seeming separate one begins... 

 
 
While the seedlings of my father's new coffee farm, Bindon, were still growing, my parents lived in a 
simple thatched house on the plantation's edge. Then, just before my birth, they moved into a 
western-style house with sprawling gardens and soft lawns, where I would often lie gazing up at 
towering thunder clouds, lost in the mysteries of the world around. I was enamored of the valley, the 
people, animals, plants, and spirits, all of whom showed no pause in life. The Wahgi Valley was a 
kind of paradise for me, where remarkable paradoxes existed alongside ordinary lives. 
 
 

There is a broad plank 
in a house  

downstream from the village  
above the river, 
a plank to sleep on 

an old skull for a pillow… 
Grandfathers and grandmothers slept there, too. 

 
When eclipses come, the world shakes away, and life slips free  
out of  
jungle, mother, father, child, brother, sister, friend, lover. 
 

And, with birds on our heads 
we fly through other worlds 

while we live... 
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The Vision of Fear-No-More 1. 
 
 
 
 

We are all unique and the same.  
 
Wherever, whenever, and whoever we are,  
 

we are priorly connected.  
 
 

 

LIFE! 
 

LIVES 
 

US. 
 
 
 
 

Accepting this, we can trust  
 

that there are no ultimate differences  
 

between beings and things. 
  
 

And with this certainty,  
 

we can support each other  
 

in our fragile mortality,  
 

embracing and releasing one another in love,   
 

  deeply. 
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Peregrination 1.  
 
 

Wahgi World 
 

Sometimes after dawn, I would awaken to a surreal yodeling from ridge to ridge, village to village, up 
and down the valley. Sung in tribal tongue, this warbling through early mists carried announcements 
of births, deaths, celebrations, and other important happenings. It was a beautiful chorus, to me like 
human bird-calling, older than antiquity.  
  
The people's lived experience, rooted in their deep connection to nature, could be highly sensitized, 
and also harsh. Life is hard in the mountains, jungles, and swamps, where sentimentality is seldom 
rewarded. When they sang to the trees, to the life of the forests, the lush canopies cantillated 
glorious replies - reminders of our origins. 
 
By the time I was nine years old, I was venturing into the mountains frequently. Scott, my younger 
brother, or a close friend, often came along. One of our favorite places was the limestone peak of 
Kum. Delicious subterranean waters bubbled up through quartz crystals from a river in the 
mountain's foot. Higher on the north wall, a small crevice revealed a spacious cave that took us 
through a black interior, then out onto the western flank. There, exiting the far end of a small ledge, 
another large cathedral delivered us to the southern ramparts overlooking green forests and ridges 
rolling away. Above our grass beds in the mountain's mouth, millions of bats thrummed each dusk 
and dawn, leaving or returning to their roosts. In my youthful imaginings, this cave was one of 
several places where I determined I could retreat to in the event of tribal war, or volcanic eruptions! 
  
One night atop Mount Ogga, the skies were clear, affording views across the valley and up to the 
stars. Hours later, as the sun peered over treed ridges, intermittent yodeling wafted from creek-side 
hamlets, mixing with the chortles of morning birds. Across the Wahgi, thin ribbons of smoke drifted 
up from fires lit for tending grasslands, patchwork gardens, and forest edges. 
  
There was a type of man or woman you didn't see very often, and you never knew when or where 
you would. The majority of these longlongs suffered various forms of psychological disorder. Some, 
though, seemed highly intelligent and aware. Years later, I came to consider that some of these 
people may have been genuine shamans, living and wandering outside their cultures. Sometimes, 
children would taunt and throw stones at them. One day, as our family sat for lunch, the front door 
creaked open, and in walked a dear old longlong man. With no sense of proprietary, he wandered 
through the house, then out the back door and into the yard, where he reclined for a nap.  
 
On another day, some friends and I were playing in our underground cubby house. It had a 
corrugated iron sheet pulled over the top, leaving a gap for the ladder. Distracted in play, we were 
surprised by an approaching longlong, his raiment of shells, bones, and trinkets jangling eerily. We 
sat breathlessly at the bottom of the hole, scared that he would climb down, but he just stood there, 
swaying, his fat, cracked toes gripping the edge. Eventually, he wandered away, and we scrambled 
out and made for home! This meeting impressed me, stirring things mysterious, yet somehow 
familiar. 
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On some early mornings, our front yard filled with villagers asking my father to mediate a dispute 
they had been unsuccessful at resolving. Dad would take these mornings off from work to listen to 
their arguments. Highlanders are famous for their oratory, and meetings could go on for hours. 
When all was said and done, they looked to my father to suggest a fair resolution. He must have 
been reasonably helpful, as they engaged him similarly on other occasions.  
  
One afternoon in the main street of town, all the locals suddenly took off running, vanishing from 
sight! Approaching the edge of town was a band of Kukukuku warriors. The small-statured 
Kukukukus from distant mountains were well-known head-hunters whose presence terrified the 
larger, more placid, valley folk. The town went silent as the diminutive warriors strode through, 
bows and arrows held firm, marching down the one main street, then back out into the valley. 
Afterward, giggling and slightly embarrassed, the Wahgis returned from their hiding, still excited and 
nervous, slapping each other's backs, their eyes aquiver! 
  
In the Wahgi, and throughout New Guinea, whether head-hunters, agriculturalists, jungle pygmies, 
or rugged high-mountain people, the male elders were esteemed. These so-called bigmen drew great 
respect from their tribe, and sometimes from neighboring tribes. To be such a leader, they had to 
demonstrate wisdom and largess in numerous ways. If they were wealthy in pigs and shells, they 
would periodically hold Moka or T ceremonies, inviting everyone to sumptuous feasts, where they 
would pay debts and share their prosperity with the tribe. And if someone wealthy and powerful 
became too greedy, he would eventually face a public reckoning. 
 
Among the most impressive things I witnessed were the peoples' mourning rituals. Life could be 
difficult, so death was common. Mothers' hands often revealed missing fingers, each counting for a 
child, husband, or sibling who had died. Sometimes more fingers were absent than present. I 
remember a tiny girl wearing an amulet of her dead mother's smoked hand - the only way she could 
still know and receive her mother's touch. 
  
When a prominent leader died, thousands might gather, bedecked in clay. Family, friends, and 
members of the extended clans would cover their bodies in ocher, wearing the soil until their 
grieving had passed. In grand procession, they'd march through the valley - men, women, and 
children, easily a dozen wide, stretching as far up the road as you could see. They would keep 
coming and coming, their grievous wails sounding all around. I remember sitting on a rise alongside 
their path, the loamy earth trembling under the weight of so many broad feet. This profound 
expression of human sorrow penetrated my depths.  
  
Within the always tidy villages, chickens and piglets ran about, children played, men sat talking, and 
the women made food, cleaned, and carried wood and water. The men hunted, dug ditches, made 
walking roads, and built gardens, fences, and houses. In their thatched timber huts, fires daily baked 
fresh yams, bananas, vegetables, and meats. Without windows or chimneys, smoke filled the 
interiors, keeping insects and molds at bay, but causing lungs and eyes to suffer.  
 
I liked being in the villages. There was a treasure of human culture and tradition present. Compared 
with western nuclear families, I always felt the village to be a superior and better arrangement within 
which to live and grow up. Of course, real village life comes with strict rules for conduct and 
accountability, including difficult initiations to be passed on the way to adulthood. 
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As a young boy, I was gregarious, comical, an avid reader, and a spontaneous actor. Sometimes I 
would sit beneath a tree with friends, making up jokes and stories, mixing English with Pidgin. 
Family life included games, conversations, and visiting guests. Dad would wrestle and play with the 
kids on the living room floor or out in the yard. Mum was always present with patience and 
kindness. We were disciplined with love, and always watched over by good family dogs. In the 
monsoons, we'd run and splash in enormous brown puddles, and slide down muddy slopes. We had 
a treehouse in a tall albizia from where we would slingshot stones out into the coffee forest, or 
dangle in the high branches, making up stories. We frequently attended multi-family barbecues and 
picnics throughout the Wahgi and nearby valleys. Sometimes we'd journey to the coast for brief 
vacations in the lowland heat, cooling ourselves in coral lagoons. Every few years, grandparents 
visited from Australia, and Christmas and birthdays were abundant with food, family, and friends. 
 
Another love of my Wahgi childhood was the keeping and flying of homing pigeons. With a sense 
of mystery and freedom of feathered flight into the surrounding mountains, we would release the 
birds far from home, never knowing when, or if, they would return. Almost always, they did. 

The presence of World War II was all around, if not always visible. Some inland and many coastal 
regions were the sites of battles, memorials, and wreckages of aircraft, trucks and jeeps, ships and 
submarines. And even today, unspent munitions are still being discovered, rusting in the jungles. 

Throughout the highlands, ancestral fighting was a part of life. Neighboring tribes and clans 
maintained traditional systems of war through ceremonial battles, conducted under rules decreed by 
elders long ago. Upon dedicated fields, men regularly opposed each other to retain or reclaim things 
they considered their own - land, pigs, shells, women, and the more severe needs of pride and 
prowess. These ritualized exchanges were something like the mock battles of deer or antelope, 
posturing and displaying before releasing arrows and spears to draw blood, or perhaps take a life. In 
the maintenance of a fragile kind of peace, a tallying of ongoing disputes was determined on those 
verges. This ancient payback system sustained a fundamental cultural order upon which the tribes 
depended. Curiously, away from the fighting fields, rivals might also engage in friendships, 
marriages, and trade. And sometimes more subversive elements would conduct village raids and 
murders, further contributing to the endless scores to be settled.  

Surrounded by all of this, I grew up with the knowledge of men, friendly and generous, routinely 
going off to battle with spears and clubs, possibly to kill other good men I might also have known. 
As western society's influence grows, old traditions are eroding, and today's combatants use modern 
weapons, making their wars more rampant and lethal. In many of the same ways around the world, 
separation and fear are repeatedly chosen over connection, forgiveness, tolerance, and cooperation. 

Wahgi rains, jungle leaves, trunks of trees, moss and ferns, mountain streams. 
Stone-age friends watch valley rained green. 
Palk and Jimpna draw long on home-made smokes. 
Old fire rem-embers and spits, warming men, talking-place. 
Medlpa, Jiwaka, and white father's boy. 
Their world breaks - mine, too. 
Love these men, earth-alive, real as trees. 
Clouds float, bats fly in and out, wild celery and canned fish taste good on cave's floor. 
Snoring on dry-grass beds until sunlight colors birds, and jungles drip into greening gorges. 
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The Vision of Fear-No-More 2. 
 
 
Throughout my life, I've thought of, and done bad things.  
 
I've hurt people I didn't know, as well as those I loved, and those who loved me.  
 
I've stolen things.  
 
I've told lies, small and large.  
 
I've been a coward at times.  
 
I've killed animals and plants.  
 
I've feared life and death, ignorance and knowledge.  
 
I've seen people kill other people, and I've wanted to kill. 
 
I've seen forests obliterated, mountains leveled, and rivers ruined.  
 
I've known hate and lust, which are not so different from each other.  
 
I've despaired and thought of suicide.  
 
I've been bullied, and been a bully. 
 
I've been racist and misogynistic at times, and prejudiced in so many ways. 
 
I've known joy, love, and sorrow.  
 
I've been lazy, desperate, and confused.  
 
And I've also been moved far beyond the moods of separation and fear into a contemplative state 
where right, wrong, and difference yield to an inherent freedom from a seemingly separate me. 
 
 
 

Imagine a world,  
 

and a life,  
 

completely free from all unnatural,  
 

unnecessary, fear… 
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Alcheringa ~ 
 

Spiraling sunbeams beguile desert storms. 
  
Lightning flashes through a dusky evening above human homes with curtains drawn. 
  
A raven "grok-groks" quietly to your ever-child, swishing feathers through light and shade.   
 

You follow the skipping bird  
 

as it vanishes into back-alley gloom,  
 

where you over-trip puddles,  
  

garbage, 
  

old blankets,  
 
until a yowling, feathered, SCREAM!  
 
  

And a large black hand pulls your ankle HARD! 
 
  

Piling blankets shudder and heave, 
as slender dark limbs un-recline to crouching, piercing eyes, white teeth grinning. 
  
  

"So! Who you be?" 
  
  
Old Man chuckles, pointing to a wooden box. You want to run, but sit, rubbing your ankle. 
  
Old Man sits, too, mumbling warm night, raindrops, brightening stars, words meaningless, and 
things and stories fumbled and sung, of himself, everyone, everything, and where.  
  
His words drift to silence and goodnight, friendly-deep, holding your face in bright eyes.  
  

And you are happy! 
  
Warming blankets gather around your shoulders, and you bunch a corner to pillow beneath your 
cheek. 
  
You feel more peaceful than you can remember, here beside old, now-snoring new friend. And a 
white woolly lizard snuggles your under-feet. 
  

Sleep soon sleeps and un-dreams you… rolling away, always new and heart familiar. 
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The Vision of Fear-No-More 3. 

 

 

As humanity's population grows, the rest of Earth-life increasingly suffers. 

 

One of the reasons for this is simply that humans are still evolving. Our emotional and spiritual 
immaturity, coupled with advances in technology and energy resources, threatens everything. 

Collectively, we are like children at play with matches and guns, though not as innocent. 

 

A more primary reason for our destructiveness is fear - our uninspected fear of everything. 

 

Alongside other living beings, our allegiance to fear is unique. 

 

We know that fear makes more fear, but understand less how it dictates everything we do. 

 

The non-humans of the Earth do not do this. 

 

Their existence is superior to ours in a significant way. 

 

They are not governed by chronic fear. 

 

Instead, in feeling awareness, they are responsive in ways that we seem to no longer know. 
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Relax and Breathe 

 
 
Gently breathe in and out several times, or more if you wish, feeling the energy flowing in your 
hands, feet, face, and body. Breathe into and from the heart, and radiate life to infinity. When you 
feel ready, continue reading, and feeling, and breathing.   
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Peregrination 2. 
 
 

Who Am I? 
 
 
Early on, I observed that our lives are shaped more by division and conflict than wholeness, and I 
struggled with what to do with the unresolved bewilderment that I felt in me and in everyone. 
  
One day, and numerous times following, I was drawn to the mirror in my room. Gazing into my 
eyes and asking, "Who am I?", I was lifted to an awareness freed of all thought, pain, and mortality.  
  
As I repeated, "Who am I? Who am I? Who am I?", my sense of independent separateness collapsed 
into vast space as I spun into the universe's roaring blaze. Everything swirled, with me a speck in the 
tumult of streaming colors and living energy, aware only of profound connection, love, and joy.  
  
Following these epiphanies, I would lie on the floor, disoriented, but rested in the certainty that we 
can never know what a single thing is, nor who we are - because we are not separate. For some time 
afterward, all ordinary concerns and inclinations, including the search to know, relaxed.  
  
Early one afternoon, I sat gazing across the valley of gardens, villages, and forests beneath Hagen's 
dormant volcano. A light breeze played in the grasses. Nearby, people and pigs ambled time-worn 
paths. And as I rested there, I was subsumed by a profoundly loving unity with everything - I was 
everything, everyone, everywhere. It was a condition vastly truer than my presumed "separate" self. 
  
During my younger years, I readily participated in various energies and intelligences beyond physical, 
mental, and emotional knowing. These experiences permitted me a degree of union with natural 
things. As a living body that felt contracted, separate, and confused, I was repeatedly struck with the 
clarity that everything is one - non-separate! But without direct knowledgeable guidance, my 
unfurling adolescence had me withdrawing from such qualities, until I strained to even recall them.   
  
The butterflies of New Guinea are spectacular. Some have wingspans broader than dinner plates. 
Floating through the air, they always lifted my spirits to awe and wonder. And their changes from 
caterpillars to pupae - then to nectar-drinking flying jewels - exemplify the transformations we all go 
through when prepared and ready. And becoming ready often requires intense challenges and trials. 
  
One Saturday morning, I visited the home of a girl I liked. Upon climbing the stairs, I knocked and 
waited until she came to the door. As we smiled "hello", her father bellowed, and a snarling pile of 
canine muscle and fur charged toward me. I launched off the porch and down the road with the 
large dog on my heels. I never did return there!  
  
During one of our vacations to Australia, we drove out west to a cattle station near the town of 
Dubbo. The focus of that weekend was a feral-boar hunt. Afterward, at the homestead, the men, 
including my father, decided it was time for me to shoot my first pig. With a rifle in my hands, they 
put a tiny piglet and me in a pen together, yelling for me to kill it. I fired off a few rounds, 
intentionally missing! To me, we were just the same, two little piglets, conscious and afraid. On 
another day in some other place, we could easily have been friends. One of the men shot the piglet, 
and I wandered off into the bush, feeling guilty for being alive. 
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I adored my older brother, Howard. I remember watching him building gadgets and doing science 
projects. Of course, he would tease me, as big brothers do. He pushed me into a stinging bush one 
day, and on another, pulling my hair, rescued me from a sucking whirlpool in the Kum River.  
 
When Howard turned ten, he commenced boarding school in Australia. From then on, I saw him 
only several times a year - on school vacations. In his fourteenth year, a long-distance telephone call 
informed us that he was ill with encephalitis. Within days, the whole family gathered in Sydney, and 
one evening, a week later, he died.  
  
When I heard the words from my mother, I exploded as if a grenade had fallen on me, and tore 
through the house to bury myself under the table in the sunroom, where I cried for hours.  
 
"How could he leave? I thought he loved me?! I love him! Who will help me grow up now?" I felt 
abandoned and lost. 
  
Howard was gone, and I realized that I would pass one day just as readily - as would everyone. So, I 
needed to protect myself! But resisting death also denies life... Over the coming years, my intense 
withdrawal inward and apart would eventually become almost irreversible, yet finally provoke me 
toward a different experience. But, for now, I adopted my culture's presumption of separation and 
fear, with only its vain hopes and religious prayers for some kind of immunity from that fear. 
 
Back in New Guinea, I continued wrestling with these issues.  
 
Not far from the Wahgi resides the spectacular Baiyer River Valley. Established there to study the 
island's animal and birdlife was the renowned Baiyer River Sanctuary. My father was a formal trustee 
and patron, so we visited often. Dwelling in the park was a friendly giant hornbill, or kokomo. 
Gliding out of the jungle like a pterodactyl, she loved to mingle with visitors, stealing food and shiny 
objects, sneaking into cars, and getting into everyone's business. Another colorful character was 
Fred, the raggiana. Among the most beautiful birds, raggianas are excellent mimics, and Fred learned 
a good deal of cursing. Aware of his beauty and charm, he would dance and display along twisting 
branches, enthralling tourists before swearing at them like a boozy sailor! The sanctuary cared for a 
broad array of mammal, bird, reptile, insect, and plant life. And it was there, beneath the lush green 
canopies, alongside the lazy river, that my life-long interest in nature began to really flourish. 
  
At home, with Dad's support, I developed a backyard menagerie. I was caring for owls, hawks, a 
harpy eagle, turtles, pythons, parrots, cuscuses, tree-kangaroos, tropical fish, a horse, dogs and cats, 
guinea pigs, ducks, and chickens. I cherished them all, and loved gathering their varied diets from 
the forests and local markets.  
 
But after some years and several deaths, I couldn't continue. I didn't want these beings whom I 
loved and put so much care into dying before me. So, I sent them all to the Baiyer River Sanctuary, 
and in the years following, avoided serious involvement with animals. I didn't want the responsibility 
of their lives and deaths. And Howard's passing was still a painful wound in me.  
 
 

There beneath the green heaving sky, green with pulsing leaves 
with blue between, and moving 

in a world beneath the trees, light stirred, revealing.  
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Alcheringa ~ 1.  

 

A bright blue morning warms your face. The air smells of wildflowers and bubbling streams. 
Meadows slope up to whitening peaks. Yawning wide, you stretch out from hillsides of colored 
blossoms, rolling down to where sandy beaches merge with purpling blue, dissolving in waters away. 
 
Off the reef, sea-soaking whales breach and plume. Enormous winged creatures ride warm airs over 
rugged lands. Leathered hippos wallow in muddy pools. Giraffes and elephants browse the great 
trees, and in high branches, monkeys chatter over figs, while rainbow butterflies alight upon 
extraordinary petals for nectars sweet. 
 
 

Bears, zebras, and kangaroos roam.  
 

Camels, insects, eagles, and parrots… walk, crawl, fly, and screech.  
 

Dinosaurs, mammoths, and pterodactyls, too.  
 

All of them appearing and disappearing, like in a dream, 
  

unfurling, and dissolving away, back, and through. 
 
 

Muffled voices whisper through sky and underground, imploring you to listen.  
 
"Weizyu.    Ulluvus izyu.    Disiz arwarld.    Weiz heear azyu, anyu azus." 
 
Long-forgotten fear rips your chest, contracting to separation and pain, threatening life itself. No 
exit, only breathing, relaxing, and surrendering every atom's mix. And gradually, without reason, fear 
subsides, life through life, deepening to calm as you drift between wheeling worlds. 
 

"Caw! Caw! Get up! Up!" 
 
While drowsy still, a handsome black bird pounces to your shoulder, pressing talons through cotton. 
 
"So now you're here, we have things to show you. Call me 'Raven'. And all the rest you see here, call 
them by what they are. Grok, grokity! Yopity-grok grok!" 
 
Spreading wings, Raven leaps back to grass, jumping and skipping. 
 
"Okay, let's run! When I take off, you jump with me! C'mon, c'mon, catch up!" 
 
Bounding across seeding grasses, Raven calls, "Okay, O-o-o-k-a a y….   nowww JUMP!" 
 
 

And suddenly, you're FLYING!! 
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Your shimmering arms are now shiny black wings, your nose is beaked and slightly curving. 
 
Raven climbs, rolls, whoops, and cackles, alighting tallest tree into which you crash, talons gripping! 
 
"I'm afraid," sighs Raven. "Well, not afraid, but if I was one of yours, I would be. You heavy-leggeds 
are afraid a LOT! I'm just concerned. Yep! Yep! I notice things. Okay… not much of time, so let's 
get off this tree!" 
 
Back upon greening grasses, feathers and beak are gone.  
 

Raven winks at you. 
 
"Now get this. Few people know or want to, but all of us you've seen here feel happenings not so 
good. I am Raven of ravens. And as you were just now a raven, so you are still. Do you know that 
we are inseparable? 
 
"We're the same! Whatever you see and know is not parted from you. Grass is you. Same for Stone, 
Sky, Earth, Stream, and between. In sky and earth, you see a trillion things. In deepest heart, one! 
Yoppity, yop, yop... Gaar-rok! 
 
"Plants have existed for much longer than people. Animals longer than plants and people. Fungi 
thrived before any people, plants, or animals ever appeared. And longer still for rocks, minerals, and 
water. And all people, animals, plants, fungi, rocks, gas, and water are still here together, right now! 
 
 

"So, you tell me, when is before or after?   
Is ancient not also now? 

 
 
"Feel and understand this world of gases, minerals, rocks, fungi, plants, and trees, all animals from 
biggest to smallest. People, too. And spaces between. Wind and clouds, oceans and mountains, 
jungles, and deserts are you.  
 
"Is there any first, last, or apart, ever at all?" 
 
 
 

And with this, Raven jumps again,  
 

    and flies, 
 

cawing loudly into thunder sky,  
          
          until gone. 
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Peregrination 3. 
 

 

Gorilla in the Room 

 

"Once you know with ever absolute certainty that nothing can trouble you but your own 
imagination, you come to disregard your desires and fears, concepts and ideas, and live by truth 
alone."  - Sri Nisargadatta Maharaj 
 

 

In 1975, as I entered my teenage years, I was sent to Australia's Gold Coast to attend boarding 
school, as my sister Roslyn had done, and Howard before her. It was a challenging transition, as I 
didn't want to leave the valley for an unfamiliar place so far away.  

At first, there was nothing I liked about my school. There were no jungles, rivers, caves, or villages, 
no valleys, or mountains, nor any yodeling or singing to trees. And I crumpled further in this new 
arrangement of systems and devices that I struggled to comprehend.  

Near the end of that year, Papua New Guinea took its national independence from Australia, and 
our family left there for good. That first part of my short life now seemed entirely gone! I didn't 
know if I'd ever return home, or what the Wahgi would be like when I did. 

In the years leading to independence, local elders occasionally discussed the coming changes with 
my father. These older men felt that national self-governance was premature because the tribes were 
not ready. The younger men, now school-educated, were beginning to ignore their elders, giving 
concerns that independence could usher in lawlessness, and even an uprising. The elders started 
nudging my father to take his family and leave the island. He resisted their urgings for a time, but 
finally agreed with some of their concerns, and made the necessary plans for returning to Australia.  
 
In April 1933, the first white men to set foot in the Wahgi Valley were confronted by a band of 
young warriors. Some of those warriors matured into tribal elders, ably marshaling their people 
through the rapid transformations rolling across their world. And they were now relieved to know 
that no harm would come to us by any of their wayward members because we would soon be 
leaving. But they were deeply saddened to see my father go. Over the decades, they had forged 
trusting friendships, coming to recognize each other as brothers. 
 
After my parents relocated to Queensland, into a new home in the forested hills inland from the 
Gold Coast, I left boarding school to rejoin them. The area was not much developed in those days, 
and there were still accessible creeks, ponds, and open woodlands. Upon grassy hillsides, under 
morning mists, kangaroos grazed, with the young bucks frequently wrestling and boxing each other.   
 
As I adjusted to life in Australia, I began feeling the depth of this country, and its ancient, timeless 
presence. Under vast skies, the land is vibrant with a unique quality, radiating a powerful stillness. 
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Early one spring, inside the trunk of a paper-bark tree, I heard the chirpings of Eastern Rosella 
chicks. They sounded hungry! I hid nearby, waiting for the mother's return to observe her feeding of 
them, but hours passed without her showing. After waiting into the early evening, I finally reached 
into the tree, taking all seven home to feed and care for. I created a gruel mixture for baby parrots, 
which the tiny yellow-beaked goblins happily devoured. One of the cutest things you might ever see 
is a clutch of rosella nestlings snuggling in a warm lap, grumbling and snoring under a light blanket. 
  
As the birds grew older, they followed me on short walks - seven scruffy fledglings flapping and 
waddling along. Sometimes I would try to follow them, although seven made that quite a challenge! 
One evening, instead of waiting to be put into their sleeping box, they fluttered up under the eaves 
of the house to begin roosting outdoors. They were growing up.  
  
There was a plant in our yard, the over-ripe fruit of which produced mild alcohol. Soon after the 
parrots discovered the bitter fruits, they were staggering all over the lawn. I gathered up the little 
pirates and kept them indoors until the fruiting had passed. Drunken rosellas are easy prey.  
 
Soon, they were staying away for longer periods. Then, one by one, they started leaving, until only 
one remained. And within a few weeks, she, too, was gone. Although I missed them, I was happy 
they'd moved on to a natural life of their own. 
  
Eventually, I accepted that my parents had placed me into a good school. I played rugby union, 
rowed, and learned rappelling, which evolved into rock-climbing. I enjoyed history, English studies, 
the earth sciences, and copiously read books on natural history. I completed a science project on the 
biological systems of a woodland pond, for which I received top marks. But mathematics and its 
cousins were not my best friends. 
  
At one point, I inspired myself with the idea of walking around the planet to promote world peace 
and the environment. Over several years, I conjured a working plan, getting out the maps, charting 
my course, devising lists and strategies… until I saw the error in my vision - the whole project was 
rooted in fear! I never really intended to save the world! What I wanted was to protect myself, and 
eliminate all threats to my well-being! It was a humbling lesson. I surrendered my plans on the spot! 
  
It gradually dawned on me that neither my friends, my parents, nor any good teachers, religions, or 
anything else I encountered would provide me with a real understanding of the heart of life. What is 
the truth? How can we be happy and free? My teenage years were a confusing time - struggling with 
my father, self-embarrassment, missing Howard, and despairing that nothing I saw ahead of me in 
life was significantly attractive and interesting. 
  
After finishing high school, I had no strong sense of what to do. While working in an ornamental 
plant nursery, I started reading the books of the swami Paramahansa Yogananda, the Indian sage 
Ramana Maharshi, and the iconoclastic J. Krishnamurti - challenging individuals! I also read some of 
the works of western philosophers. 
 
I quickly aligned with Ramana Maharshi through his book Who Am I? because of my similar 
questioning years earlier. I sank into his words and the writings of others, reconnecting with a part 
of life I'd been missing. I explored meditation, vegetarianism, yoga, and other practices. My family 
was a little dismayed. I remember trying to explain to my parents that although I respected them and 
their lives, and all they had done for their children, it was unlikely that I would follow a similar path. 
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One day, I came upon a book called The Eating Gorilla Comes in Peace. The title impressed me. The 
cover was handsome. It was thick, and its contents were intelligent, balanced, and well-considered. 
But noticing that the author, Bubba Free John, was a spiritual teacher from New York, I promptly 
slid the book back onto the shelf. I could concede to spiritual teachers from Asia, but New York!?  
  
However, as I made to leave the store, my hand reached out and slipped the book into my basket… 
 
On my bed that evening with The Eating Gorilla resting on my chest, I began reading. I liked the 
book. It offered an interesting approach to diet and health that I thought might assist my rock-
climbing. 
  
As I made my way through the early chapters, I felt the space around me slowly expanding. The 
corners of the room softened and rounded, the air became thick, and my body heavy. Suddenly, 
somehow, the very heart of existence flushed from the pages, flooding through me! It was a 
communication that was circular, continuous, and so familiar that I even wondered if I had written 
the book! Incredulous, I whispered to no one, "I wrote this? I don't remember writing a book! I'm a 
kid! I've never seen this book before!"  
 
But it was so familiar! 
 
Did the words in those pages emerge from my heart? Did my heart reside somewhere within or 
behind the book?  
 
What tide-power now pushed and drew the force of existence into and from me? 
 
And how did I arrive at the edge of this vast forest of calm - this domain of a peaceful "gorilla"?  
 
I could not fathom what had happened. 
  
Naively, I walked into the living room to tell my parents. I had to tell someone! I don't know what I 
expected, but they just looked at me, then to each other, perhaps wondering about my sanity. I went 
back to my room, reeling with the revolution coursing through me. I determined that I needed to 
find out more about this Bubba Free John, sensing that he already knew me. 
  
After reading The Eating Gorilla Comes in Peace, I obtained every other book of his that I could find. 
He had recently changed his name, so his newer books were now authored by Da Free John. Three 
months later, following my reading-intensive, I concluded that this was someone who understood 
humanity's dilemmas and the truth of life. There was a group in Melbourne associated with him 
from whom I requested corresponding-student forms.  
 
I was serious about this - or so I thought!  
 
Receiving the papers, I filled them out and slid them into an envelope… which was never mailed… 
 
I put the spiritual literature away, and found new employment at the David Fleay Wildlife Park near 
the Gold Coast's Burleigh Heads. Sir David, one of Australia's beloved naturalists, was the park's 
founder and director. He was an old-world gentleman, and I was honored to work under him.  
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One day, a woman delivered to us a young crow she had found in her back yard. David said I could 
take the fledgling home. I named him Crow. Australia's Torresian crows are large birds, almost the 
size of American ravens. He grew quickly, living free in the yard, roosting in the trees, and regularly 
playing tricks on the dogs and our guests. He foraged naturally, living off insects, lizards, rodents, 
and other edibles. There were also the dogs' leftovers, and the regular snacks that I gave him.  
 
Six months after bringing Crow home, I resigned from Fleay's Park after Sir David said he was 
releasing a fellow worker because he couldn't afford to retain us both! Slightly younger than me, this 
other man sincerely wanted his job there, to learn more and build a career in conservation. And 
because I wasn't yet sure what I was doing with my life, I chose to remove myself so the other man 
could stay. Years later, I was happy to learn that he was still there and doing well.  

I now focused my life on rock-climbing. I enjoyed it and was good at it. I joked that the world was 
"driving me up the wall"! One of the things I liked about climbing was physically placing myself in 
the zone between vertical earth and thin air. The threshold space between rock and sky challenged 
me physically, emotionally, and spiritually. I often found it meditative, calming, and balancing. 
Conscious climbing requires the cultivation of both self-control and release. When you're suddenly 
falling through space, you will either contract in fear, or let go in surrender! I also valued being 
around the tall cliffs because they made me feel insignificant in the most positive ways. 

Occasionally I took Crow with me on climbing trips, but mostly he stayed home. I fondly remember 
times of lying on the lawn while reading a book when Crow would alight beside me, nibbling my ear 
and snuggling into my neck. Meowing and clucking, he would push the book away, laying down 
upon me, opening his wings across my chest and face, nuzzling, mumbling, and dribbling saliva 
down my neck.  

Crow also took advantage of those who were nervous around him - stalking and taunting them! My 
mother and sister were two of his targets. He would hang from the roof gutters, looking in the 
windows for them. And when they went outside, he was onto them, pecking and chasing!  

One day, finally, I was told he had to go. I decided to take him to one of my favorite cliffs, hoping 
he would settle into the area so we could still see each other. On the hour-long scenic drive, Crow 
perched happily on the backseat, gazing out the windows, mumbling and burbling.  

After we arrived at our campsite, Crow took off through the trees to explore the cliffs and ridges, 
frequently returning to check in. One afternoon, as I was pulling around an overhanging block, he 
landed on my shoulder to cluck in my ear. At night, he would share our campsite and roost in the 
branches above my sleeping mat, waking me early each morning.  

Days later, when it was time to leave, Crow was perching in a nearby tree. He didn't come down 
from the branch. He didn't try to get in the car. I think he knew what was happening and just sat 
there, watching me pack up. Maybe he met some other crows he liked? As I slowly drove away, he 
followed me through the trees for a while. We never saw each other again. Two visiting German 
climbers reported that he stayed around and shared their evenings for a time, but then disappeared. 
He probably did just fine. I still think about him. 
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I climbed for about five years with my brother Scott and friends, throughout Australia and in New 
Zealand. I ate, drank, read, and slept rock-climbing. I wasn't the very best, but I thought if I worked 
at it, maybe I could get close. We first climbed on already established cliffs, and then began 
exploring new areas. We camped in caves, under trees, slept in cars and on floors, eating from 
campfires and cafes - all for climbing. For a brief while, I ran a climbing instruction business, 
teaching safe techniques to newcomers. But I quickly realized that I didn't want the responsibility, 
and soon returned to the life of wandering and climbing.  

Some of the cliffs we climbed on were ominous with archaic energies. There are simply some 
regions that should not be visited casually. Having done so, I began feeling unsettled, as if my life's 
course was altering. Finally, to my dismay, after years of climbing, I couldn't feel the passion for it 
anymore. And as my rock-climbing activities waned, significant life changes began manifesting, 
which I found frightening at first.  

I had invested almost everything into climbing, and I needed it to work out! In a life empty and 
unfulfilling, it gave me some purpose. But now, my motivations were changing, and this alarmed me. 
Sitting by the camp fire one morning, under overhanging cliffs, I didn't know what to do. In the 
following weeks, I slid quietly into an existential dark hole that I had strenuously avoided for years.  

The crisis flooding over me was unrelenting, dragging me into a state where fear of death permeated 
every cell of my being, through every moment of every day and night, for months! I secluded myself 
in my room. I could barely talk, emote, eat, or sleep. I existed in terminal living terror, unable to 
function. My body, limbs, organs, and mind were wracked with pain. Nothing brought relief. I had 
fallen into a deep well and could see no way out, aware that not even death could free me. And week 
by week, it became more intense! The shocking despair rendered me zombie-like and numb. 

What could I do in the face of something like this? Because I felt there was nowhere to go, I settled 
into the fear. It did not result in death, at least not yet, so I created a daily schedule, accounting for 
every waking minute - simple, life-positive, and relational. Living this schedule grounded me. I 
started moving again, committing to this effort without any goal but to physically function and 
serve. 

6:00 a.m.  - rise, meditate 
7:00   - exercise, shower, breakfast  
8:00   - serve/work 
12:00 p.m.  - lunch 
12:30   - serve/work  
5:00   - stretch/yoga, shower 
6:00   - dinner 
6:30   - family/social time 
9:00   - meditate, study 
10:00   - retire  

 
 
A few weeks later, as my energies returned, I contacted the Da Free John center again. The day I 
called, November 3, 1985, turned out to be his birthday. I was invited to an event they were hosting.  
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Upon arriving in Melbourne, I met some people who had directly interacted with Da Free John, 
including a man named Glen. I saw some films where Da Free John spoke and laughed. I'd never 
heard laughter so free and happy. 
 
I also learned that he was no longer in the United States of America, but was now living on a remote 
island in Fiji. And it became even more evident to me that Da Free John was not a regular man, nor 
any ordinary spiritual teacher. It was also clear that he was the source of the clarity and power I 
encountered in the Gorilla book, as well as my childhood mystical experiences. All those events had 
the same quality of energy. So, I conceded that I would have to reckon with him, and soon…  
 
On the bus ride back home, I continued appreciating the significance of this new moment, but I still 
didn't feel ready. Nobody in the group pressured me to join, but as the bus rolled through the night, 
I made a plan. Soon after arriving home, I visited a large spiritual bookstore with one goal in mind. 
Aware of my need for an authentic living teacher, I intended for this expedition to result in my 
finding a mentor other than Da Free John! I thought it was worth a try. He was far too wild and 
intense for my liking at that time! 

I carefully perused all the shelves of the eastern traditions - book after book - nothing, nothing, 
nothing. Finally, I found a medium-sized volume about an Indian saint. He looked reasonable, with 
dark skin, fuzzy hair, and orange robes. And so now I stood there, conjuring a connection with this 
teacher, thinking, "Please connect with me! I don't want to be involved with crazy Da Free John!"  

The shop assistant put some music on. I hadn't heard the piece before, or couldn't recall it. As it 
played, a column of energy surrounded me. Tears of gratitude welled up in my eyes. Looking up 
through the translucent brightness, I fully knew that this was Da Free John's doing! As Pachelbel's 
Canon in D wafted through the store, I thought, "You can do this? You're all the way in Fiji, and you 
can do this?" It was as if he put his hand on my head to say, "Don't you know me?"  

I put the Indian teacher's book away, purchased the Pachelbel cassette, and headed home. 

However, my reluctance wasn't quite over… 
 

"Why does it need to be this way? Why can't I do this myself? Needing a spiritual 
teacher is weak! And why can't I just be content with the way things are?" 

I knew he didn't want gleeful, enthusiastic, or reluctant students. He cautioned people to stay away 
unless they were serious. 

Da Free John was not politely conventional. I felt I was approaching a wild, unbridled storm! 

A few weeks later, in early January 1986, I rode a bus to central-west Queensland to visit my sister. 
Roslyn picked me up at the bus stop, and we drove out to where she lived - a wooden farmhouse on 
iron-bark posts. The country was flat and belting hot. In every direction, the curvaceous Earth cast a 
shimmering horizon, above which hung the enormity of space. It was intensely silent, with barely a 
breeze. The random clinking of the clothes hoist and creaking wire-fences accentuated the silence. It 
was a country imbued with original purity - fragile, stark, and intricate. 
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Sweeping across the flats one afternoon, beneath broiling thunder clouds, came a wall of crashing 
rain. Windows and doors blew open, and water drenched the house. And as quickly as the storm 
came, she was gone, moving inland toward the gorges. Like fresh water on thirsty flowers, her 
wetness softened everything, including me. 

As I helped Roslyn tidy and mop the floor, the enquiry "Who am I?" spontaneously arose again. The 
questioning carried me through every waking moment for the next several weeks. It had a force of 
energy that seemed to come from the ancient Earth. Three or four times a day, I would fall through 
this enquiry into a state free of all separation and concern. I was still living my daily routine, finding 
it grounding and healthy. My searching need was falling away again, which was a happy relief.  

The day after the deluge, Roslyn and I drove several hours to Carnarvon Gorge country to explore 
some canyons and camp overnight. The gorges include places of ancient burials, sacred cave 
paintings, corroboree dancing rings, and storied fire pits. The canyons felt like holy cathedrals, as old 
as time. Even today, I feel the influence of Carnarvon. 
 
As the self-enquiry continued, enjoying a state of freedom became a regular occurrence throughout 
the next month. Ramana Maharshi described a state he called the "witness consciousness", which 
was the closest descriptive I could find for what I was experiencing - awareness and clarity 
outshining all limits of mind and body, and magnifying life.  
  

    I was inspired to a deeper trust of mystery.  

  

        Each time I returned from that lucent state, my body felt irradiated and realigned.  

  

             And, once more, I felt that all of this had something to do with Da Free John!  

  

I was sure of it. 
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Relax and Breathe 
 
 
Gently breathe in and out several times, or more if you wish, feeling the energy flowing in your 
hands, feet, face, and body. Breathe into and from the heart, and radiate life to infinity. When you 
feel ready, continue reading, and feeling, and breathing.   
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Alcheringa ~ 2. 

 

Open fields meander to sun-sparkling waters illuminating fish flying shallows deep. 

Gorilla grunts from beneath silent Tree, as both gaze at you while the stream quietens. 

"Good to see you, human. At the bend upstream, you can cross over." 

Kneeing strongly through fast, fresh waters, your heart pounds as Gorilla approaches.  

Your almost now touching faces are not different at all, as you fall into each other's eyes.  

Taking your arm, Gorilla embraces you, enormous hands warming your heart.  

"Do you remember?" Gorilla rumbles. 

"As Raven said, we are the same. What happens to me, happens to you. 

"In your world, few gorillas remain. And gorillas in zoos are treated as things, objects, subjects, 
curiosities to be enjoyed and preserved - for humans. No beings should be treated this way! Humans 
must understand who they are.  

"Can you remember your gorilla-hood? Your family?" 

Long-hidden memories float out around your heart  
of warm days, and nights cool, in peaceful forests  
of wild celery, bamboo, grasses, fruits, and leaves  
of jungles thick, and young gorillas rolling, cavorting, and squealing  
of little black toes tickled by ferns, butterflies, and joyful trees. 

And of poachers yelling loudly through forested homes, hunting your loves! 

Shooting, snaring, abducting young ones, and killing the old who protect and defend. 

"Wake up now. Wake up!" Gorilla whispers. "We get nowhere if we dwell in the past. Good to 
remember and let go. Gorillas trust there is a way for humans to understand themselves as beings of 
the Earth, with sacred purpose and responsibility. Within everyone, no matter how hardened, afraid, 
or lost, the heart can always be found." 

You suddenly want to run from mountain meadows, but Gorilla holds you down until you calm.  

"All of that is just memory now. You have much to do." 

He then turns, moving slowly away into forested silence. 
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Peregrination 4. 
 

 
Encountering the Silverback 

 

"Sometimes strong wind e blow strong, strong… 
Some they might say… 'What for e blow strong wind?' 
Because e blow wind  
because e's yours.  
Not for yours yourself… 
for anybody."          

 
- Big Bill Neidjie (Ulbuk, Kakadu) 

 

Upon arriving home from central Queensland, I learned that Da Free John was undergoing a 
significant shift in his life and spiritual work. My time in the outback felt connected and 
simultaneous - I seemed to be drawing closer to the edges of a process much larger.  

No more delays! I packed my rucksack and climbed aboard a bus to follow modern highways over 
ancient landscapes to Melbourne. My mother was supportive, but my father was confounded, upset, 
and angry. 

Da Free John did indeed mean business! I had to demonstrate my readiness to be a part of things. I 
needed to hold a steady job, save money, and determine why I was afraid of girls and responsibility. 
I had to study, meditate, put out energy, serve, be ordinary, and basically rejoin the human race!  

And within these ordinary life-level demands, I quickly encountered further resistance in myself. 

After only three months, I decided to leave for a while, to prepare better and return when ready. My 
new friends talked me out of this several times, encouraging me to handle things while staying in 
place. Maybe they were right, but I wasn't convinced, and one morning I scribbled on a notepad, 
"gone climbing, will be in touch", and bussed north to Queensland.  

A few nights later, I had a dream in which Da Free John was hugging me, and passionately saying, 
"Thank you! Thank you! Thank you!" over and over…  

The dream was vivid, but I didn't know what to make of it. Then I realized that even in my 
withdrawal, he was still assuming relationship, remaining connected. He was right in step with what I 
was going through. Some dreams are just subjective - others are a direct message. I showered, 
dressed, and started looking for a job, intent on handling my business as soon as possible. 

I quickly found employment in a steel fabrication factory. The company emblem across the front of 
the blue building was a massive white DA! And all the permanent staff had white DAs embroidered 
on their blue shirt pockets! Was this simply a coincidence? I don’t think so… A few months later, 
with some money in my pocket, though with some things still to handle, I felt ready to return south. 
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I spent the next few years between Sydney, Melbourne, and Fiji, exploring new places and things, 
becoming more familiar with Da Free John, and catching up on some life basics. During my teens, I 
had resisted my father's instructions for growing up, but could now better appreciate his intentions! 

Da Free John resided on the Fijian island of Naitauba, across the Koro Sea from Taveuni. However, 
the first two times I traveled there in the late 1980s, he was visiting California. Then, in 1989, 
halfway through my second visit, he returned.  

By this time, I was a veteran all of three years! I had studied a lot and engaged the beginning 
practices seriously. I had also become more familiar with humanity's sacred traditions, developing a 
measure of understanding of authentic spiritual teachers, and how to respectfully approach them. 
After days of cleaning and preparing the gardens and facilities, everyone gathered at the beach for 
his arrival. 

We all collected at the water's edge as Da Free John disembarked from the yacht outside the reef. 

And now, just as I was finally about to meet him, my mind was a storm of doubts and concern!   

All I could see around me were religious fanatics who regarded this portly American man as their 
teacher! I suddenly saw him as a fake, pure and simple, and this whole enterprise as a sad little cult 
into which my weaknesses had allowed me to slide. 

A small silver motorboat now puttered toward the beach, carrying about a dozen people. 

The sun glared. Sea birds floated in the sky. Then Da Free John's bald head appeared shiny against 
the blue sea. And from nowhere and everywhere, I was consumed by a force of brightness pulsing 
from beyond deepest space!  My awareness became… 
 

Timeless.    Placeless.    Selfless.    Vanished.    Still.    Found.    No coming.    No going. 
 

Ever!    No death.    Life forever.    Separate "I" gone!    Peace only.    Only Free! 
 
 
My torso opened like newly rotted fruit, and the life in me flew to him in unknowing remembrance 
and recognition. It was like looking into a mirror where I had dissolved, and only the invisible 
source of real life shined back. 
 
Then, gradually, all the machinery of doubts and thoughts, of me and others, started cranking over 
again, first quietly and then faster and louder, like an old engine turned off for too long.  

And suddenly "I" was back!  

But never again the same as before…  

As the skiff came into shore, it was pulled sideways onto the sand, with everyone but Da Free John 
climbing out. He sat there for a while, silently gazing at us, and we at him. 
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Gentle waves lapped the beach in threes. He seemed as naïve as a loved infant, gazing at each of us 
with eyes of deepest compassion and wonder. Some of us he had known for years. Others, like me, 
he hadn't seen before. When my eyes met his, I spontaneously dissolved beyond all experience. 

Since the day I first read the Eating Gorilla book, and through all the resistance that followed, Da 
Free John had gently nudged me again and again, and now unequivocally confirmed that he was 
everything I had intuited. He was, and is, me - free! … the living essence of every being and thing.  

My presumed limitations and struggles against freedom are only the ego's reaction to being free!  

Da Free John advises that these apparent limits and reactions are not true. 

As I walked along the beaches the next morning, looking out to sea, my worldview was changed. 
Across the island, Da Free John was probably waking up, now well rested after his journey. The sky 
and the palm trees, the turtles and fishes in the lagoons, the breezes, and me, were the same. Upon 
the sands, the mythic egg of my egoic life, and all human history, had cracked. 

And now, a more direct relationship with Da Free John began. 
 
Everyone on Naitauba had functional responsibilities, ranging from gardening through food-making, 
temple and house services, medical, boats, construction, vehicles, administrative, and so on.  
  
Da Free John gave me a service for which I was well suited. I went every day into the jungles and 
along the coastlines, exploring the island's terrain. He wanted me to locate unique trees, caves, and 
other interesting features. Once found, I worked with a few others creating walking paths to these 
areas so that he could visit them and become more integrated with the island's places and 
personality. During three lengthy visits to Naitauba, this is what I did. And unbeknownst to me at 
the time, through those long days within the island's forests, I was also being prepared for another 
function still several years away. 
  
Each morning I would hike out into the island with a sele, or machete, in hand and be gone all day. 
Naitauba is spectacular, with high grassy meadows overlooking blue-green lagoons. Limestone cliffs 
rising from the sea, caves, tidal beaches, canyons, and primeval trees comprised the many places to 
be explored. Clambering through sweltering ravines and vegetative tangles, I discovered long-
abandoned Fijian gardens where I collected papayas, lemons, and bananas to eat. For liquid and 
protein, there were coconuts everywhere. 
  
I came to know Naitauba well, and found the connection mutual. One morning, resting in a clearing, 
with sunlight glinting through the canopy, I felt as if I was sinking underground through the mulch, 
soil, and limestone, profoundly relaxing into the island's embrace. Weeks later, running across the 
village lawns, I felt Naitauba take hold of my hips and legs. After momentarily resisting, I felt 
buoyed, now running lighter and swifter. The island's living mysteriousness exampled something to 
be duplicated. 
  
During these Naitauba retreats, I was mostly out in the bush, and had little to do with the Ashram 
goings-on. Seven days a week, Da Free John pressed me into the island's places, its wrinkles and 
folds, peaks, and deep holes. 
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One day, returning from a path-building project, as we bounced along in the tractor-trailer, I noticed 
my friend Panipasa throwing some litter into the bush. Over the tractor noise, I called out, "Hey, 
Panipasa! Dauloloma [the Fijians' name for Da Free John] doesn't like us littering the island!"  
  
Panipasa chuckled, "Ah! How would he know?" 
  
"Remember that book you looked at?" I replied. "Where Dauloloma says he is you? Well, if that's 
true, there's a possibility he might know, huh? …" 
  
As we rolled along the jungle road, Panipasa looked back at me, his eyes slightly moist, "Sutuate! 
What Dauloloma says, it makes me feel love!" He patted his chest as we jostled toward the village, 
dwarfed beneath evening's tortoise-shell sky. 
  
Sundays were when Da Free John went hiking. He would often go with his family, enjoying a picnic 
lunch along the way. I would always head out early those mornings to rake, sweep, and clean away 
any debris that had fallen overnight. I wanted the paths to be well-served before he wandered.  
  
Naitauba's fauna is typical of most small tropical islands. The species and their populations are 
limited to what can exist on a porous limestone block with fissures draining to the sea. These include 
the lories and parrots, the fruit bats, megapodes, forest doves, falcons, iguanas and geckoes, owls 
and hawks, beach and coconut crabs, insects, and the Fijian boa. Traditionally, the boa is taboo, a 
spirit creature not to be meddled with. Walking along a trail one morning with several young Fijian 
men, I reached down to pick up a small boa from alongside the path. It was truly impressive how 
swiftly my good friends vanished!  

I showed the snake to Da Free John. With a big smile, he let it coil around his fingers and slide up 
his arm, where it moved in under his shirt and across his chest, reappearing at his neck. He held the 
small reptile for his daughters to see, laughing at their squeals. The snake was then handed back to 
me with a direct request - "It must be returned to the exact location, facing in the same direction you 
found it."  

Always in the sky were soaring frigate birds and albatrosses, remarkable creatures who seldom alight 
on land. Around the island were dolphins, manta-rays, turtles, whales, and sharks. The Fijians 
maintained a traditional alliance with the sharks via offerings to totemic spirits. Inside the lagoons, 
people swimming were generally protected, but not so much out in the deeper sea. 

During my second retreat, I happened upon some typed notes inserted inside a Fijian wildlife book 
in the village library. They were part of a conversation where Da Free John talked about something 
called Fear-No-More Zoo. Calling a zoo "Fear-No-More" seemed incongruous, and I was 
immediately curious.  

In these notes, he referred to a Fear-No-More Zoo in California, and one on Naitauba. At dinner 
that evening, my questions about the Zoo were immediately shut down by the island's doctor, who 
opposed anything like a zoo happening there. He was already responsible for all the people, horses, 
dogs, and cats, with the nearest veterinarian nearly two hundred miles (320 kilometers) away by sea 
and air.   
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Soon after this, a man from the United States came on retreat. It was Glen, whom I had met in 
Melbourne when I first showed my face. He was now running Fear-No-More Zoo in California.  
We talked for an hour on the village lawn, where he encouraged me to move to America to help 
with the little zoo. I was intrigued, but couldn't see it happening anytime soon. 

A few days later, I found a small cave at the base of an inland cliff. Inside were charred human 
bones. Down in the back, buried in the dust, was a pile of shattered skeletons - skull fragments, hip 
bones, teeth, vertebra, fingers, and toes. Fijian elders suggested the bones were remnants from the 
Fijian-Tongan wars of the 1800s. Da Free John and the Fiji National Museum were informed, with 
the latter instructing us to exhume the bones and send them to the museum archives in Suva. 
Jammed in a crevice outside the cave was a large thigh bone, placed as a sign. Around the entrance, a 
cloud of tiny moths hovered, which, according to Fijian lore, indicates lingering spirits. We did a 
simple ceremony to honor the place, and whatever had happened there. Then, over several hours, 
we filled eight burlap sacks with all the bone fragments we could gather.  

On another occasion, I happened upon a much smaller cave that further deepened my respect for 
Fiji's ancestral energies. Climbing a low wall onto a ledge, I looked up to see a narrow tunnel 
running back into the cliff. A chill wind suddenly gusted from the hole, nearly dislodging me! I 
down-climbed that little cliff faster than I thought possible! 

~    ~    ~ 

I knew that Da Free John was intricately aware of all my patterns within the broader spans of life. 
Whenever he addressed me directly, I knew I was in for a lesson in deepening self-understanding. 
One of the first things he ever told me was: "If you don't get over your abstraction from life, you 
might end up killing someone." He spoke calmly and left me with it.  

I struggled with this. His words disarmed me. 

Da Free John was helping me understand something that applies to all of us - that whenever we 
assume any degree of separation from anything or anyone, we are actively negating all life, including 
ours. This sense of separateness issues from a subtle contraction of our being. To assume that we 
are separate from others, we must already have denied the life that we are! But when we live as love, 
we transcend all the mythologies of separation, fear, and death.   

While sitting quietly in meditation one morning, Da Free John's voice whispered to my heart.  

"You don't care. And you don't give a shit!" 

Over the next three days, I took this advice seriously, literally trying to care for this, that, and the 
other thing, for you, them, me, and everything else!  

While meditating again several days later, he went further. 
 
"You're not understanding me…  
 
You don't CARE!     You DON'T! care.     YOU! don't care." 
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From this, I understood that the energy I manifest as an ordinary human being is of minimal 
significance in the larger scheme of things. So, my acts of caring don't make much difference in the 
wider spheres of life. And if I presume to care, but am un-surrendered to divine mystery, then I am 
only abstracting from life and love, while standing in the way of grace. Da Free John expects that we 
should all care, and be a caring influence, in the context of inherent life and heart-wisdom.   
 

~    ~    ~ 
 

Late one afternoon, I came around the corner of a mossy cliff-base, on a high slope above the sea. 
My body softened as my brain relaxed and opened. There, before me, was a small cave about fifteen 
feet in the round. With a domed ceiling and spacious arching entrance, the level floor was smooth, 
dark, and powdery. The upper walls and ceiling were a mosaic of green and yellow lichens. Jutting 
off the rear wall was a beautiful white stalagmite, nine feet (3 meters) tall, and three feet (1 meter) 
thick. The cave almost hummed with energy. There were no animal or human footprints inside, so I 
intentionally remained at the threshold. I wanted Da Free John to be the first to step inside. 
 
He liked my report about this cave, so we constructed a trail through the steep jungle to the grotto. 
After two weeks of near backbreaking work, the path was safe and ready. On the day he visited, I 
lined the way with flowers, something I did with all the trails the first time he walked on them.  
 
Arriving at the cave, his eyes widened, and he asked for all the flowers along the path to be brought 
up. With feet bare, he stepped inside onto the cool, soft dust. Another person also went in to hold 
the flower basket for him. He adorned the huge white stalagmite, placing flowers into every nook 
and crack, ledge, and cranny. Finally, he stood back, admiring the lingam, now decorated with 
hibiscus and plumeria (frangipani). After making some jokes, he turned to gaze through the jungle 
out to the crashing sea, and then, with a quip, declared the cave a natural temple. He said it should 
receive some, but not too much, human attention and care.   
 
A larger and much deeper cave in the center of the island still retained an old fire pit on its upper 
level, replete with crumbling clay pots. The Fijians said that this had been a hiding place for people 
during cyclones and attacks from the Tongans. 
 

~    ~    ~ 
 
Da Free John developed a special relationship with a small banyan tree outside his house. It had 
begun life attached to the dry stump of an old coconut palm, continuously exposed to trade winds, 
sea salt, and beating sun. When Da Free John noticed the sapling's plight, he began supporting its 
growth. He had some of the old palm wood cut away, giving the root-tendrils easier access to the 
ground. It was watered daily and carefully nurtured. He talked about this tree being a pole through 
which he actively blessed and supported struggling life everywhere. 
 
After three years of exploring and trail building, Da Free John expressed an interest in having a fully 
maintained path around the island's perimeter. He wanted retreatants to become more intimate with 
Naitauba by undertaking multi-day meditative walks, overnighting in huts stationed around the 
route. He asked me to research the project to determine what it would take. My retreat that year was 
nearing its end, and I couldn't get onto this request before my departure. On my last night, however, 
at low tide, I circumambulated the entire island at water's edge, in the moonlight. I had to move 
quickly under the cliffs on the far side, or risk being washed out to sea by the crashing tide.  
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The last time I saw Da Free John physically alive on Naitauba, I was sitting on the grass, observing 
his approach. On this occasion, when I could have respectfully expressed my gratitude, I was utterly 
self-obsessed. I had been on the island for months, making trails and receiving praise about the 
quality of my service and attention to the details. I was departing at dawn, and right now, he was 
strolling toward me. My mind churned with expectations for him to say hello, hug me, thank me for 
visiting, and invite me back. The mental clamor was overwhelming. The closer he came, the louder it 
welled. I had no control over it, and he walked right by me as if I wasn't even there! And as he 
strode past, all of that self-obsession dissolved, melting into the stillness of the grassy field.  
 
Later, as I readied for departure, Finiasi, one of the Fijian elders, approached me. Finiasi was like an 
uncle to me, and I was good friends with one of his sons, Koroi. 
 
 
 

"Bula, Sutuate! Sah. 
Hey, it's not so good for you to come and go each year like this! 

You should live here! 
But first you need a woman! 

So, when you have your four legs, you come back! OK?" 
 

 

Finiasi had spoken! We embraced. I expected to return the following year, with two more legs, and 
become a resident.  
 
As the early sun bloomed over the horizon, I clambered onto the Persistent, the island's aged and 
questionable carrier of people across the waters. In the dim light of a new day, accompanied by a 
pod of dolphins, we chugged out through the reef to slowly cross the widening sea.  
 
Sitting at the rear of the boat, I was glazed in the intuition that I was already entirely free. It was 
done - confirmed in the first recognition, and in all the subsequent sightings of the ever-mysterious 
Da Free John - and long before then, too.  
 
Implicitly, I trusted that whatever ensued from that moment forward would only be the unwinding 
of old patterns of archaic movements and sounds, as all this solidity gradually waters to mystery, out 
of time. 
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The Vision of Fear-No-More 4. 

 

 

We continually frighten ourselves and each other. 
 
 

Yet, irrespective of imagined differences, all fear is the same. 
 
 

We are geniuses at utilizing fear to further our separative survival aims. 
  
  

With fear being our primary motivation, will we ever grow beyond it? 
 
  

For how long can the methods of fear be condoned? 
 
 

Our behavior increasingly disorients all of nature's living systems and beings. 
 
 

When will we embrace and nurture the universal impulse to be free? 
  
  

It may not be easy to begin with, but practice can make it so. 

 
Each and all of us must make this true. 
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Peregrination 5. 

Move to California 

 

"At heart, a human being is not the slightest bit different from the reptiles, the birds, the former 
dinosaurs, the elephants, the plants, the trees, the wind, the sky, the microbes. Apart from their 
function in conditionality, all beings are the same."     - Da Free John / Adi Da Samraj * 
 

*After numerous changes from his original birth name of Franklin Jones, the formal name "Adi Da Samraj" was 
settled upon in 1994. In Sanskrit, "Adi" means "first" (and last and always), referring to and invoking the true 
heart of everyone and everything, everywhere, through all time. "Da" means "giver of life". "Samraj" means "master".  

In September 1992, I traveled to Adi Da's small Sanctuary property on the island of Kauai in 
Hawaii. Several days earlier, Hurricane Iniki had dragged her claws across Kauai, smashing it to 
pieces. I flew in, along with three others, to assist with the massive cleanup of wreckage.  

Every tree was green-stripped, and buildings were torn apart, with many roofs destroyed. Kauai's 
mountain ridges were defoliated and jagged. We worked long and strenuously, clearing all the fallen 
trees tossed everywhere across the Sanctuary, as well as assisting neighbors with their properties.  

Fortunately, the Sanctuary buildings were not severely damaged. Island-wide, people worked hard, 
trying to rebuild and start again. The tropical vegetation regenerated quickly, and Kauai's natural 
vitality began returning, resilient as ever.   

Below the Sanctuary, along the Wailalele River, something interesting happened. I was down there 
alone after three of us had cleared some logjams from the gorge. As I prepared to follow the others 
up the hill, my attention went to a small clearing beyond the rapids, on the far side. I sensed a 
gathering of energies perched there among the bushes. As if from another place and time, I felt 
them enquiring, "Where have you been? What are you doing now?" They seemed to know me. After 
fashioning a hasty reply and mentioning Adi Da, I left the ravine for the sunshine above. 

After a month of chain-sawing, log-clearing, and surfing, I flew to Adi Da's Mountain Of Attention 
Sanctuary in California. In the Myacamas Mountains, north of San Francisco, this first of Adi Da's 
Sanctuaries is extensive, with wooded hills, rolling chaparral, wetlands, and hot springs. The tall oaks 
were shedding leaves. Woodpeckers, ravens, turkeys, raccoons, skunks, squirrels, opossums, and 
white-tailed deer lived in plenty. The environment's natural qualities were retiring and nurturing. 

Glen finally introduced me to Adi Da's Fear-No-More Zoo. It was small and simple. I enjoyed 
helping with the animals and hearing some of the stories. Once again, he encouraged me to relocate 
there to work alongside him. After seriously considering this, I chose to return to Australia instead.  

In late 1993, back in Melbourne, I was helping to support Naitauba Island with needed goods and 
services. I was also beginning a freight forwarding business into Fiji and Tonga. Early one evening, I 
received a phone call from California, proposing that I return to the Sanctuary to live there and 
oversee the animals. Glen had recently moved away, leaving things in only temporary care.  
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The invitation felt like a direct request from Adi Da, challenging my self-protectiveness and all my 
limits. I knew what it meant to take care of animals - all the hard work, connections made, and the 
deaths and heartbreak too often endured. Minutes after declining the offer, a sudden heavy flu 
knocked me into bed. While I slowly recovered, the calls kept coming, asking me to reconsider. 
Finally, after two weeks of "Hey Stu, waddaya reckon, mate?" from a Boston accent, I cautiously 
agreed to a six-month trial period.  

I heard that Adi Da was pleased I was going, but he wasn't told that I intended only to try it out. I 
put my business plans on hold, handed over my Naitauba service to a friend, and flew to California.  

Exiting airport arrivals in San Francisco, I met three Papua New Guineans from the Wahgi Valley! 
One of them even worked for a business my father once owned. After greetings and farewells, they 
faded like apparitions into the night, and I began my three-hour drive into the mountains. 

During his life, Adi Da developed all kinds of creative processes and projects. He produced over 
fifty books on human life and spirituality. He created the Laughing Man Library and the Basket of 
Tolerance - enormous collections of books and other media representing humanity's multiple 
traditions. And, as an artist, he produced a vast collection of his own works in various mediums.  

Participating directly with people, he explored a large body of practical wisdom about health and 
diet, death and dying, child-rearing, politics, relationships, and guidelines for managing businesses 
and human cultural life. He guided the creation of unique forms of sacred theatre, dance, and other 
activities. He taught meditation, yoga, healing, and qigong. And beginning in 1974, with the humble 
Fear-No-More Zoo, he also imparted his intimate understanding of the world of non-humans.  

Throughout the Zoo's earlier years, the people who served and worked there were more or less 
transitory. The lack of real support and interest from the institutional management and the general 
membership resulted in the Zoo languishing and struggling through the two decades previous to my 
arrival. A firm foundation upon which Adi Da could grow the process was absent. Glen had recently 
left, and if I had not arrived, the Sanctuary management would likely have closed the Zoo for good. 

On my first day with the animals, I didn't know which ones got what food or how much! I didn't 
know where the food was purchased, or where the money came from! I didn't know where the 
nearest town was. Glen left only some vague messages and notes. After solving these concerns, my 
next task was to find out what the Zoo was for, and what Adi Da expected. I approached various 
managers, general staff, and others I thought might offer some insights, but no one knew very much 
about it. And no one really seemed to care. 

Within a few days, Adi Da sent a message from Fiji, saying he was happy I was there, and outlining 
what he wanted me to do. All of it was good, practical animal-care advice. He also clarified that I 
wasn't to do anything new or different without his approval, for which I needed to send him maps, 
diagrams, and written proposals. He concluded by saying, "Also, no animals can die. If they do, you 
must write to me in detail, explaining how it occurred and guaranteeing that it won't happen again."  

This comment was exactly why I had been so reluctant to accept the invitation to work in the Zoo!  

And, with these four words, Adi Da began his dialogue with me about almost everything.  
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"No animals can die" was one of the most profound, complete, simple, and esoteric things he ever 
said to me, furthering his instruction from several years earlier on Naitauba.  

So much of what transpired across the following years unfurled from those four words. Such 
instructions, coming from a teacher like him, are simultaneously precise and broad, and hefty fuel 
for self-transcending growth. 

There I was, freshly arrived, and the first thing he did was expose some of my deepest fears, insisting 
that I face them to better understand myself, along with the broader import of his message.  

During my first months at the Sanctuary, the upper management allotted me only half an hour in the 
morning and evening to feed the animals, after which I was to do other work. I began feeling that 
my time was being squandered. I had gone there specifically to learn about and develop Fear-No-
More Zoo. Coming to California now felt like a huge mistake! Increasingly frustrated, I considered 
returning to Australia. When Adi Da learned of this, he sent me a message questioning my 
commitment. He criticized my resolve, even suggesting that I be fired, and I wholeheartedly agreed.  

Then, at the bottom of his message, the transcriber added a final comment that he had made to her. 
"It would be a special gift to me to know that Stuart would stay on there a good long while."  

So, I stayed!  

Informing the Sanctuary management that I was working only in the Zoo from now on, my six-
month trial period extended through the next twenty-five years.  

Via computer, I wrote to Adi Da in Fiji almost daily for the next nine months, and each day I would 
receive his replies. We discussed all the resident animals, their enclosures and environments, other 
animals he liked, and ones I liked. He had me diving into zoological research, and sending him 
reports and proposals. I was impressed with his broad knowledge and sense of detail. When he 
decided on new animals or birds, I set about acquiring and caring for them, and keeping him 
updated. He said he enjoyed these interactions and having someone he could work with on these 
things. He was often very humorous. The dialogues were instructive and clarifying. He was laying 
down the foundations and direction for things to come.  

Upon my arrival, the Zoo was barely developed. Enclosures were dilapidated, and wooden frames 
were rotting. Even at its best, it was always a humble affair. There were never the resources to do 
anything grander. During all of its years, the Zoo struggled to survive, and barely did. Gradually, I 
came to understand that this was inevitable, even necessary. Life in many places is a struggle. Why 
not here? The whole endeavor was a process in consciousness, a place for teaching something new - 
and often the hard way. The entire project was a sacrifice lived on the edge, and reflecting present-
time humanity's relationship to the natural world. Try as I did, I alone couldn't change this. Only a 
shift in awareness from the entire gathering of people around Adi Da could support such a turn.  

To even begin understanding his Vision, I had to submit and commit myself to his instructions, and 
release my views continuously. He allowed for creative ideas and input, but it all had to be given into 
the mystery, free of preference and attachment. From in-breath to out-breath, he was always 
unpredictable, and I never knew what was coming next.  
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Adi Da didn't say much to me about the actual Vision of Fear-No-More for the first two years - 
because I wasn't ready. After about five years, he granted me the role of manager, though his 
training and guidance never ceased. 

Without knowing the practical, human, emotional, and spiritual contexts, if you glanced over the 
communications between us, you'd think that our exchanges were very ordinary. But as a process in 
life, it was the most confronting, complex, uplifting, and life-changing I've known. He continually 
challenged all my ideas, positions, armoring, fears, enthusiasms, and misapprehensions, all of which 
was necessary if I was to receive even a little of his wisdom. Behind his guidance was a profound 
stillness, and a compassion that was deeply healing. 

Through month and year, Adi Da taught me not merely about Fear-No-More Zoo, but also his 
Vision of Fear-No-More for the greater world. He couldn't just sit me down and tell me. I had to 
learn it in rhythms, incidents, and stages, with some words here and there, and lengthy silences. 
Along the way, I tried to assimilate all the lessons, including the un-learning of many things as well. 
 
 

~    ~    ~ 
 
 
With autumn leaves blanketing the Sanctuary and winter coming, the first residents I was in service 
to were a flock of emus, three llamas, an aviary of finches, some rabbits and pigeons, and a Bactrian 
camel. And on the grounds of Adi Da's residence was a koi fish pond.  

At four years of age, Jingle Baba the camel was already of substantial size, and would soon weigh 
3,000 pounds (1,360 kilograms). Dark, handsome, and barely handled, he was gruff, but gentle. 
Three months after Adi Da confronted me about wanting to leave, those same urges arose again. 
And as those impulses grew, Jingle Baba started eyeballing me… 

"Can I depend on you? Can I trust you? Will you stay, or leave like all the others?" 
 

Adi Da's instructions were now telegraphing through Jingle Baba's eyes. Camels are herd creatures. 
They do best in companionship. His plight touched me, and his inquiring gaze opened my heart. 
Though desperate to flee, what I needed most was good company and friendship as well.  

The demand for commitment had finally arrived in my life. I was no longer free to pick-up and leave 
just because I wanted to. For two years, I struggled with this until the worst of my comings and 
goings settled away. Although it was a strong pattern, with a camel and a spiritual master holding me 
firm, I came through it.   

Jingle Baba became one of my teachers. Adi Da referred to him as an "extraordinary individual", and 
he was. Privileged to live alongside him, he instructed me in service, responsibility, and relationship. 
One evening, his massive face appeared before me in meditation. His eyes softly peered into mine, 
settling me deeper into the heart of life. Wherever I now go, I carry some of his wool with me. 

Free-living Bactrian bulls leave their parent herds at around two years of age when the adults send 
them away. The young males collect together, forming bachelor groups, and Jingle Baba and I 
became such a pair. We related to each other as brothers and equals, sharing over a decade of life. 
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A significant shift in our relationship occurred when I finally raised enough money to acquire a 
companion for him. Google Mama was only four months old when she arrived, and Jingle Baba 
looked at me as if to say, "What is this?" He wasn't at all impressed by the tiny calf. Between him 
and me, things continued normally for a while. Sheerly for fun, Google Mama loved stalking me and 
wrestling. The second or third time she did this, Jingle Baba was right there to correct her, and 
protect me!  

One afternoon, about eight months later, I was down near Laughing Man Creek, digging out a 
drainage trench, when a foghorn bellowed through the forest. Searching for the source, I ran all 
around until I saw Jingle Baba on his hill, nose skyward, nostrils flared, issuing a haunting sound 
from the depths of his loins. 

That evening, when I went to clean out their barn, Google Mama bounded across the hill, eager to 
jump on me again. I glanced toward Jingle Baba, anticipating his protection, but he just stood there! 
Then suddenly, he barreled toward me as well, causing me to run and leap over the fence! 

Google Mama was barely a teenager in camel years, but they'd now formed a herd of two. His earlier 
trumpeting had called her to him, and I was now an interloper, and possible challenger. 

For a while, whenever I entered his domain, Jingle Baba came at me with force! We studied each 
other anew, and I learned that my relationship with him had to become formal. He was now a lead 
bull with a herd, and I had to change my approach if I wanted safe and consensual access. Once I 
grasped the new dynamics and adopted them, I was allowed back in. We became even closer, our 
respect now stronger.  

I, too, had met a woman and married, finally finding my "four legs". Finiasi, on Naitauba, would 
have been proud. In her inimitable ways, Stacey required and supported more human growth in me 
than I could ever have discovered alone, or with anyone else.  

Upon our first meeting, a bolt of energy filled my body and head, riveting my attention. We seemed 
to know each other already, and even though there were serious obstacles to our being together, it 
happened!  

Then, after a decade of joys and trials, we eventually parted. Our mutual attachment and immaturity 
became limitations for us growing further in ways we each required. When our time to release one 
another arrived, it was painful, but our relationship broadened. To this day, we remain close and 
loving friends.  

In this and in other relationships, I learned more about my limits on life, love, trust, and the 
inevitability of loss and death. Trusting life, and forgiving each other for our faults and failures, 
comings and goings, and even for existing, is a gift. 

Women have always been mysterious to me. Within every one is a universe of energy, complexity, 
and passion. I never felt sufficiently prepared, or wise enough, to know what to do with all of that.  

What do you do with a universe? How do you let it (or her) be completely free?  
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All of us struggle with this in some way. Many refuse awareness of it. Some become dominant, 
controlling, and violent, others withdraw, and a rare few find a human love that almost fulfills them.  

But how many of us really come to know what a woman is - or what a man is?  

Many of us might also agree that the natural world we live in is a woman.  

So how then, should we relate to this free, untamable world, this large, round, multi-colored 
woman? 

With fear, or with love? 
 
 

~    ~    ~ 
 
 
As the years flowed, fresh streams brought new events and happenings, with further things to learn. 

From 1995 to 2005, Adi Da spent a great deal of time at the Mountain Of Attention Sanctuary, 
frequently visiting and interacting with the animals. Those years were a crucible of instruction for 
me.  

He also traveled throughout California, Hawaii, and other parts of the United States and in Europe. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Front Cover Explanation 
 
 
The book cover depicts a New Zealand underground river system, where glow worm colonies 
spread across dampened cave ceilings. Eels, other fish, crustaceans and insects swim in the cave's 
crystalline waters. Near the end of their lengthy lives, the longfin eel journey 1,500 miles (2,400 
kilometers) to Tonga for spawning, with their offspring later drifting home to Aotearoa (N.Z.) on 
the ocean currents! 
 
It is an image that symbolizes this world - existing in dark space with only a little light shaping the 
mystery we all are. And while comforted by a distant star's warming rays, we still yearn for that 
cooling light we cannot see, which illuminates our hearts beyond separation and fear. 
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Great Friend 

Surrounded by lush edible jungle, a family of gorillas relaxes on a hillside of tall grasses and leafy 
vines. A middle-aged primatologist dressed in khakis, and chewing on green shoots, peers into the 
camera lens and whispers, "the eating gorilla always comes in peace".  

Soon after viewing the documentary, Adi Da talked about the qualities of natural gorillas being 
deeply sustained within jungles of food. He compared this to ordinary humans who feel chronically 
disconnected from sustenance, even while eating. His discourse, "Renouncing the Search for the 
Edible Deity", was published in the book The Eating Gorilla Comes in Peace. 

Reading that talk, including the parts pertaining to metaphorical gorillas, gave me a glimpse of a life 
that made sense to every cell of my being. As I inhaled the possibility of a sane and enlightened 
existence, I could almost taste it! 
 
The following paragraphs, arranged for readability, stood out to me. 
 
 
 

~    ~    ~ 
 
 

The Eating Gorilla 
 
 

Adi Da Samraj, 1978  

You can always trust an eating gorilla. Having found his food, he has put aside all effort and concern 
for survival. He has surrendered his eccentricities, his obsessive urges, and the tension in his most 
characteristic qualities. He has become submissive to the ordinary motive and desire that is real 
hunger, since he is now certain of its satisfaction. He is essentially benign, playful, even loveable. He 
is simply eating. And he trusts any others who may be present or who approach, as long as there is 
sufficient food and they also stop to eat it. The eating gorilla perceives in any other one who is 
eating a similar surrender to ordinary life, to the natural state and order of existence. While eating, he 
stands outside all conflicts in which survival is at stake. 

The gorilla's natural home is also a wilderness of food. To visit is to eat. To eat and to live in peace 
are the same. The primal ceremony of all who live is the meal. It is the incident wherein the true or 
benign principle of politics is realized, and it is also at the table that meditation begins.  

In our human world, the "gorilla" is not at peace. Food is in doubt. Eating is no ordinary affair of 
hunger and assured satisfaction. The ceremonies of our food are rarely free of conflict. Trust, love, 
peace, and meditation, the essence of the plainest fare when we are in our natural ease, are now a 
rare occasion, a private matter, for the gourmets and ascetics who populate our human table. 

Our ability to realize the eternal source and present bliss depends on our responsibility for hunger 
and food, trust and love, work and sex, time and space, life and death… 
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We are mad then, you see. We are not like the eating gorilla. The eating gorilla finds a cabbage in the 
jungle, sits down like a slob and munches away at the cabbage, and is completely benign, completely 
peaceful. There is nothing threatening about this gorilla, nothing dangerous about him. He is not 
eating anything killed that has an independent consciousness in the ordinary sense. He is just eating 
cabbages, vegetables. If some other gorilla or another being comes near, he still has his food. He is 
connected to the food source. He is not disturbed as long as that creature will show that he is also 
eating. The eating gorilla is peaceful. 

Therefore, the eating gorilla is the image of the true man, the true woman. He demonstrates the 
principle of true politics, of real human existence, in which we are always presently connected to the 
food source in truth, and are always presuming connection, relationship, "I love you".   

But the gorilla in the desert, or the conventional man, is cut off from his food source through the 
presumptive recognition of his separate existence, of his mortality. He feels unloved. He is a 
dangerous beast. He is in conflict with himself, struggling, looking for a way to be permanently 
sustained. 

We are obliged to be the heart in relations, to be responsible as radiant feeling attention, for all the 
things above and below the heart, to make mind and body, attention and action, heaven and earth a 
felt sacrifice to infinity. If we live this way, we can live a happy and loving and healthy life, an 
essentially vital life. Although there may be limitations that come upon us through the 
environmental and human factors around us, essentially, we can be the masters of our 
circumstances, at least in our private lives.                     
  

  
~    ~    ~ 

 

In the years since first reading this talk, meditation has become my main and most nutritious meal, 
sustaining me beyond fear, recoil, and separation, supporting my yielding of apparent individuality 
into the broader mystery of life.  

The deeper sustenance enjoyed by gorillas is not derived merely from cabbages and roots. Gorillas, 
the forest, and everything in it are energetically integrated qualities of a natural living system. 

If this wisdom and information is applied to all of our lives, a positive transformation of humanity 
could arise - in all families, friendships, intimacies, organizations, communities, and cultures.  

The responsibilities of leadership, and everyone's mortal survival, can be liberated from our 
sensations of lack. Living in fear is a choice we make, but as human beings, we have the potential to 
fundamentally determine what we do and how we are. 
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Alcheringa ~ 3. 
 
 
Lying among bamboo and ferns, minikin wings arrive from nearby flowers, settling on your skin.  
 
While you sleep on emerald moss beds, the tiny butterflies slowly assume your size and shapes.  
 
Together, they lift you into the treetops, gentling you down into the empty nest of some large birds. 
 
Awakening there, your eyes open to a hovering cloud of yellow, red, and blue all around. 
 
One comes forward, bobbing up and down, and then sings, "Eggs to caterpillars! Caterpillars to 
butterflies! To moths! Fly! Fly! Freeee!" 
 
Suddenly, the whole swarm fans away into forested shadows, as a lizard green, three horns to snout, 
down-branches to view you.  
 
"Houmphh!! You must be tired of all this, eh? All these concerned creatures!"  
 
His eyes revolve slowly, up-down, up-down, left and right, each marvelously-gazing orb focusing 
independently from the other. 
 
A sticky tongue slaps your forehead wet! 
 
"What they all say… it's only part of the story."  
 
Two emerald speckled four-fingered hands rest lightly upon one of yours.  
 
"I am Chameleon. I change the way things look… or so some think. Truth is, everything can always 
be seen differently. I am able to see at least several ways at once!"  
 
For the longest calm, with eyes unmoving, his rounding presence draws you to happiness deep, 
without fear, separation, or difference. 
 
"You see?" Chameleon whispers. "What you're feeling now, this is how it is! Something like this..."  
 
Your whole being smiles and breathes.  
 
"There is no difference between my form and yours. Feel this mystery. See the way I move, my 
balance and awareness, how I perceive life around me. You can learn this, too. Why not?" 
 
 
               Chameleon climbs gracefully, 
                                                                                               upwards,  

green through yellow, 
                                without thought, 
                       ideas,       
   or concerns.  
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Peregrination 6. 
 
 

    Not Lesser at All 

 

"You must be able to understand what is hidden." - Adi Da Samraj 

 

About ten months after coming to the Sanctuary, the one thing I wanted never to happen, did. 

One of the birds died.  

As Adi Da had instructed me to do, I sent him an explanation. I also gave a guarantee that it would 
never happen again, although his request for such an impossible promise was confounding.  

Adi Da held nothing back in dealing with me! I thought he was over-reacting, as I struggled to make 
sense of the ferocity. And with several more deaths occurring over the coming months, the ordeal 
intensified.  

Finally, he declared, "I never want to receive another 'Dear Adi Da, so-and-so just died' letter from 
that animal killer ever again!" To my relief, no further animals died for a long while. Between me and 
Adi Da, communications went quiet. I had a great deal to process, feel, and consider. 

I had entered a firestorm! He told me, "No animals can die." He required me to write with 
explanations and guarantees, and excoriated me over the deaths that occurred. My historical 
personal guilt, despair, sorrow, anger, and confusion were uprooted. Adi Da knew all about me. 
Instead of simply consoling me, he roared, ready to blow my whole house away if I was willing!  

Eventually, during a memorably cold night, an Indonesian Red Lory passed away. This time, I sent a 
simple note to Adi Da, stating the obvious, without detailed explanations, apologies, or guarantees.  

His response was straightforward. Later, he said that he hadn't wanted to be hard on me, but there 
was something I didn't fathom about myself that was contributing to these things happening, and it 
was this he had been dealing with. Although still difficult to hear, it helped me further understand 
that uninspected and unresolved patterns have real effects on the lives and things around us.  

I became aware that Adi Da's exaggerated upset was a mirror for me of my inner turmoil. 
Everything I was afraid of, confused by, and hidden about, he embraced, exposed, and openly 
dramatized, helping me to face and reconcile those issues. And all his yelling was for my sake, trying 
to shake me free! By the time the red lory passed, I had become simpler. With emotions healing, my 
outlook and communications were becoming clarified. 

Earlier in life, I had learned that the things and ones we love and attach ourselves to all change and 
pass. In response to this, I had chosen to drift, attempting to be immune to pain and loss. But Adi 
Da was having none of that! He urged me to let go, to embrace all the painful fear and not resist it, 
ultimately to stand free. 
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He could, and sometimes did, remove obstructions with a touch or a comment. But he was more 
intent on helping me become responsible. He expected me to show up, to commit to growing, and 
to persist. The lessons occurring were then more real-to-life, as were the changes. Miracles are not 
the point. Fundamental self-responsibility is the requisite for real growth. He would tell us, "You 
must become human first!" 

What remains hidden controls how we live, why we do things, and what we can understand. Before 
we can understand and grow, we must first see our patterns, and acknowledge them. Achieving 
responsibility for personal and collective human growth is more lawful and useful than the 
attainment of superpowers. 

Following this period, I felt positive openings in my relationships with Adi Da, the animals, and life 
in general. His oversight of my service lessened. He started giving me greater room to lead, and was 
trusting me more. Sometimes he looked at me in ways that left me wondering what was coming 
next. And gradually, I became increasingly comfortable with not knowing.  

Whenever I needed to express concerns, he almost always heard me out. Sometimes he would send 
me incomprehensibly hard-hitting messages. At other times, he was humorous and playful. All the 
while, he pressed into my weaknesses, vulnerabilities, and reactivity. I was frequently stunned by his 
accuracy and timing! 

One day, an apparently off-hand message from him made me furious. Sitting at the keyboard, about 
to write him back, I paused. Then, instead of expressing upset, I wrote humorously, joking with him. 
He responded similarly, and for several days we bantered absurdly back and forth. Never inhibited, 
he was broader, freer, simpler, and wilder than anyone I've known. 

I could write another book about how we leveled the old Zoo, and rebuilt things better, with 
beautiful gardens, and additional animals, all functioning well. Adi Da enjoyed the improvements, 
but none of that impressed him. The way we did the Zoo wasn't interesting to him. One day, he told 
me that he didn't like humanly-conceived animal zoos, regardless of their beauty or other features.  

Zoos have existed for thousands of years. Even with modern science and technology, their concepts 
and designs remain mostly unchanged - because our collective worldview has barely changed.  

Our humanistic approach to zoos is flawed and prohibitive of them achieving their true potential. 
The world's zoological communities do not appreciate their full power in ecological, cultural, and 
spiritual terms. Zoos, modern or old, constitute a severe indictment of our rudimentary 
understanding of Earth's life, highlighting our misapprehension of our role within the world. 

So, even our very best attempts at creating Fear-No-More Zoo were met with: "If that's all you can 
do, maybe we should just close it down!" Adi Da was unrelenting in his efforts to completely break 
me loose so that I might see the Vision he enjoyed. 

What he was looking for was nothing like the conventional zoo idea. He wanted a circumstance 
developed where humans and non-humans can live harmoniously, intelligently integrated in one 
diverse sacred culture of all beings as equals. While an unorthodox Vision, there are good precedents 
for it. Before being interfered with, many indigenous human cultures lived and thrived within similar 
views. And some people today are redeveloping various newer approaches to a broader coexistence. 
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One day, Adi Da requested that all Sanctuary support funding to the little Fear-No-More Zoo be 
stopped. He then told me that the whole thing was now in my hands, and if I could keep it going, 
we could keep it, but if I couldn't, we should let it go. I was shocked and perplexed! I never wanted 
to be entirely responsible for his Fear-No-More Zoo! But now, against all my preferences, I 
accepted this as another gift. And once again, it was sink or swim! 

I swiftly implemented a new support plan. Within weeks, a collective of wonderfully generous 
patrons and monthly supporters stepped forward with considerably more funding than the 
Sanctuary's previous monthly allowance. This finally permitted me to build the place up some more. 
The Zoo always remained modest, but was now able to function more expansively. 

Reflecting on these changes, I appreciated what Adi Da had done. When he felt I was ready, he 
lifted the animals from under the Sanctuary management's thumb, and put them entirely into my 
care. This enabled the Zoo to begin to grow, freed from a bureaucracy that had little sympathetic 
connection to it.   

By repositioning the Zoo in this way, he also articulated something pertinent for the world at large. 
Bureaucratic institutions are chronically disinterested in lives and worlds beyond their controls. Adi 
Da always expressed heartache over the damaging effects that a contracted and abstracted humanity 
imposes upon the natural world.  

While corporations and governments wish to control and farm the lives of all beings, Adi Da affirms 
that humans and non-humans are equal - different in form and function, but at heart, the same.  

As he said, 

"Non-humans are not lesser, at all!" 
 

This releasing of Fear-No-More Zoo from the Sanctuary bureaucracy was a necessary comment to 
the people directly around him, and for the world. 
  
Whatever we do together, he reminded us, contributes to the broader fields of life on Earth. Our 
activities influence all the circles of life, either negatively or positively. 
  
Only a small group of people related directly with Adi Da during his life. He often told us that part 
of our service included representing to him the totality of humanity, past, present, and future - 
allowing him to work with all of that in his unique fashion. 
  
Late one night, in conversation with a small group of people, he leaned in, almost whispering - 
 
 

"The collective of human egos presumes it is fit to govern  
even the entire world of living beings. 

How can it be?" 
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Relax and Breathe 

 
 
Gently breathe in and out several times, or more if you wish, feeling the energy flowing in your 
hands, feet, face, and body. Breathe into and from the heart, and radiate life to infinity. When you 
feel ready, continue reading, and feeling, and breathing.   
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Great Friend 1. 

During his life, Adi Da made obvious his radically direct understanding of the ordinary and the 
extraordinary.  

The following excerpt from a 1972 talk communicates the clarity and fearlessness of the awakened 
human being. Though spoken years earlier, and more directly, he describes here the same awareness 
as the metaphorical gorilla who lives at peace in the forest of life. 
 
To read and imbibe these words is to wander into a sage's garden, familiar to the deeper heart… 
 
 
 

~    ~    ~ 
 
 
  

Do Not Turn Away Because of Fear 
 
 
 

From a talk by Adi Da Samraj, 1972 

One who is entirely free of fear requires nothing apart from what is always already the case. He, or 
she, is dependent on nothing to satisfy this fearlessness. The only necessary state for one who is 
without fear is inherent existence, that which is always already enjoyed. Such a one always already 
enjoys what would otherwise be sought.  

Free of fear, one is entirely free. One has nothing to necessarily achieve. Such a one's vision and 
hearing fall endlessly through everything. He, or she, is magnificently satisfied, not turned, or moved 
to any power, any symbol, any form, any presence.  

Such a one's gestures turn in the same law, the same shape, the same moment as all things - not 
troubled, only present.  

Can you see the beauty of this fearlessness? Can you see how it is unnecessary to pursue any state, 
even the state that seems to be existence itself? Can you see that whatever is pursued cannot be 
more than essential existence, unqualified present reality itself? Can you see the brilliant event that 
has always already occurred? Can you see that all fascinations end in the understanding of fear and 
search?  

Can you see what is necessary, where there is already no fear at all? 

Then if you see it, if all fear is secondary and unnecessary, if all fascination and search is only a term 
of ignorance, without understanding, what is the use of more discussion, more philosophy and 
therapy, more spirituality and religion, more of the psychological and ritual life?  
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Why should we continue even a moment more 
without the satisfied and brilliant 

shout of joy? 
 
 

Why should we not begin from now to create the usable world 
without dilemmas, 

the actual world of intelligence and love? 

  
If you see it, get on with it, 

and do not turn away because of fear. 

  
Now that we have come together, 

let us return to our places and create the world, 
never again to consider there is a problem of existence. 

  

~    ~    ~ 

 

This passage also helps us to feel and perceive the spiritually contemplative qualities of those of the 
non-human world…  

- how they readily move into meditative states beyond bodily awareness 

- that they directly feel through the fear of mortality 

- and why they choose natural communion, which is the state of fearing-no-more 

The non-human's innocent participation in life is also the wise capacity of every human being.  
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The Vision of Fear-No-More 5. 
 
 

The Vision of Fear-No-More is natural, universal, and self-existing.  

Non-humans, readily immersed in contemplation, do not create fear-based cultures.  

Humans, when steeped in contemplation, do not create fear-based cultures. 

Today's human societies, religions, governments, and corporations are created principally from fear.  

Even our solutions for relinquishing fear are based in fear. 

The fear-culture is our darkest lie against everyone's natural birthright and capacity for freedom. 

Societal systems and structures are so entwined with individual and collective fear that we can barely 
imagine a life and a world free of it. 

But if all the non-human cultures can live beyond the need for chronic fear, so can we. 

There is only one culture of life on Earth. 

It is diverse, indivisible, inarguable, and includes everything and everyone. 

Nature is not helped by our fearful assistance from one hand, and broad destruction from the other.  

Nature is not supported when our so-called solutions come from, and thereby create, more fear.  

The natural world exemplifies a self-rightening intelligence.  

Fearing-No-More returns life to calmness, trusting energy, and cooperative participation in mystery. 

To be free of fear, we must be capable of yielding to, and participating in, all of life's apparent 
changes and deaths.  

Fearing-no-more grants us the graceful acceptance of our short lives and assumed roles.  

A global congress on human fear, and its transcendence, must be given room to voice. 

Our assumption of inherent freedom permits us the open consideration of our fear of one another.  

The Vision of Fear-No-More grants human beings a life free of unnecessary fear.  

The non-humans of Earth already live this way.  

Aware that bodily life is brief, their response is instantly profound.  

Completely feeling the fear, they naturally participate in divine awareness - unless we prevent them.  

They do this without organized religions, temples, myths, stories, laws, and hallowed books.   
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Great Friend 2. 

In my passion to better understand Fear-No-More Zoo and my service to it, I spent hundreds of 
hours reading through all of Adi Da's literature, looking for clues. In all kinds of places, I found 
jewels of sentences, lines, and passages further guiding me.      
 
The following comes from one of Adi Da's spoken descriptions of sacred art. After reading and re-
reading the original version, I decided to adapt his words to describe Fear-No-More Zoo. This 
resulted in an exposition of the potential sacred purposes of all zoos. When I presented my 
adaptation, called The True Zoo, to Adi Da, he approved it for general use. 
 
 

~    ~    ~ 
 

 
The True Zoo 

The necessary essence of the true zoo is love. The true zoo is a sacred one. The true zoo must 
invoke and allow for the magic that causes others to participate in conditional reality in the sacred 
sense, or in the sense of love, in the sense of self-transcendence, of ecstasy. 
 
True zoos should permit and invite self-transcendence. The true zoo is not merely the product of an 
idea, which is then to be passively admired, or observed, by others. Participation in a zoo should be 
a great exercise that enables one to transcend oneself. If it does not serve that purpose, then it has 
missed its potential. The true zoo has a purpose for others, both human and non-human. 
 
The true zoo is not about being removed from the non-humans one encounters there, only standing 
back to look and wonder. Such is the method of separation. True participation with the non-humans 
results when the visitor combines himself or herself completely - mentally, emotionally, psychically, 
spiritually - with them.  

["True participation" refers to profound contemplation, not merely physical interaction. Physical and 
emotional participation, alone, are not sufficient support for sacred responsiveness.] 
 
The Vision of Fear-No-More is the art of heart-participation, heart-activity, with all beings. It is 
artful participation made of feeling, rather than of a perception or a conception merely. The total 
field of feeling - perceptually located, ecstatically realized - is the potential of the true zoo.  
 
Zoos should not be made into secular institutions merely, into ego-business. They should not be 
divorced from their right principle. This modern secular materialistic age is all about being divorced 
from the right principles of life, and of everything altogether.  
 
This time is about being sunk in separateness and ego-possession and struggling and seeking. It is 
profound suffering, and it is infecting everyone.  

Therefore, among all the things to be transformed by the embrace of right sacred principles are our 
relationships with all non-humans.  
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True zoos serve this purpose and, in so doing, the true zoological sanctuary is a necessary part of life 
here, especially when so many humans today live so far from natural areas and natural things.  
 
The function of the true zoo is to draw the visitor sympathetically into divine contemplation. Such 
zoos are really possible only through the cultural participation of those people who visit them.  

Participation in zoos is what is really significant. It is a mystery that something appears or exists at 
all. Arising forms are divine mystery. Participation in divine mystery is the purpose of the true zoo. 
 
 
 

~    ~    ~ 
 
 
 
In the present world, there are not any true zoos, yet. And not until now has there been a vision for 
it. If you are a zoo-keeper, or a director, or designer, or a patron of zoos, you might consider how 
zoos could begin approaching a more illuminated vision, purpose, and function, serving not only the 
physical well-being of the animals, the enjoyment of human visitors, and various efforts of 
conservation, but also the very source of life. 

Zoos and nature parks must adopt a more holistic vision. This is essential for humanity's realization 
of its profoundest presence and role, including our own evolution. 
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Alcheringa ~ 4. 
 
 
Slowly you downclimb forest to floor, huddling beneath huge green leaves to sleep. 
 
At dawn, a muffled voice grumbles as the ground beneath you quakes.  
 

"Hoi-ya! Whou-aaat-is this?!"  
 
Tortoise swivels and cranes his colossal head up to your face, eyes gazing softly.  
 
"O-u-h, it's y-o-u! ... hmm. Have you been here all night? I suppose I don't get out of this, after all. 
Auagh. Well, first we need some sun…" 
 
As Tortoise lumbers out to meadowing flowers, you grip firmly high on rounded back.  
 
Under blue space's distant star, Tortoise lays belly flat, long neck and head stretching through green 
grasses, thick legs splayed, soaking warmth, eyes opening and closing venerably. 
 
Releasing your hold, you slide to ground, and Tortoise starts to mumble. 
 
"She-e-up...! Okai, take a good look at my shell. Whadduyou see?" 
 
You step forward, gazing at the mountainous span of gray. 
 
"Looook closely," presses Tortoise, arching his neck to yawn, almost disinterested. 
 
Your two hands open wide beside you, as the great dome expands endlessly through all the worlds 
of color and light, pleasures-deep. 
 
Your scalp and skin warm as your awareness dissolves through carapace crystal, while Tortoise's 
every quality widens all the skies of your mind.  
 
Hissing and sighing affectionately, Tortoise rises onto huge ancient feet, glancing luscious care at 
you, then clomps away through friendly grasses. 
 
 
And now  

you sit, 
quietly,  

for hours  
and days,  

connected deeply  
        to everything,  

       everywhere. 
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Peregrination 7. 

 

Forgiving Parents 

 

 

"One must cease to live in a superficial and divided way, seeking and demanding consciousness and 
life in the present apparent form, avoiding and resisting what appears to be the end of consciousness 
and life in death." - Adi Da Samraj 
 

 

In 1996, my father fell ill with cancer, and I flew back to Australia. It was a time of healing between 
us, and the rebuilding of trust.  

Adi Da has described that effective growth into manhood requires a specific energetic transmission 
from father to son. After one's father has passed, this passage can still be traversed through positive 
intention and interaction with other male mentors. Whether received wholly or in part, it is 
necessary for us if we are to fully mature. Without it, we are missing some of the information and 
intelligence for becoming adults. The same is true for women through their mothers or female 
others. This transference is not received passively. We must claim it through preparation and 
reaching beyond childish and adolescent ways. 

Near the end of my four-week visit, I gave my father a card and a small gift to express my love and 
gratitude. He read the words, put the card down, and hugged me, and I hugged him back. This 
embrace released potentials I knew were there in me, but were dormant because I had been rejecting 
him, and blocking the lines of life between us. I subsequently felt a shift in my energies. 

About a year later, my father was nearing the end of his life, so I returned once more to my family. 
Upon arriving, I sat beside him for a few minutes, and we talked a little. Finding it difficult to speak, 
he soon tired. As I rose to leave the room, he grumbled that he was upset with me and wanted to 
talk about things in the morning.  

The next day, I sat at his bedside as he carefully positioned himself. He leaned upon several pillows, 
quietly arranging his glasses, bedsheets, pen and pad, and a glass of water. Then, in a raspy voice, he 
spoke.  

"Whatever is in the past is in the past. Let's just go on from here. I want you to tell me about your 
life, what you've been doing, what you're doing now, and what you plan on doing. You don't have to 
impress me. I just want to hear it."  

Not at all expecting this, I was happily awed. We both fully opened to each other, probably for the 
first time in our lives. As I talked, he listened and began offering suggestions and contacts from his 
varied experiences, trying to impart something more to me in the precious moments we had left. I 
was touched and moved that we were healing further and connecting like this. 
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The father-son, mother-daughter transmission is a necessary foundation for the development of 
human cultures and politics. To the degree this intimate dynamic is developed and healthy, a culture 
will be sound and sane.  

With this gift from my father, I received vital information and energy for continuing to heal and 
grow throughout my life. Without Adi Da's help, this opening may never have happened. 

"Whatever is in the past is in the past. Let's just go on from here." He almost sounded like Adi Da. 

On one occasion, my father gestured for me to lie beside him on the bed, at which point he caressed 
me with one of his hands, gently touching my face, neck, shoulders and arms, mumbling over and 
over, "I love you. I love you. I love you." And I was moved to do the same. It was like father and 
baby, yet we were men. Our final embrace was freed from the earlier complications between us. 

When he passed, we were all together - my sister Roslyn, brother Scott, and my mother. One of the 
dogs came into the room where we were talking and vomited on the floor, telling us to check on my 
father. We left his body undisturbed for a good while before calling the ambulance.  

Adi Da had asked about my father several times over the month, so I drove to the local post office 
to send him a fax about the passing. As I was going out the door, my mother touched my hand, 
saying, "Please thank him very much from me." 

I later heard that he responded to my mother's words by softening his voice as if to match hers and 
queried, "Did she really say that?" 

I feel that Adi Da's attention and blessing of my family helped us heal some of those things that are 
important for loved ones to mend.  

A few weeks later, after I'd returned to California, he compassionately told me that I should not look 
to him to be a replacement for my father.  

This affirmation that I was no longer fathered was liberating in a way that helped me continue 
moving forward, fresher, and new. 
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The Vision of Fear-No-More 6. 

 

 

We Are Only Consciousness Itself. - Adi Da Samraj 

 
 
 

Wherever there is an 'other', fear arises.  
- Brihadaranyaka (Great Forest) Upanishad, 6th century BCE  

 
 
 

Inherent Prior Unity Dissolves All Differences. - Adi Da Samraj 
 
 
  

Not-Two Is Peace. - Adi Da Samraj 
 
 

"As there is nothing but myself, why should I fear?" 
Thence his fear passed away. 

For what should he have feared? 
Verily, fear arises from a second only. 

- Brihadaranyaka (Great Forest) Upanishad 
 
 
 
        Cooperation + Tolerance = Peace. - Adi Da Samraj 

 
 

Honor the Sacred in All Life - Author, S.C. 

  
 

Fear-No-More - Adi Da Samraj 
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Peregrination 8.  - four short stories 
 

 

1. Yes and No in The Manner of Flowers 

 

"They [non-humans] always move to return to free-contemplation, and prefer to be as un-busy as 
possible. It's not just because they want to lie around and relax. They forget body-consciousness, 
self-consciousness, and enter into contemplation."   - Adi Da Samraj 
 

 

Adi Da named his residence at the Mountain Of Attention Sanctuary, The Manner of Flowers, 
because blossoming flowers evidence life's exuberance for ever more beauty and life.  

Carrying two young giant Aldabran tortoises, Glen and I entered the house one evening. We were 
comfortably seated on cushions upon the Breakfast Room floor, with the tortoises resting across our 
laps. The house was a bustle of sorting and packing, preparing for Adi Da's travels the next day. The 
Breakfast Room was decorated with traditional artifacts, primitive art and masks, and early Disney 
images. For me, this room always emanated a potent shamanistic quality. On this occasion, it was 
overflowing with potted cacti - around three hundred, of different species, shapes, and sizes.  

Soon after we arrived, Adi Da entered the room, relaxing into his comfortable wicker chair. After 
some light conversation, he received the Aldabrans, each in turn onto his knees, enjoying them with 
long silences, whispers, and smiles. He was very formal with them. After their lengthy first meeting, 
the tortoises were handed back to us, and we remained seated among the cacti and masks for a long 
while, as Adi Da's attention moved to discussions about the impending travels.  

Eventually, he smiled at the tortoises and us again before silently regarding all the cacti in the room. 
Each had been a gift from someone, and his interest in every plant and person was palpable. When 
Glen and I finally emerged from the house into the chill air, I felt as if I had been swimming ages in 
sublime vapors, unfurling there like one more flower. After we delivered the tortoises into their 
night-house, I wandered through the long shadows of tall trees, until sleep finally drew me.  

Adi Da enjoyed the tortoises' personalities, describing them as "intricate", and said he looked 
forward to following their maturation. Months later, upon returning from traveling, he only briefly 
glanced in their direction as he walked by, which became his usual pattern of relating to them. At 
first, I was perplexed, but then realized he was connecting with them on their terms. He was being 
tortoise, and there was nothing casual about it. After that, I observed him relating similarly to all the 
animals. With the camel, llamas, parrots, chameleons, pigs, finches, and others, his sensitivity and 
manner of interaction always seamlessly conformed to each species' unique qualities.  

After several years, Adi Da still hadn't given the tortoises their names. Then, he finally told me, "She 
can be 'Yes', and he's a 'No'." Although brief, these names fully affirmed their respective 
personalities. A true "yes" and a true "no" are both positive and equal.  
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Tortoises and reptiles are profoundly warm, contemplative, sensitive, and benign. They love the sun. 
When the climate cools, their energies turn inwards. Many can be affectionate and relationally 
intelligent. Reptiles are well-tuned to their environments, and possess strong intuitive abilities for 
feeling the states of others. One lazy afternoon, I spent several hours sitting with an old-man 
rattlesnake, enjoying his calmness and grace until he moved away into the bushes, leaving me 
basking in the glow. 

Yes and No had a spacious enclosure with a warm natural spring to soak in. There was a heated 
house for cold days and nights, and numerous logs, boulders, and tall grasses. Powerful and always 
curious, one day they busted through a section of fence and disappeared into the bush. After 
searching all afternoon, and with night approaching, I informed Adi Da that his beloved tortoises 
had gone missing. He responded with "They have their ways and reasons". 

So, I relaxed and went to bed. At dawn, I waited on the lawn beside the brambles into which they 
had trudged the day before. As the sun rose, Yes and No clomped out into the open, one behind the 
other, clearly invigorated by their adventure. For nearly an hour, we snoozed together on the grass 
under the sun. A platter of vegetables and fruits awaited them in their enclosure, which they 
devoured after following me home. Taking their adventure as a direct suggestion, I soon constructed 
a much larger environment, allowing them to roam more widely during the long summers.  

One afternoon, Adi Da was feeding apple slices to the tortoises. As he offered a piece of fruit to one 
of them, I reminded him to be careful, as their beaks will easily slice unprotected fingers. As he 
turned to thank me, my perceptions of him as an individual, and of time and space, dissolved until 
every speck of me vanished within a joyful mystery. 

In this profoundly connected state, I somehow observed Adi Da cautioning himself through me, 
and then thanking himself by thanking me. Without any sense of time or situation, this communion 
was endlessly round and continuous, and still communicates to me now. As he calmly fed the 
tortoises, I swooned in waves of awareness, rendering everything into one being, form, and 
consciousness. 
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2. Quiet Pete 
 
 
"I don't imagine non-humans as being lowly or separate, or different in any sense whatsoever."  

           - Adi Da Samraj 
 

  
In 1996, Adi Da befriended a raucous parrot, a Nanday conure, whom he initially named Peter Pan. 
The bird's name soon changed to Black Pete, and then, finally, to Quiet Pete. I was surprised that 
Adi Da kept Quiet Pete in his house at all because he was a noisy bird, and Adi Da's environments 
were peaceful places. Their connection was that strong.  

I was present one time when Pete expressed some personal upset toward Adi Da, squawking and 
nipping his finger, and drawing blood. Adi Da didn't react. He simply left his finger in Pete's small 
black beak. This conversation easily lasted five minutes until Quiet Pete finally calmed. Adi Da 
stayed there until Pete was completely relaxed and able to offer some friendly sounds. 

About a week later, Pete fell ill. He was anemic, had lost all vitality, and was not eating. In addition 
to daily care, I brought him into my room each night so I could watch him closely, and maintain the 
routine of hand-feeding, supplements, and medication. During our first night like this, Pete dragged 
his weak, feathery shape out of his nest-box, scuttled across the carpet, and pulled himself up the 
bed covers to cross over my chest and tuck under my chin, where he purred to sleep. For the next 
few months, we shared every night like this. 

He gradually improved, but never regained full strength. Though healthier once more, he was now 
frail and quieter. Early one evening, with light music playing, a household friend was gently dancing 
in the living room. While Pete looked on from a covered armrest, I went to another room to check 
my computer, opening a message from Adi Da. He asked me to pass on his love to Pete. Closing the 
laptop, I returned to the main room, got down on my knees, looked into those bird eyes, and said, 
"Pete, Adi Da sends you his love and blessings." Quiet Pete's face lit up! He started mumbling, and 
climbed down the chair leg to waddle across the carpet. Arriving at the woman's dancing feet, he 
began chortling and chirping. With wings loose at his sides, and torso and head swaying, his feet 
shuffled to the soft music. 

A year later, Quiet Pete passed away.  

The next morning, in Hawaii, Adi Da was describing his own life as like that of a caged bird. He 
talked about how unenlightened people cannot allow spiritual contemplatives to be free. He also 
described humanity as terrified of mortality, yet always pretending otherwise. And because we are 
afraid of what is free, we inevitably capture and destroy the natural life around us.  

When he was told that Quiet Pete had died, he bellowed!  

"That's it!" he exclaimed, pointing to a photograph of Pete resting in the messenger's hands. "Right 
there! That's it! This death you all keep pointing to and believing in. All these years, I've been trying 
to liberate you beyond your mortal vision. Why do you refuse? If you don't get with what I'm about, 
then that's all you've got! You could be free, but you keep believing and choosing death. So that's all 
you get!" With that, he strode out of the room. 
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So strong is our commitment to mortality, we exclude the possibility of a fully surrendered and free 
life. We constantly distract ourselves, refusing to feel the fear, and this diminishes the light. We are 
attached to this dying form, invested in it, and we exploit and kill everything else. 

 

Adi Da suggests we do not need to live like this. 

 

Human life can be fuller, richer, wiser, and released from self-containment. 
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3. Bill the Chimpanzee 

 

"Non-humans exhibit a kind of natural predisposition to contemplate, to feel beyond, even beyond 
waking, dreaming, and sleeping to a depth domain. They do this freely, voluntarily. They enter into 
this pleasurable, deep swoon into the divine source-domain."   - Adi Da Samraj 
 

In the late 1990s, Adi Da began visiting the giant redwood trees of the Mendocino and Humboldt 
regions along California's northwest coast. Because he spent so much time there, a house was 
acquired for his use. He named the house Tat Sundaram, which means "all of this is sacred and 
beautiful". The day he moved in, a large group of humpback whales tracking north along the rugged 
coast was visible from the lawn above the ocean cliffs.  

Soon after moving there, Adi Da heard about an elderly chimpanzee living nearby, in Eureka's 
Sequoia Park Zoo. At their first meeting, he stood silently and empathetically alongside the elderly 
simian for a long while. 

Bill was from Africa. When still a baby, he was stolen from his forested home and family, and 
shipped overseas in a crate. His early life as a circus attraction involved endless traveling around 
England and North America. Small, and not as powerful as larger chimpanzees, he was deemed 
suitable for circus attendees to box with. When the big-top visited Eureka in 1957, the town's 
children fell in love with Bill and raised $350 to acquire him for their local zoo. And there he lived 
for the rest of his years, a world away from the jungles.  

Stories about Bill are legion, with the following among them… A stonemason was constructing a 
brick wall at the local school, across the road from the zoo. When reaching behind his back to the 
pile of bricks, he was surprised to feel one placed into his hand. As he turned to look, there was Bill, 
ready with a second brick, and a twinkle in his eyes. These escapades were never about getting away. 
Bill just wanted some adventure for a few hours, and afterward was always happy to return home. 

Learning of Bill's artwork, Adi Da acquired some original brush paintings and several prints. With 
great respect, Adi Da compared Bill's expressionism with Jackson Pollock's. A year or so after their 
first meeting, Adi Da requested that I connect with Eureka's Sequoia Park Zoo and begin serving 
Bill in various ways. He wanted me to "bring Bill some luxury in his hermitage years".  

He also stated that Bill was one of his likenesses. Around this time, Adi Da visited Yosemite Valley 
to engage his photographic work more deeply. While there, he was sometimes overheard quietly 
referring to himself as being like Bill.  

"I'm like Bill, getting in the car." "I'm like Bill, going to my room." "I'm Bill, eating dinner." 

When I first met Bill, he was in his house reclining on a couch, with arms folded and feet on the 
table, watching a video about painting in watercolors. He also loved movies about Heidi in the Swiss 
Alps, and gardening and family shows. He didn't like wildlife programs or violent films at all. 
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After the zoo director introduced us and returned to his work, Bill ambled away out of sight. 
Following some mumbling and shuffling, he reappeared with a fistful of biscuits in one hand, and a 
burlap sack in the other. Climbing up onto a heavy redwood table, he carefully spread the burlap, 
pressing out the corners to cover the whole slab. Plopping himself down on the cloth, Bill emptied 
the biscuits into his lap, and while we shared company, he nibbled some lunch. 

During my time of service to Bill, I came to know him a little. He understood a good deal of English 
and some Spanish. I was careful about what I said around him, as he was sensitive to certain topics.  

He loved people, especially those who came specifically to see him. Soon after I arrived for one of 
our visits, and just as we were re-acquainting, a noisy family began heading our way. Bill climbed 
onto the roof of his house and began throwing dried dung at them. Only after they disappeared did 
he resume sitting with me. 

On another occasion, when an older man approached, Bill stepped up onto a large wooden block to 
greet him. Stretching tall on his toes, he pointed at the man and then at himself, to say, "We're old 
friends!" They clearly knew each other. Bill loved children, as well. 

I observed several things about Bill that did suggest some likenesses to Adi Da.  

Given their origins and potentials, Bill and Adi Da resided in modest circumstances. Both were well 
provided for and received excellent care. They were valued, and many noticed a remarkable presence 
in their company. Profoundly contemplative, they could also be fierce. Their lives were governed by 
humans unwilling to comprehend them fully. Few people wanted to know who they really were, and 
so their most profound essences were never entirely embraced and celebrated. 

The more time I spent with Bill, the more I appreciated his depth. Despite his painful past, he 
always expressed integrity and naïveté. He loved people, often seeking to comfort them. He was 
sympathetic, and becoming more so with age. I often felt I was in the company of a sage. 

When Bill died at the age of 62, he was one of the world's oldest chimpanzees. For the memorial 
service, Adi Da sent a gift of sacred ash, water, and specially blessed flowers, and these were 
sprinkled upon Bill's remembrance garden.  

Bill's memorial included a patio of red bricks bearing inscriptions from his many admirers.  
Adi Da commissioned a tribute upon three of the courtyard bricks, as well. And I did the same. 
 
 

"Bill was uniquely bonded to humans. His paintings showed aesthetic intelligence and  
representational intention. My Love and Blessings always."  - Adi Da Samraj 

 
"Bill showed us that the qualities of humanity and person-hood pertain  

to both humans and non-humans, equally."  - Stuart Camps 
 

 
Jane Goodall, the much-loved primatologist and humanitarian, visited Bill a month before his 
passing. She spent a long time with him, remarking that his eyes were full of life! 
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4. Sacred Koi 

 

"Most non-human beings, you could observe, are spending a lot of time in contemplation… They 
are in a contemplative state of exaltation, constantly, while their bodies otherwise appear to be very 
busy, like fishes, too, and so on."   - Adi Da Samraj 

 

Lovely ponds of koi carp have been features of temple gardens throughout Asia for centuries. 
European monasteries also maintained beautiful lakes with carp. Some of their fish reportedly lived 
several hundred years, enjoying relationships with successive monks and nuns. In the garden of the 
Manner of Flowers was a large pond of koi, all of whom Adi Da loved and hand-fed. Some of them 
received names like Sharky, Fatso, Diamond Back, and Swami. The garden landscape of green lawns, 
trees, boulders, and splashing waterfalls was vibrant and happy. 
 
One morning in early 1997, three koi were found floating on the pond's surface. The following day 
there were more. And then more! Night temperatures had been irregular. A bacterial bloom 
overtook the water before the fish could revive from the winter. And the antiquated filter-beds 
could not keep pace with the vigorous spring algae. We treated the waters with everything that we 
thought might help. But nothing did. By week's end, we'd retrieved every single koi from the pond. 
Adi Da, who was away in Hawaii, was heartbroken, as was everyone connected to the fish. He said it 
was no different for him than if the same number of humans had passed. I received scorching 
communications for the next two days, after which he said nothing more to me on the matter.  
 
Adi Da said he could not live at the Manner of Flowers again because so many of his intimate 
friends there perished. We drained, cleaned, refilled the pond, and acquired one hundred and nine 
water lily plants to cover the surface in colorful blooms and green leafy pads. Soon after this, Adi Da 
did return. And that night, before retiring, he went out to the pond and onto the small bridge where 
he usually fed the fish. He stood quietly looking upon the water adorned with flowers, and then up 
to the moonlit mountain, which, years earlier, he named Letting Go. He knelt on the bridge and 
wept quietly. Wiping his cheeks, he flicked some tears into the pond. With his walking staff, he 
swirled the water-top around and around, splashing in all directions. And after standing silently near 
the waterfall in the night air, he returned inside his house. 
 
What more Adi Da said about the incident was instructive. He stated that the bacterial bloom was 
indeed a factor of the fish dying, but not the cause. He attributed the cause to humanity's profound 
insensitivity to the inherent sacredness of life. He called for the culture and community of people 
around him, and even all humans, to become wholly and immediately responsible for protecting 
naturally contemplative life the world over.  
 
In the following years, Adi Da asked me several times about returning a new group of koi to the 
pool. To each of my responses, he took the opportunity to express his wish that the pond first be 
rebuilt larger and deeper. He indicated that the pool in his front yard represented humanity's plight 
and potential - that its size, depth, and functionality was a sign of our capacity - or incapacity - for 
sacred human life, and responsibility. 
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Great Friend 3. 

In this next discussion, Adi Da addresses human beings' self-consciousness, along with our felt 
sense of separation and confinement in a world freer and less contained than our fears prefer. 

If we compare the demonstration of our human lives with those of most non-humans, we will 
observe in them a more yielded, relaxed awareness - arising from a depth of participation in life that 
we mostly exclude from our own experience.  
 
 

~    ~    ~ 
  
 

Are Humans Disturbed? 
 
  

From a talk by Adi Da Samraj, 2004 
 

 
Do you think dogs are egos as readily as you think of human beings as egos? How far does it go? 
Where do you stop thinking of living entities as egos? How far does egoity extend in your 
presumption? 

Is an ant an ego? You observe them protecting themselves and struggling with others. They couldn't 
do so without some kind of self-consciousness, could they? So, you naturally presume that even 
something like an ant is a self, an ego, is self-aware.  

Does something have to move from its spatial location? Does it have to be able to take a walk?  

Does a tree exhibit self-consciousness? Self-consciousness is a kind of egoity by definition. On the 
other hand, this body exhibits self-consciousness, in some sense.  If somebody brought a candle 
over and held it against my finger, you would probably see a hand withdrawn to avoid being 
burned. But that doesn't mean this body is an ego.   

What about trees? They are entities with apparent self-consciousness of a kind. They are in that 
sense, egos. But are they egoic? Are they functioning egoically? Are they feeling that they are in 
bondage and moved to seek as human beings are, and as you feel in your own case?  

You're not just growing there. You are troubled there, motivated always to something, perhaps not 
identifiable all the time, but sometimes identifiable through desires, and thinking, and puzzling over 
things. You are not in a fixed position just quietly growing - you are more noisily upset about being 
here to begin with.  

Trees don't seem to behave, generally speaking, in quite that way. They are self-conscious as 
organisms, but they don't seem to be particularly disturbed about being trees, on the face of it. They 
seem more characterized by some kind of contemplation in which they don’t feel disturbed.  
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You can see this, also, in other non-humans. I've spoken of this in the past. That's why I established 
Fear-No-More Zoo - so that human beings can observe and feel what non-humans do in a self-
conscious situation. There's that much likeness between a human being, and a chameleon, or a bird, 
or a camel, or whatever. And obviously they sometimes become disturbed. But there's also a kind of 
contemplation that you frequently see the non-humans engaging in, and they do it a lot more often 
than human beings generally do, unless humans take on a discipline of contemplation, and use some 
of their time to do that. A lot of people never seem to do anything remotely like contemplation. 

But if you observe non-humans, virtually all of them show signs of setting themselves apart and 
entering into a contemplative state that resembles some kind of a samadhi, or meditative 
condition. And one of the places you tend not to see them do this very much, or you see them do it 
less, are in circumstances of confinement such as zoos, as they have been traditionally, or circuses.  

When animals lose their freedom of motion and relatedness in the natural order of their own 
pattern, they become less contemplative and more disturbed. They go back and forth, back and 
forth, back and forth, never stopping, it seems. They are disturbed. They become neurotic. They 
exhibit more of what human beings can identify as their own state of egoity.   

Why do you think human beings are disturbed? Why is human egoity what it is? If you observe how 
it is evidenced in non-humans, it suggests that human beings are the way they are because they're 
confined, and not just confined by walls and bars. Some are, and they get very disturbed there, and 
walk back and forth, get catatonic, or whatever. They certainly get disturbed when they can't move 
freely, associate freely, and engage in the patterns they are habituated to. To be isolated from other 
human beings is a kind of torture, unless you embrace it as a discipline and deal with the reaction. 

So, human egoity is similar to what is observed in non-humans when they are confined. And yet 
human beings exhibit this even when they're not in any circumstance that you might call 
confinement. It doesn't look evidently like confinement. You can be on vacation on Waikiki Beach 
you see, and look like you're having a swell time with your drink with the umbrella in it, and 
laughing, and it is paradise, you see. And yet if you really observe people under those circumstances, 
they're still exhibiting forms of disturbance. And what happens when they leave the beach? What 
happens when they leave Waikiki? What happens when they leave wherever? If you see them in their 
life-span, they are disturbed, they are always confined, or acting as if confined even when they're not 
apparently confined.  

So, what is confining? It's the self-contraction. It's not the mere fact of the organism, it's the self-
contraction of the organism that is the critical nature of egoity operative in human beings. Your 
bondage is your own activity, and it also extends from conditions. Conditions can reinforce or seem 
to justify self-contraction. But still, what you're suffering is self-contraction, itself. 

So, human beings are actually confined, and they are self-confined. They are also living in various 
modes and degrees of confinement by conditions of life. In fact, human beings feel confined by 
bodily existence, because however healthy you may be at the moment, you know you're going to die, 
and potentially you could suffer any number of happenings. And you anticipate that inevitably you 
will sooner or later experience some difficulties that you would prefer not to have to endure, 
including disease and death.  
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Everything that's physically living is going to die. The difference is, does it drive you crazy, make you 
seek, or are you at ease because you haven't lost touch with what transcends that possibility?   
  
 

~    ~    ~ 
 
 
While driving through Nevada's Mojave Desert, I decided to stop and walk out into the expanse. 
Soon, I could no longer hear or see the highway. All I saw was the stony desert rolling away, 
scatterings of yucca trees, distant ridges, and the vast blue space above. As I walked, I noticed my 
thoughts dissolving, and I relaxed into a contemplative resonance with everything around me.  

Then, all too soon, I was back in the car speeding through towns and cities, returning to northern 
California. In one of the towns, I pulled into a shopping center to find a meal. Walking through the 
center, I observed that the openness I enjoyed in the desert was withering. Amid the angled 
buildings, the crisscrossing of roads, the bustling people, and all the noise, I became more 
contracted and defensive. 

The expansive experience of the desert was wonderful and healing, but in the city, I noticed I was 
shifting into a more conflicted state, just as everyone around me was doing.  

Only by being conscious, and practicing strong energy conductivity in walking meditation, could I 
feel beyond the circumstance I was in, and my own tendencies toward fearful separation. 
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Alcheringa ~ 5. 
 
 
Through and beyond all of time, you exist as rolling prairies, vastly sprawling beneath the rain, 
sunshine, hooves, and padded feet, saturated in understanding and pleasure. 
 
As morning breezes ruffle tall grasses, a leathery trunk gathers you skyward, pulling you back into 
your human shape.  
 
Elephant holds you firmly to face, her eyes reminding you of all mothers, fathers, family and friends, 
and yourself. 
 
In Elephant's embrace, your heart opens in loving-surrender to everything. 
 
The air all around tingles and pulses as she purrs, quieter than humans can hear.  
 
She places you upon a large tree log, shifting her feet, and trumpeting valley wide. 
 
"As Elephant, I am about family, all families everywhere. Most humans have lost touch with family 
deep. There are now so many of you everywhere, all so stray and feral!" 
 
Elephant carefully watches her herd, meadowing far across the plains.  
 
"I love them! We have been together since our trumpeting and silent sounding in this world began. 
Our singing helps to hold the balance of things. All creatures have song - humans, too, almost lost." 
 
The air thrills with soft, silent sounds, caressing skin, spine, heart, and rear of tongue.  
 
Elephant's trunk rests lightly on your head, lolling gently behind.  
 
Deeply, you drift to contemplation in mystery. 
 
And when your eyes open, Elephant is across the meadows rejoining her herd. 
 
 

And they welcome her 
 

with trumpets!  
 

flapping ears! 
  
stomping!  

 
and dusty clouds  

 
into which they all disappear… 
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Great Friend 4. 

Traditional Lakhota elders regard water as conscious and alive. "Mni Wiconi" means "water is life". 
They understand that water listens, and can be communicated with if we are open and respectful. 
When water comprises so much of our bodies and brains, and is integrated with almost everything, 
why would it not be completely conscious, intelligent, and alive?   

In this next excerpt, Adi Da talks about the entire world being mysterious and magical, and how all 
of its qualities and so-called personalities can be related to and participated with. 

 
 

~    ~    ~ 
 
 

Everything Is Alive 
 

 
- from a talk by Adi Da Samraj, October 27, 1980 

The world is transformed by one's presumption about it. Those who live in a magical disposition 
toward the world change their world in one characteristic way - they do not seem to do very much 
with it as a natural phenomenon. They are very protective of it as a natural phenomenon and want 
to interfere with it as little as possible, because it is only by letting the world be what it is as a natural 
process, without interference, that it has the opportunity to produce magical signs and therefore to 
permit them to engage in magical relations with it... 

Tribal natives in this country [the USA, and North America generally] are very much associated with 
a way of life of relative non-interference with nature, using its bounty in various ways, yet not 
controlling it or interfering with it, but rather relating sympathetically and magically to it.  

Their complaint is that the white man, scientific man, is destroying the whole natural world, and is 
doing so because of a false relationship to the natural world, a dissociated and power-oriented or 
dominance-oriented relationship to things. This abstracting feature of the scientific mind, therefore 
of the western mind, with its thirst for control, is systematically destroying the capability of mankind 
to enter into magical relationship with things as a human activity and to be related to a world that is 
unchanged by the scientific attitude… 

From this magical point of view, the features of the observed world - even the gross, so-called outer 
world - are understood to be magical. In particular, certain characters of that world, certain of its 
characteristics, are considered magical - especially those that are in a state of free flow rather than 
unchanging.  

The animals, the patterns of weather, human others apart from the ordinariness of daily social 
obligation - these features of the world are conceived in magical terms, are constantly observed for 
any changes, and are approached via magical activity to generate certain kinds of changes. These 
magical features of the world are conceived to be a bridge to the total world.  
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The so-called objective world is not viewed as a thing in itself, but it is always a form of connection 
to the total psycho-physical world. 

The deer, for instance, is not just an animal in the objective world. It is a living psycho-physical 
feature of the formal universe and is therefore a bridge between the various dimensions of the 
formal universe. The deer is not merely an animal in the objective physical world, but a psychic 
presence. It is a way of relating to the more fluid, psychic dimension of the world. Likewise, this 
fluid, psychic dimension of the world makes its bridge to the objective world through these creatures 
and forces. 

From the magical, shamanistic point of view, everything is alive. The cosmos is a living process. A 
little while ago I was talking about accepting the positive as well as the magical significance of 
creatures other than human beings. From the magical point of view, so-called inanimate objects are 
also conceived as being alive and participating in a living, magical cosmos. And this is certainly true.  

The more psychically awake you become, the more you are aware of the psycho-physical nature of 
what you call the objective world.  

Once you see that the world is psycho-physical in nature, you begin to appreciate the living 
condition of everything that arises in the field of experience - not living, perhaps, in the sense that a 
chair can get up and walk out of the room, but living in a magical sense.  

Your association with so-called inanimate objects can go through many changes.   

Association with an inanimate place, even just a room, can change. There are feelings associated 
with it, a sense of energies, emotions, moods, influences, all kinds of factors to which you become 
sensitive relative to so-called inanimate things, just as you can be sensitive relative to moving and 
living things... Everything, altogether, is trying to be a revelation for you. 

It is just that you are not sensitive to it in your ordinary habit. The shaman has entered into a 
discipline in order to become sensitive. It is not that he or she is making the magic happen. The 
magic is already there. He or she is just not already sensitive to it, not in a position to observe it. 
Thus, he or she must engage in a discipline that enables him or her to participate in what is already 
happening. Then all of a sudden, all kinds of magical things are observed.  
  

 
~    ~    ~ 

 

If we would feel and listen to the world around us, to the individual and unified natural processes, 
and if we practiced an intelligent and honest communication with them, what could come of that? 
We could, perhaps, redevelop our sacred human relationships with animals and plants, insects and 
birds, the weather… and each other.  

For all the non-humans of the world, everything is perceived as alive and conscious, in as many ways 
as there are beings and things. 
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Relax and Breathe 

 
 
Gently breathe in and out several times, or more if you wish, feeling the energy flowing in your 
hands, feet, face, and body. Breathe into and from the heart, and radiate life to infinity. When you 
feel ready, continue reading, and feeling, and breathing. 
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Re-Telling 
 
 
Early one morning on the volcanic island of Kauai, in Hawaii, a small green lizard greeted Adi Da in 
his bathroom, where they conversed for several minutes.  
 
The sleek forest lizard expressed her concern about humanity's destruction of the world, 
communicating to him all of the non-humans' collective bewilderment with what humans are doing.  
 
That evening, after describing the exchange, Adi Da indicated that he had made a vow to the tiny 
creature - that he would do all he could to protect the non-human realms from humans' insensitivity. 
 
He impressed upon those listening the serious and urgent need for humanity to change course. 
 
He made this vow on behalf of all of us, with no certainty that we would choose to fulfill it, or how 
long it might take.  
 
He intended his vow to move us into sympathy, so that we might open our hearts and change. 
 
 
 

- author, S.C. 
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Peregrination 9. 

 

Jingle Baba 

 
"Camels view the world from a unique point of view" - Adi Da Samraj 

 
 
Around the early part of 2003, Jingle Baba started losing condition. His shoulders and hips 
developed arthritis, and his tall humps increasingly sagged. Our vets could not ascribe a particular 
cause. My research revealed that his earlier diet of alfalfa (lucerne) hay and grain was likely the main 
contributor. Camels are not well suited to such rich foods. In the 1980s and 1990s, alfalfa was 
commercially promoted as the food-of-choice for horses, llamas, and camels. But as the animals 
progressed into adulthood, signs of premature aging appeared. In Jingle Baba's case, his massive size 
and long back additionally pressured limbs and joints. 

Two years after I arrived, I stopped feeding Jingle Baba the alfalfa and mixed grain, except for 
occasional treats. The grass-hay he received instead was healthier, but systemic damage had already 
occurred, and its effects became evident as he matured. Alkalizing food and supplements for 
decreasing symptoms helped a little, but Jingle Baba's condition continued declining.  

One morning of June 2004, I noticed Jingle Baba sitting in the barn well after the others had 
departed. I tried to coax him up. After briefly resisting, he rose to his feet and wandered out to join 
the herd. The same thing happened the next day, but on the third morning, I couldn't raise him at 
all. I pleaded and pushed until I was exhausted. He looked at me with eyes resolute - "Enough!" He 
was now transitioning into his final days. Appraised of this turn in Jingle Baba's situation, Adi Da, in 
Fiji, requested we support him through a natural passing. And thus, we entered into his hospice care.  

After I closed the gates to the barn, the other camels didn't care to visit Jingle Baba, not even 
looking in the windows. They were already letting him go. For his comfort, I utilized thick rubber 
mats, inflated inner tubes of varying sizes, dense foam cushions and blocks, and a large bed mattress. 
He was regularly rolled onto his side so we could treat the beginnings of bedsores on his chest, 
elbows, and knees. And we washed him daily, especially underneath. Each week, and sometimes 
twice weekly, our veterinarian visited. Adi Da received daily updates and photographs.    

After a couple of weeks, I let Jingle Baba's family into the barn to see him, and so he could see them. 
Young Peaceful Baba and his sister, Purni Mama, nuzzled Jingle Baba sweetly before investigating all 
the new smells and equipment in the barn. Little Jelly Baba chose to stay outside. When Google 
Mama entered, she went right up to Jingle Baba, sniffed him, and barked in his face, clearly upset.  

Within another month, Jingle Baba's condition became more challenging. He stopped eating and 
drinking, and his bedsores worsened. After suggesting to Adi Da that we consider euthanasia, he 
requested to hear from our veterinarian. So late the next night, the veterinarian and I telephoned Fiji 
to discuss Jingle Baba's situation. As the call ended, Adi Da said he would let us know of his 
decision within twenty-four hours. 
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Emotionally, Jingle Baba seemed fine and content. His eyes were calm and bright, and his mood was 
good. But his body was rough, and he hadn't stood in weeks. Along with daily pain medicine, he was 
also on intravenous fluids to keep him hydrated. 

In the morning, Adi Da expressed appreciation for everything that the vet had communicated, but 
said that he still wanted Jingle Baba to be supported until he passed naturally. 

Later that day, I directly expressed to Adi Da my feelings around Jingle Baba's decline - how difficult 
it was for me, and how it was becoming more difficult for the camel. I spoke at some length, putting 
everything on the table. There was a long pause before Adi Da replied, "Yes, I know this is hard, but 
this is not about you. Jingle Baba knows that life is difficult, and he's okay with it. Keep serving him. 
Bring him lots of energy. I want him to have a natural transition." 

I was pressed right up against my limits. I could listen to myself, the vet, or my spiritual master. I 
took a deep breath and went forward, bringing still more energy to Jingle Baba. We had already been 
doing a lot, but now went further. He resumed eating, particularly enjoying the alfalfa I was now 
freely giving him, along with fresh daily muffins, and the usual carrots, apples, and melon rinds.   
 
We continued playing contemplative music. I invited people to sing and chant and groom him, and I 
brought in local families to visit. He adored the children and warmly welcomed everyone. 
 
Flowers and cards arrived from around the world. People visited daily, and his barn was resplendent 
with bouquets and tributes. I arranged for a small concert in clarinet and bass, which played for 
nearly two hours. Jingle Baba loved Pachelbel's Canon in D! According to Adi Da, Pachelbel was in 
a state of divine communion when he wrote the Canon. The big camel was riveted on the musicians!  
 

Concert for a Camel 
 

Evening sun sinks behind ridges of pine and mountain oak, 
as wind and strings drift through trees in the park of all true things. 

The large camel raises his head, gazes, and listens. 
His barn is simple wood and cement, beside the creek, beneath a tree. 

Here, Jingle Baba grew up, made a family, and touched many lives at depth. 
Well-wishing cards and flowers from around the world enshrine his quiet. 

While the other camels graze the pasture, Jingle Baba stretches his neck and head across the cool floor. 
As music caresses bodies and hearts, he surveys the mysteries glimmering within deeper waters. 

Exquisite sounds envelope all present as one, until silence arrives. 
Human friends say good night, kissing his nose, hugging his neck, sifting into shadows without words. 

His caretakers tidy the barn, arrange his cushions, turn down the lights, embrace him, and whisper,  
"Good night, Baba. Thank you. We love you." 

 
 
One evening, fully two months into camel hospice, bending down beside his left shoulder, washing 
his elbow, his massive head came to rest upon my back. I stopped and reached around, taking his 
head in my hands while not disturbing him. He started coughing and gagging, and I whispered into 
his ear, "This is it, Jingle Baba. Just let it go." He gasped a little and sighed, and thousands of pounds 
(kilograms) of flesh went limp. I laid his head down on the mat, and went out under the big tree and 
wept. The other camels came around, circling and nibbling my shoes. After I wrote to Adi Da, he 
sent his love and blessings and appreciation to everyone who had served Jingle Baba's needs.  
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For all of his writings and talks, Adi Da, in many instances, was remarkably concise. In the days 
following, he elaborated a little more on his views of the camel. He said, "Jingle Baba showed me 
more class than almost any human I ever met." Many of us might say this about some of the animals 
we've known, simply because it's often true. What is remarkable about Adi Da's comment is that he 
interacted not only with ordinary people, but also with philosophers, high yogis, swamis, lamas, 
saints, and sages. His words affirmed something about Jingle Baba that I had long intuited.  
 
A few days later, Adi Da talked at length about some of the Eastern saints and sages of the 20th 
Century, individuals with whom he had direct contact. As he completed his discourse, he listed them 
by name - Poondi Swami, Ramana Maharshi, Rang Avadhoot, Swami Nityananda, and others. And 
after a pause, he added Jingle Baba to the circle.  
  
In Jingle Baba's last weeks, a woman telephoned from White Mountain, Northern California. Jingle 
Baba, whom she had never met in person, appeared to her in dreams, suggesting she learn more 
about Adi Da by watching some videos. Over the years, there had been other reports marking this 
kind of contact and interaction. And many people had commented that looking into Jingle Baba's 
eyes felt almost as profound as a gaze from Adi Da. Some weeks later, while the venerable camel's 
headstone was being crafted, Adi Da requested the words "My Messenger" be added to the epitaph. 
 

"Jingle Baba - My Messenger" 
 
If you study great spiritual teachers' lives, you will discover some records of their interactions with 
animals and plants. You might also notice how these stories are mentioned as brief asides or 
humorous tales. Their simplistic reporting reveals people's longstanding disregard for non-humans. 
The cultures following after Jesus, Saint Francis, Swami Vivekananda, Anandamayi Ma, Gautama 
Buddha, and many others, gave little acknowledgment to animals and plants as sentient, conscious 
beings. Today, we know very little of the content and depth of those great individuals' associations 
with non-humans, and what they said about them.  
 
Ramana Maharshi is a modern-era sage about whom there are some compelling reports of his 
relations with non-humans. He spoke in reverential terms about monkeys, cows, dogs, and birds. He 
repudiated assumed limits to their intelligence, communicativeness, and contemplative depth, and 
attributed the qualities of a saint to a village cow, named Lakshmi. The 16th Gyalwa Karmapa, of 
Tibetan Buddhism, also spoke highly of animals. But throughout history, such individuals' words 
have not been seriously heard, considered, and responded to. 
 
Around Adi Da, it was similar. The people who gathered with him were mostly middle-class city 
dwellers. Like many ordinary westerners, they enjoyed superficial sympathies for animals. Fear-No-
More Zoo was viewed as amusing, and Adi Da's interactions with non-humans were seldom noticed. 
When they were observed, they were not well understood. Far too few of us allowed his instructions 
about the natural world to deepen our associations with animals, plants, living places, and systems.     
 
However, the instructions and stories about Adi Da and non-humans are more numerous and useful 
than those from most other traditions. While some were recorded in earlier days, starting in 1994, 
Adi Da encouraged me to record and write as much as possible. The result is that we have here in 
this book, and in others to come, a new, communicable Vision for humanity's sacred relationship 
with all of nature - for everyone.  
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Contemporary religions, sciences, philosophies, and politics narcissistically grant humanity with 
ownership of all the intelligences of the Earth. But the most significant thinkers, spiritual teachers, 
and visionaries all indicate that humanity's superior view of itself is greatly mistaken. 
 
The culmination of Adi Da's always developing teaching experiment of Fear-No-More Zoo resulted 
in a new offering for humanity - today referred to as the Vision of Fear-No-More. While sharing 
much with traditional cultures, Fear-No-More's Vision is clearer, simpler, and more universally 
comprehensible and applicable. 
 
The days of Jingle Baba's life and passing exemplify Adi Da's deep regard for the personhood of all 
non-humans. In spiritual terms, the relationship between him and Jingle Baba was likely more 
profound than with many humans in his presence. And there were other animals he regarded 
similarly, as well as trees, physical places, and natural living processes. 
 
When Jingle Baba's veterinarian informed us that we had reached the five technical markers 
indicating that euthanasia should be employed, he was being accurate and professional. He was 
doing his job to the best of his knowledge and training.   
 
Although Adi Da was not against euthanasia, which can play a useful role at times, he wanted a 
natural passing for his beloved camel. 
 
If left to my own devices, I may well have implemented euthanasia because I was concerned with 
what Jingle Baba was seemingly having to endure - and because I also didn't want to suffer! 
 
Not afflicted by the limitations of science, fear, and collapsed emotions, Adi Da didn't see Jingle 
Baba as an individual needing to be euthanized. He saw a powerful spiritual being, a contemplative 
with a profound capacity for surrendering into and beyond the passing difficulty of bodily death. 
 
Adi Da supported Jingle Baba's spiritual depth throughout his life, and continued doing so amid this 
shedding of his camel form. A benign passage, wherein the born experience concludes in a natural 
exhalation, is most auspicious. Living a splendid life through to a good death serves one's 
transcendence of the entire pattern and "dream". 
 
While I was an attendant to these two giants, carried along in the waves of their shared silence, the 
most potent instruction I received from Adi Da, through my service to Jingle Baba, was this… 
 
 

Always serve life. Never assume or serve imagined death.  
There is only life. 

 
 
At Fear-No-More Zoo's entrance, Jingle Baba's massive bulk was washed, served, and buried like the 
body of a saint. Adi Da was involved in every detail, and when he returned to California a year later, 
one of the first things he did was visit the camel's tomb. He quietly approached Jingle Baba's 
memorial, walking around the large mound, pressing his staff into the soil with deep affection and 
blessing. His love, respect, and regard were palpable. 
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Re-Telling 1. 
 
 

One afternoon, after taking their midday meal, Anandamayi Ma of Bengal and a small group of 
companions set out by car for Lucknow. After they passed [the town] Unnao, Ma exclaimed,  
 
"Look, Didi, what a lovely little village!"  
 
Didi looked indifferently at the passing view. Their car swept on, raising a cloud of dust; with the 
sun high in the sky, the scene was shadow-less and almost devoid of color.  
 
"Weren't those trees beautiful!" Ma persisted as the car sped on.  
 
"Come on, then," replied Didi patiently, "let's go back and look at them." 
 
The car came to a halt at the edge of the village, and Ma set off at great speed toward the trees.  
 
"Bring the basket of fruit and all the garlands that are in the car!"  
 
There was a pond beside a large house with a tiled roof and smoothly molded mud walls. Beside the 
pond stood two young trees, one a banyan, the other a margosa, growing side by side. 
 
By this time, villagers began to collect, curious to know what brought so unusual a vehicle as a 
motorcar to their rustic dwellings. The woman in the cotton robes of dazzling whiteness cut a 
striking figure amidst the dun-colored surroundings, the dun-colored garments of the villagers, and 
several dun-colored dogs. Her fine, jet-black hair fanned out over her shoulders, and her pale skin 
was faintly lined. She looked about with keenly alert eyes; a smile came to her lips as she gazed 
intently at the two trees. Around her a hush fell, the gathering villagers astonished by the 
commanding presence of the stranger. She approached the two trees and started caressing their 
branches and trunks with great affection.  
 
Pressing her forehead again and again to their trunks, Ma said in soft but clearly audible tones -  
 
"Well, well, so you have brought this body here to see you."  
 
Everybody looked at the trees with blank incomprehension, there being nothing to distinguish them 
from countless others dotting the plain. Ma, nevertheless, held everyone in silent thrall. 
                
"What is the name of your village?" she enquired. 

"Bhawanipur" was the reply. 
"Who planted these two trees?" 

"Dwarka," someone offered. 
"Is the owner of this land at home?" 

"No, but his wife is over there." 
 
The group of visitors, who were now being watched with intense curiosity by a cluster of children, 
turned and saw the owner's wife approaching.  
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Addressing the woman with sweetness of tone and expression, Ma told her, "Take good care of 
these two trees and worship them. It will be for your good." 
                
Then she took the garlands from Didi and decorated the trees with them, and distributed all the fruit 
from the basket to the incredulous villagers. Without the faintest notion of who she was, they all 
assumed postures of deferential respect towards her, as if they perceived her to be of exalted station. 
 
She turned back whence she came, closely followed by the crowd, who were now smiling with 
awkward pleasure, yet still dismayed by the inexplicable attention conferred on them and on a 
couple of trees by a group of total strangers. 
                
"Margosa and Banyan - Hari and Hara!" exclaimed Ma.  
 
"Now you've given these trees the names of gods!" Didi declared in wonder. 
 
Ma then asked the villagers, "Do you repeat God's name? Even though you may not be able to do 
so daily, at any rate, now and again, perform puja and sing kirtana under the boughs of those trees."  
 
Then she turned to her companions. "How extraordinary!" she observed, "those trees were pulling 
this body towards them as people might. The car was carrying us away from them, but it was just as 
if they caught hold of the shoulders of this body and dragged it back in their direction." 
                
As the visitors got back into the car, one of the villagers enquired of the driver, "Who is this great 
lady who has referred to herself as 'this body'?” 
                
"Anandamayi Ma of Bengal." replied the driver. "Remember this visit well, for she is a holy person, 
and she never does anything without meaning." 
 
 
 

- from "Anandamayi Ma: Her Life, Her Wisdom" by Richard Lannoy 
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Peregrination 10. 

 

Entering Fear-No-More 

 

"All beings would struggle to survive in the moment of intrusion.  
All beings want to live. They want to exist!  

They all experience the same sense of self-contracted differentiation and a will to survive as that. 
If you understand this, you can't draw the lines or the circles around and be just localized in your 

love and compassion. Your compassion, your understanding, must extend to all that is." 
                                                                                      - Adi Da Samraj 

 

 
In 1974, Adi Da established Fear-No-More Zoo as one of the Mountain Of Attention Sanctuary's 
holy places. He settled the Zoo into a constellation of sacred sites which he named All True Things 
Park. Residing beneath a grove of sacred oaks within this park, six interrelated sites, including a 
more distant one, are daily served to honor the divine nature of all beings and things. Across the 
Sanctuary, there are other temples, too - in Adi Da's view, the entire property is one sacred place. 
 
In 1995, in a message received by many of my friends, Adi Da said, "I think Stuart is lacking 
something fundamental." As I heard these words, I was shocked that he had publicly announced one 
of my deeply secreted convictions. For years I had felt embarrassed and slightly withdrawn by a 
vague sense that I lacked a particular something that others seemed not to be missing. And now, I 
had no choice but to live and grow through the clarity of this exposure. 
 
Soon after announcing my self-imagined insufficiency, Adi Da began speaking about the 
contemplative nature of non-humans and his Vision of Fear-No-More to a degree he had not done 
before. My initial apprenticeship had now finally granted me the privilege of this more in-depth 
instruction. I endeavored to absorb everything he said. Word by word, he clarified my doubts, 
confirmed my intuitions, and uplifted and expanded my outlook. 
 
Another uncertainty took longer to resolve. Fear-No-More Zoo's formal entrance was shaped 
around the graves of some animals, but this made little sense to me. Should not the gate to a 
zoological garden relate more positively to living creatures and flourishing life? 
 
Puzzled, I often went to sit at the entrance, beside the graves, to meditate, feel, and learn. I also 
moved into a freshly cleaned and painted shed in the emu enclosure, to live there and more fully 
imbibe the Zoo's essence. And gradually, Adi Da's Vision became more evident. To merely walk 
into the Zoo is not to enter it. One must rigorously engage the revelations implicit in bodily life and 
death, and what lies beyond them, to feelingly understand and access the domain of fearing-no-
more.    
 
Fear-No-More Zoo's memorial gates communicate an essential message to all who pass, if we are 
sufficiently sensitive and prepared.   
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The animals buried there are the dogs Daji Megan and Dama Nitya, Monroe the cat, Gunther the 
pig, Truffles the llama, Yes the tortoise, and Jingle Baba the camel. Each of them enjoyed a unique 
connection with Adi Da, as a dear friend and valued participant in his life and work. 
 
Alongside Monroe, one other is buried. Kiki, a neighborhood cat, represents all those animals of the 
world who, by their wits, must exist among the yahoos of the human fear-culture. 
 
  

Non-humans, aware of their vulnerability, readily yield all fear to mystery. 
Their surrender to life and death expresses a true morality. 

 
We humans, aware of our vulnerability, contract in fear and reject mystery.  

Our non-surrender to life and death fosters a virulent depravity. 
 
 
Adi Da counsels that "the non-human world is not the fear world," and that "the human world [as 
we choose to live it] is the fear world." 
 
 

Only they can enter Fear-No-More who notice… 
 

how this world is - 
  

that bodily existence is temporary… 
 

thus, surrendering into life, 
and participating in divine mystery 

in the act and state of fearing-no-more. 
 
 

Without intermediaries, non-humans surrender profoundly, living in natural divine awareness as they 
have done since they began. 
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Alcheringa ~ 6. 
 
 
After sleepless rainy days and nights, you find a shallow cave beneath orange cliffs. Inside, on dry 
grass beds, a lioness breathily rumbles alongside a snoring gazelle. As the world storms beyond the 
cave, you scratch out a snug corner, slumping and sleeping away, as the lion-purring deepens. 
Hours later, as the afternoon sun reddens, you awaken to a gold-yellow face with two orange eyes.  
 
"She won't eat you," Gazelle whispers. 
 
Lioness smiles, touching her massive paw to your thigh, brushing her whiskers across your face.  
 
"Everything is not as it seems, unless you understand everything," says Lioness, looking over the 
damp savanna. "I know it is strange for you to see the two of us together. But we have always shared 
life. We are inseparable." 
 
Gazelle continues, "The relationship between prey and predator is ancient. One of Gazelle's roles in 
life is to be prey. We are born into it and raised for it. Some gazelles are not eaten until very old, 
some when young, and others in their prime. Eventually, all of us are devoured in some way. The 
chase with Lion or Cheetah is instilled with rapture! We run fast and alive, as this is a moment we 
are prepared for. Sometimes, we elude the kill. But when it finally comes, a great, rich fear is present, 
as it must be. When Lion's paw knocks us down, all we can do is tumble and yield to the embrace - 
white teeth and warm mouth wrapping around, pressing down. And in this, we achieve one of our 
main purposes, with deep fear yielding freely into life and mystery." 
 
Lioness rumbles, "When Lion sees Antelope, Zebra, or Gazelle, crawls near and gives chase, there is 
no anger, rage, or bad feeling - only full-bodied commitment and focused awareness. Our one-
pointed attention grows in respect. We submit every fiber and sinew, giving over completely to the 
moment. The principle of our relationship is that two is actually one. The form of sacrifice differs, 
but it is equal, and is love." 
 
Lioness and Gazelle move to your sides, pressing you warmly, and you hug them both. 
 
 

They then turn and disappear into the night,  
 
 

hunting, and being hunted,  
 
 

as they have always done. 
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Great Friend 5. 

Amid science, religion, and philosophy's efforts to describe the differences and similarities between 
humans and everything else, including the divine, Adi Da just says how it is… 
 
 

~    ~    ~ 
 
 

No Difference 
 
 

From a talk by Adi Da Samraj 

There is no difference between the true self-condition of non-humans and of humans. Apparent 
functions can be pointed to that can be said to be different, but there is no fundamental difference. 
When you are not thinking, you are no different from a grasshopper, or a blade of grass, or a tree, or 
my dogs.  

You are the same. You are in the same state. 

It is not merely that non-humans are like human beings, or that some non-human beings are 
especially like human beings. 

The fact is that everything - all beings, everyone and everything altogether, is arising as an apparent 
modification of the same conscious light. 

Thus, there is not, in reality, the slightest difference between a human being, a dog, a tree, and a wall 
- not the slightest. There is not the slightest difference between you and the space in which you are 
apparently sitting. 

There is, in fact, no difference of any kind. There is no difference. 

 

~    ~    ~ 

 

Instead of the ancient arguments about humans being better than everything else, if we base 
investigations upon everything being the same, or similar, we may arrive at solutions benefiting 
humans and non-humans equally. Arguments supporting difference rather than similarity are a kind 
of petulance, even a passive-aggressive tantrum against the mystery of an infinite prior unity. 
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 ~ Interlude ~ 
 
 
    

Because you have already encountered within these pages several passages attributed to Adi Da, I 
will now say something about the presentation of his words and writings in this book.  
 
The organization officially designated to publish Adi Da's written essays and spoken discourses 
follows specific guidelines. Adi Da developed a unique writing style, a new and sacred form of 
English. Profound and beautiful, it requires a focused intention to read. To experience this for 
yourself, you may peruse numerous volumes such as The Aletheon, The Gnosticon, or The Pneumaton. 
Once one is accustomed to this style, its qualities can be more readily appreciated. 
 
In this book, I have simplified Adi Da's writing style to be more accessible to all readers, new and 
seasoned. I have done so because I feel this material should be more easily understandable at a time 
when the world is enduring extreme environmental and cultural challenges. Everyone with an open 
mind can use his wisdom. 
   
Adi Da's formally published writings heavily capitalize words intended to be emphasized. In this 
presentation of his materials, I have chosen not to capitalize in that same style. 
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The Vision of Fear-No-More 7. 
 
 
 

Seven Life-Rules for Humans 
 
 
 

 
1. Don't bother non-humans - live harmoniously and contemplatively within the world 

  
 

2. Don't bother children - protect, support, guide, and keep safe all those who are innocent 
 
  

3. Don't bother women or men - grow in human self-responsibility instead 
 
  

4. Don't bother elders - respect and honor all those older or wiser 
 
  

5. Don't bother yourself - be free of fear, sorrow, regret, anger and vain search 
 
  

6. Don't bother God - embrace mature human and sacred self-responsibility and awareness 
 
  

7. Always require and allow one another these rules of life 
 
 
 
 
Adi Da Samraj initially offered five rules, specifically for men. Rules 4 and 7 were added later, and 
the form was slightly modified, applying the rules to everyone. 
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Re-Telling 2. 
 

"When they are purring, cats are not just in the ordinary sense physically aware. Just to be able to get 
to purr, they have to be in that other-dimensional way of relating to the physical, where they're 
peripherally associated with it. In fact, that is the way that the vibration of the purr occurs. You can 
feel how they feel themselves as energy, and they basically feel the physical is transparent to that. At 
the level of energy, you can feel and even see right through the physical. They are meditating on 
that, knowing that, with each moment of that purring."      - Adi Da Samraj 

 

As a young man, living on California's rugged central coast, Adi Da adopted a kitten he named 
Robert, a fluffy Maine Coon he came to describe as his first teacher, and guru of a certain kind.  

About Robert, he wrote:  

"If a man is sensitive to the movements everywhere within and without him, every kind of object or 
creature becomes a communication… Indeed, even the most inert objects know the same bliss of 
unqualified existence that is the root of our own consciousness… Robert himself was nothing less 
to me than my best friend and mentor. He was more, not less, than human to me. I watched him 
with fascination. I followed him through the woods and watched him hunt. I tried to understand his 
curious avoidance of the sea, and how he could sit on the cliff above the sea, watching the evening 
sun, and the wind blowing his hairs heroically about his head. The mystery of his pattern of living, 
his ease and justice, the economy of all his means, the untouchable absence of all anxiety, the sudden 
and adequate power he brought to every circumstance without exceeding the intensity required, all 
of his ways seemed to me an epitome of the genius of life. And he communicated with me so 
directly that I was always disarmed. He would call me when he returned in the evening. [Adi Da said 
that Robert was the first to call him by the name “Da”.] He would touch me whenever he needed 
my presence. He would lie with me as if with conscious intention to console me with his living 
presence. And I loved him as deeply as the universe itself… I recognized that Robert had been my 
teacher in the wilderness. He had filled my eye and owned a thread of attention in my heart. I knew 
him and he knew me." 

 

The ancient guru function is something Adi Da spoke of with great seriousness. The true guru is a 
unique psycho-physical function. His or her wisdom, understanding, and realization has the capacity 
to dispel self-possession in all apparent "others", and guide them to the realization of total freedom, 
beyond any sense of separate self. 

At the Mountain Of Attention Sanctuary, Holy Cat Grotto is an expansive, elemental, outdoor 
temple created by Adi Da in honor of his first teacher, Robert. Nestled atop the grotto's hot springs 
and cliffs is a handsome bronze statue of Robert, beneath which the cat's ashes are entombed. 

- author, S.C. 
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Great Friend 6. 

In remote New Guinean mountains roams one of the largest species of rat. When first seen by 
biologists, they showed humans no fear at all, and displayed significant intelligence and curiosity. 

One day, the kitchen staff on Naitauba requested Adi Da's permission to kill some rats because they 
were raiding the pantry. Here is an excerpt from the discussion that followed… 
 
 

~    ~    ~ 
 
 

For the Love 
 
 

From a talk by Adi Da Samraj, November 26, 1984 
 

Eating beings is always disturbing - not necessarily the eating, but the witnessing of the eating. This 
world is dreadful. Do you have any idea what is happening in conditional nature? 

You must sacrifice living beings in order to live. You beings, you humans here, require the 
murdering of living beings to eat and survive. You must come to terms with this fact. To do so, you 
must come to terms with your own life and death and accept the fact that you are a sacrifice, and 
that conditionally manifested existence is not merely a jolly time. All of you could potentially die a 
painful death and live a painful lifetime. I am giving you another slice of possibility.  

Do not become overly disgusted by the manifestations of non-human creatures. Accept your own 
state and the fact that you, in a sense, eat heads and require the pain of beings to live. Beyond that, 
know that you must accept the pain of life and death. You are a sacrifice. To exist in this form is 
revolting, treacherous, and potentially painful. Some few may slide through with comparatively little 
pain and die in bed, but of the beings on this planet, how many do?  

Human beings are not gods and goddesses here. All suffer the fate of animals. All must come to 
terms with this and, out of compassion, relieve as many as possible from that destiny. Do you know 
how many dreadful deaths human beings have suffered? And how many fear death? Everyone does. 
All are meat and can be eaten.  

You have the potential to do something different, but you do not have the potential to not sacrifice. 
Conditionally manifested existence is participation in sacrifice, and there is no reason to be righteous 
about that fact. You should be humbled by the knowledge. You cannot even breathe without 
sacrificing self-conscious beings. You cannot walk or move, you cannot live from day to day, 
without taking life in some form. You may eat an orange or a bit of lettuce in your salad. Look at 
your plate. Look at the sacrifice. Do not be guilty about it. Know it. You are not yet so different. 
You eat heads, too. You are revolting. You are flesh. You are to be sacrificed. You are a sacrifice in 
your most precious form, that to which you would most dearly cling. You are! Be revolted, but be 
illumined by your knowledge. Make changes. Devote your sacrifice to changing existence. Do not be 
happy about it, but do not be righteous, either. This is my advice.  
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Rats, mice, walls, amoebas, frogs - I embrace everybody. I love everybody. I want to wake up every 
being into this ecstasy in the midst of death. I have no righteousness in me - no moral righteousness 
on any point. I am willing to become incredibly ridiculous to wake you up. I do everything! I have 
no moral righteousness in me, no un-love. I make no distinction between beings - humans, rats, 
amoebas - none.  

All beings are suffering the obligation to be eaten. I want to give you the alternative, even though 
you may be eaten, and even though you eat in the meantime. I want to give you the vision of my 
glory, wake you up, give you ecstasy, the experience of happiness and fullness, even while you are 
dying, not to mention while you live. This is a real and very important matter. I am not here to deny 
you the knowledge of what you are experiencing and what other beings experience. I am here to 
sensitize you to what all other beings experience, what other forms - like these curtains and that fan - 
experience, even though they may not even appear to be conscious.  

You think there is no consciousness in these so-called objects. There is nothing but consciousness 
itself, everything threatened by the fact of existing in conditional form. I have great love, 
compassion, feeling. And you should feel likewise. I am here to sensitize you to your own sacrifice 
and the sacrifice of others. I am here to call you beyond it, not to deny it. A lifetime here is so short. 
The logic of existence itself, when you know me [as divine mystery], transcends these murders, this 
ugliness, these limits.  

Where do you think you are? You deny the rat your love?  

I deny no one. I draw no lines around me. I love all!   

 
~    ~    ~ 

 

In my early days with Fear-No-More Zoo, local mice began raiding the food storage bins. Finally, I 
sat on the floor of the shed and called a meeting with all the mice! The previous night, I had written 
a letter of agreement that I now read aloud to them. In the mood of fairness and respect, I described 
a deal that I felt would work for both parties. In support of the mice not raiding the food bins, I 
promised to provide one measured bowl of food daily, in a safe corner, just for them. And for this, I 
invited their cooperation. 

Happily, from that night forward, the mice ceased their raids! I kept up their daily portions, and 
together we honored our agreement. Their response seemed miraculous at first, but was just an 
example of how things can be, if everyone is given a chance.  

A year later, I began forgetting to put the mouse food out, yet it was a full three months before they 
commenced re-entering the food bins! Their commitment to our agreement was stronger than mine! 
I apologized, and we began again. 
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Re-Telling 3. 

 

With their expedition completed, a group of geologists arrived at a remote reserve to spend several 
days cataloging their findings.  

They laid the collected rocks down in rows according to type, size, and quality, and busied 
themselves classifying them.  

The Aboriginal elders at the reservation, upon sighting the rocks, became animated - groaning and 
wailing! 

After the geologists enquired about the upset, they were astounded by what they heard. 

The elders recognized some of the stones and rocks! To them, they were living beings with names 
and histories. 

They accurately told the geologists the exact locations from where the rocks had been removed. 
Many were associated with Dreamtime laws and stories, and were guardians of the region and its 
natural sacred culture.  

Years earlier, these native people were forcibly removed from their country, and they and their 
elders now had even further concerns for the safety of the land they loved and cared for through 
millennia. 

 

- Norman Camps, adapted by the author, S.C. 
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Peregrination 11. 

Fishes, Turtles, and Doves 

 
 

"All there is, is a thoughtless, mindless, knowledge-less, feeling of being." 
 

         - Adi Da Samraj 
 
 
About a year after Jingle Baba's passing, I relocated the four remaining camels to another part of the 
Sanctuary - a much larger area overlooking a beautiful lake. Simultaneously, a camel breeder in 
Colorado asked if we might be interested in buying one of his youngsters. Informing Adi Da, I sent 
him photographs of a handsome white Bactrian bull-calf named Everest, proposing a possible 
purchase. He quickly agreed, sweeping me into a significant fund-raising effort, and in the following 
months, Everest, along with five others, joined us from the lofty Rocky Mountains. 

At Adi Da's urging, near the close of 2006, I moved the camels again to the property's remotest 
region. The open fields, woodlands, rolling hills and scrub country granted them over one hundred 
acres of territory. Upon first seeing their new realm, they shivered with pleasure and awe.  

If Jingle Baba had been present, we might have stood together watching his herd mingle with the 
deer, coyote, bobcats, and waterfowl, and exploring the groves of chaparral, manzanita, and scrub-
oak. Soon after settling into their new home, I watched Purni Mama scrutinize a drake who had 
flown in to scout the seasonal stream. As he waddled along the shallow waterway, Purni lowered her 
massive head right behind the bird, following quietly. When the herd was in repose, a lone coyote 
often slipped from the bushes to recline with them. And the red-winged blackbirds, searching for 
seeds, conveniently broke apart much of the camels' dung, rendering raking mostly unnecessary. 

Adi Da soon requested that I focus mainly on the camels. He began referring to them as a sacred 
herd, and their new province as the Sacred Camel Gardens. He said we should retain the Zoo, but 
keep it simple, and further refine it to represent his profoundest Vision.  

For the next four years, between the camel herd and the Zoo, with all of its chameleons, finches, 
parrots, Aldabra tortoises, pigs, llamas, emus, and others, almost every daily minute was utilized. The 
two projects were nearly three miles (5 kilometers) apart, requiring considerable travel back and 
forth. I was grateful for some extra help during parts of this time, because the overall labor was 
exhausting. 

In late November 2008, Adi Da passed away. Doctors diagnosed a sudden heart attack. Some say he 
was heartbroken by the state of humanity and the world. Others assumed his spiritual work simply 
came to its natural completion. Sadly, like Jingle Baba, he would never walk with the camels in their 
new fields. Unsurprisingly, having released the body, he remained spiritually as tangible as ever. The 
next day the Sanctuary was empty, with everyone traveling to Fiji to honor his passing in person. 

Remarkably, in the days following, the camels frequently bugled mournful cries and bellows, echoing 
throughout the valley. I already missed Adi Da - his glancing eyes, his robust guidance, his smiles. I 
also had to trust that I was now sufficiently instructed to carry things forward adequately. 
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It wasn't until March 2009 that I finally returned to Naitauba Island to attend the One Hundredth 
Day Commemoration of Adi Da's passing. Across the island that week, various events were held to 
honor his life and presence.  

 

A fat fruit dove coo-coos… contemplating the mystery. 
 

An avenue of tall palms guides people forward. 
Breezes ruffle high grasses, as feet crest the saddle between two knolls. 

On the plateau, a white house sits at the edge of the world. 
A falcon floats on updrafts, as swallows circle the field. 

Upon the freshly cut lawn, people trace a path, moving slowly 
around the white house, regarding Great Friend. 

Then they all sit, quietly. 
 

Great Friend sits there, too, in the earth, disappeared into and beyond the worlds. 
 
 
 

"When I know the truth, and the world becomes love - that's what I was wondering if it would 
happen. I have always made a sphere of my existence by extending the diameter of the circle of my 

reach, but what is the distance between a circle and its sphere?" - Adi Da Samraj 
 
 

On a warm afternoon near the close of my visit, I swam to a remote reef, wanting to explore the 
lagoons beneath a long stretch of limestone cliffs. After several hours of snorkeling, floating, and 
diving, I noticed the sun waning, and realized I was far from shore. As I started back beneath the 
cliffs, heading for the crescent beach of a small cove, cooling breezes roughened the waters, 
signaling an approaching storm. The skies darkened with roiling clouds. I was just a speck, alone in 
the water. If I were to perish, there was no one to whom I could complain or appeal. My only resort 
was to surrender everything to the sea. And as I yielded, the fear collapsed to a natural feeling-
contemplation, alive and free. I was as fragile as the colored fishes and turtles. In the ocean, I was no 
one. Everything about me, my story, my life, and my sense of self came to nothing at all.   

As darkness settled, I crawled out onto the sandy beach, mindless, thoughtless, and happy. The 
long-familiar Stuart, limited and separate, had washed away in the storm - not permanently, but the 
absence was an inspiration… 
 
And in the morning, upon the next tide,  
 

I began traversing the vibrant world 
  

through Fiji, and Hawaii, back to California. 
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Relax and Breathe 
 
 
Gently breathe in and out several times, or more if you wish, feeling the energy flowing in your 
hands, feet, face, and body. Breathe into and from the heart, and radiate life to infinity. When you 
feel ready, continue reading, and feeling, and breathing.   
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Re-Telling 4. 
 
 

Above the doorway into Adi Da's home in Hawaii hung a sign for all to read: 
 
 

"Be Kind to All the Non-humans, or Else!" 
 
 

This injunction communicates Adi Da's instruction for what is required of us to engender our 
positive human presence upon the Earth. It also summarizes the entire body of his teaching work. 

 
 

"Be Kind to All the Non-humans, or Else!" encourages us to be kind to all presumed others. 
 
 

It further instructs us to be of the same kind (and heart) as all apparent others. 
 
 

If we refuse to "Be Kind", we are benighted by "or Else". 
 
 

"or Else!" is the consequence of separation from natural divine life. 
 
 

To love is to "Be Kind" - to be of the same kind.  
 

 
 

So,  
 
 

Be Kind. 
 
 
 

- author, S.C. 
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Great Friend 7.  

In late 1995, Adi Da began a series of evening talks, extending for almost two weeks - largely about 
the non-humans. It was like a river had broken over my head, with considerations and elaborations 
pouring into my heart. He confirmed all my intuitions of the deeper nature of non-humans, as well 
as the purposes of his Fear-No-More Zoo for helping humans better understand the living world. 
  
The following excerpt comes from one of those talks… 
 
 

~    ~    ~ 
 
 

The Contemplative State of Exaltation 
 
 

 - from a talk by Adi Da Samraj, January 6, 1996 

Most non-human beings, you could observe, are spending a lot of time in contemplation. Their 
times of non-contemplation are associated with some kind of physical necessity. They prefer to be in 
a situation of not having physical obligation. Very often this is so. Then there are others that may 
move a lot, even the bees, for instance. They seem to be very busy, and not stopping for 
contemplation much, except the queen perhaps. But the hive is a place of exaltation, extraordinary 
sound is in it, and nectars drunk. 

They are in a contemplative state of exaltation, constantly, while their bodies otherwise appear to be 
very busy, like fishes, too, and so on. You know? So, either it's something like that, some profundity 
even though seeming to be very active, or, as in many other cases animals or non-humans of 
whatever kind, pause a lot, sit still a lot. And there's these chameleon guys. Are you all familiar with 
them? They will spend huge, vast hours in a fixed position without the slightest movement - no 
blinking. 

I mean, the animals, or the non-humans, may look to you like they don't really have much to do. 
What's the point, you see? They can live a whole lifetime without doing anything that you think is 
creative especially. They just seem to exist somehow. It doesn't look productive at all. It's extremely 
non-human [mild laughter]. You think, "What difference does that make? Bump it off, whatever, 
abuse it. It's just wasting its time. It's not human! It's sub-existing, you know. It's not a person. It's 
not aware. It's just a thing." 

Human beings propagandize themselves to the point where they don't have to be sensitive to where 
they are or what the laws are - what's really happening here.  

Human beings dehumanize one another. They select some group to hate, and "We're the good guys, 
you're the bad guys" - they do all this kind of stuff all the time. Well, they do the same thing with the 
non-humans. You're desensitized to the point where you can treat them like they're just stuff. You 
know, so what does a chameleon do that makes any difference? Why "chameleon it" then, you 
know? It doesn't seem like it has any real purpose to the human view, often. 
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But these are the true odalisques [blissful contemplatives] all around you. Look at the trees 
odalisquing. They handle their business in an elegant and very slow manner [soft laughter]. And they 
stand there in constant contemplation, full conductivity - unless you abuse them, or they get 
interfered with somehow. 

So, what do you think about the non-humans then, now that we've talked about it some? Right now, 
in the outback in Australia, aborigines, so-called aborigines, are sitting around fires or just sitting out 
on the ground somewhere. And among things they look to observe are the non-humans in their 
movements about, and the whole non-human process - the weather, the sky, the stars, everything - 
observed in a rather contemplative disposition of openness altogether. 

Among those people, like among the Native Americans, it’s not merely believed in some heady 
sense, but presumed, that the non-humans are a unique display of what is beyond the human, and 
are not lesser at all. They are a unique sign, something to notice very profoundly and to learn from 
and so on. There is also the presumption that for the humans to survive they have to sometimes kill 
animals or whatever for food. But even that is done in a sacred disposition, not maliciously, but with 
respect and an acknowledgment of necessity, with regret and asking for apology and expressing 
good will and blessing. Something of that is in it all. 

But apart from the eatings of the non-humans, those peoples do spend a lot of time observing them, 
noticing all kinds of things about them, including their survival abilities and whatnot. But beyond 
that, they are viewed as direct spirit-forms, with something instructive about them and a kind of 
power even to become intimate with. Such peoples do a kind of samyama [consideration] then, on 
animals. They contemplate them to the point of sometimes achieving remarkable states and so on. 

We were just talking about the non-humans here in a somewhat different fashion, perhaps, in terms 
of them being signs of divine awareness, not just representations of the invisible world and so on, 
here to help humans or to be of use to them, perhaps, somehow. Not just that, but divinely awake, 
in profound contemplation - not merely of the dream-world - beyond self, forgetting the body-mind, 
profound contemplatives.  

So that's what we were talking about. But it still would require the same thing of you, basically, that 
was done long ago, and still. You have to allow yourself to become sensitive to everything, everyone, 
and realize that everyone is a one, not just the humans. In their presumption they are, certainly, as 
alive and conscious as you, just as self-aware in every fundamental sense. They get afraid in their 
bodies when threatened, like you do. And, therefore, they are urgent with contemplation. They are 
not over-busy - or if they are busy, they're intoxicated somehow by their song with one another, or 
whatever it may be - for example the bees, and so on. 

So, they exercise the capability of divine contemplation. They also experience psychic dimension 
things and so forth - what you might call dream-world awareness. They wake, they sleep, they 
dream, and they contemplate, by relinquishing self-regard, and even awareness relative to the body.  

They go in some protected spot and check it out, and then zone out. And yet, remarkably, they 
retain the ability to, in an instant [snaps his fingers], react if their territory is interfered with or 
encroached upon. But given the opportunity again, you know... they don't want to fight all day.  

http://sacredcamelgardens.com/glossary/conductivity/
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A lot of animals even have mock fights - like deer and such. With their great antlers, they have these 
fights in which there is no intention whatsoever to do anybody any harm. There are some kinds of 
rules they've worked out about when you say you're beaten and who you acknowledge to have won, 
but there's never any intention for them to kill one another in those game-battles. 

They always move to return to free contemplation, and prefer to be as un-busy as possible. And it's 
not just because they just want to lie around and relax. They forget body-consciousness, self-
consciousness, and enter into contemplation. They do this rather readily. Of course, they can be 
interfered with, like human beings can, and also have a lot of trouble from human beings and the 
effects of human beings. And there's even a lot of trouble in the natural world, too, that they have to 
be wary of.    

  
~    ~    ~ 

 

With these words, and the many others communicated at this pivotal time for me, I was given the 
necessary information and guidance to further delve into the processes of serving the animals, and 
developing a new understanding. 

At first gradually, and more over time, my worldview was being reclarified. I also became aware of 
my resistance to this new information - because it challenged so many personal and cultural ideas 
developed in my then thirty-plus years. This required me to continually look at, consider, and release 
my own sense of things in favor of a wisdom richer and more useful.  

Returning again and again to these discourses, and applying his guidance to my interactions with the 
animals, further sensitized me to my responsibilities for serving them - serving who they are. 
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Re-Telling 5. 
 

 
One day while I was serving at Adi Da's residence at the Mountain of Attention Sanctuary, I was in a 
hurry and feeling anxious. There was a lot to do that day.  
 
Anyway, I was preparing a jelly sandwich, and when I took the jar from the cupboard, there were 
ants all over it. I held the container in dismay because I didn't have time, so I thought, to take the 
ants outside to save them.  
 
As I turned on the water and washed them down the drain, I said, "I'm sorry, ants, I don't have time 
to deal with you at the moment." And with that, they all gushed away. I usually made it a point not 
to kill even the smallest type of creature, so this was a deviation from what I normally did.   
 
A few seconds later, a man came into the kitchen with a small white bowl in his hand.  
 
He said, "There's an ant in this bowl. Adi Da asks that you put it outside, and don't kill it."  
 
I was astonished!  
 
The spiritual master was meeting with some men in the dining room, and there was no way he could 
have heard me whispering to the ants.  
 
I immediately felt his transcendental nature, his constant regard and awareness of me and everyone 
and everything around him, and his sensitivity and concern for all beings.  
 
Every time I now see an insect and am in a hurry, I remember his compassionate regard for all 
creatures, and that they are as significant as we are.  
 
They are worth the time it takes. 
 
 

- Marie Masek, mid-1970s, adapted by the author, S.C. 
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Alcheringa ~ 7. 

 

Departing Lioness's cave under morning sun, you enter a banyan forest stretching across worlds.  
 
Covering its floor is a carpet of leaves, and everywhere are twisting roots and limestone tors.  
 
You find a freshwater stream to drink from, and delicious figs to eat. 
 
 

Slowly, an old wooden voice gruffly grumbles.  
 

"What are you always doing? We don't see your kind around here. Ever!" 
 

 
"But I've been here lifetimes already!" you reply. "Every time I wake, I'm in a different place, and the 
same thing is happening. I don't know what anything is anymore!" 
 
 
The entire expanse of Tree shudders greenly silver, rumpling from one distant edge to the other. 
 
 
 

"Here, beneath this green heaving sky 
of pulsing leaves 

with blue between 
and moving, 

in this realm of trees, 
light stirs, 
           revealing. 

 
 

"I am only a tree - a sacred Tree, but a tree all the same. 
 

"We are only who we are. 
 

"Look at me, and you will see. 
 
 

"My leaves hold the sky. 
My roots, the Earth. 

I cool the summer and warm the winter. 
I become shelter for many. 
You live because I breathe. 

I am always talking to you, though you rarely listen. 
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" 'Oh, how beautiful the trees are!' you all exclaim.  
'How exquisite the forests!  

How wondrous the jungle plants!  
Ocean kelps.   

Fungi. 
Flowers!' 

 
"But what do you humans know? 

 
"Trees know nothing! 

 
"Trees are light, not sawdust, or hardwood shell. 

 
"We stand in place, silent through time, drinking sun, rain, wind, and soil. 

 
"Our presence soothes, protects, and forgives. 

 
"We heal and purify everything, communing with air, clouds, rain, and stars. 

 
"Look at our shapes, postures, and qualities. 

 
"We embody the necessity for natural communion with real light and true water. 

 
"All forests, plants everywhere, demonstrate and celebrate the life that lives us all. 

 
"We constantly reach above and beyond your minds. 

 
"And friend, you, too, are a kind of tree, with hair and skin, spine and fluids, moving up and down. 

 
"All are trees - whether stationary or moving. 

 
"All are reflections of nature's heart, displayed through evolving forms, endlessly involved. 

 
"We are the mix of apparent living and dying, pain and pleasure, opposing only supposedly. 

 
"And, as great as she is, you will find there is someone even more magnificent than mere nature." 
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Peregrination 12. 

 

 

When the People Are Good 
 
 

 
"The greatness of a nation and its moral progress can be judged by the way in which  

 its animals are treated."  - Mohandas Gandhi  
 

 

By 2010, the camel herd had grown in number and was continuing to enlarge. Caring for the Zoo 
and Camel Gardens gradually became more demanding, and both projects began suffering my 
divided attention. For over a year, I made numerous appeals for help, but adequate assistance did 
not arise. After much consideration, I determined that, in the interests of the camels, whom Adi Da 
had emphasized, I needed to close the Zoo down for the time being. I was not at all happy with this, 
but keeping things going within the current situation was untenable and risky. I secured good homes 
for everyone except the camels and llamas, and put the Zoo into mothballs, intending a revival 
within some years. 
 
To do this, I had to release seventeen years of commitment and hard work. I also let go of almost all 
of the animals I loved. The Zoo had been a family to me, and a culture. When the last of them - the 
emus - finally went to their new home, I sat in the dust and cried.  
 
Today, Fear-No-More Zoo rests beneath a grove of stately oaks, awaiting the time when not one 
person, or two people, but a whole culture gathers around in full support - as Adi Da suggested, 
"when the people are good". Until then, the hallowed grounds and trees will continue to be 
maintained and served. Reviving things without requisite understanding and abundant support 
would only repeat what humans have always done, including what was previously done here.  
 
Adi Da counseled that how we relate to non-humans reveals our human and spiritual maturity, or 
lack of these. He called for the full support of Fear-No-More Zoo through voluntary service and 
donations, which also proved to be a test of who would respond. Kindness and care cannot be 
mandated. Support came, but only enough to cover a rudimentary expression of things. In the end, 
the Zoo closed for the same reasons that global conservation efforts are failing. Humans do not care 
enough to guarantee the natural world our highest understanding and support. Our stewardship 
responsibilities are barely engaged now, and, until all embrace them, our full humanity will elude us. 
 
The Zoo's original location is where the lessons and wisdom were given entirely for reaching out to 
the larger world, to foster a universal culture of natural contemplation. The lesson of its closure 
became more evident in the years following. Accepting the failure loosened constrictions over my 
heart, allowing me to receive further glimpses of the Vision. 
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The natural world's contemplative beings and processes are biological, energetic, and spiritual. 
Humans today are not sensitive to living biology, energetics, or the spirit. Our disconnection from 
these qualities, even within our soft bodies, renders us insensible to life. Because of this, Adi Da 
could not do what he intended. The Zoo continually faced misunderstanding, resistance, and even 
suspicion, including mine. If I had been wiser and stronger, perhaps I could have done more. I feel 
my personal failure around all of this, of course. I tried for years, yet could not draw sufficient 
support for Adi Da's Vision. However, the collective's failure was, and is, more consequential. 
 
Adi Da drew me through a process of self-understanding, until I saw that my personal views 
repeatedly usurped his Vision. For the uninitiated, the line between service and theft is almost 
invisible. He wanted me to choose his side of that line. He wanted to share the Vision fully, with 
everyone. Yet, without preparation, we cannot receive such things, even if they fall on our heads. 
 
To truly assume the Fear-No-More Vision, we must wholeheartedly engage in the compassionate 
reordering of our lives and societies. The human cultures of separation and fear must surrender to 
connection and love. Most of what we know, including how we see ourselves - as victims or victors - 
must be let go.  
 
We enjoy the idea of moving from fear into love, but doing so threatens everything we are attached 
to, and are. If I resisted Adi Da's requirements for growth and outgrowing, his demands seemed as 
stark as death to me. However, in letting go, I experienced only the graceful release of relic patterns. 
 
The teaching foundation of Fear-No-More Zoo and the Sacred Camel Gardens sets a new pattern 
for humans' relations with non-humans. After four and a half decades, the little Zoo that no one 
knew distilled a Vision for all of humankind. Future iterations will be smoother and more certain. 

 
 

~    ~    ~ 
 
 
When the camels first moved into their new valley, it was a pristine country to them. The grassy 
fields were belly-high, and the brushwood oaks, manzanita, and chaparral spread out everywhere. 
My two-humped friends were more animated than I had ever seen them. In the winter, they could 
drink from the bubbling stream. They had things to do and places to go. Upon wild herbs, grasses, 
and brush, they could freely browse and graze. They also enjoyed the daily foods and supplements I 
provided.  

The Vision of Fear-No-More was appearing before my eyes and to my heart. It was a circumstance 
where, under careful supervision, humans could enter the camels' home and culture, abiding by the 
herd's rules. A cross-species cultural expression was nurtured through mutual exchange. And, with 
guided participation, people could observe, feel, and learn about the contemplative life of non-
humans. Guests learned more about their natural selves, and what being human more deeply entails. 
The camels learned further about themselves as well, and of humans, too, by meeting people who 
appropriately engaged with them.  

Gradually developing was the consensual integration of human and non-human cultures that Adi Da 
had very much wanted to see. Something new was emerging - but would it last? 
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Great Friend 8. (Part 1) 

When I came across the following talk of Adi Da's, I felt I had stumbled upon a treasure trove! A 
good friend gave me a disc of the entire talk, which I frequently listened to, letting all the 
communications sink in.  

In the following pages, which are only a portion of the discourse, Adi Da covers a lot of ground. He 
says some novel things about earlier humans' more significant integration with nature. He addresses 
the inadequacies of present-time cities, highlighting their evolutionary infancy for human habitation, 
and he discusses what needs to occur for cities to become whole. He talks about how humans, in 
our increasingly technological world, have less contact with nature, and what the effects of this 
might be for present and future humanity.  

Enormous positive potential exists for humankind and the world, but we are actively moving into an 
artificial existence, increasingly divorced from our deeper needs of highest good. 

The next ten or so pages may be among the most important in this book, just as the next ten or so 
years may be among the most important of our time. Everyone from gardeners to healers, to 
humanitarians, to city planners, technology inventors, biologists and zoologists, should avail 
themselves of this material to more broadly inform their worthy endeavors. 
  
 

~    ~    ~ 
 
 

First Learn What Human Beings Are 
 
 

- from a talk by Adi Da Samraj, the early 1980s 

Any integrated life system that feels like a separate being [to you] can be treated like one. What 
about plants? Do you feel them as separate beings? Persons? Plant persons? Do you think plants feel 
like they are being treated like non-persons by humanity? 

People constantly walk on the lawn, through the bushes. Living vegetation gets walked on all the 
time. Do you think it feels that it's being treated like a non-person?  

How would one treat the grass as a person? Would you avoid all but the most necessary contact with 
vegetation - avoid walking on it, passing it brusquely without acknowledgment? Don't you think, as 
you pass a tree, you should give it at least the acknowledgment you might give another human being 
- that it exists?  

You don't necessarily have to nod or make a sound, although you probably wouldn't do that with a 
lot of people, either. You always check out the people that exist in the field of your awareness as you 
move around the place, but do you do the same with trees? 
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Whenever I go for a walk, I take all the vegetation into account - I look at all the trees. This is my 
habit. 

Some plants you may acknowledge in very personal terms, but you probably don't acknowledge all 
plants as inclusively as you do people - human people - who are only one kind of people. 

Do you have any higher relationship to plants? Do you acknowledge that they live and exist? Do you 
exercise any higher relationship to the trees?  

Do you have relationships with trees, personal ones - around a particular tree, or a large tree? Or do 
you have a relationship to them in general environmental terms? Do you have any higher 
relationship to vegetation that directly relates to your well-being psychically? 

Is their existence complementary to ours, and necessary for our life? Not merely in natural terms, 
but do you think they exist in a psychic dimension? Do they exist in a higher psychic dimension, or a 
higher pranic (energetic) dimension, that actually serves us psychically in energy terms - in 
remarkable ways - if they are associated with rightly? 

Do you feel that the effects of natural places, like this one [Kauai], are because of the masses of 
vegetation? Do you think there is a life force here? Most of us don't spend life in deep forest areas 
and so forth. We are in civilized areas, mostly. Being in the city, you may lose touch with the force 
of natural life. Not only moving animal life, but tree life having its own civilization of energy without 
human interference. Being around places like that gives you great energy of a kind. 

Perhaps there is something at the level of energy, and even higher than that - at the level of the 
psyche - that we are directly associated with in natural environments. Since ancient times, this has 
been a necessary medium of human growth, until very recently.  

Cities are taking over the world. There's less and less of the natural communities of animal life and 
plant life because they always get used somehow, contained, and controlled. You see what happens 
to tribal groups - they lose their coherence, which had been based in living and wandering through 
certain territories. The people become socially, culturally, and environmentally disoriented.  

You see what happens to animals when they lose their ability to range - this is happening in many 
places. You see this breakdown of human groups, and animal groups as well, because of the human 
acquisition of environments. This produces all kinds of problems, ecological and so forth. But one 
of the problems is the loss of humans' connection to the life processes in the natural world. If you 
remove that connection to all those life processes, it enables human beings to live in a very 
mentalized culture. The technological culture seems sufficient to a certain habit of the human being 
- to this mentalized character in modern civilization. And we disconnect from the natural 
environment. 

Humans have always been deeply associated with the patterns in nature, and with the intimacy - 
physical survival intimacy - with plant and animal life. There was once a different psychology 
possible for human beings. There was a different kind of biological and pranic condition of 
existence in which humans exercised natural psychic abilities and were integrated with a psychic-
spirit understanding of existence.  
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Modern technology and city-life have taken humans out of the condition of nature. That's what 
cities are, you see. They are fabricated replacements for nature, based on conquering or gaining 
control over the laws of nature.  

The civilization of humankind that we are all supposed to be oriented towards now, toward which 
everybody is supposed to be progressing, is a replacement for nature. Millions of people are now 
existing in such environments outside the play of nature, in totally humanized environments. And 
these places are so dreadfully managed that they don't even include very much of human existence.  

The cities are actually becoming obsolete in their present form. They haven't gone far enough yet. 
They're technologically inefficient in all kinds of ways. They've detached human beings from the 
natural environment and produced a different kind of human association, a different set of human 
relations in which people can't effectively grow and enjoy a human existence with some kind of 
totality. Cities have yet to be really and fully done. They are only a partially made version of an idea, 
which, because of the conflict in civilization, isn't being permitted to complete itself. The idea is to 
create a replacement for humans living in the natural environment. But all the imagined advantages 
would tend to be absent unless we completely understand what is necessary for life. 

Maybe there is a technological version of nature that will become the basis of future human 
civilizations. That's certainly the basic idea that many are working on at the present time. It's just 
slow in evolving. Cities are sort of a gesture towards that. On the other hand, everybody still thinks 
in terms of being humans in the natural world. And so, you will have to become a different kind of 
human to live in strictly human-made environments.  

So, people have to agree to that technological environment and go through a psychological, 
biological, and psychic change. But before cities can become sufficient to replace nature, they must 
begin to accommodate much more of what a human is! Otherwise, humans must be permitted 
natural sanctuary. People must have a way to get out of the psychology of a half-made city because 
the human is a biophysical creature related directly to the living environment.  

Humans and the environment have a mutual rhythm within natural processes of interdependence. If 
you take the human out of that living process, you have to find some way to replace all the things 
that would be gotten through that interdependence, or else humans have to change in some fashion 
so that they're no longer dependent upon the natural world as we know it.  

The cities that are now possible can only fractionally accommodate what a human being is. But in 
the natural realm, to exist there, humans have to exercise themselves fully. In nature, you can have 
contact with many more dimensions of yourself than in any city because so little is understood about 
what the human is altogether. So, if you begin to make a total environment for humans, giving them 
nothing but that, you must have the complete understanding to be able to build such a city, and 
there simply isn't that understanding at the present time.  

In other words, if some sort of great technologically designed world-state were created - a totally 
manufactured environment - and everybody was forced to live in it, that would be the end. There 
could be no further human growth because they would have built an environment for humans based 
on a very limited understanding. Before any great technological civilization can exist, and be 
altogether benign, there has to be a lot more understanding about what our existence is about. 
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At the level of food, all moving creatures, including humans, are related to plant life, including water 
plants. But do humans associate with the great mass of Earth's plant life, plant ecology, plant culture, 
in such ways that they have direct access to a source of pranic, or vital, force and psychic energy? 
That is how humans often lived in past times, with an environment that is largely vegetative, and 
which acts as a kind of a battery, a kind of transmitter-receiver mechanism of life, and of psychic 
energies that permitted and supported humans to grow, adapt, and evolve. So, the trees, perhaps, are 
part of all the influences that are helping humans to evolve.  

There is that story from the Old Testament about the Garden of Eden. Well, it's described as a 
garden. This is an esoteric story, really. It was never intended to be a literal description of the 
creation of the world. It represents some of the esoteric ideas toward the environment by those in 
the ancient past. The rivers in that Middle Eastern area, and areas that were lushest in vegetation, 
were ideal or primal places. Such a place is reflected in that garden story, showing human beings in a 
remarkable relationship to trees. The trees in this garden are the primary things in the garden, holier 
than humans, greater than humans. And humans are permitted to live in this garden, and they are in 
awe of these trees. People feel immediately softened by associating with trees. 

People have been involved in studying dolphins and whales as representing, in some sense, higher 
life forms than humans. And I think a similar investigation of trees is appropriate. Not just 
vegetation, but great trees, and old trees. They represent the fulfillment of a race of beings that have 
been on Earth for millions of years. It's a culture of life. It moved, it changed, did all kinds of things, 
just like human beings. They're another line altogether - coincident and associated with humans. The 
large trees are the great creatures of their kingdom. Perhaps there's a very high culture going on at 
the level of the life forms known as trees. Humankind has always had mysterious relations with 
trees. There are all kinds of magic associated with trees. All the primitive magics of the world had a 
primary relationship to trees. The tree has always been considered a primal sign in nature. When 
people had magical relations with trees, they always had a relationship with trees that would give 
them access to their energy. And trees, of course, are also part of what human beings use for food 
and for making implements, clothing, transportation, weapons, everything. Sometimes, they even 
married them. They used them ritually, all the time. Is this an acknowledgment of something that 
has been tacitly presumed by humankind, and been responsible for humankind's evolution?  

We've talked about these higher functional dimensions of the brain, and how in most human beings 
they're not developed. I'm talking about the higher mind, the faculties of which have been exhibited 
by not only great mystics and yogis and such people, but sometimes even by common people 
throughout human history. Perhaps these higher brain functions came from the trees? We are the 
offspring of trees in a sense. Just as a certain dimension of us is a reflection of the animal kingdom, 
perhaps the higher dimensions of us come from the vegetable kingdom, particularly the higher trees.  

Trees are in a state that human beings would have to get into, in some way or other, in order to live 
longer, enjoying an unobstructed central nervous system - which the trees have perfected. At the 
present level of adaptation, humans are more expressive of the autonomic nervous system. And, 
perhaps, the higher mind functions already built into the brain and nervous system of humans come 
from the evolutionary line of trees, influenced by the mass of trees with which humans have always 
been in natural association. Perhaps trees have also been an influence through diet and just simple 
proximity, energy, and contact with human skin. Trees, perhaps, have actually instigated growth, 
change, in evolutionary motivations to human beings. Do you think this is possible? 
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That's why, in the company of the trees, you feel something tacit. The body, in its deeper senses, 
sees it directly, perhaps, feels it directly, and has become aligned to it. Humans in their growth and 
further evolution are tending toward the magnification of the capacities of the central nervous 
system - developing the qualities already present in the trees. Trees represent a condition of 
existence in which the central nervous system has been thoroughly developed, to the point where 
they are in direct communion with universal life and energy.  

The great trees are in a condition of absolute bliss. But they don't enjoy the capacity of extension, 
motion, and the kind of intellect-mind that comes with that which humans and moving beings 
represent. So, eventually, humans would ultimately, perhaps, become an expression of the highest 
evolution of moving life on Earth, through further adaptation of the extended autonomic nervous 
system. Humans might also come to represent the highest development of non-moving life 
represented by great trees, in which the central nervous system is fully developed. Humans would be 
both plant and animal, then.  

This is kind of a fantasy, but it corresponds in some way to ancient ideas of feeling sympathetic with 
plant life and trees. There are huge areas of plant life developing here without obstruction. What 
you're feeling is the direct energy of the living plant life that has been here, and still is here, with 
links to the ancient past. Its present representatives are now as they were then. The full force of 
plant culture - tree culture - is still here [on Kauai].  It hasn't been changed by civilization. And so, 
you have contact with an immense life form. 
 
 

~    ~    ~ 
 

Throughout this talk, Adi Da references trees, and specifically, "great trees", as influencers of human 
evolution. Without significant contact with plant life in the form of food, and in the environment, 
what would a human be?  That our bodies so readily assimilate plants into our own physical forms 
proves our biological and even cultural connectivity. And their leaves are extensions of our lungs! 

Most, if not all, land-based moving creatures are drawn to big trees. These trees stand in their depth 
of profundity, benefiting everything around them. They are massive forces of benign energy 
participating and communicating with the wider environment, including the weather. They are 
essential for maintaining the balance and health of the world's living systems. 

The need for cities and buildings to fully incorporate plants and trees into their systems and 
structures is critical for enabling healthy, energized environments for those who live in them.  

With plans for creating cities on the Moon, on nearby planets, and in space, what consideration is 
being given for people's necessary contact with trees in those places? Not having ready access to 
trees and natural vegetation will have significant effects upon the humans living there. Over time, 
such people will change from what we now assume humans to be. Many factors will contribute to 
those changes, and rarely or never contacting trees will be among them. 
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Relax and Breathe 

 
 
Gently breathe in and out several times, or more if you wish, feeling the energy flowing in your 
hands, feet, face, and body. Breathe into and from the heart, and radiate life to infinity. When you 
feel ready, continue reading, and feeling, and breathing.   
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Re-Telling 6. 
 
 
 
One morning in the early 1970s, Adi Da left his residence at the Mountain Of Attention Sanctuary 
to walk across the property.  

After a short distance, he stopped to patiently gaze at the ground.  

Finally, he began moving again, taking only small steps, until he arrived at the base of a large tree.  

I observed Adi Da for close to an hour, although time evaporated.  

All the while, he was carefully and sensitively attending to a long line of black ants, observing and 
studying their intricate, intelligent, contemplative culture, and their intimate relationship with the 
earth and the tall tree. 

 

- related by Glen Johannes, adapted by the author, S.C. 
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Great Friend 8. (Part 2) 

Advances in science and technology place humanity on the cusp of changes that may undermine our 
biological integrity. Intentions for relocating into environments far from the Earth will require the 
adaptation of humans into forms other than what we presently are, or seem to be. We now have the 
ability to intentionally influence the further evolution of the human organism, and are doing so. But, 
without real wisdom brought to bear, the risks will likely outweigh the advantages. 

As some set sights on interplanetary civilizations, all of us living in so many cities of the Earth 
already experience environments more or less alien to our physical, emotional, and spiritual well-
being. Thus, while space colonies may be planned for, and even achieved, we must also improve the 
quality and integrity of our Earthly existence. 
 
 

~    ~    ~ 
 
 

First Learn What Human Beings Are 
 
 

From a talk by Adi Da Samraj, the early 1980s 

Look how alive all the plants are in a place like this [Kauai]! The entire atmosphere is pervaded by 
microscopic life forms, energies. This is pure jungle, landscaped by the culture of trees. There are 
some plantings around, but on the whole, this island is all grown by nature.  

The rock masses have a profound force also. You like to look at mountains, and you like to look at 
the ocean. These elemental masses have great energy associated with them. And you like to get into 
the ocean - the body sympathizes with a lot of things in the ocean, all kinds of minerals and 
organisms. There's also the contact it provides with the great ocean itself, the energy of that.  

But, there's no standard of presumption among us about the significance of trees. The tree is a 
profound sign in nature for us - an archetype - a life sign and reminder. Trees contain evolutionary 
information. Through trees, we can sympathize with our own central nervous system, our central life 
structure, and can key into a higher evolutionary dimension of ourselves. Because of this, I've had 
trees set apart [in certain places], made sacred. It's a way of acknowledging this particular sign by 
making it sacred, keeping it intact. There's something to be recognized in the tree that relates to our 
higher evolutionary completion.  

Maybe there can't be a technologically perfect environment without a complete cycle of vegetation, 
masses of treed areas, and so forth. There should be a movement toward demanding that cities 
themselves be organized relative to large areas of natural life. Even buildings should make contact 
possible with trees and plants in a much fuller form than cities now typically allow.  

If you start standardizing what is possible for a human being - to be and experience - then you better 
learn what human beings are, altogether, before it becomes impossible to be anything other than 
what you come up with! That's why it doesn't seem possible to create a technological society that's 
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complete in all aspects required for life. Some sort of replacement would at least have to be found 
for the relationship between humans and the elemental world. The bio-elemental world includes 
water, pure air, land masses, and also trees, plants, and animals. Humans have always grown 
psychically, and physically, in the midst of that association - if you take it away completely, then you 
are going to create all kinds of problems. So, the solution is to either be able to continue to have 
access to the natural world or to a replacement for it, if that is technologically possible.  

And it's not merely the contact with nature itself I'm talking about - it's the opportunity to be what a 
human being is, in right relationship to the natural world. It's not to just be able to go camping or 
something and visit the country for the summer - that's good, but a human becomes something 
different when rightly integrated with the totality of the natural world. Of course, there are many 
dreadful things that can happen to human beings in nature. But there's a positive dimension to it 
that has to be permitted, while you're also trying to control the negative aspects.  

It is possible for a human being to evolve into something that depends less on the natural world, 
and more on the etheric, astral, and subtler dimension of things. The physical aspect of the human 
being could even become obsolete at some point. Along with the idea of a human-made 
replacement for nature, there's the idea of the transformation and evolution of humans in the 
direction of being more subtly qualified. In other words, no longer a creature of nature in its 
elemental form anymore but, rather, a being greatly expanded in mind and subtle consciousness, and 
the ability to deal with energies of the higher physics.  

Futuristic ideas that occupy human beings at the present time include these basic ones of a human-
made replacement for nature - a technological environment, including a transformation of humans, 
perhaps even into many specialized kinds of human beings - people technologically designed prior 
to birth, or even after birth, to live in certain kinds of special elemental circumstances, such as living 
under water, or in space, special physical circumstances, or special psychic circumstances.  

This is an idea for the designing of humans. You get control of nature by technologically designing 
an environment that's totally supportive, then the next thing you do is to start engineering what a 
human is. But human beings' nature is what it is by birth, and not anything engineered scientifically. 
We always look to have a good birth and to make it possible for all human beings to be happy. But 
there's still no physical engineering going on in general, beyond what is in the natural environment. 
It's only when the higher psychic culture and its technological extension begins to appear that the 
idea of manipulating a human being begins to be realized. And then, what a human being looks like 
becomes relatively arbitrary. The individual could then be easily changed at the physical level, or the 
subtler level. And so, our present experience is beginning to be appreciated as flexible. It's just 
possibilities, which we have regarded to be fixed. In our minds, we regard it to be fixed. But we can 
change our minds and change our form. Isn't this true? Well, why don't you do it very much then?  

There's still sort of this human-and-nature idea, to a large degree. We're partially entered into a 
technologically created environment, even out here in the country. So, we're actually moving in 
those two directions as human beings, even now. And you are also entertaining the possibility of 
higher evolutionary growth, and spiritual realization. Those aspects of life are available for you to 
develop, regardless of what happens in the world. 
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Poondi Swami [of Tamil Nadu] was sort of like a tree. His physical body was more like that of a tree 
than a human being because it wasn't involved with mobility, at least not very much. Slowly, and 
occasionally, he looked a little different, with the slightest change of expression or posture. It's the 
same with a tree - you can see changes very slowly. Only occasionally you notice that it looks 
somehow different. His physical body was just sort of planted. He didn't have any uses for it other 
than it was there. Trees aren't doing anything more with their physical form than Poondi Swami was. 
They're just planted there, making very slight, subtle adjustments in response to their environment. 
This dimension of our deeper physiology and psychology seems desirable to some, or from some 
points of view, but it doesn't need to be pursued.  

In your present situation, you are human in nature, and rather than just being casual about it, you 
should examine the effects of living in an environment with all these elemental presences, including 
trees and plant life. You should examine what you feel about creatures in the environment, such as 
trees and the larger plants. See if you can feel what such life represents in the configuration of your 
natural existence. What do you depend upon in that relationship? What is to be acknowledged?  

Are the trees really all like Poondi Swamis all over the place? Are they really like yogis in samadhi, in 
higher states of awareness everywhere? Are some of them oblivious, or are they more conscious? 
Are they in samadhi, and therefore not moving quickly in space and time, but still moving and 
changing? Are they existing in a very slow manner that possibly has great survival value? Are they 
aware by existing in a psychic, vital, energetic field in which there is consciousness in association 
with the environment and, through this, having the equivalent of sight, audition, and even thinking?  

Are trees actually persons of a very high type? Perhaps, they are as high as any human being could 
be - adapted to the higher possibilities of the central nervous system - just as high as great yogis, 
mystics, saints, sages. Perhaps there are different kinds of qualities of expression among the various 
realized trees. Perhaps they are all very high beings at the level of the central nervous system. You 
are, in some sense, superior to them at the level of the autonomic nervous system, through your 
ability to move and associate, and engage in all manner of ways. But human beings typically are not 
nearly as highly adapted at the level of the central nervous system as the trees are and as certain of 
your own representatives are, such as authentic yogis, saints, mystics, and so forth. 

There has always been acknowledgment by yogis, mystics, and so forth, of trees and the ritual 
esoteric significance of trees. They carried on a traditional acknowledgment of trees that was 
universal. Trees are fundamentally related to the equivalent of our central nervous system, which is 
dependent on the body structure continuing. The tree depends on its elemental form, and therefore 
is subject to changes in the environment. Very few trees get to live a long time. A fraction of plant 
life lives a long time. In the culture of vegetation, longevity is not universal. And they don't even 
seem to be interested in it. Plant life doesn't seem interested in longevity. They don't seem to stress 
about it. Some are brief, and some are long, and there doesn't seem to be any anxiety. 

This recognition of the life of plants is not to make you incapable of killing a tree. Plant life 
constantly kills itself and is eaten and so forth. Everything is involved in a food cycle, a life and 
death cycle of some form or other. But it is important to be selective, so that you don't destroy the 
tree cultures everywhere. Leave in place all the principal trees and so forth. The plant world is a 
culture that knows how to self-generate. There's a constant loss of individuals in the plant world, but 
they reproduce in surplus and regenerate after disasters and all the rest. 
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The insect realm is another. Insects appear as a force, a collective force that's immense. There's 
always something interesting going on with ants. If you watch them, quite often you'll see an ant 
carrying the body of another ant, with clear purpose. Maybe he's going to bury it or something, who 
knows. Maybe they've got some sort of a culture of doing something with the dead under some 
circumstances. They probably also eat them, or use them, somehow. There's no apparent concern 
on the part of any individual about what life amounts to, and about trying to break out of it and 
evolve or anything else. 

Humanity likes the idea of working toward a standard of individual existence that allows everybody 
to live well and long. Everybody tries to continue, and so we get these collective, organized, human 
states that try to make this possible. If you go up in the air and look down, you'll see that you're an 
organized life form, just like the trees. Humans are a life form, like a forest, and there are many 
possibilities in the forest, many destinies, and sudden changes that bring life to an end or completely 
change its course. None of us now on Earth represent any ultimate solution or final thing!  

No collective population of beings - no humans, trees, porpoises, or whales, none of us, nothing 
that lives on Earth, represents the evolutionary end, you see. There are other evolutionary motives 
present, built into us, and so forth, that have yet to be expressed. There's also the possibility to step 
outside the scale of evolution, and of material nature. This is an idea pursued typically in the Orient, 
in India, and such places. Hinduism and Buddhism are oriented along these lines. And perhaps some 
creatures like great trees represent a fulfillment in their line, in which a few individuals have been 
able to enter into a condition of transcendental realization, wherein the death, or not, of the tree 
body makes no difference. Do you think this is possible? 

Trees seem to be the development, in physical form, of that dimension of us we call our central 
nervous system. But not every plant represents the fullest development of the central nervous 
system. There are greater and lesser dimensions of the central nervous system. There are certain 
kinds of plants - primarily great trees - that represent the fullest development of that central system. 
Trees exist in a kind of samadhi [state] of the central nervous system in its sublimity, prior to all this 
moving about and so forth. Trees exist in a sublime state of transcendental bliss. And human beings, 
at the level of the central nervous system, also exist in that sublime state of bliss. So does every other 
being, plant, tree, thing, room.  

Everything exists fundamentally in this central current of transcendental bliss. Everything rests on it. 
It's the armature of everything, the core of everything. But humans, and some others, are more 
engaged in the peripheral kinds of consciousness, related to moving about in space and time. What I 
recognize in the tree is that it is a temporary being, just like human beings. But they're temporary 
only in their appearance in space and time. That which they are, which we can see in the great trees, 
is the form of realization. That's what they are. That which they are is transcendental, eternal, 
whether the tree form exists or not, whether the human form exists or not. The radiant being is 
without qualification. Our existence is never threatened. The existence of the tree is never 
threatened.  

There's just this extension of existence that appears in space and time. The form is realized to be 
secondary by those absorbed in the essential being, the transcendental dimension of existence. It is 
only a mere extension of the being that obsesses about its superficial state of self-possession and 
fear. You can surrender the body and mind into the essential transcendental condition of the central 
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nervous system. Then you'll see that you have no inherent sense of fear relative to physical existence, 
nor do you feel bewildered by it. You don't even mind that it's mysterious because you're divinely 
intoxicated.  

To exist is a state of transcendental freedom that is inherently blissful. 
  
 

~    ~    ~ 
 

With the above words of Adi Da's in mind, search for a tree in your neighborhood with boughs and 
leaves hanging low. Find a spray of leaves dangling near the height of your shoulders. Pause to 
introduce yourself, then move in under the foliage, letting the leaves brush your head, face, and 
neck. Feel the connection as your bodies touch. Through the leaves, twigs, and branches, feel the 
energy in the tree percolating into your head, face, and body. Relax there. Move your head and face 
through the leaves, softly brushing your features. As you inhale and exhale, you are gently breathing 
each other. Stay there for a while. Feel the Earth beneath your feet. Feel the connection. Afterward, 
be sensitive to changes in your awareness and energy. You may feel lighter, more energetic, 
balanced, and alive, and more human, too - because you connected with the tree and the Earth. Do 
this daily, or frequently, and mutual connections will deepen. See what happens…  

 

Note: Before stepping into the leaves, be certain that the tree is non-irritating and free from thorns, 
spider webs, snakes, and bird nests! 
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Peregrination 13. 
 

 

The Sacred Camel Gardens - Formative Years 

 

"Non-humans, in their natural state, associating with one another, whatever they're doing with other 
species even, are here to exchange some matters, even energies, upon which individuals in the 
species depend for growth and development, even realization of a kind. If you take one out, you 
must provide it with more than food and shelter and some mere contact. How are you going to 
replace its culture of transmission and development?" - Adi Da Samraj 
 
 
 
 
By 2005, I had spent twelve years around camels and knew them well. As their number increased, it 
was clear that I needed to deepen my engagement with them - to remain safe and keep them safe.  
  
Building consensual relationships was my priority. I couldn't find anything close to what I was 
looking for in the camel world, so I began researching what people were doing with horses. After 
completing a three-day Natural Horsemanship seminar, and trying out what I'd learned, it was clear 
that certain things in that approach were lacking. Natural Horsemanship, as generally taught, is not 
natural at all. Searching further, I came across several people in Europe with much greater awareness 
and sensitivity. 
  
Camels fully understand and prefer relationships founded upon mutual respect. I was seeking an 
approach they could look forward to, and within which they would thrive. If love and trust are to 
follow, understanding, respect, and consistency must be shown.  
  
Horses will submit to force-training because, in their world, they must fit in to find safety and have a 
home. A small percentage resist force-training, often being labeled as difficult, dangerous, or 
occasionally, killers. In each case, those individuals are only asking for respect. In the right hands, 
such horses often become the most trusting and trustable. Camels are like that smaller percentage of 
horses. If granted their dignity, they can come to regard you as their own - not as a camel, but still 
family. 
             
In California, I was fortunate to find two highly gifted horsewomen - Robin Gates and Carolyn 
Resnick. Robin lived just an hour to the south of me, while Carolyn was eight hours away, near San 
Diego. Robin had studied with Carolyn for many years, and both exemplified what I was looking 
for. They referred to their approach as the Seven Waterhole Rituals.  
  
I attended all of Robin's seminars over several years, and made five visits to Carolyn's ranch, where 
she was always generous with her time and knowledge. I also undertook a three-month training-
intensive with Robin, where I was coached and guided each day. Both graciously shared their rare 
sensitivity, experience, and insights. I will always be grateful for their exemplary instruction. 
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As a young girl, Carolyn earned formal membership into a herd of wild horses - something she 
writes about in her book, Naked Liberty. The most remarkable thing about the Seven Waterhole 
Rituals is that they were learned directly from wild horse cultures. Carolyn carefully refined this 
knowledge into a method for teaching others. In my opinion, her understanding of horse herd-
culture is unmatched.  

Robin's seminars made it clear that this was the approach I required - and I knew that I could easily 
translate equine rituals into camel culture. The hierarchical dynamics of most herd animals are 
similar enough that only minor adjustments are needed between species.  

Several days after my first weekend with Robin, Carolyn wrote me a letter in response to my seminar 
testimonial. Inviting me to visit, she observed that I had already understood the essence of her 
approach even before I came across it. As well as spending years with the camels, I had also been 
exposed to Adi Da's instructions about human culture. Coherent human civilization is not so 
different from non-human cultures. 

I was ready for whatever Robin and Carolyn could teach me. What I received was an understanding 
for developing progressive conversations with the camels, horses, or any non-human. The most 
effective communications extend beyond species-specific dynamics into the heart's intelligence - 
universally felt and understood, whether by a bee, or an elephant, or a lake.  

As my training and studies in the Waterhole Rituals continued, my proficiency deepened. I soon 
began leading Sacred Camel Retreats, hosting people from around the world, and introducing them 
to camel culture through quiet weekends of being around our gentle twelve.  

 
~    ~    ~ 

 
 
When Everest and the other camels from Colorado were acquired, part of the general plan was to 
sell some of the future offspring to help fund the Camel Gardens and Zoo. The annual sale of at 
least three or four young camels could substantially increase our budget. More money would enable 
facility improvements, additional staff, and developments all around.  
 
When I first suggested to Adi Da the idea of selling camels, his enthusiastic "Yes!" surprised me. 
Something about it was too easy, and from the moment he agreed, I wondered where this was going. 
The possibility of extra money was alluring, but was selling them the right thing to do?  
 
Adi Da would sometimes encourage my explorations of various interests and impulses, through 
which I would learn more about myself, and more about what he wanted. Sometimes he was 
emphatic and definitive. At other times he was vague, just leaving me guessing. His consistent intent 
was that I should discover his deeper purposes without having to be told. 
 
Early in 2008, we were offered a significant sum for one of our youngsters, Green Smoothie. After I 
informed Adi Da, he replied that no sales should occur until the herd was much larger. I was a little 
perplexed by this, but also relieved. And I sensed something else in Adi Da's message which would 
become more evident in a few years, after he had passed.  
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In the latter part of 2011, I advertised two young bulls, Sage and Phoenix, for sale. I posted on 
several internet sites, and connected with a possible buyer whom I felt good about. I invited him to 
visit. 

Alongside Adi Da's teachings, the idea of selling animals makes no sense. Commodifying other 
living beings, including human beings, is something we have been doing for countless generations, 
and deep down, we know it's not right. Adi Da was no longer bodily present to consult with directly, 
so I daily considered the matter by sitting with the camels, further study, and discussions with 
friends. 

Early one day, as the sun arose orange over nearby ridges, a white baby camel named K2 looked into 
my eyes, disarming me. In an instant, I committed that none of these camels would ever be sold! 
And, to my marrow, I felt that this was the decision Adi Da had all along wanted me to make. 

When the potential buyer arrived the next day, I still hadn't decided how to describe my new resolve, 
so I decided to wing it, hoping he would decline to purchase them anyway. And there in the 
afternoon sun, with the camels grazing nearby, he cheerfully said, "I'd like to buy them both"!  

I paused, and stammered, "Aahm…aah… How about I give them to you?" 

As those seven clumsy words cleared my throat, I felt as if I had slipped off a precipice and was 
free-falling through the psychic tombs of ancient compacts between men. In the warping space 
between us, I experienced the disarrangement of long-held "manly" agreements - including the 
buying and selling of living beings.  

The man shuffled disconcertedly.  

After pausing, he withdrew his offer, preferring to purchase his camels elsewhere, to own them in 
the usual way. As he drove out the gate, I felt free! Treating sentient, feeling beings as objects is 
something we accept too readily. And to this I said, "No more!"  

I had already nurtured excellent relationships with the camels, so it was wonderful to feel those 
connections growing even deeper in the days that followed. Now that I had decided against selling, I 
needed to get creative about what to do with those we couldn't keep. Even in wild herds, not 
everyone gets to stay. I had to develop an intelligent plan in keeping with my new promise, and Adi 
Da's Vision. 

Apart from Sage and Phoenix, all our existing camels would remain living together, never to leave. 
But for other young ones coming through, I developed a ceremony for sacredly gifting camels to 
people I trusted, and who agreed to relate to them in the spirit of honoring the sacred in all life. 

Within days of settling on this new approach, I received a call from Brewster, New York. A 
renowned school for disadvantaged children was seeking two camels. Fortunately, I could now 
clearly explain why we were not selling Sage and Phoenix - but that they were not merely "free"! 
Together, we crafted a mutual gifting agreement. 
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Gifting Agreement with the Sacred Camel Gardens for Sage and Phoenix 
 
 

The new recipient caretaker and legal guardian agrees to: 
 

1. Receive the camels as sacred gifts and never sell them. 
 

2. Sacredly gift the camels to another forever-home only if they can no longer keep them.  
 

3. Relate to and engage with the camels as conscious, sentient beings.  
  

4. Maintain contact with the original giver whenever needed or desired. 
 
 

The school accepted everything about this opportunity with open arms, happily carrying the costs of 
preparing and transporting the camels to Brewster. From the outset, they had been willing to pay the 
market price, so it wasn't the incentive of receiving camels without paying for them that inspired the 
school. They eagerly embraced the camels as sacred gifts, knowing that Sage and Phoenix would 
serve as inspirational members of their community for years to come.  

Philosophically, the school regards all of their children as gifts, so the camel gifting ceremony was 
easy for them, making a perfect fit for our first such occasion. 

In early May of 2012, after driving for seven days across the United States, we arrived at the school's 
beautiful countryside campus. Working with the farm team, we settled the camels into their beautiful 
new home, and I facilitated introductions between Sage and Phoenix and the staff.  

As world leaders in the education of children with unique qualities, part of the school's success is 
attributed to their intelligent integration of the students with living plants and animals. 

Near the end of our five days there, we completed our Sacred Gifting Ceremony, attended by 
hundreds of people. The event formally handed the camels from our care into theirs. 

Sacredly gifting the camels was a success, confirming that we would re-home other camels similarly 
when future needs arose.  
 
 
 
  

As of this writing, Sage and Phoenix are about eleven years of age. 
They are doing well, and gently contributing to their community. 

 Valued members of a culture of positivity and healing,  
they daily embody the sacred in all life. 
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Relax and Breathe 

 
 
Gently breathe in and out several times, or more if you wish, feeling the energy flowing in your 
hands, feet, face, and body. Breathe into and from the heart, and radiate life to infinity. When you 
feel ready, continue reading, and feeling, and breathing.   
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Re-Telling 7. 
 

The moon was high and full, and all the camels were far down the valley, grazing in the chill air. 

 

As I approached, each sniffed and nuzzled "hello," warming my face with herb-scented breaths. 

 

Hauntingly white, Everest stood beneath a large black oak, who fanned her aged limbs to the moon.  

 

Her thickened trunk appeared rooted through Everest's humps, and together they feelingly stood 
beneath the starry sky, while the herd nibbled grass blade-points through light snow dust. 

 

When I finally began to leave, the camels followed, and soon we were running together under the 
moon, snorting and galloping through the frigid air - huge shadows swarming across the night earth. 

 

Peaceful Baba came alongside, tall and close, guarding me against the reveling younger bulls. 

 

At the top of the field, we circled in the dark, bursting from life beneath the bright black sky. I 
walked from one to the other, hugging them, saying "thanks" and "good night". 

 

As I made for the truck and my warm bed, the camels turned and followed one another back to the 
communing trees, to the bobcats, coyotes, and owls, and the pure mysteries of ordinary things.  

 

- author, S.C. 
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Great Friend 9. 

In January 2006, Adi Da drafted a small book titled Not-Two Is Peace. In it, he goes to the root of 
what is occurring in the world, and how we might correct it. "Not-Two" is possibly too simple for a 
complicated humanity. Although the truth is always direct, we somehow almost always miss it.  

While nations and heads of state falsely claim to be rightening the world, authentic spiritual masters 
have always spoken plainly. All of them have essentially said the same thing, which only a few of us 
in any generation pay attention to. Most of us require that our problems, arguments, and wars always 
be dramatic, important, and continuous. We struggle to admit that we are still too immature at life, 
strutting our self-importance out across the lawns, unwilling to live peacefully, simply together.  

We feel a constant foe in our midst, not noticing that it is only the feeling of "me" apart from "you".  
 
  

~    ~    ~ 
 
 

Not-Two Is Peace 
 
 

From Adi Da Samraj, 2006, 2008 
 
 
Cooperation + Tolerance = Peace is the great alternative to the egoic path of inevitable universal 
destruction - and therefore, that moral law must become a universally accepted (and expected) moral 
and practical self-discipline. 

Through the universal application of this great moral law, the gathering of the Earth-wandering 
peoples of the world can feel their real strength and prior unity (or inherent connectedness to one 
another) - and their collective power to transform the "usual" (or "real") politics of egoity, and so 
actually create and maintain human peace in the natural world. 

Everyone should become positively disposed to the establishment of a real and true global 
cooperative human community - because that global cooperative human community is not merely a 
"utopian ideal", but a practical and actually realizable necessity for the physical survival and the 
natural well-being of humankind and even all of Earth-kind. 

The formula for world peace must be embraced as the necessary politics of the future.  

Cooperation and tolerance is the necessary and exact "price" for peace - the "treaty cost" for the 
survival of humankind, Earth-kind, and the Earth itself. 

 

~    ~    ~ 
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Peace is not piece-meal. Peace encompasses all apparent "things".  

We are seemingly born, live, and die. What is the problem?  

We appear from somewhere to this mysterious place, and then soon, we are gone.  

Instead of reacting to this stark elegance, always separating and dividing ourselves in fear, doubt, and 
complaint, we could view the seeming many as one, and all the changes as a constant.  

The trees, animals, and natural places of the Earth are us, for we do not exist without them.  

Trying to fix human disagreements cannot be the main focus for fostering world peace. 

How we live in this world can be peaceful only if our relations with trees, animals, places, and each 
other are right and true. Will we embrace the already existing unity of life, or continue rejecting and 
struggling? 

Throughout this book there is frequent reference to equality, unity, and sameness among beings.  

The equality referred to is that which connects everything at the heart.  

There is no sameness in the conditional psycho-physical world apart, only in the heart - at heart.  

Every one and every thing is unique, but at heart we are the same.  
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Re-Telling 8. 

 

 

In this world of Suchness, 
there is neither self, nor other than self. 

 
To come directly into harmony with this reality, 

just simply say, when doubt arises, 
 

"Not-two". 
 

In this "Not-two", nothing is separate, 
nothing is excluded. 

 
No matter when or where, 

enlightenment means entering this truth. 
 

And this truth is beyond extension or 
diminution in time and space; 

in it, a single thought is ten thousand years. 
 
 
 

- Sengstan, Third Zen Patriarch 
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Great Friend 10. 

 

 

Fear-No-More. 

 

Not-Two Is Peace.  

 

Exercise the flower. 

 

Reality Itself Is Not-Two. 

 

The eating gorilla comes in peace. 

 

You are Only Consciousness Itself. 

 

Wherever there is a presumed "other", fear arises. 

 

The universe is a self-organizing, self-correcting, and self-rightening process. 

 

Unless they are specifically prevented from doing so, all systems spontaneously righten themselves.  

 

- Adi Da Samraj, sourced quotes 
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Peregrination 14. 

 

Transitions Unbidden 

 

"At heart, all are one. If you examine beings other than the human, feel them, are sensitive to them, 
enter directly into relationship with them, you discover that they are the same." - Adi Da Samraj 

 

2013 was a watershed year, among the most challenging I've known. Three of the older horses, 
valued members of our herd of seven, passed away. They'd come to us from deprived situations, and 
we gave them a happy home in their later years where they could graze and wander and do what 
horses love most. Never again ridden or bothered by humans, they were free to be equines at last. In 
turns, we buried them near one another, placing a large boulder above each grave.  

What occurred with the camels was harder to understand and accept. As the year progressed, I was 
pushed right to the edge. Our camel veterinarian was immensely helpful, and several good friends 
brought steady support, but beyond this, I endured the combined events mostly alone. The camels 
were all healthy and well-nourished on large acreage, so what ensued was not anticipated at all.  

As a baby, Not-Two Mama was a little urchin of a camel, remaining tiny for years. She was always 
the scruffy one alongside her larger, tidier sisters. By her fourth year, Not-Two finally grew heftier, 
and soon became pregnant to Everest, as did her two siblings. She carried the baby to term and was 
in excellent physical condition. One morning, when she didn't show with the herd, I scanned the 
fields and spotted her far away, standing alongside the stream with a brown lump by her feet.  

Drawing near, I could see she was anxious and moody. The baby's hind legs were deformed, and his 
lower jaw was enlarged and crooked. I'd seen photographs of this condition in a veterinary manual. 
The poor fellow couldn't stand or suckle. I expressed Not-Two's swollen udders, and carefully fed 
the colostrum-milk to him until he was full. He was charming, with bright elfish eyes. Inspired by his 
squeaky grunts, we called him Om Baba.  

I fed him with a lamb's bottle for five days, after which he refused further milk. With this, Not-Two 
Mama mumbled and fretted, becoming grumpy toward the baby and me. He might have survived 
with considerable effort, but he would always have been unable to walk and feed himself. So, I let 
nature take her course, keeping him as comfortable as possible as the days unfolded. 

On his tenth day, at midnight, I sat with him and Not-Two Mama beneath a clear sky. Around us 
circled a group of camels, including Not-Two's mother and sisters. I dribbled some water into Om's 
lips. He swallowed and shuddered, and as he let go, the circle of Bactrians turned on their heels and 
galloped like spirits into the dark! As they thundered away, I felt the space around us expanding, as 
Om began transitioning. Then, one by one, the camels reformed their circle around his soft body, 
randomly leaving and returning throughout the night. I stayed with them in their vigil, and buried 
the body in a simple ceremony later the next day.  
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Many animals maintain lifelong familial bonds, feeling all the love, joy, loss, and sorrow that we 
might. With other herd members occasionally joining her, Not-Two Mama cried for several weeks. 
The camels' deep wailing expresses their heartache, and their active sending away of the one just 
passed. This unrestrained lamentation supports the release of intimate connections back into the 
mystery where, ultimately, we all reside - and the camels cried, until the crying was done. They and I 
were now entering a stream of events that we endured differently, but in parallel. 

Google Mama had always birthed large, healthy babies, and this spring, she went into labor again. In 
normal births, the front feet appear first, followed by the snout. This calf emerged nose-first, which, 
if not corrected, can be a problem. After allowing sufficient time for him to reposition, I decided to 
intervene. Sliding my hand alongside his furry neck into the birth canal, I located the forefeet and 
tried guiding them to the front, but they would not shift. Google Mama's powerful contractions 
made manipulating the baby almost impossible. I quickly realized this wasn't going to be easy.  

By the time the vet arrived, it was already dusk. Eventually, we were successful at drawing one foot 
forward, but the second one resisted. A good birth is still possible with only one leg presenting, and 
I checked on her regularly through the chilly night, hoping for the best. As morning's sun colored 
the spring valley green, Google Mama still had not delivered, and the exhausted calf perished soon 
after sunrise, his head and foot limp beneath mother's tail. The vet returned. We sedated Google 
Mama, first with her standing, and then sitting, carefully dismembering the calf and removing the 
body in pieces. He was pure white, and about one hundred pounds (45 kilograms). We deduced that 
his knees had been jammed beneath his mother's pubic bone.  

About an hour later, exhausted Google Mama was on her feet again. Suddenly, behind her rear legs 
was a glistening burgundy drape - her uterus had prolapsed! Engorged from the pregnancy, it hung 
four feet (1.5 meters) long, two feet wide, and six inches (15 centimeters) thick. It must have 
weighed close to fifty pounds (22.5 kilograms)! The vet was soon back with us, and it was dusk 
again.  

Google Mama was sitting under a tree, with her uterus partly beneath her. We gentled it from under 
her legs and lay it across a plastic sheet for washing. We stitched small tears in the tissue and covered 
the whole thing in white sugar powder, which is antibacterial and draws moisture for shrinking. 
Under night lamps, we rinsed and sugar-coated the organ several times, eventually reducing its size 
by about one quarter. Google Mama sat quietly, gently sedated, and under close observation.  

Finally, we proceeded to reinsert her smaller but still sizeable uterus. With my right arm extended to 
my shoulder, I gently pressed and feathered the fleshy organ into its former shape within the heat of 
her massive belly. The vet partially stitched the vulva to prevent the uterus from slipping out until it 
could heal. I resumed checking on Google throughout the cold night, and for weeks following. With 
love and care, she slowly recovered, but never returned to her former strength.  

After about six weeks, Google Mama had recuperated sufficiently to rejoin the herd and resume her 
leadership. Google Mama and Not-Two Mama now spent considerable time together, sitting quietly 
or grazing, supporting each other after their losses. Then, three months later, Google Mama's vitality 
suddenly declined, and she quickly passed under her favorite tree before the vet could even arrive. 
 

~     ~     ~ 
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Five years earlier, beneath a pastel morning sky, Google Mama was exploring a remote manzanita 
grove - moaning quietly, laying down, standing up, pacing about, searching earnestly for a nesting 
place to birth her fourth calf. I still had one crucial chore left, and with seeming time to get it done, I 
looked in her eyes and whispered, "I'll be right back, Google. If you need me sooner, let me know!" 
  
About thirty minutes later, I was a mile away when I felt her call. I whistled for Coal, the dog, who 
jumped in the truck, and we raced back to the herd. Google Mama was near where I'd left her, and I 
hummed her name as I came in close. As soon as she saw me, her waters broke, and within minutes, 
two soft feet in gelatinous slippers emerged from under her tail, followed by a muzzle, a head, and a 
neck. Google Mama continued pacing. Baby squawked! Mother rumbled… and finally she rolled on 
her side on a small patch of grass, delivering a tangle of gray torso, legs, neck, and fluffy face onto 
the earth. Coal darted in to lick the baby. Google Mama rose to her feet and stepped away, standing 
quietly, breathing deeply, collecting herself. By the time she returned, I'd removed the birth sac and 
sterilized the umbilicus. Google Mama snapped at Coal, who retreated behind me, excitedly planting 
his wet tongue on my neck. Like a tiny sphinx, the baby sat up, gazing out into this wide, strange 
world. Google Mama nudged her, humming and nibbling, urging the youngster onto her feet. 
  
Coal and I spent the next few days and nights in the pasture keeping watch. Every few hours, I 
helped the baby to stand and nurse. After feeding, the little one often drifted to sleep on my lap or 
chest. The rest of the herd stayed away, knowing better than to invade their matriarch's private 
nursery! During those few days in the field, beneath swirling stars and sun, a deep bond developed 
between the four of us.  
  
I once overheard Adi Da explaining to a woman the root meaning of her name, and so investigated 
the origins of mine. "Stuart Camps" means "caretaker of the open field," and I was grateful that Adi 
Da had drawn me into these pastures where I was now living my name's description.  
  
Across the United States, the 2008 Democratic Party elections were underway. For reasons 
unexplained, Adi Da humorously named the new baby camel, Barack O'Mama, emphasizing the 
apostrophe between "O" and "M". 
  
When Barack O'Mama was a week old, Google Mama brought her out to join the herd. Everyone 
was eager to meet the baby, nudging her with warm noses, soft grunts and squeaks, and under 
mother's eye, the introductions and greetings went well. 
 
Along with Barack, two others were born that spring. Green Smoothie was so named because her 
parents and grandparents had junk-food names, and Adi Da wanted her to have a healthy one. And 
the third was Not-Two Mama. As Smoothie and Not-Two readied to meet the herd, Google Mama 
went directly to their mothers to clarify that their new calves were also hers. After intense exchanges, 
both yielded to their elder's wishes, and, in return, Google helped with the babies, coaching by 
example. While the calves adored their mamas, their reverence for grandmama was impressive. 
 
With Barack O'Mama always his primary focus, Coal soon began watching over all three young 
camels. A doting canine uncle, at times he would bark at the mothers if he felt they were being 
overly tough with their daughters! One morning, as he minded "his" babies, Google Mama 
approached him, towering above. She lowered her face to nuzzle the top of his head and back, 
letting him know she trusted and respected his attentions. Coal's face beamed! His black torso 
wiggled, and his Labrador tail joyfully drummed the ground! 
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Whether alone in the pasture or mingling with the herd, Barack and I would often wrestle, play, and 
nap together. Coal would join us in the rough and tumble sometimes, though he mostly stood 
watch, barking loudly if he thought she was getting too rambunctious.  

One of our favorite things was to sit together under tree and sky, breathing and enjoying the 
stillness. Sometimes I'd sneak away to hide somewhere deep in the paddock. As soon as Barack 
noticed my absence, she would canter out, trotting all around, searching intently. Upon finding me 
behind a log, up a tree, or in a ditch, she was always delighted! Sometimes she would scold me. 
Occasionally, others would join in the games as well.  

Our connection was natural, with a good balance of give-and-take. We cultivated our listening and 
feeling of each other in mutual respect, allowing for an easeful communication. Without a lead-rope, 
Barack happily walked and ran with me, and would also wear a halter, or anything else I cared to put 
on her. And I learned, in time, that our bond ran deeper than I thought.  

Upon returning from the two-week journey to New York with Sage and Phoenix, I went directly out 
to see the camels. The herd was far away in the rear of the pasture, and upon hearing me drive in, 
they started up the field in single file. As they ambled through the trees, one of the camels suddenly 
launched ahead of the group. It was Barack O'Mama, galloping to greet me! Closing in, she reared 
tall, then brought her face down to nuzzle mine, wrapping her neck around me as the others arrived 
to sniff and mingle.  

Barack O'Mama seemed to sense everything about me, so I could never hide much from her. She 
felt my moods and burdens, frustrations and joys, and tried to carry and share these. But I didn't 
want her taking on my cares and concerns, so I started spending less time with her, hoping she 
would focus more within the herd. At first, this was hard for her, and she would moan and 
complain, pestering me for attention. Gradually, Barack came to accept the new arrangement, 
managing to release some of her attachment. We would still connect and take walks together, but 
less often, and for less long. It was a difficult change for me, too, but necessary for her sake.  

In early 2012, Barack O'Mama became pregnant. Ten months into her thirteen-month term, she 
began expressing a grave concern, which grew stronger as the birth neared. I tried to discern her 
message, but could not. All her health checks presented as normal. Her new habit was to come 
directly to my face, look in my eyes, rumble, and lean on me. Each day of the final two weeks, she 
barked alarmingly when I came near. I could only hold her, and from this she drew some comfort. 

Hours before her labor began, she roared at me with a fury I'd not seen from her before. As soon as 
her waters broke, a small white muzzle and a foot appeared under her tail. I gently pushed the 
muzzle back and brought the second foot up. The nose then reappeared - so now a nose and two 
feet! Excellent! The baby spluttered and sneezed. Barack O'Mama knelt on the grass, rolled onto her 
side, gave a full heave, and a little white bull calf slipped out. Everything looked fine with baby and 
mother. I was so relieved! She stood up and began tending her calf. 

Suddenly, her uterus, like Google Mama's, silently spilled out behind her! She fell to the ground. 
That thick curtain of sparkling tissue, which I wished never to see again, lay behind her on the 
golden grass. Her eyes rolled back. A pitiful, breathy groan rumbled from deep inside. She reached 
one last time for her baby, before something more powerful began pulling her away.  
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For a moment, Barack O'Mama was happily embracing motherhood for the first time. Then, with a 
thud, life was pouring out of her. For a flicker, she was present, attentive, and loving. Next, she was 
falling away from this place, and all the ones and things she knew. It would be a long, cold night, so 
I picked up the baby and sent him to the house where friends began his feeding and care. 

With the vet back again, we bathed and reduced the uterus to a size we hoped we could reinsert. But 
her birth canal was too narrow, and far into the night, we still hadn't succeeded. Barack O'Mama was 
well sedated, but still conscious. She was uncomfortable, and becoming exhausted and agitated. We 
considered amputating the uterus, but the vet wasn't sure. After lengthy deliberations, I decided to 
say goodbye to my beloved heart-friend, and we euthanized her with much love and blessing.  

 
~    ~    ~ 

 

My heart breaks with all the passings endured since coming to this world and life. Under Adi Da's 
guidance, I stood as gatekeeper and servant for some of those coming or going, helping some in 
birth, and others in departure. Sometimes, I served both traverses. Always, these events were stark 
reminders of life's fragility.  

Experiencing such intimate contact with the uterus, now on two occasions, impressed me. I found it 
exquisite and powerful with living force. Since ancient times, the uterus has been regarded as a 
sacred vessel, and now I knew why. Mothers are living portals of incomprehensible intelligence, 
through whom life transmutes the invisible to the visible, wherein energy is made matter, and given 
form and awareness. The mother's womb sits astride worlds, a threshold between wherever we were 
before, to here. Birth is physical and organic, psycho-physical and cosmic. The entire universe is in 
it!  

All these deaths were pivotal, personal, and sweeping, but Barack's cut deeper. Her final bark in my 
face was like a clarion call before she receded. As she slipped away, a part of me fell with her. I will 
always have the vision of her delicate insides out-turned in my hands, and the son she left for me to 
nurture and raise. Everest was her consort, but she saw me as her love. That we were different 
species was a heartbreak for her, I know. I loved her, too, and with the highest respect. I was not a 
camel, nor was she a human. And the bond we shared was a kind of unfulfilled, but joyous wound. 

 
~    ~    ~ 

 

Barack O'Mama's death initiated for me a process of untying, reluctantly, from what had held me to 
the Sanctuary for so many years. Her passing opened a gradual pathway out from the middle of a 
situation that life, love, and attachment had woven me into there.  

I adopted Barack O'Mama's baby, naming him Baraka. Through blurry days, amid all my chores, I 
was also bottle-feeding him through sleepless nights on a floor-mattress in the kitchen. While I was 
discouraged and exhausted, he was always a mischievous and delightful sign of life!  
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And then, just as it seemed we were coming through the storm, Everest passed.  

Magnificent, robust, Everest had never been ill a day in his life. Now, out in the field, his body lay 
motionless in the tall, rustling grasses. We never determined a physiological cause for his death. The 
herd missed his massive, benevolent presence - an absence that took a long while to repair.  

With both Everest and Google Mama now gone, the group began looking to Peaceful Baba to be 
the new leader. He would have been excellent, but because of his lameness, I wouldn't let him do it. 
So, for a time, we waited until a slightly older Muffin took up the responsibility. It wasn't her forte, 
so she struggled for a while, finally coming into her own with ample support from the others. 

Following the burial of Everest's enormous body, swollen by summer's heat, I was entirely broken 
and barely functioning. A curious, red powdery substance began issuing from my skin. Staining 
bedsheets and clothes, it felt like ages of grief surfacing from deep in the body. Nothing would 
remove it, and each day, there was more. I was thoroughly spent and wasn't sure I could go on. 

 
~    ~    ~ 

 
 

When I first arrived at the Sanctuary, Adi Da told me, "No animals can die." 
When we told him that Quiet Pete, the parrot, had died, he yelled, "That's it! 

This death you all keep pointing to and believing in… 
You could be free, but you keep believing and choosing death. 

So that's all you get!" 
 
 

~    ~    ~  
 

 
While swimming over the Naitauba reefs, instead of remaining terrified by the encroaching night, 

I was lifted through my fear to a participation in life beyond self, other, loss,  
and all the bewilderment of so-called  

"me" apart. 
 
 

~    ~    ~ 
 
 
Gradually, sometimes suddenly, the thinnest veil between separate-self and the ever-widening 
mystery falls clear away, revealing the very heart's true manner of flowers, before thoughts of me, 
you, this, and that ever arise. 
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Relax and Breathe 
 
 
Gently breathe in and out several times, or more if you wish, feeling the energy flowing in your 
hands, feet, face, and body. Breathe into and from the heart, and radiate life to infinity. When you 
feel ready, continue reading, and feeling, and breathing.   
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Great Friend 11. 

 
   You Must Find This Out! 
 
 

- from a talk by Adi Da Samraj 
 

 
The ego is mad.  
 
The ego thinks it is purposed to survival and positive developments at the gross level.  
 
It is not - the ego is about destroying the "world". 
 
Observe yourselves.  
 
The propaganda is that what you see is humankind in its highest evolution to date - capable of what 
is right, doing great things, full of knowledge, full of science, full of technology, full of invention, full 
of products.  
 
In truth, it is not so.  
 
The developments themselves are not the problem.  
 
The problem is the mind, the disposition, the point-of-view, the act, the obsession, the godlessness, 
the lack of surrender, the presumption of separateness, the illusions, the terrible violence. 
 
Your actual situation is at the hind end of this machine of cosmic appearance - at the periphery, 
where everything is eaten, and everything is frustrated in its course.  
 
Nothing is fulfilled absolutely.  
 
Nothing is satisfactory, even in any moment - not perfectly satisfactory.  
 
You must find this out!  
 
That it is not satisfactory must impress you, and convert your heart.  
 
Otherwise, you just feel anxious or reactive.  
 
You must observe and "consider" conditional reality as it is. 
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Re-telling 9. 
 
 

On a balmy evening in Fiji, Adi Da walked along the sandy beach path to his forest tent. 

 

He turned to his attendant and began speaking about the crabs and frogs that were scurrying along 
the path, confused by the flashlights and footsteps.  

 

In tears, he spoke about how such creatures get confused by the intrusiveness of human beings. 

 

"Sometimes, I'll step on a crab or a frog," he said. 

"You can't help but step on them and kill them sometimes,  
because they run right under your feet. 

This just breaks my heart. 
They all want to live, just like you.  

I can't get away from this impulse of living beings to want to live,  
even in the face of death. 

 
These creatures love to live, just like you." 

 

 

He repeated this over and over.   

 

-  related by William Tsiknas, adapted by the author, S.C. 
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Great Friend 12. 

In the next three pages, Adi Da briefly explains the non-human state of simple and deeper 
awareness, compared to humans' typically more superficial mode of existence.  

Scientific and philosophical research of non-humans is almost always engaged from flawed 
presumptions, resulting in conclusions that are limited or wrong. Imbedded in all such investigations 
are our deeply ingrained cultural and religious precepts, holding human supremacy front and center, 
denying equality and sanctity for the rest of life. 
 
All research into non-humans will benefit from serious study and consideration of the following.  
 
 

~    ~    ~ 
 
 

Observe the Non-Humans and Learn from Them 
(Ecosphere and Egosphere) 

 

From a talk by Adi Da Samraj, May 11, 2008 

 

Non-humans are not connected to the world via conceptual mind, and, therefore, they have no 
problems about realizing the non-dual nature of reality itself. The egoless nature of reality itself is 
perfectly obvious to the non-humans. 

Of course, certain species of non-humans become humanized. For example, dogs become 
incorporated into the human cycle, and thereby learn all kinds of habits, inclinations, and patterns. 
Dogs, thus humanized, do develop a kind of thought-pattern that can interfere with their otherwise 
innate contemplative awareness, just as it interferes with the awareness of humans.  

The non-humans that are closest to humans are kept in conditions in which they cannot really live 
well. As a result, they become the most neurotic. Go to any zoo, and you can see that this is so. 

The zoo and the city are similar. The non-humans do not generally construct space in the 
exaggerated manner of the humans. Non-humans create large territories, and they are likewise freer 
within the territories that they create than human beings are. However, the territorial instinct of non-
humans is an expression of point-of-view. 

Human beings exaggerate the territorial impulse to the extent that they are even psychologically 
contracted upon a point - the point-of-view. On the basis of point-of-view, human beings construct 
spaces in which they confine themselves. And they live as Narcissus in the virtual space of mind, 
rather than in actual space. Narcissus does not move about, but only sits staring at himself in a 
mirror. Like Narcissus, human beings do a great deal of living in mental space, staring at their own 
minds. In such a condition, it does not make any difference how much you might hike in the woods. 
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You are still sitting in front of a mirror, experiencing spatial confinement through your own 
mentality. 

Non-humans do occasionally make use of mirrors - they see reflections and shadows - yet they 
certainly do not make the same use of mirrors that human beings do.  

Human beings use the mirror as an extension of the mind, to create the idea of themselves.  

How much of an idea of herself does the dog in my house have?  

The inkling of herself that the dog has is not nearly so complex, or so constant and obsessive, as the 
self-image of human beings.  

Human beings live in a domain of self-consciousness and self-projection through self-imagery to 
such an extent that they do not exist otherwise, and reality itself is lost to them. 

"How can the one in the mirror survive? How does the self-image continue?" These are the 
questions that human beings ask. They are not looking at the real process of life and death.  

They are only meditating on the self-image or the mental reflection. Like everyone else, you are 
anxious for the survival of that projection.  

You are afraid of death because you do not know by what means the one that you call your "self" 
continues. Yet, in actuality, you are not examining your real situation, because if you were, you 
would discover the real significance of life and death, and you would realize the situation in which 
the process of life and death is occurring. 

Your fear of death is the consequence of your self-imagery, your self-reflection, mentalizing, 
dissociation, self-contraction, identity with point-of-view - the locatedness that is based on self-
reflection, and that you and all humankind suffer. 

Non-humans suffer dissociation similarly to one degree or another - they suffer more the more they 
associate with human beings. Nevertheless, generally speaking, they are much less bound by 
limitation than human beings are.  

What kind of ego-bondage do you observe in mosquitoes or micro-organisms?  

They exist in an ecosphere, not in an egosphere. 

Human beings, on the other hand, live in an egosphere, and human suffering largely springs from 
that sphere, projected on a situation that humankind does not understand - because human beings 
are only living in a projection and being anxious about its survival. 

Traditionally, human beings looked to the non-humans as a source of wisdom, a connection to a 
larger sphere of existence. Such sensitivity is an intuitive recognition of the different state of the 
non-humans.  
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Human beings have sacrificed animals in order to connect with the divine. Eventually, rather than 
the connection with the divine, the sacrifice of non-humans itself became paramount, and the result 
- as in the present day - is a global society of human beings who are eating animals obsessively.  

Now there is only the killing and the eating of the animal, and the global propaganda that one must 
eat animals to acquire protein in order to survive - an absurd notion with which human beings are 
associated by common agreement through their perpetual propaganda. 

It is true that the non-humans do not show the bondage to point-of-view and self-projection that 
human beings do. So, humans debate the question, "Are animals conscious?" 

But what is the real question?  

Obviously, animals are conscious. Clearly, they are aware in exactly the same fundamental way as 
you are, apart from all your thinking and self-projection.  

What are people suggesting when they wonder whether or not animals have consciousness?  

They are asking, "Do animals have self-consciousness? Are they aware of themselves as an 
independent individual?" - as if self-awareness is the primary, if not only, proof that one is aware 
that one exists. 

That focus on self-consciousness is human propaganda - the measure human beings are making of 
other entities. If human beings decide that an entity is not self-conscious, human beings think that 
this somehow gives them the right to control, exploit, and murder the beings that are deemed non-
self-conscious. Therefore, human beings have established a vast, terrible, cruel industry of killing 
non-humans all over the world. The justification for this is a false view of non-humans.  

The right, traditional, view is based on sensitivity to the non-humans - feeling their state, and feeling 
how human beings can benefit from being and doing likewise. Where animals were killed, 
traditionally, it was done in a ritual manner - not obsessively, all day and night. Traditional animal 
sacrifice was occasional and always performed in a sacred manner. 

Truly, the killing of animals need not be done at all. For human beings, just being around non-
humans, observing them, is a lesson.  

What is the difference between animals and humans?  

Fundamentally, the non-humans are not existing in an egosphere. They exist in an ecosphere - a 
space-time domain without ego-consciousness. 

The ego-consciousness of human beings is a mental fabrication, an invention of human beings for 
their own reasons. In the present time, there exist all the billions of people in the world who are 
adapted to the falseness and insanity of ego-culture and all the exaggerations that result, including 
the abuse of non-humans. 
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All day long, people find their dogs interesting to observe and interact with. Yet there is something 
to truly understand about the presence of dogs.  

They are not in the same state as you!  

Be like that state - and let them be like that state, too.  
 
 

~    ~    ~ 
 

Whether zoo or pet keepers, livestock owners, farmers, animal breeders or trainers, bird-watchers, 
researchers, veterinarians, or just anyone involved with animals and plants, this kind of wisdom, well 
considered and applied, could entirely transform our lives, and our effects upon the world. 
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Peregrination 15. 

 
From Among the Trees 

 

"Trees are true contemplatives. Their contemplation is constant - especially the great trees. There is 
this intense force, spinal force, central force. It is the same force as felt in the human being when it 
is allowed, and unlocked from the knots... So, the trees perhaps, are part of all the influences that are 
helping humans evolve." - Adi Da Samraj 

 

When little Baraka was about two months old, a friend arrived from England to help for a month. 
After showing him the essential functions of caring for camels - baby feeding, watering, and keeping 
good company, plus chores for the larger ones, I disappeared north into the coastal redwoods to 
unwind and rejuvenate. In the shower on the second morning away, I looked down to see blood red 
water streaming off my thighs! After briefly panicking, I realized it was just the red smudge from my 
skin washing away, never to return. 

Within the almost silent sphere of towering trees, I took stock of everything, both recently and all 
through the years. I wandered for hours through the healing forests. I walked ages along misty ocean 
beaches, followed freshwater streams, and napped upon massive logs and in hollow trees. The 
prehistoric trunks and canopies, together with the fungi, light, and fresh air, enveloped the near-
world in a field of intelligence and strength. The elk, deer, squirrels, raccoons, seals, owls, and other 
birds who lived within this giants' realm, appeared and disappeared, like sentinels keeping an eye. 

After two weeks away, I returned to the camels, spending long days with the herd, deepening in their 
contemplative company. Their benignly perceptive presence touched all the corners of my life, and I 
wished to stay with them for the rest of my years.  

I hosted more Sacred Camel Retreats, which were enjoyable and appreciated. And I also began 
helping other people around California with their camels. I loved engaging with new camels, getting 
to know their personalities, and assisting people in understanding them better.  

Continuing to sense that changes were coming, I started discussions with good friends about what 
could be next for me. Developing further outlets for sharing my knowledge and experience would 
be part of the plan, including workshops, networking, writing, and possible travel.  

But with no one else in place yet whom I could sufficiently trust with the animals, explorations of 
new potentials remained more or less a fantasy. And, as always, there continued to be a great deal 
still to develop with Fear-No-More Zoo and the Sacred Camel Gardens. So, for now, the numerous 
ideas and suggestions continued percolating. 

Day through day, my approach with the camels and horses steadily evolved. I experienced a process 
of assimilation and distillation, wherein the influences of Adi Da, the camels and horses, the 
waterhole rituals and some others, coalesced into something new. Its foundation rests in the 
understanding that we all exist in unity and mystery, the universal sphere of feeling awareness.  
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Through intuition, experiment, and numerous mistakes, I invited the camels and horses to exercise 
their intelligent hearts with mine. Participating with me had to be entirely their choice on every 
occasion, and for me, it was the same. When reciprocal trust was strong, there were few limits to 
what we could explore. Each of the camels I thus engaged with lived and responded differently from 
others I've known. Freed up from emotional reserve and suspicion, and with broad moral character 
intact, they happily applied their natural confidence to the life around.  

If we know that life occurs within a tangible field of unity, we can be conscious participants. The 
things we do - all the methods and approaches - are secondary to free and sound relationships.  

When feeling empty, we want to do things to attain results, by controlling life and others. But simply 
being-together, rather than doing things, is when trust and intimacy can come alive and be full. 

 

Being-together-doing-nothing-feeling-everything. 

Jingle Baba, Adi Da, some trees, and a lake taught me this. 

 
 
Actively doing-nothing transcends man-made techniques, methods, and strategies.  
 
In my heart is the impulse to grow the Vision of Fear-No-More as broadly as possible.  
  
Our care of other living beings requires collective human responsibility, reaching into all facets of 
life. All the people around Adi Da were charged by him to care for non-humans in the highest way. 
Instead of doing so, they left one person, more or less alone, trying to do it all.  
 
Following the 1997 koi perishing, the 2010 Zoo closure, and the camel fatalities of 2013, I was 
readily scapegoated, while the community continued forestalling its uptake of required 
responsibilities within and toward the natural world. Such occurrences are psycho-physical events 
reflecting and requiring change, but never yet has the group risen to the sacred calling for humans to 
"be kind to all the non-humans". 
  
I remember Adi Da saying something like this - "When you're going along in your life, working or 
serving, doing ordinary things, trying to do well, sooner or later you will encounter enormous 
obstacles. You must know that each of them is purposed to move you into divine mystery."  
 
These words often helped me let go and continue. Our failings must be spoken of and considered 
well, if understanding is to grow. Merely blaming oneself or others damages all our hearts.   
  
To continue serving in the direction that Adi Da guided me, I began feeling that it may be necessary 
for me to leave the Sanctuary one day, whether or not I wanted to. It would never be an easy 
decision, but if moving the Vision forward required it, I was prepared - I'd made a commitment to 
Adi Da and Jingle Baba, and a chameleon named Cinnabar. 
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Relax and Breathe 

 
 
Gently breathe in and out several times, or more if you wish, feeling the energy flowing in your 
hands, feet, face, and body. Breathe into and from the heart, and radiate life to infinity. When you 
feel ready, continue reading, and feeling, and breathing.   
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Great Friend 13.  

In ascertaining the origins of life leading to today's human beings, how broadly and deeply is science 
willing to look? Vertically, we can trace a timeline back through early hominids and apes, and still 
further to placozoans and amoebas. But what about our origins, in parallel, and on more subtle 
levels, with plants and trees?  

In the following talk, Adi Da considers evolutionary science and some of its flaws, as well as the 
right pattern of diet for human beings. He also covers the importance of intelligent participation in 
life through spiritual realization, aligning with the contemplative wisdom of the great trees.  

 
~    ~    ~ 

 
 

We Are All Tree and Star 
 

 
From a talk by Adi Da Samraj, April 28, 1996 

 
 
Generally speaking, it would be better if one didn't have to sacrifice rather self-conscious living 
beings in order to survive physically.  

Optimally, one should purify the body and thereafter get sustenance from life-forms on another 
scale - which is the plant world. Perhaps, as some suggest, the plants have more to pattern and 
instruct you in than the meat-bodies. The plant domain is the native or right food source for the 
human body - if the human body is fitted to such a diet, if it is purified. If just allowed to maintain 
that kind of diet, the body feels exhilarated because it is participating at the level of its most natural 
life-process.  

The plant form, or the plant structure, is the basic form that all other forms share. You can observe 
the tree in the midst of the human body. The root source of the human body is a plant. The trees 
became humankind and every other kind of being. Mysteriously, this is so. The plant is the 
fundamental structure.  

You see this structure in the tree and, fundamentally, in any form of vegetation. Even all the other 
beings that actually move from their position have this rooted, balanced, tree-process at the core. 
But that core tends to be forgotten in all this moving, confrontation, and memory…  

I have used many times the metaphor of the Upanishadic story of the two birds in the tree - the 
fruit-eating bird, and the witness bird. The tree, itself, can be seen as the same metaphor. There is an 
attitude, a disposition inherent in the tree-form, the core, the spinal structure of the being.  

One can just be that structure, functioning, detached from the consciousness of its essential nature 
and root, or one can abide in the "native position", as one is before any thoughts, sensation, or 
presumption - as simple feeling-awareness itself.  
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The tree, the vegetation, is the origin of the form with which you are identifying.  

It is interesting… when you hear of evolutionary accountings based on scientific-materialistic 
considerations, they show how "this became that", "that became that", and "that became the human 
after all that time". But they don't show any trees at the beginning of it! It is as if they have not even 
considered this yet. Their descriptions are only about independently moving life forms like human 
beings.  

It is a kind of conceit to presume that the origin of the human has to be like the human. You tend to 
presume that it couldn't possibly be anything else. You can handle maybe some inheritance through 
the animals, including the apes, and down to the little amoeba, perhaps - because they are all sort of 
independently moving individuals. You cannot see the tree in them anymore, you see.  

You cannot accept that the source of human functioning and awareness could be trees and plants. 
And the trees come from something that falls out of the sky. Everything that falls or moves in this 
conditional domain is made of starry substance. Every cell in your body was originally star material - 
every fraction of your physical appearance.  

Like those dolphins and belugas there [pointing to a painting on the wall], you live in a fluid. The air 
that you are always breathing - which, if you are feelingly aware, you not only breathe to get some 
chemical into your body but to equalize and balance the body. You are just breathing this fluid like 
the fishes do. Of course, in the case of dolphins and belugas, they survive on air from above the 
water and not through gill power. Yet, they are down there in the water. They have to keep coming 
up to get some air, but they are fundamentally in the water. You can see the tree in them also - head 
to tail there, that spinal line. It is always the same motionlessness, you see, except for the energy 
process in it. It is the tree…  

When I am in California, I like to visit the redwoods and the sequoias. The redwoods and the 
sequoias have the sign and disposition of standing there, just as that form. They are always standing 
right there and getting bigger, increasing the profundity of conductivity. A massive being like that, 
doing just that for over 2,000 years, is a huge energy system. This can be felt through subtler 
sensitivity.  

Trees are not necessarily what you call a "spiritual system". Of course, there are trees, and then there 
are trees. There are great trees, and there are just big, good trees. In the trees, it is not all kundalini 
energy, or even beyond that. It is natural force - great natural force, great etheric force. You can 
resonate with trees readily because they are very present at the etheric level. And there may be some 
trees who are great beings of some degree or other - but they are, like among the humans, more rare. 
Perhaps great trees are not as scarce as great realizers among the humans. But it is only the great 
ones, the truly great trees, that could be characterized as spiritual.  

If you cut them all down, you see, you are cutting the link to your own root-disposition. That 
disposition is unconscious in human beings. You do not know, generally, that you are trees. 
Therefore, you don't tend to do what trees do. You tend to do what [you think] monkeys do, or 
fruit-eating birds do.  
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You think you are separate from the tree. The witness bird is identifying with the core of the tree 
and beyond it. The witness bird is in the tree position - not in the limb or peripheral position, or 
even the bird position as independent of the tree. It is at rest, feeling the depth of its native position. 
The witness feels that depth energetically, as well as identifying it as consciousness itself.  

In that disposition of the tree, there is a kind of "perfect practice". It is not the divinely awakened 
realization inherently, but it is not impossible that great trees could be divinely awakened. Therefore, 
I like to visit them. I do not have to contact all trees physically, so I especially contact some. I 
occasionally establish another pole in the form of a tree. Sometimes I tell people, and sometimes I 
do not. It is not necessary for people to know unless I want them to make some sort of use of it.  

There are some specific trees at the various Sanctuaries that I have indicated for people to serve. 
Also, it is strictly taboo to cut down trees on the Sanctuaries without permission. On Naitauba 
island, they must be preserved - not only by keeping the life going, but by keeping the old trees 
going, protecting them from things that may damage or kill them.  

There is also a banyan tree on Naitauba that spontaneously appeared, attached to the base of a palm 
tree trunk. It didn't get quite rooted as it might, but it did get held in place, and it did get served. It 
has grown very, very slowly - I have been noticing it now for perhaps eight years or more. It has 
been quite a number of years now already. I've been having things done around it and on it, cutting 
away palm tree bulk and trimming the tree, keeping it properly in the sun, and guiding its growth. It 
has been very stunted or slow growing this whole time. It is on the sand there.  

So that is also a kind of tree with which I have associated. It is not a great tree. It is a potential great 
tree, perhaps. But at this point, it is a kind of pole that I use relative to keeping things growing under 
such inauspicious conditions. I saw recently that it was taking hold better. It was beginning to look 
like it was overcoming the limitations… 

In my earlier years, I experienced at times while walking outside that as soon as I came into eye 
contact with the vegetation, the energy of the body would leap out. The unity with the trees would 
be inherently obvious - the vast life-space of it would be revealed. I would hold the trees. I was not 
merely being affectionate. My intention was to have close contact. When I held the trees, I could feel 
an energy current working in them. It is the same as in the spinal line of the human being - very 
profound and equalized.  

They are in samadhi. Trees are true contemplatives. Their contemplation is constant. Especially the 
great trees! There is this intense force, spinal force, central force. It is the same force as felt in the 
human being, when it is allowed and unlocked from the knots.  

When I was a child, I would have the same experience, because there were woods all around. I used 
to spend my time there. I preferred spending time in the woods. My purpose was to be there among 
those trees and feel their spinal force. You could say there was a kind of initiation associated with 
that, or coming into coincidence with the energy form, with real knowing. Of course, this occurred 
on many other occasions as well, but there among those trees it was so. 

The spinal force is the primal structure of the body-mind. The fundamental structure is in the trees. 
Trees are at the origin of the life-process that is associated with humankind also.  
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What can be taken harmlessly from the trees, that which they give off freely - is the natural food. 
There is a kind of life-code information in vegetation. It is knowledge in the body, this nutrition. It 
is a likeness and, therefore, it allows the body's recognition of its fundamental form and structure, 
and equanimity, or basis for equanimity. This is why I recommend practicing right diet in this form, 
and to consistently do so. 

It is a knowledge. Where do you get that knowledge? From those trees! When you allow the body to 
be coincident with their message, their energy, their properties, the body feels good - generally 
speaking, if other things are not interfering. Then the life-force is steady, as in a tree. The energy is 
profoundly steady.  

Why bother yourself with inherited cravings in this silly animal body that pretends it is not a plant, 
that pretends it is not steady as a tree - that it is more like the fruit-eating bird and the jiggly monkey.  

Why take its advice?  

Try this diet. See how it feels, you see. It feels good. You don't have to listen to the jiggly monkey 
anymore. When I speak of the frontal yoga, I am not merely talking about something down the front 
of your body. Energy is all-surrounding. That is why I tell you to practice energy conductivity. One 
of the elements of conductivity practice is to radiate from the heart in all directions.  

The native form is the tree form. That is the model of conductivity. The energy descends all around 
- even just natural energy. Likewise, you can feel divine spirit-force beyond that. All of that simply 
inheres in divine brightness.  

 
~    ~    ~ 

 

In lifestyle considerations with people, Adi Da enjoyed all kinds of food and cuisines, but always 
referred to the raw, or mostly raw, plant-based diet as being the most fundamental and healthy. He 
was not taking a moral high ground on food, but talking about what is best for the human organism, 
and what supports spiritual practice most fully. 

For most of us, raw veganism is a challenging diet to follow properly. Cold climate and high-altitude 
people may never do well eating only raw plant foods. Unless one lives in sub-tropical abundance, 
raw vegan diets remain a privilege of the affluent - those with the means for refrigeration and 
accessing variety and freshness in their foods. And even with good access, people have harmed 
themselves through inadequate food planning, including adapting too quickly to raw plant diets.  

Whatever your dietary choices and experimentation, research well, navigate carefully, and be 
sensitive and intelligent, and, as appropriate, consult experienced health professionals. 

If the raw plant-based diet is the ideal one for humanity, as some suggest, this is clearly more for 
future generations, something we may evolve into. At present, only a very few can do it well. 
Nevertheless, including fresh raw plants in our diets comes with significant benefits. 
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Re-Telling 10. 

 

Accompanied by friends, Adi Da strolled through the trees of a place he named Tall Animals Land. 
Not too close, and not too far apart, they walked in near silence. 

 
Eventually, Adi Da spoke, "Marcus, see that oak tree over there?" 

 
"Yes." 

 
"That's a woman." 

 
After more silence, "Marcus, see the nest high up in that tree?" 

 
"Yes." 

 
"That's a woman." 

 
Further on, "Marcus, that big stone over there - it's a woman." 

 
After more contemplative walking, a squirrel rustled through the fallen leaves. 

 
"Did you see that squirrel?" Adi Da whispered. 

 
"Yes, Master." 

 
"That's a woman!" 

 
On they walked through autumnal groves, amid blue jays, ravens, robins, and white-tailed deer. 

Warm sunlight played with shadows.  
 

"Marcus, see this dirt here?" 
 

"Yes." 
 

"It, too, is a woman." 
 

More walking, breathing, silence...  
 

"Marcus?" 
 

"Yes, Master?" 
 

"What's a woman?" 
   
 

- related by Jack Lewis, adapted by the author, S.C. 
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Great Friend 14. 

Human beings are not yet comfortable with what is truly alive and free, and reducing animals to 
mere things allows us to enslave and control them. If we were more alive, and free, we would 
recognize all humans and non-humans as equals, at heart. 

~      ~    ~ 

No Pulling Plow  

 

From a talk by Adi Da Samraj, January 1996 

What would happen if there were a lot more animals who insisted on thoroughly affirming their life 
of contemplation, no matter what human beings did to them, or tried to get them to do?  

It would probably have a great influence on human beings if all the non-humans agreed to handle 
their business in a simple way, and just spent the rest of their time contemplating from now on. No 
more extraneous requirements, no more beach balls, and no pulling plow - none of that sort of 
activity.  

What would happen if you could no longer control the non-humans, and they just insisted on their 
contemplation? Well, they could change people a lot - it would seem. 

If you look at animals in their natural setting, where they have to provide for themselves, and so on, 
they handle that business. But then you also see them all taking extended contemplative breaks, 
frequently every day.  

No clock-punching.  

If you have to provide for yourself, you make it as playful and interesting as you can, and then you 
rest from that for a few days and do some really extended meditation! That is basically what non-
humans like to do.  

They do not like the stress of bodily obligation.  

Human beings are the only species that does this here.  

The others are all living ages of contemplation. They know the world is not a paradise.  

It is not to be made into an eternity. Nor is it to be presumed or imagined that it could be.  

They know this very well.  

So, they use conditional existence as a circumstance of contemplation 
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Re-Telling 11. 

 

 

Oh, yes... camel spirit… spiritual ting.  
 

Only creature remember all de names of God.  
 

Deep inside de rumble all de names.  
 

And de babies are like de birds!  
 
 

- Mame Mor mbacke, Senegal - now California 
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Great Friend 15. 

All of This  

 

From a talk by Adi Da Samraj, 2008 

All of "this" is the self-radiance of consciousness itself. It is one immense force, boundless and 
centerless. And there is not the slightest "difference" in it. This is self-evident when the self-
contraction is utterly transcended.  

What you presume on the basis of bodies next to one another, apparently differentiated, is not true.  

When there is no act of self-contraction, then the "knowledge" of infinite unity, without the slightest 
trace of separation, is evident. That infinite unity cannot be communicated in words. It is evident to 
me at this very moment. To you, it is not at all evident. Whatever you may be thinking about it at the 
moment, it is not evident. It is not clearly so. You cannot imagine how it can be so that there is 
utterly no separation whatsoever. That unity, is of one force, without differentiation.  

You are in "school" here. You must grow. You have to realize why you must grow. Feel the heart-
impulse to be free. If you are going to be purposed to be free, you must realize that you are bound - 
and then do what you must do to become unbound. Therefore, you must not merely exploit desires, 
but look at desires, look at everything, and notice the bondage.  

Then you must specifically act on the bondage, in your freedom-purpose.  

Freedom is about exercising yourself beyond egoity and the artifacts of egoity.  
 

 
~    ~    ~ 

 

For a camel and a horse, a human and a parrot, a river and a tree to be truly understood by us, we 
must perceive their existence within the midst of the vastness of everything.  

Not including everything reduces the camel and the parrot to bland, abstract dots. 

When we embrace everything in totality, perceptions of horses and rivers arise in a cosmic flow of 
energy, where they never become particular or separate qualities, but are recognized in the unity of 
all that exists.  

Acknowledging this fullest sense of a human, and a tree, frees our attention for all of life.  
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Re-Telling 12. 

 

The little girl enjoyed meeting the camels, but was nervous and shy. 
 
The young mother held her daughter's hand reassuringly. 
 
The large black bull, Jelly Baba, approached them, looking down at the girl and leaning slightly 
toward her.  
 
The little girl shuffled behind her mother to hide. 
 
The bull stood tall again, quietly gazing across the field.  
 
He turned his face toward the mother, and brushed his soft muzzle against her cheek. 
 
Again, he looked down at the little girl.  
 
She leaned away. He leaned away, too, and sighed.  
 
Then he lowered his head to the clasped hands of mother and daughter. 
 
He opened his soft mouth around their hands, gently holding them, with one eye on the little girl.  
 
She was starting to relax. 
 
Jelly Baba again lifted his head and touched his whiskers to the mother's cheek. 
 
Then he lowered his large, woolly face right down to the girl's.  
 
And now… she leaned toward him. 
 
They brushed cheeks, and he snorted warm puffs in her ear. 
 
She smiled and stroked his broad nose. 
 
The little girl was now at ease and happy, softly giggling. 
 
And with this, Jelly Baba turned and walked across the field to rejoin his herd. 
 
 

- author, S.C. 
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Alcheringa ~ 8. 
 

Walking for centuries, you come to rest beneath crags overlooking silver beaches and purple blue.  
 
Beyond small waves, where water falls away, massive bodies wrinkle the calm. And more, and more, 
until an argosy spans the sea, and cool breezes of whaled tails swish salty waters onto beaching sand. 
 
Then, suddenly, you're floating alongside hundreds of whales - as one of them - familiar and easy.  
 
The great pod dives, drawing you down in waters wide, where all the whales are one.  
 
"Dear friend, yes, we are large and many, but soon you will meet someone larger, and more." 
 
Your huge, gray body glides effortlessly through the flickering watery light.  
 
Surging deeper, water comes cooler and cold, and finally you surface beneath enormous icy cliffs, 
feathered gold under early sun.  
 
And now you're diving again, straight down, through darkening to brightening black! 
 
"Everything is energy, dear person - light! Like elephants, whales have songs sacred, too. Whale song 
reaches across all seas, healing, balancing, and deepening the world. 
 
"We have watched humanity for ages. 
 
"We know all about the trees, the oil, the garbage, erosion of soils, wars, and humans' fear." 
 
Now, all the whales circle around, gently pressing each other, clasping fins devotedly. 
 
"We've brought you deep, good friend, to prepare you for meeting the largest being of here. But 
until you are ready, you will never see her as she is. Everything you've encountered has prepared you 
for this. You are beginning to understand that you are more than what you look like and think." 
 
The spiraling whales meld into one form and energy, as deep's dark eases to softening light.  
 
Pleasure blissfully pours through your being, above to down and around, extending everywhere. 
 
 

Only stillness now. 
 
 

Silence. 
 
 

In true water's washing of all ends. 
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Great Friend 16. 

The morning that I heard the following words of Adi Da's, I felt challenged, but grateful.  

The non-humans any of us might have in our care are sentient. Once we accept this, the questions 
are: "To what extent am I willing to practice this knowledge? How will I change the way I relate to 
non-humans? How responsible can I be for respecting them? How can I ensure that they have 
everything they need for growth - practically, emotionally, socially, and spiritually?"  
 

 
~    ~    ~ 

 
 

The Personality in the Face 
 

From a talk by Adi Da Samraj, February 8, 1997 
 
When human beings look at other human beings, they take the face of another human to be all 
personality - you know, it's the person, male or female. But when human beings look at non-
humans, they generally don't feel that, just as a generalized observation. There is not this immediate 
presumption that the face of a non-human is its personality - it's just sort of its species, its head with 
this and that functional feature on it, and so on.  

You don't take the horse's head to be its personality. You look for it a little bit - maybe it's in the 
eyes there somewhere, you know. You don't take its whole face to be its personality. Some people 
do, but generally speaking, they do not.  

The sensitivity to that, the sensibility that would notice that, is not typical of human beings relative 
to non-humans, for all kinds of reasons - such as the lack of a certain sensitivity of human beings to 
themselves, and that human beings abuse and feed on non-humans. 
  
I've even observed that when human beings have non-humans as pets, they like to feel the 
personality, but don't take what's there in the face to be all personality, whereas with human beings 
there's not a speck of it that you don't think is personality. You feel that every part of it articulates a 
personality. 
 
[The conversation turns to Pete, a parrot.] You see, that's a conure's head there. After you interact 
with it for a while, you can feel the personality there somehow, but you don't take the features to be 
articulating personality. It's interesting to consider whether that presumption is a correct one.  
  
Maybe the horse's head not only expresses its personality, and a little bit in the eyes and so forth, but 
even the horseness of it is the expression of a personality. I mean, every detail of it. Just as you take 
each of us looking at any of us here, you take every feature to be an expression of personality, every 
feature. Every little articulation about it you take to have been developed by a personality, so to 
speak, behind that. 
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But I'm not talking about likenesses. I'm talking about these non-humans being just like you, in 
every respect.  
  
They don't have your education, experience, and so forth, but neither did you when you were a year 
old, or two or three years old. And yet, if you have any memories of your early life, your sense of 
yourself is intact in those memories. It's you, right? Like you right now, so you were then, even 
though you hadn't gone to school yet. 

What makes you think this conure here, Quiet Pete, isn't just like you, before you went to school? 
Exactly the same self-awareness - not detailed in its social ritualizations and so forth, because he has 
another function, but exactly like yours? Same person, same being.  

Just as much a person, being self-aware and wanting to continue to exist. And suffering under the 
same conditions - positives and negatives - can't depend on it for another minute! And there's things 
you like about all this, and things you don't. All kinds of stress. And he knows what it's like to have 
no-stress or to be relaxed. He's making calculations about survival, and surmising his situation and 
his amusement.  

And one might presume that like human beings, however they might articulate it, non-humans are 
considering some very profound matters inherent in the condition of being aware under such 
conditions as these. 

Perhaps, you see, these non-humans in their natural state, associating with one another, whatever 
they're doing with other species even, are here to exchange some matters, even energies, upon which 
individuals in the species depend for growth and development, even realization of a kind. If you take 
one out as a pet, you must provide it with more than food and shelter and some mere contact. How 
are you going to replace its culture of transmission and development? 

If you dare to take this poor little guy [referring to the conure] out of his situation, then you're going 
to have to articulate a connection with him, insofar as he requires it, that serves these purposes. 
Otherwise, it would not have seemed to be a good idea altogether to have taken him and made a pet 
out of him.  

So, you have to provide him with everything, and you must not deprive him of those requirements, 
and somehow grant him the associations, the process - even replace it with something that you do, 
that human beings do. So, it's not enough to just bring the food dishes in and out, you know, cutesy 
poo. 

Non-humans are trying to work out emotional things, physical things, disease things, mental things, 
wonderings, puzzles. They try to work that out in their circumstance. And his circumstance here 
includes associating with you, you see.  

How do you know what his articulations or his mumblings, or his words and chatterings mean if you 
don't give him some really sensitive awareness time? Like you should with other human beings. It's 
not that you even do that much with other human beings. It's all pretty much a rattle of patternings. 
How much sensitivity do you bring to it? How much meditation do you bring to existence 
altogether? 
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Re-Telling 13. 

 

On the tranquil island of Naitauba, the staff informed Adi Da that they wished to reduce the island’s 
number of pigs. The kitchen's organic scraps had lessened, and they explained to him that they could 
no longer keep feeding all the pigs. 
 
In response, Adi Da humorously, and firmly, communicated his devoted protection of the pigs: 
 
 
 

NO!  ABSOLUTELY NOT!! 
 

These pigs are to be here permanently under my protection. 
Nothing is ever to be done with these pigs! 

They are not to be sold. 
They are not to be killed. 
They are not to be eaten. 

And if you ever bring up such an offensive suggestion again,  
you should know that we're going to give your dinner to the pigs! 

Also, we will ship you off the island as soon as we can find someone to eat you! 
These pigs were all selected by me, and they are always to remain here, untouched. 

Likewise, all the cows that I personally selected. 
I want an absolute guarantee that none of those cows will be sent off the island! 

All of these animals are being given a reprieve from ever being slaughtered or eaten. 
 
 
 
The next day, Adi Da visited the pigs at PIGS HAPPEN! - their spacious creek-side environment. 
 
 

Smiling widely, he said,  
 

 
"There they all are,   

just being there,  
happily being pigs,  

never to be eaten!"  
 
 
 

- story related by Jeffrey Hughes, adapted by the author, S.C. 
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Great Friend 17.  

Relating deeply to non-humans requires our entrance into non-ordinary states of awareness. Due to 
societal pressures, most of us sooner or later reject our innate abilities for doing so. In order to 
adapt to conventional human company, most animals will also forgo their deeper life experiences. 
Before being properly ready to relate to non-humans and be of real service to them, most of us need 
to learn more about ourselves. Practices such hatha yoga, tai chi, qigong, conscious exercise, 
breathwork, and meditation are supportive of connections with non-human awareness. In the next 
talk, Adi Da describes something of what it takes to become more sensitively engaged with animals.  
 
 

~    ~    ~ 
 
 

On the Other Side of the Purr 
 
 

From a talk by Adi Da Samraj, December 13, 1996 

There's no reason to suggest that the body-mind is only associated with a superficial process. The in-
depth dimension of existence always exists.  

The sleep state is simply one that relaxes association with perceptual and conceptual experiencing, 
and associations and functions. It's no longer involved in memory or identification of egoic self with 
the body. So, all your troubles are in your attachment to, or illusions about, waking and dreaming.  

Basically, the wise have always chosen to economize - in order to maximize time spent set apart, 
sacred time, or otherwise, to intensify the in-depth process even in the midst of daily activity, as you 
imagine the bees might do, as compared to the lions who lie about. 

The lions set aside rest time - their in-depth time. And when active, in the mode of handling 
business, the body is switched over to its more superficial chemistries - for the hunt, and survival 
purposes, and so forth. And it's all done quickly and efficiently, after which they return to rest and 
contemplation. So maybe the lions are less deep in their waking moments, but enter into their depth 
a lot, because they have so much rest time. 

The bees, though, who have little leisure, it seems, still live in profound depth - moment to moment. 
And they get prasad [ambrosia] from the queen whom they serve at foot, even with their tongues, 
and she provides them with a nectar that keeps them all attuned to the chemical integrity of the hive 
and its contemplations beyond - subtler and deeper - such that they don't require outward-
directedness when they fly from the hive. They are primarily in a kind of exalted condition in which 
to allow their bodies to function while they otherwise remain resonantly absorbed. 

The lions do play, but a lot of that playing is just practicing the moves, you know, and passing on the 
lore about how you do the hunt and whatnot. Then everybody scatters into rest-positions.  

And cats, in general, have the purring thing.  
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They seem, while doing it, to be in an altered state of physical awareness. 

Did you ever look at one of those pictures, also videos now, where you look at them a certain way, 
and all of a sudden, you see a 3-D image? 

Getting to purr is something like that. Generally, a human being would find it difficult to find such a 
mechanism working in themselves physically. But what it feels like is the shift that would have to 
occur in your whole relationship to the physical - just as a shift has to occur in order to purr, just as 
a shift has to occur to see one of those 3-D images I just described. 

When they are purring, cats are not just in the ordinary sense, physically aware.  

Just to be able to purr, they have to be in that other-dimensional-way of relating to the physical, 
where they're peripherally associated with it.  

In fact, that is the way that the vibration of the purr occurs. You can feel how they feel themselves 
as energy, and they basically feel the physical is transparent to that. At the level of energy, you can 
feel and even see right through the physical. They are meditating on that, knowing that, with each 
moment of that purring. That's how they are aware of the physical when that's occurring. 

They're not afraid, in the slightest. And yet, if provoked by anything, instantly, the cat can respond, 
even from that purring state. Zap! They can deal with an environmental intrusion of some kind. 

Having that quickness, they can afford to get into this deep state. More tamasic [slow-moving] 
animals have to be sort of semi-awake most of the time. They have to see something coming for a 
long time just to get around to maybe doing something about it. But cats have the gift of being able 
to purr because they can respond suddenly. Human responses are quick, but not as quick. 

Cats contemplate, meditate, inherently. It is structurally determined, even. Disturbed cats don't purr. 
Jostle a cat physically, require physical attention from a cat - they stop purring. They can't purr and 
be physically active in the ordinary sense. 

Women, when they're in sexual occasion, often ask their partner not to stop, or "keep on doing 
that", whatever "that" is. Are women doing something like purring when they're having sex? Sexing 
for women puts them into a physical condition, or a mode of being related to the physical that's 
something like you might imagine the cat is in when it's purring. It's non-ordinary physical 
awareness, isn't it?  

So, it involves a change of relationship even to the physical. Not a philosophical change, not one 
you account for mentally, but nonetheless one that you become moved to repeat, just as you are 
moved to go to sleep at night once you've realized there's nothing dangerous about it - in fact, that 
it's a pleasure.  
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Relax and Breathe 
 
 
Gently breathe in and out several times, or more if you wish, feeling the energy flowing in your 
hands, feet, face, and body. Breathe into and from the heart, and radiate life to infinity. When you 
feel ready, continue reading, and feeling, and breathing.   
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Peregrination 16. 
 
 

The Valley Fire 
 
 

 
"Everything altogether is trying to be a revelation for you."  - Adi Da Samraj 

 
 

The tall thick scrub growing around the camel pastures presented a potentially serious fire threat. 
But none of the scenarios I had imagined matched the ferocity of the 2015 firestorms that ravaged 
one hundred and seventy thousand acres of the region. 

For nine years, the Sacred Camel Gardens harbored safely beneath the ridges of a small hanging 
valley in the Myacamas Mountains - a twisting array of low-lying peaks and wooded canyons 
opening out into broad, beautiful valleys, with some of the most handsome oak trees to be found. 
The oldest oaks were cultivated and cared for by the traditional Pomo people, who revered trees. 

Following the oppression of indigenous humans, along with the deer, elk, bear, and lion, the 
untended woodlands overgrew into thick vegetation, with too many trees and bushes too close 
together. The savageness of our world's most recent fires often stems from ignorant and eventually 
destructive choices made long ago. 

With eighteen camels, six horses, five llamas, and only one truck and trailer, my plan in the event of 
a fire was simple - we would stay in place and try to survive! Inside the camels' front gate was a 
broad expanse of gravel. Immediately beyond the gravel spread a grassy pasture, most of which the 
camels ate down each summer.  

In the event of a fire, I planned to gather everyone near the gate on the spacious gravel pad. 

It would be our best chance of getting through a burn. 

Then, it happened - September 12 was a breezy Saturday afternoon…  

About five miles (8 kilometers) away, an accidental fire ignited and began heading our way. The 
western skies were quickly shrouded in enormous clouds of dark smoke. With the help of a 
volunteer, I jumped into action, moving hay, raking leaves, filling water troughs, gathering tools, 
drinking water, and snacks. I surveyed the house, and collected Awareness the cat into his carry box 
where he would stay the night in my truck. I also checked on the horses and llamas. Local police 
began making evacuation calls throughout the area.  

As the afternoon waned, the smoke thickened, filling the sky. I continued preparing until about 10 
p.m., when it seemed the fire was moving southwest, away from us. Wherever it traveled that night, 
the reports were terrible. It was moving fast, and laying waste to everything in its path, so I bedded 
down on the ground beside the camels to keep watch. In the smoky quiet, I slept only a little. 
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I awoke at 4:00 a.m., under dense smog, to a morning as dark as graves. Down in Big Canyon, the 
fire ROARED like a tsunami. The sound of razing forests grew louder, and the forward breezes 
blew hot. Thick smoke hid the flames. The GROWLING was awesome! I felt perfect fear! I wanted 
to flee, but only waited, standing in the dark. And the closer the fire came, the louder she howled.  

Suddenly, all the camels cantered out toward the blazing noise! They ran from the safest place in the 
valley, down into the deep smokey black. I think they went to investigate the approaching creature 
for themselves, but I stayed in place near the gate. I wanted the camels to know where I was, and 
that I was steady there. I was trying to be an anchor, as it was the strongest thing I could represent. I 
still couldn't see the great, gnashing lady, and had no sense of her speed. Whatever the camels were 
up to, I knew they would soon be back.  

As the smoke thickened, everything darkened. Suddenly, there she was, pulling up from the lower 
canyon into the pine trees and oaks. She drew left over the lower ridges of brushwood, right along 
the higher slopes of tall pines, and directly across the valley floor in a broad, insatiable wave. The 
whole area lit up, so I turned off my headlamp.  

Tall flames exploded along the ridges, one taking the shape of a fire-camel three hundred feet (90 
meters) high, with arching neck and humps blazing. A sign, perhaps, of some protection for the 
camels, or was it a gesture to claim them? 

But where were they? Finally, I saw pairs of fuzzy humps bobbing ahead of the creeping and racing 
flames. I ran toward them, calling their names! They followed eagerly, quietly, back to the gates and 
the gravel, near the oak tree and trailer, with the fire following and chewing everything she caught. 

I whispered to her, "I see you, now! You're spectacular, but you can't eat us today! You must spare 
us! I'm not afraid of you!" But I was. She was terrifying!! 

Entirely around us now was red, orange, yellow, pink, and blue - all raging! After her jaws passed 
over us, we resided for a time within her writhing guts. Above us, the ridge of pines was ablaze. She 
split trees, exploded trunks, snapped wooden necks, and devoured knotted torsos. The smoke, wind, 
and noise were terrific. In the distance, propane tanks exploded and hissed, car alarms screamed, and 
tires blew. It was bad everywhere. I was sure the main Sanctuary was in ruins, or soon would be. As 
the fire inhaled bushes and trees, she also birthed pups! - ravenous whirls of heat and flame peeling 
off the main body, seeking more sustenance. 

Suddenly, a thick stand of manzanita ignited nearby, flushing the camels across the pasture to the far 
front corner. Once there, the dry grasses behind them flared, and the fire hemmed them in. They 
huddled, searching for a way out, hesitating to cross back over the now burning field. Finally, above 
them, a tall tree exploded, prodding the camels to pound the scalding earth back to the gravel, their 
whiskers and lashes singed! 

Overall, the camels remained remarkably calm. Not once did I see any of them lose their heads in 
panic. They were steady, serious, focused, intense, and intelligent. They were kind to each other. 
They came together as a herd, and everyone mattered and was noticed, including me. By power 
alone, the major leader that night was the gargantuan orange beast. They watched, felt, and listened 
to everything she did, and responded accordingly to survive. Alongside them, I did the same. 
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As the fire continued up the valley, leaving everything flaming in her wake, she picked up speed 
again, climbing the upper canyon walls of sugar pine and chaparral. At this point, I left the camels 
and set off on foot to check the horses. I found them all together, quietly watching the fire. They 
were moving carefully, in control of themselves, of what to do, and where next to go. I'd previously 
left all their gates open, giving them the freedom to move. The single goat was in the barn. He 
poked his head up from his box and bleated. I called over the roar, "Stay there, Bambam, it's gonna 
be ok!" He bleated again and tucked back down. The llamas were fine, also. 
 
As I rounded the toe of the hill, I was relieved to see the house still standing. Flames were beginning 
to take hold of the rear walls, so I grabbed a rake and beat them down. 
 
Amazingly, the entire main Sanctuary remained un-burned, except for some outlying structures. The 
men protecting the central buildings were helped by cooling winds blowing from within the 
Sanctuary toward the fire. Many nearby friends lost their houses, along with everything they had.  
Close to the Sanctuary, ninety percent of the homes were turned into ash. 
 
Under extreme stress, the animals beautifully demonstrated a lesson in wisdom - how to be. Each 
one's individuality dissolved into the herd, and they moved in unison. No one stood out. Their calm, 
contemplative dispositions supported their ability to function sanely through the fear.  
 
Following the fire, two camels with pre-existing joint injuries dramatically improved in their 
condition. While still recovering from an earlier veterinary treatment, the young camel, Yes!, 
experienced sudden permanent healing of his two front knees. Peaceful Baba experienced physical 
improvement as well, but only temporarily. The sudden changes in body chemistry that help us 
survive threatening events can often contribute to positive healing. My knees felt stronger, too. 
 
For weeks, the entire region resembled a smoldering moonscape. Thankfully, all the animals 
survived, and the structures remained intact. Rebuilding fences and the roof of the hay-barn took 
time. We were more fortunate than many. The fire was purifying. I felt widened, released, and 
revitalized. Something was flushed from me, and I received something new. 

 
~    ~    ~ 

 
Aboriginal peoples across the Earth understand their presence as caretakers and protectors of the 
places where they live. Their cultural knowledge and wisdom developed gradually over centuries, 
always adapting and evolving under new circumstances.  
 
The service and care that these people once rendered to their home ranges prevented or minimized 
uncontrollable fires. Of interest to me was that most of the aged oaks in the area, previously tended 
by the Pomo people, fared well through the fire. 
 
The many infernos of recent years, worldwide, indicate the need for us to renew our collective and 
intelligent participation with the natural world. Fire is a part of many natural systems, and it must be 
allowed to play its role. Like the Pomo, we must learn to participate with fire and not suppress it, 
and actively caretake the environment, rather than let it overgrow and become unhealthy. 
 
May we become more conscious of where we are, what the natural laws are, and once again become 
adept stewards of all the lands, forests, and rivers of the world. 
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The Vision of Fear-No-More 8. 

 

Living the Vision of Fear-No-More necessitates a simple yielding into and through our fear, 
embracing self and all others within this un-ownable and ultimately shattering mystery that we are. 

 

Honoring the Sacred in All Life 

 

• is maintaining truly moral and sacred responsibility for all Earth-life 
 

• is fostering intercultural and interspecies participation in the living Vision of Fear-No-More 
 

• is acknowledging all beings, human and non-human, as equal at heart 
 

• is supporting all beings with respect, strength, intelligence, sensitivity, and love 
 

• is surrendering into life, before differences are imagined and made 
 

• is having humor about all fear-based efforts for "saving" this world 
 
 

 
 

"Love is action. It is not action by an 'other', or a part of a separate one. It is not merely action of 
body, or feeling, or thought. It is action of the whole body. It is the disposition of radiance, prior to 
self apart and all its actions, which are all forms of contraction. It is neither inside nor outside the 
individual. It is all-pervading. It is the prior condition of the whole body and all worlds."    

- Adi Da Samraj 
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Re-Telling 14. 

       
The great Indian sage, Sri Ramana Maharshi, was outdoors with several people when an elderly crow 
landed on a nearby post. Noticing the arrival, Ramana requested a container be filled with water 
from which the bird could drink. 
 
Soon after, the crow fell from its perch with a thud to the ground. 
 
Ramana Maharshi spoke lovingly about this crow.  
 
He said it had been a great sadhu (holy person) in its previous life, and had been reborn this time as 
a crow to purify remaining karmas.  
 
He said the crow had intentionally flown to see him that day before passing. 
 
 
 

- related by devotees of Sri Ramana 
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Great Friend 18. 
 

In the eyes of a wild boar, or a bird, there is a clarity of intelligence so lively that it might inspire awe. 
You may also perceive the quality of deepest contemplation looking back at you before they slip 
away. But when you look upon a confined pig who has grown so large that he, or she, cannot even 
walk, you see a creature who does not know anymore what it is to be truly alive. 
 
When most animals gaze upon humans, they see us as something more like the forlorn pig, rather 
than a free, intelligent human being. Today's human societies pale alongside more traditional cultures 
whose people, by and large, were, or are, more deeply connected to natural and sacred potentials. 
 
 

~    ~    ~ 
 

 
Walking the Dog 

 
 

From a talk by Adi Da Samraj, 1972 
 
 

I am continually impressed, newly impressed from hour to hour, with the insanity of human beings! 
Animals, plants, inert things have much more intelligence! They are simpler, more pure. While 
driving a car or walking down a street, I have often seen people walking their dogs. And the dogs 
almost invariably appear more intelligent than the people who are walking them. The guy walking his 
dog seems insane. He is obsessed with his idiotic program of existence. But the dog is just breathing, 
walking, pissing on the grass. No sign of disturbance at all. The dog sits down at the corner, and I 
see his clear eyes! But the guy is everywhere else, costumed, crowded into time, bent, driven, 
mysterious to himself! 
 
The only release from the burden of the insanity of this world is true humor. There are two forms of 
humor. There is ordinary or mortal humor, and there is true or divine humor. Ordinarily the best 
people do is ordinary mortal humor. Thus, you tend to laugh about this image of the man and the 
dog. But the only true humor is truth itself. The ordinary comic humor of your mortal appreciation 
of things is only laughter. It does not change the conditions or even truly understand them. Mortal 
laughter does not change the condition of human beings, apart from the generation of temporary 
amusement. But divine humor, truth, delights people and also utterly transforms their lives. 
 
Until this divine humor, this truth, awakens in people, they are intimidated by "animals", or the vital 
forces of life. Without a little of truth, they are not even manly enough (man or woman) to be the 
master of a dog. A good dog is too straight for most people. And I have met very few people who 
could appreciate a cat! Just so, people are intimidated by their own desires, their own moving life, 
their own vital nature. Animals and other vital beings are just extensions of a human being's own 
vitality. Every man or woman is endlessly "walking a dog". The animal hangs below your chest, and 
you walk it night and day. You are intimidated by it, completely obsessed by it, absolutely distracted 
by it, incapable of being the master of it, unwilling to go through the period of mastery, of training, 
of responsibility. And so, the "dog" takes over. 
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When people come to visit their friends, they all sit around and talk about the dog! Have you noticed 
that whenever somebody has a pet, people who visit tend continually to talk about the animal, and 
to the animal? And when conversation drifts away from the animal pets, people talk about the same 
thing in themselves. They talk about sex, conflict, desire - their obsessions! People are always talking 
about the dog. Therefore, people are ordinarily humorless. They have no true humor. They only 
learn how to "create" the ridiculous to entertain one another. The usual entertainments are forms of 
mortal, or comic, humor. And the means to make others laugh is to take on the form, or "costume", 
of the dog. Put on a dog costume and go to visit a friend. Your friend will not be able to believe it. 
Fantastic! Your friend will laugh. Your friend will go out of his or her mind. 
 
There are many forms of the dog, many varieties of the "dog costume". The dog costume is all your 
adventures, your acquisitions, your knowledge, your everything, "you". This contraction of which I 
speak is the dog costume. It is this avoidance of relationship, this falsity, this thinking separation. 
But true humor is not to appear in the dog costume among one's friends. I must restore your true 
humor by showing you the nature of the costume of your mortality, your un-happiness, all the forms 
of this contraction, this avoidance of relationship. 
 
Ordinary humor is a revulsion, like vomiting. It is heaving the force, the vital force, upwards, 
throwing it away, casting it out. All the ordinary obsessions, including the entertainments of comic 
laughter, are forms of revulsion, like vomiting. In that case, the force of life falls down the spine and 
is thrown out the front. But when a person understands the nature of the entire activity that is his or 
her obsession, then all of the activities of revulsion tend to subside, and the current of life-force and 
spiritual energy returns to its natural course, descending and ascending. Thus, the natural 
conductivity of the life-force is down the front and up the back. But in the usual man or woman, it 
is the reverse of this. 
 
In the ordinary person, the "dog" is always hanging out. The ordinary person always appears as the 
ridiculous imitation of the dog - laughing, grinning, being stupid, insane, confused, self-indulgent - 
all the things of which animals themselves (unless influenced by people) are actually free. But when a 
person understands, the "dog" is overcome - is mastered.  
 
Therefore, spiritual life is true humor. It is divine life, the life of truth. It is a person's "straightness".   
  
 

~    ~    ~ 
 

  
Programs for saving the world can also be distractions for avoiding fullest responsibility for 
ourselves. Instead of merely trying to save the world, we need to require ourselves and our friends to 
awaken - to find out what it is to be human, mature, and alive.  
 
Humanity must un-domesticate itself, not through rigid rules, or lawless behaviors, but by 
intelligently and cooperatively exploring whatever we need to, in order to become awake and free.  

This is one of the greatest challenges for the human family at this time. We are riding a wave of 
possibilities that will either drop us back into the sea, or lift us to new and benign potentials. 

http://sacredcamelgardens.com/glossary/conductivity/
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Re-Telling 15. 

 

She stared intently into my eyes for thirty or forty seconds. Not quite knowing what to do, I 
squished myself flat on the bed of vegetation, whereupon she smelled my head and neck then lay 
down beside me... and embraced me! ... embraced me! ... embraced me!  
 
GOD, she did remember!  
 
Effie had come up by then and she, too, stared straight into my eyes, sniffed me, then piled up on 
the two of us, and I was really squished. Her and Tuck's plaintive murmurs reached other clan 
members in the dense foliage nearby, and one by one, the other females came over to us. As they 
settled in, arms entwined, each one was making prolonged inquisitive "hmmmmmm" sounds as if to 
ask: "Where the hell have you been? Is this really you?"  
 
The next day I went with Rwelenkana to visit them again, but they'd gone off too far and we didn't 
find them.  
 
On our way back Rwelenkana said, very seriously, "Yesterday the gorillas had to come a long way to 
say hello and greet you near camp. Today they have to go on with their own business." 
 
 

- Dian Fossey, Gorillas in the Mist  
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Great Friend 19.  

 

These words from Adi Da were spoken for the sake of all non-humans, and their plight among us. 
 
 

~    ~    ~ 
 

 The Non-Humans are Still Sane 

  

From a talk by Adi Da Samraj, 1997 
 

While humankind is collectively insane, and becoming more and more insane day by day, 
the mosquitoes and the frogs and the fish are all still sane 

- unless they are confined, or trapped, or abused, or otherwise too much influenced 
by human beings who are insane. 

 
Thus, the insanity being manifested by humankind in this "late-time"  

is not shared by the rest of the conditional domain, 
- except where inordinate human influences have been imposed. 

 
Flowers are not insane, yet 

- except, perhaps, some hybrid varieties, made by human beings. 
 

Fish are not insane, yet 
- except, perhaps, some hybrid varieties that, because of their over-large heads, and such, cannot 

swim, and cannot eat, and, therefore, cannot survive. 
 

Even the "edible" animals are not insane, yet 
- except, perhaps, some enslaved varieties, buckled and fenced into feeding-confinements, unable to 

rest into contemplation because of the material stresses by which their human keepers mock and 
reduce their lives. 

These "invented" and enslaved non-humans have been manipulated into suffering and insanity 
through the intervention of insanely clever human beings! 

 
But, apart from such hybridization and enslavement, 

which does result in negative signs, 
the non-humans 

- including all the plants and trees - 
are not, yet, insane. 
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Alcheringa ~ 9. 
 

Resting upon a crescent beach, gentle waves lap your feet in threes.  
 
You feel different now.  
 
In tide pools, your face is older.  
 
Three albatross circle wide to blue.  
 
Out beyond the disappearing birds of ever-sky, time and space unravel. 
 
Suddenly, everything in you rushes as fast as horses, down-pushing through all lives,  
 
 

until…! 
 
 
Barefoot on rounded pebbles, deep underground, in a damp cavern dimly lit.  
 
Straightening up there, unshadows a diminutive figure, thickly built, primitive, and smiling. 
  
Her hands fall open by her sides. 
 
    "Hello. 
 
    "I am Earth. 
 
    "Am I too small to notice?  
                Or too large?  

                      Anyway, you are here. 
                                                                                                         So, let's walk." 
 
And together, you walkabout nowhere. 
 
"I have been talking to you and your kind since you began, which was never long. Here and there, 
some have listened for a time, by degrees. Almost no one hears me, notices my offerings and real 
gifts. But I am no more in charge than you are. I am only here like you - changing, growing, feeling, 
understanding. I've seen you come and go many times, although you've never really left. 
 
"Humans now think themselves outside nature, affecting and controlling without being part of. But 
you are nature - part of nature's person. Human is integral. Not separate. 
 
"You, through no time at all, have spent ages learning that life is equally expressed in endless forms 
and passings. 
 
"Life lives! And lives you!" 
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Earth walks with you through all times and places, along the rivers, around the oceans, across 
mountains and deserts, through cities, alongside endless lives, wars, seasons, and cycles. Together, 
you walk through the ages of storms, quakes, fires, icings, and droughts.  
 
You could wander on forever, but you stop where you began.  
 

And Earth sits on your knees, smiling. 
 
"Nature is not the true guide of man. Nor is man the true guide of anything!" 
 
 
Suddenly, 

    you're 
   lurching 

     forward… 
as Raven 

   alights 
  upon 
           your 

       shoulder…! 
 

 
"Ga-rok! Well, what's this, then? You had enough yet? Gra-ok?" 
 
Earth slips silently from your knees, returning to loam and stone.  
 
A light, dry, wind blows from endless. 
 

Raven flies!  
You run!  

 
Beneath no sky, with no trees, mountains, or rivers.  
 
No animals and birds.  
 
No people.  
 
Nothing! 
 
As enormous black wings whoosh and pull, you reach to touch feathers to fly again. 
 
 

But  
       you trip  

              and fall, 
                  now almost 

 
FREE! 
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Peregrination 17. 
 

The Field Widens 

 

"Each should live as the intimate servant of others through love. The true politics of human 
relationships is the politics of servants everywhere - every one serving, and every one served."  

- Adi Da Samraj 
 

As 2016 unfurled, new opportunities began to find me. But, before I could embrace them, I had to 
establish reliable help for all the animals in my care.  
 
About a year before the Valley Fire, a woman approached me, wanting to help. After she spent 
numerous months volunteering, I invited her to a full-time role, hoping she might embrace the more 
in-depth training. Her arrival also allowed me to begin exploring the various invitations now coming 
my way.  
 
Around the middle of the year, I received a proposal to lead a workshop for horses and people in 
Nova Scotia, Canada. A few months later, I flew to Halifax where, over six days, I presented my 
newly designed Heart of the Horse seminar, plus a briefer event for children. I also assisted a police 
horse and his patrolman rider. Everything went well, with participants asking for more. 
 
Another surprise was a generous invitation from people in Saudi Arabia. They were seeking advice 
for a herd of royal camels in the desert north of Riyadh. The Arabian Peninsula is vibrant, harsh, and 
delicate. A natural contemplation of life and mystery enveloped me there. Incomprehensibly vast, 
the desert is rich in paradoxes, and indifferent to species, race, and culture. It was a gift to be there. 
 
The senior prince I worked for was creating a conference center deep in the desert - a modern, yet 
traditionally accented venue for hosting international symposiums. The topics to be considered 
would range through climate concerns, world peace, archaeology, astronomy, spirituality, the unity 
of religions, technology, the arts, conservation, and more. It was a broad vision intended to foster 
understanding and cooperation for bettering local and global issues. 
 
The prince also wanted to showcase some of Arabia's iconic animals - specifically camels, oryx, 
gazelle, and horses. The palace's interest in having me visit was to explore my unique way of 
engaging with camels. But once in Saudi, expectations and plans changed. My role became one of 
advising the development of designs for the animals' best environments and care, blending modern 
methods with Bedouin aesthetics. No expense would be spared, and I was encouraged to design my 
dream facility for camels. 
 
I spent most of my time watching over the animals, exploring the dunes and crags, planning the 
facilities, and being with the Bedouin. Their methods with camels are steeped in tribal traditions, so 
my approach was of little interest to them. But I was well indulged and hosted in their 
encampments, enjoying endless coffee, raw djamal (camel) milk, fresh dates, laughter, and daily treks 
into the rolling Ad-Dahna desert. 
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Among the Bedouin, significant merit is derived from the cultivation of respectful relationships. 
While enjoying their hospitality, I began learning about their lives and language, preparing myself to 
better demonstrate my methods for camels later on, following the resort's completion. 
 
Each week, or sometimes twice-weekly, I was driven into Riyadh to meet with the prince and his 
aides to go over the next iteration of plans. Late one night, after a lengthy meeting, I stepped out of 
the palace into the courtyard, to a breeze still blistering from the scorching day. A cooling fountain 
bubbled in the garden, and beneath the stars, a lone nightingale trilled his mystical ode from a thorny 
tree. 
 
Being alone within the endless spaces and silence was an unforgettable opportunity. One day, far out 
in the desert, I came across a single Bedu horse tracking the rocky flats and rolling dunes. She had 
no interest in me, my water, or anything else. She knew where she was going, and granted me only 
fleeting attention, navigating life in a serious environment. 
 
One night, thrashing wind and rain arrived from across the sands. In the morning, countless ponds, 
puddles, and streams glistened across the desert in the sunlight. By the evening, they were all gone. 
 
I came and went from Saudi a couple of times. Then, surprisingly, the desert project stalled and 
ceased - a result of sudden changes in the Kingdom's politics. The prince, who was kind and 
generous, and treated me royally, vanished without explanation. What happened to all the animals 
under his care, I do not know. His family and friends wish for his safety and reappearance. 
 
Departing from Saudi Arabia, I conducted further Heart of the Horse seminars in the Netherlands, 
Australia, and northern California. These events, and the activities around them, were expansive and 
heartening. 
 
Finally, after months of travel, I arrived home to be with my beloved camels and horses again. Upon 
landing, young Baraka affectionately snuggled his head in under my arms. And, as I resettled with 
the herd, something felt different and disconcerting. For a while, I couldn't put my finger on it. 
 
The woman I had left to care for the animals, and her assisting boyfriend, formed a team while I was 
gone, and now resisted my return. Soon, they began insisting that they were in charge, and I was no 
longer needed. Having fully trusted them, I was perplexed and shocked! The Sanctuary management 
prevented me from releasing the usurping pair, and my appeals for further oversight fell mostly on 
deaf ears. I think that my twenty-five-year tenure there was a challenge for some of those in senior 
management, and they saw this moment as an opportunity for change. Adi Da's criticism of 
humanity's incorrect relationship to the natural world confronts all of us who do not understand it. 
By not supporting my furthering of the Fear-No-More Vision, they edged closer to eliminating the 
demands of all those instructions. Although deeply hurt, I felt compassion and forgiveness for their 
lack of understanding, and their rejection of the unique instruction and history that had been 
developed over decades. Had they been willing, so much more could have been accomplished. 
 
I had long expected that when my time to move on arrived, I would have trained my replacements 
to carry on better and further. Sadly, I could see this was not going to happen. The intricate details 
of what Adi Da taught and wanted were of little interest to them. My new replacements never 
directly interfaced with Adi Da about his Vision, and without the in-depth training, they lacked the 
information to sustain and grow the Vision.  
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For years, I had looked for someone willing to persist, learn, grow, and eventually lead things 
forward in an ever-evolving and enriching tradition. To pass on Adi Da's Vision requires a serious 
recipient with a nuanced understanding gained over many years. During my time there, all applicants 
found the course too demanding - because they weren't sufficiently interested, or didn't understand 
and trust the process of being goaded to go beyond oneself into fearing-no-more. And indeed, 
without Adi Da's direct face-to-face demand and humor, I may not have endured either. 
 
As life painfully unbuckled around me, I arose one morning to some ravens cawing loudly. The 
camels had wandered away over the hills until I could barely see their jiggly humps. I'd been awake 
all night, fearful, sad and angry, mulling over the inspiring events of the previous six months, 
alongside the Sanctuary's stifling bureaucracy which, to me, had become maddening! 
 
I could at least trust that the woman wanting to displace me would certainly feed and care for the 
animals. So, I decided it was finally time to break away and move on. 
 
Perhaps foreseeing this moment, Adi Da once remarked that if "Stuart" couldn't keep Fear-No-
More Zoo going, it should probably be let go. And while the animals are still well cared for, the 
sacred process of Fear-No-More Zoo and the Sacred Camel Gardens is now dormant.  
 
Leaving was something I didn't want to do. It was the end of a life. One night under the moon, I sat 
with the camels in their encampment deep in the field, and spoke to them of my departure. Baraka 
and Akbar draped their necks over my outstretched legs. Peaceful Baba ground his rear molars like a 
squeaking night bird. They all had experience with herd members passing on, so this was going to be 
similar. K2, HiHo, and Baraka walked me to the gate, where I pressed my face into their musty 
wool, inhaling and crying a little. And, as if lost to the Gobi sands, I have not seen them since.  
 
 

~    ~    ~ 
 
 
Within a few months, and through an old friend's kindness, I arrived at a place in Australia called 
Stuart Town! It felt good to be back upon this ancient land, home of Earth's oldest human cultures. 
Here, the next phase of my humble service, including this book, began. 
 
When three Aboriginal men from Australia visited Adi Da in Fiji in 2003, referencing their 
primordial legends, he described himself as the "thunder-man", and the one who "stands between 
the two trees". The men commented that he seemed to know their culture better than they! 
Because of his admiration for Aboriginal cultures, Adi Da claimed he would not set foot upon 
Australian soil unless invited by authentic elders, not Caucasians. He spoke of their cultures as 
profoundly deep and original, and having suffered far too many intrusions from across the water.  
 
My arrival in Stuart Town had Adi Da's markings all over it - partly humor and partly instruction - 
and a gentle reminder that he guides my life. The trees, parrots, kangaroos, and homely farmhouse 
nestled among dry hills below blue skies was a healing place to settle and gather my energies.  

Coincidentally, the nearby urban center of Orange maintains a sister-city relationship with my New 
Guinean home of Mount Hagen! Life's patterns run deep, following us everywhere. Great friends 
and teachers are vital for helping us grow beyond all our attachments in mind and life. 
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Great Friend 20. 

 
This excerpt from one of Adi Da's talks in 1993, passionately disputes all ideas of difference 
between beings. Whether apparently superior or inferior, all are equal - at heart.  
 
  

~    ~    ~ 
 
 

At Heart, All Are One 
 
 

From a talk by Adi Da Samraj, November 4, 1993 

At heart, a human being is not the slightest bit different from the reptiles, the birds, the former 
dinosaurs, the elephants, the plants, the trees, the wind, the sky, the microbes.  

Apart from their function in conditionality, all beings are the same. Human beings are not uniquely 
to be saved. All beings, even all of conditional manifestation, is the sphere of my work.  

I do not make the slightest jot of distinction between a human being and any other form or 
appearance. There is none to be made. Appearing before you in human form, I play with you in 
human terms. But my work, moment by moment, altogether, encompasses all - not only all human 
beings, not only all beings, but everything.  

I am in conversation with all beings and things.  

It is not that only human beings are full of "soul" and everything else should be chopped up and 
eaten for lunch! If you examine beings other than the human, feel them, are sensitive to them, enter 
directly into relationship with them, you discover that they are the same - and not just the somewhat 
bigger ones, like my parrots, but the mosquitoes, too, which you swat out as if they were nothing.  

At heart, human beings are manifesting a potential that is in all, and that is inherent in conditional 
existence itself. Whether this potential is exhibited or not, whether it is made human or not, makes 
no difference whatsoever to the divine self-condition.  

All is one. All is the same. All equally require divine compassion, love, and blessing, the thread of 
communion with the divine made certain and true and directly experienced. All.  

Therefore, the sphere of my work is all beings and things. Literally it is so. This is literally how I 
work.  

I cannot size up one being or thing against another - the human against the non-human, the Earth 
against some other place. I cannot do that. I am doing a universal work. I am here to receive, and 
kiss, and embrace everyone, everything - everything that appears, everything that is.   
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The Vision of Fear-No-More 9. 
 

 

 

Practical Things  
We Can Always Do 

 
 

 
Broadly educate ourselves and each other. 

 
 

Support environmental balance and healing everywhere. 
 
 

Empower everyone to aspire to personal and collective humanity. 
 
 

Encourage dignity, respect, and equality for all beings and places. 
 
 

Engage positive projects and campaigns in service to all hearts. 
 
 

Be kind to all others, both human and non-human. 
 
 
 

~    ~    ~ 
 
 
 

Fearing-no-more connects us into the universal streams of life. 
 

Only thus can we serve this life and the world. 
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Re-Telling 16. 

 
The nineteenth-century great saint, Sai Baba of Shirdi, was wild and unconventional. 
 
One day, a stray dog came up to the kitchen door looking for food. The cook raised her voice and 
sent the dog away.  
 
A while later, when Sai Baba's meal was ready, she carried it to the far end of the house. When she 
opened the door to his room, Sai Baba greeted her, shouting! 
 
"How dare you treat me this way? Earlier when I came to you for food, you yelled at me, calling me 
a lowly being, and you sent me away. Now you dare come in here and bring me a meal as if nothing 
has happened between us?" 
 

- related by devotees of Sai Baba 
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Alcheringa ~ 10. 
 
 
You've always lived alone in your vast family of not-two. 
 
In your house of one story, everyone sits there with you. 
 
Living and playing through time and space, we all wait for you to wake up! 
 
Raven perches on the windowsill. 
 
Every time you look up, your eyes are sadly joyous. 
 
Windows and doors rattle. 
 
Raven cackles. 
 
"Garra-ooouack! Graaock! Grok! Grok! Grouk..." 
 
Old Man appears on the wide, smooth floor! He is smiling, happy, and wriggles his toes.  
 
Blowing through hollow wood, he sounds the songs of Earth, humankind, and all that lives and is.  
 
Old Man rises slowly, walks the room, timber pipe in his right hand, droning with no one playing. 
 
"This is one of the ancient songs of man, dear friend, hidden deep in the breathing body - vibrating 
through all." 
 
"Daaa-aaaa" sings the wood of trees, thunder clouds, the crack of your heart, lizard's feet, crashing 
surf, empty shells, desert wind. 
 

Suddenly, you're running again!  
 

Nowhere.  
 

Until tiring.  
 

Pain in your chest.  
 

 Eyes stinging.  
 
 
 
Beyond the long grasses, dry sand, and colored soils. 

 
Now sitting heavy on stone. And sliding to a rocky pool.  

 
Breathing the water… to un-know. 
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Raven lands beside! 
 
Feathers shimmering, shaping up to Old Man, Great Friend, white hair, tall as space. 
 
"I'm no Raven, Elephant, Tree, or Gorilla. I'm not you, either! None of us is one form, nor many.  
 
"We are not anything at all that we can know. 
 
"Listen to the songs of life, real heart, your song of everything. Listen with ears, hair, and skin. 
 
"At heart, we are one! No difference. No separation between us. Not even pretend." 
 
Old Man stands on one foot, the sole of his other pressing the inside of his standing knee. 
 
"Out beyond your individual self," his long fingers describing the golden spherical world of curving 
light, "is the room of life, everything connected endlessly, all lived as one." 
 
Old Man squats, bright teeth smiling, joining lips to wood.  
 
"When I breathe to the tree, life awakens. Forests know - animals, earth, wind, and water, too." 
 
He blows tree deep into the spaces between.  
 
“Daaa-aaaa. Daaa-aaaa. Daaa-aaaa.” 
 
Vibrating sound encompasses the worlds.  
 
You sit in the great curving room with everyone, everything, everywhere - where you've always been.  
 
 

Fearing-no-more,                                before    Old Man whispers. 
 
 
"Now breathe, feel, and contemplate the mystery of all things free, safe, the same. This and that." 
 
 

Great Friend kneels anciently.  
 

Wings wrap around your shoulders friendly.  
 

Feathers shimmer deep inside you.  
 

Shiny beak nuzzles as you.  
 

Until… there is no end to endings. 
 

Shhhhhh… 
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Great Friend 21. 
 

If the following talk excerpt is carefully studied and integrated by everyone, we might experience a 
benign transformation of human culture - from one based in fear, to one that is free of 
all unnecessary fear. 
 
 

~    ~    ~ 
 
  

Fear Is Not Our Natural State 
 
 

From a talk by Adi Da Samraj, February 8, 1980 

We are always feeling some level of anxiety or subtle fear.  

If you investigate yourself thoroughly enough, you'll find that you are constantly causing the 
injection into your system of the toxic chemicals of this mood of fear. And this is controlling the 
state of your mind and body all the time, through the subtlest kinds of chemicals coming out of the 
hypothalamus. You are chronically triggering the fear and stress mechanisms. It happens 
automatically - and so you're evoking thoughts of bad possibilities all the time as a reflection of that. 
And you are also conditioning the bloodstream with this negative chemistry. 

We are always in a chronic state of fear because of self-possession and self-contraction. We do not 
naturally inhere in the infinite happiness of our natural radiance, the radiance of life that is prior to 
this body and mind, and which outshines it completely.  

The mechanism of fear is a tool at the periphery of the born personality. It is a reaction, like when 
touching fire. It is a recoil that keeps you from getting burned. Hopefully, it keeps you from 
suffering some of the threats from without. Fear is a useful mechanism. The cat uses fear to control 
specifically threatening events. On the other hand, the cat is not addicted to fear. 

The cat is not existing as fear. But the human being is addicted to fear - a psychological fear.  

Humans have taken the mechanism that is natural to the vital state of the body and made it a 
chronic form of their physical being. Whereas animals' sudden moment of fear produces a chemical 
excitement for a specific purpose, your chronic fear is chemical excitement for no purpose! And you 
always look at the world through your fear, thinking that you have some great philosophical thing to 
overcome, that you have to find some reason to get rid of your fear. But actually, it is just an attitude 
of the body that you are doing. It has no ultimate philosophical significance. You can feel and 
breathe and relax beyond it. There is nothing you need to take into account about it.  

Breathe, feel, and relax beyond it. Do not introduce that chemistry into the biological stream, the 
stream of water in your own body. Look first at what is before you, and only then make philosophy, 
because there are no metaphysical means, ultimately, to get rid of fear.  
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You simply have to discover that fear is a very ordinary mechanism that you have available to you 
for specific situations, but which you have made into a chronic mood. And then you interpret your 
own existence, and the existence of everything, relative to that fear. This fear that you suffer is not 
anything that has any depth. It is at the periphery of the being. It is not profound and deep. And we 
can simply relax beyond it, feel beyond it.  

We assume our life is a question that we have to answer before we have the right to be free of fear. 
Whereas fear is just a mechanism that has an ordinary use, which we have to master. It is not our 
natural state. It is only one of the possible states. So, when we enter into right relationship to all of 
our possible states, we realize our natural state, you see. And then we are like the cat, who is not 
characterized by fear, although he is sometimes afraid and gets aggressive, and is attacked and rolls 
into a ball, you see.  

The very being, the life-principle that is present as the cat, is not in a state of fear. And the cat does 
not need to go through any great, profound, philosophical cycle of investigations of the universe to 
be free of fear. So, you do not need great knowledge to be liberated from fear. The cat has none, 
and he is not at all afraid, except when under immediate threat. We can be free of fear in this very 
moment, in any moment - even in the moment when you might think that some degree of fear is 
totally appropriate. 

Fear collapses attention. Therefore, in a situation where fear might seem appropriate because of the 
circumstances you are in, it would still be better to be without fear so that you could have complete 
attention in the moment to deal with the threat. Fear is just for that moment when you need to 
withdraw your finger from the flame, but it gets prolonged. Fear is simply and basically a physical 
reaction at the level of the nervous system, and it is only that. Just straighten up and remember to 
breathe. You are obliged to see fear in just this way, and to awaken with the will to transcend fear 
for the rest of your life. It is interesting to find out what happens after death and so forth. It is 
interesting to examine the process of life and death while you are alive, but there is no reason to 
examine it afraid. There is no reason to die afraid, resisting the process that is born into you, and 
along with you. It is built right in there like it is built into the flower. Fear does not cause the flower 
to become corrupted, contracting from the process of its own life cycle.  

It says, in the Upanishads, that wherever there is an "other", fear arises. That is all that has to 
happen. No demons, no bows and arrows, no nuclear war. Only an "other" has to arise for fear to 
arise. How does the sense of otherness develop? Through the self-contraction, in which one feels 
separated from what one observes, and is limited by it. But fear, you see, because it has such 
profound consequences in our lives, tends also to be considered very profoundly, and we all talk as 
if we are all looking for some great answer that will ultimately make us stop being mortally afraid as 
a chronic state. But that is not what is required. We are to be in our natural state, feeling and 
breathing whole bodily into the life principle in which we exist - not full of fear, doubt, contraction. 
So, you must be completely free of fear as an ordinary matter.  

Your state, from moment to moment, must be utterly free of fear. There is no way you can go 
through the fundamental transformations that are real human and spiritual life until you 
fundamentally transcend this matter of fear. You can have all kinds of experiences, certainly. But the 
matter of real freedom depends entirely on the transcendence of fear. 
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The Vision of Fear-No-More 10. 

 

Imagine yourself completely and permanently free from unnecessary fear. 

Who would you be? 

 

Imagine everyone living free from chronic fear. 

How would the world be?  

How would it feel? 

 

We talk much of wanting not to be afraid, but we are attached to fear. 

It shapes who we think we are, how we see ourselves and others. 

 

So… how would we live in a world where fear does not rule? 

 

Observing nature beyond conventions, we discover profound commonality with plants and animals.  

We come to know how they feel, move, and live - and why they contemplate.  

This helps us better understand and transcend ourselves, revealing new perceptions of the world. 

As we further recognize what human beings are, our fuller participation in the ecosphere of 
existence becomes possible. Instead of struggling against vulnerability, deep acceptance supports our 
surrender into mystery. Once we entirely accept that our born condition is mortal - not on some 
distant day, but right now - spontaneous contemplation becomes our natural ability. 

This yielding to life is humanity's necessary next step.  

Life requires our releasing to the mystery everything we think we know. Either we devolve in more 
fear, or evolve to our birthright of natural contemplation in freedom. 

The animals freely contemplate because they understand what this place is, and how things are here. 
Their cultures intrinsically understand the precariousness of embodied life, and their rules support 
every one of them contemplating the depths.  

Watch a cat sleeping and how it moves, stretches, and sensitively feels its surroundings. Watch a 
lizard climb a slender branch. Observe the seriousness of a wolf or an owl. Non-humans reside at 
depth. Chronic fear does not impede their movements. They flow more like water and air, with 
natural access to life's contemplative spheres. 
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Mongolian warriors employed deep massage to dredge fear from their muscles, loosening their 
bodies before combat. They knew that fear in the body would inhibit their ability to perform and 
survive. 

We can benefit from physical and energetic practices to improve our conduction of life, and gain 
insights into the fear held in the body's tissues. Many cultures offer activities that serve physical and 
emotional well-being, relaxing the effects of fear.  

Hatha yoga, tai chi, qigong, conscious exercise, meditation, and many other practices can help us 
manage our bodies and lives. These methods balance the neurophysiological chemistries of fear, 
sorrow, and anger, supporting rejuvenation, health, and immunity. They also allow us to explore a 
more profound participation in life - and of simple divine awareness. 

 

We are more than what we look like and think.  

We do not live ourselves.  

Life lives us. 

 

When surrendered to natural divine awareness, all of life is moment-to-moment meditation. 

 

Participation in human sacred culture through music, dance, theatre, art, literature, gardening, animal 
and land care, and other activities supports mutual connections to community, place, and nature.  

 

The yidaki, or mandapul, or mako, which is also known by other names, including didgeridoo, 
generates the same vibratory sound as the living body. Played through millennia in northern 

Australian cultures, it supports sacred, aesthetic, physiological, and inter-environmental well-being. 
 

Adi Da suggests that everyone learn and deeply play the didgeridoo. 

Doing so will help to heal our lives and the world. 

 

Regenerative food-growing, agricultural rewilding, self-sufficiency practices, living in intimate, 
cooperative communities integrated with the non-human world, which is the whole world, can help 
resolve many contemporary concerns.  

All zoos, farms, parks, and natural areas should be related to holistically, responsibly, and sacredly.  

Reducing unnecessary fear for all beings, and freeing energy and attention for the conscious 
processes of living, feeling, growing, dying, and loving is the heart of the Vision of Fear-No-More. 
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Alcheringa ~ 11. 

 
 
Huge rains cascade! 
 
Oceans pour. 
 

Drenching your heart. 
 

You sit up! throwing aside old, wet blankets. 
 
Glistening black wings push away from the alley, as morning feathers press wide on early air.  
 
You rub your eyes and step out into the street alone.  
 
The surfacing deep of things has always known you.  
 

Even though you forgot, your feet remember.  
 

Look!  
          The white lizard rests by your heels on green grasses. 

 
You belong here, and there, and nowhere - you, who has only come and gone till now.  
 
The differences are only illusions.  
 

Fear-No-More… 
 
One plus one equals ONE.  
 
One is not two, or three or four. 
 

Never was there any true story of you apart.  
 

You made that up!  
 
Together, we are always the only one.   
 

And now, with wings of disappearing birds, 

you fly while you live 

to nowhere else,  
 
because  

 you are always already here,  
and everywhere! 
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Great Friend 22. 

 

 

 Economy and Harmony 

 

-  from a talk by Adi Da Samraj, 1978 
 

We play with everything, but we cannot fully control our effects. 
 

We are a destructive influence in the natural world, where beasts and elements consistently 
demonstrate an instinctual economy and harmony that puts our human vulgarities to shame. 
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Re-Telling 17. 

 

Adi Da once asked if we could hear the crickets outside.  

He began considering the crickets' chirping: "It is a kind of vibration they make, a kind of 
invocation, even a kind of prayer, a sign of their contemplation of the divine. And they do it all 
together, and that togetherness, that community of crickets making that sound, is their form of 
contemplation." 

He then went on to describe how this is true throughout all of nature, and that human beings are 
generally estranged from contemplation. We are not organized in terms of divine communion, nor 
in terms of supporting one another's spiritual sensitivity and keeping the vibration alive and strong, 
passing it on from generation to generation.  

 

- related by William Tsiknas, adapted by the author, S.C. 
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Relax and Breathe 
 
 
Gently breathe in and out several times, or more if you wish, feeling the energy flowing in your 
hands, feet, face, and body. Breathe into and from the heart, and radiate life to infinity. When you 
feel ready, continue reading, and feeling, and breathing.   
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Peregrination 18. 

 

There Are No Differences 

 

"We are in an extremely difficult circumstance, and we want it to be perfect, but no perfection exists 
here, absolutely none… You must become human because there isn't anything else to do. I am given 
this limitation in order to be great, and so are you." - Adi Da Samraj 
 
 
 

What Adi Da wanted to develop for the non-humans at the Mountain Of Attention Sanctuary was 
consistently misunderstood. Finally, conceding that I could no longer do there what was needed to 
serve Adi Da's Vision, I departed.  

Adi Da's Vision of Fear-No-More shines a light upon our incomplete views of non-humans and the 
world. Allowing ourselves to integrate with this Vision requires the change of everything we are. But 
many are unwilling to change, and our reluctance to engage with his instructions resulted in Fear-
No-More Zoo's collapse in 2010. All of my intentions and expectations had to first fail before a 
more in-depth understanding could arise. Others did not perceive their failure in this regard, and 
what continues there presently is disconnected from Adi Da's fullest illumination.  

How we typically relate to animals and nature is instilled early, through cultural ideas, science, 
religion, and propagandized education. Social, political, and economic patterns inform individual and 
collective views, influencing how we see the world, how we make our towns, cities, and farms, and 
how we create conservation grounds, nature estates, animal parks and zoos - and our backyards. 

We consider ourselves to be the pinnacle of living beings - self-licensed to control the Earth. This 
modern myth, formed in fear and separation, permits our plunder of the world and all its treasures. 

As Adi Da began developing Fear-No-More Zoo, he had only a handful of people to work with. I 
was one of them. Each of us brought our peculiar patterns, motivations, and limitations, together 
with the attitudes and histories of our base cultures, and humanity at large.  

My time with him extended for over two decades. I studied, apprenticed, and dialogued directly with 
Adi Da, and he gradually shaped my understanding of my limitations, and of what he wanted. And 
with all of that, I still could not manifest the Vision. Before Fear-No-More Zoo closed, I had 
understood a great deal about it, but had not yet absorbed the full perspective. 

As far as the Sanctuary management was concerned, Adi Da's intentions for Fear-No-More Zoo and 
the Sacred Camel Gardens were considered much too grand. He wanted the camels to be a 
significant characteristic of the Sanctuary - for their profound and benign qualities to affect everyone 
living there, and whoever visits. He envisioned that the human and non-human cultures of the 
Sanctuary should live harmoniously, and always be intelligently integrated - as one culture. 
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A quarter of a century was sufficient for me to learn what was needed for possibly manifesting this 
Vision elsewhere. 

Any sacred art taught by a teacher, master, or sage must pass through a living lineage. Students must 
be sufficiently willing, trusting, and committed to persist with training that never ends. Supportive 
environments must also exist where the art can be taught, understood, and developed. Much of 
sacred art cannot be written about or learned in books, but must be absorbed by direct contact, and 
through confronting the limits we put upon ourselves and existence. 

There is a great need for nature parks, zoos, and cities everywhere to become inspired by the Vision 
of Fear-No-More - a Vision to help humanity realize its higher purposes, by fostering the flourishing 
of native contemplation within all the world's living spheres. 

Consider how much human cultures need to change, and how important this is for all that exists. 

A voluntary, benign, and positive transformation of humanity is necessary.   

Nobody owns or controls contemplation, nor participation in divine awareness, nor life!  

Adi Da and all the great masters strenuously refute the idea that the Earth is for humans only.  

Authentic, dynamic, and sacred culture must include humans and non-humans, equally.  

Perhaps, in time, thriving Fear-No-More Zoos, farms, and parks will exist worldwide - on Adi Da's 
several Sanctuaries, and in other locations - all serving the same Vision. 

 
 

While unnecessary fear reduces the size and quality of our lives,  
our individual feelings of separateness  

reveal our sameness - 
because all apparently individual fears are identical.  

 
 

Our illusions of difference arise and dissolve in the very same waters. 
 
 

Regardless of imagined limits, the Vision of Fear-No-More already thrives. 
 

The non-humans are living it right now! 
 

And we can, too. 
 
 

"This is the other world,"  
as Adi Da once said,  

and nothing needs to be done but to realize it  
- not to achieve or prove anything, but to be already free, 

  
before we think we are not. 
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Great Friend 23.   

For thousands of years, humans have intentionally modified the physical forms and characteristics of 
domestic animals and plants. Nature also constantly modifies and evolves its multitude of living 
beings, although much more gradually than humans have done.  

In all that we transform, we must compassionately ensure only positive change. 
  

 
~    ~    ~ 

 
 

Profoundly Vulnerable 
(regarding genetically modified non-humans) 

 

From a talk by Adi Da Samraj, August 25, 1980 

You treat them in a cavalier manner, offhand, like they're just meat bodies.  

These are poor beings, poor and wretched creatures, manufactured by human intention.  

Beings in that form would never have appeared if human beings hadn't interfered in the genetic 
manufacturing of forms.  

Because we have created them, and they would not have existed otherwise in the evolutionary 
course, we have a far greater obligation to them because they are so dependent.  

They have only appeared in that form because human beings have learned how to manipulate their 
genetics.  

And they are profoundly vulnerable.  

But even some of these poor creatures can be glorious manifestations in nature, exaggerations of 
selfless sublimity, forms of beauty beyond description, and aesthetic summations of living forces.  
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Re-Telling 18. 
 
 
Lost in awe at the beauty around me, I must have slipped into a state of heightened awareness. It is 
hard - impossible really - to put into words the moment of truth that suddenly came upon me 
then…  

It seemed to me, as I struggled afterward to recall the experience, the self was utterly absent: I and 
the chimpanzees, the earth and trees and air, seemed to merge, to become one with the spirit power 
of life itself.  

The air was filled with a feathered symphony, the evensong of birds. I heard new frequencies in their 
music and also in singing insects' voices - notes so high and sweet I was amazed. Never had I been 
so intensely aware of the shape, the color of the individual leaves, the varied patterns of the veins 
that made each one unique.  

Scents were clear as well, easily identifiable: fermenting, overripe fruit; waterlogged earth; cold, wet 
bark; the damp odor of chimpanzee hair, and yes, my own, too. And the aromatic scent of young, 
crushed leaves was almost overpowering… 

That afternoon, it had been as though an unseen hand had drawn back a curtain and, for the briefest 
moment, I had seen through such a window. In a flash of "outsight" I had known timelessness and 
quiet ecstasy, sensed a truth of which mainstream science is merely a small fraction.  

And I knew that the revelation would be with me for the rest of my life, imperfectly remembered yet 
always within. A source of strength on which I could draw when life seemed harsh or cruel or 
desperate. 

  

- Jane Goodall, Reason for Hope: A Spiritual Journey 
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Great Friend 24. 

In this excerpt, Adi Da discusses some of the reasons why humans must reach beyond nature in 
order to understand existence. The non-humans readily do this, feeling beyond mortality and fear, to 
a natural surrender in divine awareness. 
 

 
~    ~    ~ 

 
 

A Higher Realization 
 
 

From a talk by Adi Da Samraj, April 28, 1979 

Everything is eaten by somebody else. Everything is prey to something else.  

There's the getting of food, the reproducing, the constant threat against one's personal existence - 
not generalized threats, but real ones.  

If you look at the world and how it works, the only way that you will transform the human world 
into something that is free of threats is through a higher realization of existence, not merely by the 
inspection of nature. If you inspect nature alone, you basically get a bad message, and you become a 
nihilist, or a libertine, or a dangerous person, somehow always feeling threatened and threatening.  

If you only superficially observe nature, to try to find out how to be human, that's not what you will 
become.  

But that's exactly what human beings are doing, more or less.  

They are duplicating patterns they observe in the natural world, imitating animals.  

We talked recently about how so many of our expressions are animal imitations, imitations of 
animals under threat, and so forth… our emotional signals to one another are like that.   

 
~    ~    ~ 

 

Humans and non-humans deeply share the sacred and prior unity of existence.  

And our own actual realization of this native unity must be the basis for all authentic science, 
conservation, and Earth stewardship. 
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Re-Telling 19. 

 

In a late evening conversation with a small group of people, Adi Da leaned forward and whispered,  

 

 

"Have you ever noticed the sheer intensity of a gorilla? 
 

Humans don't even come close to that level of intensity and animated life force. 
 

Not even close." 
 

- author, S.C. 
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Great Friend 25.  

Generally, we aspire to be like those who inspire us. We are also inspired by nature, and the feelings 
we get from nature. However, the ultimate fullness of life is not found in others, or in nature. Only 
unconditional love transcends our emptiness, and permits the realization of the free human being 
within a world that is also free.   

 
~    ~    ~ 

 
 

The Heart's Capacity 
 
 

From a talk by Adi Da Samraj, April 23, 1979 

People are trying to be human, or what they think may be human, based on the most righteous 
statements of those who are considered to be great leaders - at least there's some attempt at morality 
along those lines.  

But that's not sufficient, because the method of daily life is basically the one of observation, analysis, 
and imitation of what is observed. And the truth is not a matter of what you may observe in nature.  

What is nature? Nature is everything. Nature is not just fishes. Nature is all the energies and entities 
in the subtle world, too. In itself, nature is suffering, inherently.  

To analyze, observe, inspect, duplicate, imitate any aspect of nature is to imitate a phenomenal or 
conditional state.  

And this is limiting because everything in nature is individuated, involved in the adventure of 
individuation, both low and high. 

What is unique about being human?  

It is the capacity to transcend yourself, to not merely fulfill yourself, or nature, but to transcend it all 
completely, to become free.  

All the forms in nature are obliged by the law of their own limits.  

They can only fulfill their term.  

But there's nothing enviable about humans, in and of themselves.  

What is auspicious about humans is the capacity, the heart's capacity, for transcendence of the 
realms of nature, high and low. 
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Alcheringa ~ 12.  

 

Pigs in hats lying in the sun, always content  
everywhere  

out on the lawn, sleeping. 
 
 Dreaming 
of when they freely wore their thin black hats 
and didn't hide 
their honest, happy hearts  

under logs  
    or in the caves of riverbanks. 
Now  
       then 
              after 
and ALL before today,  
   pigs were never misunderstood, 

  nor ever were any humans  
 

    at all! 
 
 
Pigs are not different  
 from any other thing. 
 

Before imagined times and places 
this was well known by every person out  

beyond the vessels of all things 
where life deep was never lost and regained. 

 
 
And so it was  
back then,  
before when 
and ever, 
 

that you and all your friends, and little brothers and sisters,  
came hopping home from school, 
hungry for toast and honey,    

 
and happy pigs   

in hats, always floated down  
from above your houses 
on smiling balloons 

 
      to play! 
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To touch their soft, warm snouts  
to your ticklish feet, wiggling toes 
furry tails 
innocent giggling cheeks 
and chirping beaks 

in blessing. 
 
And all night, every night!  
pigs in hats  
under balloons  
would watch out  
over all the human families  

as their own, 
 

with everyone, everywhere, always snug  
in little houses made of bread  

and peanut-butter, 
sleeping under warm blankets of green lawn. 

 
The people loved the pigs! 
and always looked out for them, 

 
never letting any go without  
a few truffles,  
some fresh apples, 
and a cup of love for breakfast. 
 
And pigs,  

and people, 
and all of you AS each-other, 

would sit long hours 
 

side by side  
any time you pleased 

on warm sunny days, 
reclining arm in arm  

under great old trees who 
knew everything 

and were always silent. 
 

And before pigs awoke, on a one seeming sad morning 
beneath soft sunlight on gray lawns 
you dreamed of a time and place not so far  

where the pigs, as people, wore leather hats and chased with barking dogs and cracking sticks!  
           

and the people, as pigs, ran hard away  
through long thick grasses 

until their hearts gave out. 
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 And upon awakening 
         you SAW! 

that pigs and trees, lawns, and sticks, and dogs 
and humans 

 
are EQUAL  
and the same. 

 
 Thus remembered, and always, 
 

pigs and trees  
     as people  

happily dream deep beyond 
      and far above 
       the short houses 
 
with never forgetting 
    hearts 
  always 
breathing warmly in the place 
you never, ever left. 
 
 So yes! 
  
    None of 
 
Pig, or Tree, or Human 
 
 or Raven, or Old Man, or Great Friend 
 
 or any seeming other 
 
  should ever be so  
 

far-away,     distant, 
 
different,  
 

or separate 
 
 
 from you, 

or us, 
  

  
ever again! 
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Relax and Breathe 
 
 
Gently breathe in and out several times, or more if you wish, feeling the energy flowing in your 
hands, feet, face, and body. Breathe into and from the heart, and radiate life to infinity. When you 
feel ready, continue reading, and feeling, and breathing.   
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Great Friend 26. 

Adi Da suggested that if we can remember that we are absolutely free, and that LIFE is without end, 
we can remain fearless and always connected to the native feeling of being.  

 
~    ~    ~ 

 
 

Feelingly Remember the Mystery 
 

From a talk by Adi Da Samraj, February 8, 1980 

More primitive man is afraid of what might kill him, and modern man is constantly afraid of death, 
and everything else.  

But there is no great thing that has to be discovered about it other than how it is working as a 
mechanism.  

It's a very simple motion in the body, in the nervous system.  

You can feel how it arises, you can feel how it works as a mechanism, and you can feel and breathe 
right through, and beyond it, at any time you choose to do so.  

Remembrance transcends it constantly.  

Once you begin to observe this, you realize that all you have to do is enter into true feeling-
remembrance of the mystery in any moment, and you will never be afraid again.  

Until you come to the point of this presumption, realizing how the mechanism works, realizing that 
you really don't have to feel fear anymore, you'll be subject to all kinds of threats.  

If we engage in remembrance, in the natural manner [of feeling without limitation], we never have to 
be afraid again. 
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Re-Telling 20.  

 

Hozhó 

 

As I walk with Beauty 

 
As I walk, as I walk. 

 

The universe is walking with me. 
 

In beauty, it walks before me. 
 

In beauty, it walks behind me. 
 

In beauty, it walks below me. 
 

In beauty, it walks above me. 
 

Beauty is on every side. 

 

- Traditional Navajo Prayer 
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Great Friend 27.  

Further elaborating on the previous Great Friend section (26), the following passage concisely 
provides a broader perspective to our chronic fear. For humanity to become profound, and free, 
all of us must embrace the life of fearing-no-more.  

 
 

~    ~    ~ 
 
 

The Universe Is a Mystery 
 

From a talk by Adi Da Samraj, February 8, 1980 

Spiritual life, and its practice, should not be associated with the consideration of fear.  

Fear should already be dealt with out front, in the beginning, as a precondition of your consideration 
of spiritual things, just as emotional disassociation should be dealt with before you consider the 
matter of human intimacy, relational and sexual intimacy, and so forth.  

People shouldn't be seriously considering spiritual life while they are still in the disposition of fear.  

They should see and understand fear first, see their own contraction first, become responsible for all 
that first.  

Otherwise, that fear will be motivating them to do this, and do that, and go in here and up there, 
and over there, and into this and into that.  

All these experiences, and learning nothing!  

All these ideas of God, and so on, and yet, you're afraid.  

You somehow associate being religious with eventually getting to not be afraid.  

You require some religious consolation to not be afraid.  

Fear is locked into our consciousness, and we can't get rid of it, you see. We're looking at it the 
wrong way, though - as a problem to be solved, and so forth. We do not see how fear is arising.  

We're not observing the process, we're only seeing all of its effects, and making a philosophical 
matter out of something that is native to us in a very ordinary way.  

It is simply our inability to relax, to be surrendered, to feel and breathe fully into the living principle 
in which we are inhering - which is alive now, as us.  
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We don't just surrender into that, allowing it to be whatever it wants to be, whatever it is, 
fundamentally.  

We live in fear, and we have a fearful relationship and a fearful knowledge of life.  

But if we surrender fear at its base, seeing it as an ordinary reaction for which we have complete 
control, then we can enter into the process of the consideration of existence already free.  

You can breathe beyond fear in any moment of your life.  

Consider it for a while, practice it for a while, and you will see that this is completely true - that you 
don't have to be afraid.  

The universe is a mystery, and the proper relationship to mystery is not fear. The proper relationship 
to the attacking lion is fear. Fear is not supposed to be a chronic state! We only get into it as a 
chronic state because we are not responsible for ourselves. We don't simply rest in that which is 
living us. We will not surrender to what has brought us into being, and which is sustaining us at this 
present time, and which will still sustain us after we are gone from here.  

We will not relax completely into that.  

Instead, we act as if there is something about life that is wrong, and that we need to do something 
about it. So, we're in a constant state of tension, self-possession, fear, cut off from the natural state.  

We must become like the cat, and the flowers, with a clearer intelligence and free attention, to 
awaken to wisdom about life and be able to participate in it creatively.  

Fear is not an emblem of spiritual life.  

Fear is not a true associate of religious emotions.  

Fear has no philosophical significance or necessity.  

It is simply a reactive mechanism at the periphery.  

We should, rather, surrender into the total principle in which we are arising, full of the feeling 
surrender of body and mind, moment to moment.  

If we live in the disposition of feeling surrender, there is no fear, as it is no longer natural to us.  

And the philosophical considerations, then, do not contain discussions about fear. They contain 
discussions about freedom, happiness, and joy - our natural state. 
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Re-Telling 21. 

 
What I have learned from orangutans is that we humans must not turn our backs on our own 
biological heritage. Modern society promotes the ideal of the rugged individual. For men you have 
the Clint Eastwood persona - the Marlborough Man. For women you have single moms raising their 
kids alone. The ideal Western male rides into town, fights the bad guys, falls in love, and then heads 
off into the sunset.  
 
He is strong and solitary just like an orangutan, but he represents an evolutionary dead end. Many of 
today's problems are a result of abandoning our human biological roots. We must look to our 
distinctive gregarious human heritage; living and working in family groups and communities if we 
want to be successful. Otherwise, we are just stressed out "orangutans" in an urban setting. 
 
As I sit, my back leaning against a damp, moss-covered tree trunk, my eyes sweeping the canopy 
above, my ears straining to catch the crack of a distant branch that betrays an orangutan moving in 
the treetops, I think about how we humans search for God. The tropical rain forest is the most 
complex thing an ordinary human can experience on this planet. A walk in the rain forest is a walk 
into the mind of God. 
 
I continue to learn about the spectacular spectrum along which orangutan behavior exists. Each 
orangutan teaches us about the wide variety of personality and capacity for intelligence - and 
complex emotions that are typical of the species. 
 
 

- Birute Galdikas 
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Peregrination 19. 

 

Lightning, Thunder, and Cows 
 

 
"After human beings have made peace, community with one another, and human sanctuaries, then 
they will begin to make the next phase in human development (not just technology) ... You must 
make your body into a sanctuary, adapt it to the higher life."       - Adi Da Samraj 
 
 
Throughout the jungled islands of New Guinea, humanity has lived tribally divided for thousands of 
years, always demonizing the other, and superstitiously crafting the neighborhood rituals of endless 
struggle. And everywhere across the world, humans willfully separate into nations, states, factions, 
parties, religions, races, persuasions, corporations, and ever more insecurity and hateful fear. 
 
How can the Vision of Fearing-No-More possibly take hold in a world so devoted to being afraid?  
 
We can learn many things from non-humans. Perhaps the most important is their natural meditation 
and participation in divine awareness - feeling the fear of mortality, and yielding beyond it. More 
than any of their outward behaviors, meditation is the substrate of their lives - a quality little 
recognized by us, and barely discussed. 
 
The senior pole around which non-human life revolves is that of spiritual contemplation. Herds, 
flocks, schools, packs, hives, and forests are sacred cultures informed by meditative depth. Healthy 
inclusive cultures grant their members the gift of connectivity and freedom.  
 
Contemplative cultures are not difficult to lead, as they harbor profoundly self-rightening impulses 
and processes. These include innate collective wisdom that directly empowers and guides 
representative leaders. The most exemplary leadership arises through all individuals' immersion in 
the mystery of life. Within the herd, pride, or pack, positive hierarchies support the leaders' best 
intentions and qualities, and through this, everyone leads - in one diverse culture. 
 
Adept leaders never attack their own, and protectively pass on their responsibilities to those next 
appearing with similar or better qualities. Good leadership does not hold onto power and status.  
 
Worldwide today, human culture is mostly without the sacrifice and gift of good leadership. Good 
leaders who may appear are often ignored, vilified, or killed. But things do not have to be this way, if 
everyone becomes responsible for life, and all lead together.  
 
While the global human family achieves an inter-connectedness like never before, we still permit our 
fear to drive all our decisions and relationships. Unlike the non-humans, we allow fear, rather than 
wisdom, to be our guide. Until recently, the world has rarely known this kind of madness - and 
never to this degree. Human existence is at the threshold of its breaking-point, or opening to 
something new. 
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Non-humans' participation in life is naturally self-correcting. Indigenous humans respected non-
humans as brothers, sisters, and teachers, gratefully sharing the world with them. That world, which 
is now almost forgotten, must be reclaimed. A benign Earth-wide culture must emerge, equally 
inclusive of humans and non-humans. 
 
It has been said that the "desire for more cows" leads to conflict and war. This desire, which 
thoroughly pervades the Earth's human cultures now, is rooted in ancient fear that has given  
rise to every kind of war and strife. Our desire for more cows will inevitably destroy everything. 
 
 
 

Lightning represents the flash of grace. 
 

Thunder represents the sound of life. 
 

Cows represent all the soft living bodies of the Earth. 
 

 
 
I have seen the light shine upon the faces of mammals, birds, reptiles, trees, lakes, grasses, 
mountains, and humans. I looked and listened for truth until it revealed my impediments to 
understanding my situation. Since my birth, I have not changed - I am still the same I was before I 
went to school and accumulated experience. I am still the soft, vulnerable body who once breathed 
deeply, sensed easily, felt open, loved, and naturally contemplated the mystery. You are, too. 
 
When Fear-No-More's Vision is practiced, ordinary life becomes wonder and mystery. 
  
With the most profound respect for indigenous people, we must realize that everyone is Earth-born!  
 
All alive here are indigenous to the Earth, and to the heart.  
 
All of us have the responsibility, while we visit, to caretake this world.  
 
The Vision of Fear-No-More arises all-around - within your heart and home, space, and life, and in 
the dogs and cats, horses and reptiles, birds, trees, plants, and in the places of our communities. 
 
By networking together and creating programs, events, and training, a movement may emerge - 
fearing-no-more everywhere. 
 
For people living in separation and fear, life is a puzzle that will never be solved.  
 
In the disposition of fearing-no-more, what was once confounding becomes the doorway to joy, 
freedom, and peace. 
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Re-Telling 22. 
 
 
I have come to the frightening conclusion that I am the decisive element.  
 
It is my personal approach that creates the climate.  
 
It is my daily mood that makes the weather.  
 
I possess tremendous power to make life miserable or joyous.  
 
I can be a tool of torture or an instrument of inspiration. I can humiliate or humor, hurt or heal.  
 
In all situations, it is my response that decides whether a crisis is escalated or de-escalated, and a 
person is humanized or de-humanized.  
 
If we treat people as they are, we make them worse.  
 
If we treat people as they ought to be, we help them become what they are capable of becoming. 
 
 
 

- Johann Wolfgang von Goethe 
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Great Friend 28. 

 

Shine with Fear 

 

- from a talk by Adi Da Samraj, February 8, 1980 

 

Feel your anxiety, your fear of death, or however fear is coming on you now, and just radiate that 
feeling. 

Feel into it so intensely that you practically shine with it.  

Once you locate it and radiate it, it ceases to be fear. It becomes free energy. It becomes blissful.  

Fear is just the life energy of the being contracting upon itself, causing pressure that is explosive and 
unpleasant.  

Don't force the life principle into self-contraction, fear, and negativity.  

Allow it to be radiant. Its impulse is to be radiant, to be naturally present without contraction. And 
there is no fear in that. 
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Re-Telling 23. 

 

Fear No More 
William Shakespeare 

 

 
Fear no more the heat o' the sun, 

Nor the furious winter's rages; 
Thou thy worldly task hast done, 

Home art gone, and ta'en thy wages: 
Golden lads and girls all must, 

As chimney-sweepers, come to dust.  
 
 

Fear no more the frown o' the great;  
Thou art past the tyrant's stroke;  
Care no more to clothe and eat;  
To thee the reed is as the oak:  

The scepter, learning, physic, must  
All follow this, and come to dust. 

 
 

Fear no more the lightning-flash,  
Nor the all-dreaded thunder-stone;  

Fear not slander, censure rash;  
Thou hast finished joy and moan:  
All lovers young, all lovers must  

Consign to thee, and come to dust. 
 
 

No exorciser harm thee!  
Nor no witchcraft charm thee!  

Ghost unlaid forbear thee!  
Nothing ill come near thee!  
Quiet consummation have;  
And renowned be thy grave! 
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Great Friend 29. 

 

Remain Open 

 
- from a talk by Adi Da Samraj 

 
 

Love is a freedom for relationship that is based on self-knowledge. 
 

And thus, also, our relationships are built not on simple love,  
but on a difficult process of mutual knowing.  

 
And most of love is not deep feeling-affection, but a willingness to work in relationship in order to 

exceed our limitations and remain open to others. 
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Re-Telling 24. 

 

We need another and a wiser and perhaps a more mystical concept of animals.  

Remote from universal nature, and living by complicated artifice, man in civilization surveys the 
creature through the glass of his knowledge and sees thereby a feather magnified and the whole 
image in distortion.  

We patronize them for their incompleteness, for their tragic fate of having taken form so far below 
ourselves.  

And therein we err, and greatly err. For the animal shall not be measured by man.  

In a world older and more complete than ours, they move finished and complete, gifted with 
extensions of the senses we have lost or never attained, living by voices we shall never hear.  

They are not brethren, they are not underlings; they are other nations, caught with ourselves in the 
net of life and time, fellow prisoners of the splendor and travail of the earth. 

 

- Henry Beston, 1928 
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Great Friend 30. 

The following passage reveals that each of us is entirely responsible for the whole!  

What we see and feel going on outside us also goes on within us. It is one event. If we truly "get" 
this, everyone and everything can become rightened all at once.  

 
~    ~    ~ 

 
 

It Is All One Pattern 
 

From Adi Da Samraj, 2008 
 

The same issues pertain at the individual level that pertain at the global level.  

They are about the same pattern.  

Self-management must be established at the individual scale, just as it must be established at the 
collective and global scale.  

Thus, the big picture and the small picture are one picture. They are hand-in-glove with one another, 
and must be understood as such. 

Global imbalances are a reflection of individuals.  

At the global scale, everyone is aware of pollution and climate change and extreme weather patterns, 
and so forth.  

However, people are less aware of how such global issues are a reflection of what human beings are 
doing individually, and how the system is controlling people negatively.  

The same system is producing both pollution of the Earth-world and pollution of the human body.  

It is all one pattern.  
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Re-Telling 25. 

 

Out on the heath, King Lear asked Gloucester, "How do you see the world?" 

Gloucester,  
                 who was blind,  

                 answered,  
 
"I see it feelingly." 

 

- from King Lear, by William Shakespeare 
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Great Friend 31. 
 
 

A Depth Domain 
 
 

- from a talk by Adi Da Samraj, 1996 
 
 

Non-humans exhibit a kind of natural predisposition to contemplate, to feel beyond, even beyond 
waking, dreaming, and sleeping to a depth domain. 

 
They do this freely, voluntarily. 

 
They enter into this pleasurable, deep swoon into the divine source-domain. 
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Re-Telling 26. 

 

The human body resonates at the same frequency as Mother Earth. So instead of only focusing on 
trying to save the Earth, which operates in congruence to our vibrations, I think it is more important 
to be one with each other.  

If you really want to remedy the Earth, we have to mend mankind. And to unite mankind, we heal 
the Earth. That is the only way. Mother Earth will exist with or without us.  

Yet if she is sick, it is because mankind is sick and separated.  

And if our vibrations are bad, she reacts to it, as do all living creatures. 
 

- Suzy Kassem  
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Relax and Breathe 
 
 
Gently breathe in and out several times, or more if you wish, feeling the energy flowing in your 
hands, feet, face, and body. Breathe into and from the heart, and radiate life to infinity. When you 
feel ready, continue reading, and feeling, and breathing. 
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Great Friend 32. 
 
 
The following excerpt from a talk of Adi Da's describes the struggles of egoic patterning that we all 
endure from the moment we first sense, mistakenly, our separation from others and things. These 
patterns define and control us, and negatively affect the world if we do not understand and 
transcend them.  
 
 

~    ~    ~ 
 
 

Turn with Feeling-Attention 
  
 

From a talk by Adi Da Samraj, February 1977 

Birth is separation or identification with the vulnerable born condition. It is, in the human case, vital 
shock or fear. 

When fear becomes self-conscious - when we are seen and known, even by ourselves, to be afraid - 
shame arises. 

Shame leads to self-indulgence or patterns of desire and self-manipulation that enervate the body-
being, spending the available life-force. This includes every kind of activity relative to the great cycle 
of money, food, and sex. 

When energy or life is spent to the point of enervation and loss, feelings of emptiness and sorrow 
overcome the being. 

When emptiness and sorrow become self-conscious - when we are seen and known, even by 
ourselves, to have wasted life or failed to master its impulses - guilt arises. 

Guilt leads to flight and the sense of being chased or under attack. It may lead to suicidal self-
possession, but when escape is realized to be impossible, then anger arises. 

When anger does its aggressive work, murderous in its intent and power - so that we are seen and 
known, even by ourselves, to have become the enemy of life and love - remorse arises. 

Remorse repents of separation, fear, shame, self-indulgence, emptiness, sorrow, guilt, flight, anger, 
and aggressive self-possession. Therefore, remorse, or repentance, fully and clearly realized, 
establishes the bodily-being in the mood of non-separation and love. 

For this reason, men and women are advised since ancient times to repent and to love, to become 
established in the balanced feeling center of the being, which is the heart - and to turn with feeling-
attention, and the love which moves beyond self-possession, into communion with the reality or 
absolute divine condition, which stands eternally before the heart.  
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Re-Telling 27. 

 

In Australia's outback, a mob of kangaroos repeatedly visited a farmer's wheat fields, eating his 
crops. One evening, he lay in wait with a rifle and night scope. As the kangaroos moved out of the 
forest and into the wheat, he aimed his gun at a large, healthy buck. As he began to squeeze the 
trigger, he saw the kangaroo looking back at him, and heard "Don't shoot!"  
 
He lowered the rifle, the kangaroo still glaring at him! Then he heard the words, "Thank you". He 
didn't know what to think, but couldn't bring himself to shoot any kangaroos that night.  
 
The following nightfall, he waited again at the field. When the troupe reappeared, he sat on the 
ground, releasing his inhibitions over what he was about to do, and then began talking to them!  
 
He offered them a deal. For the kangaroos' benefit, he would grow a buffer zone of wheat alongside 
his farm - solely for them. If they remained in the buffer and left his crops alone, he would ensure 
there was always some wheat for them to enjoy, and they would be safe from harm. He determined 
that this was the honorable thing to do, as he was actually on their land, where they had lived for 
centuries.  
 
From that night forward, the kangaroos held to the deal, never venturing into his section, and he 
always maintained some wheat for them. 
 
When the farmer eventually sold the property, he told the new owners about the arrangement with 
the kangaroos, hoping they would continue it.  
 
But several days after they moved onto the land, they saw the kangaroos in the buffer zone, and 
quickly began shooting them.  
 
The next night, a multitude of kangaroos made their way into the inner crops, destroying and eating 
much of the wheat! 
 
The agreement was over. 
 
 

- source unknown, adapted by the author, S.C. 
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Great Friend 33.  

 

Love is Action 

 

- Adi Da Samraj, February 1977 

 

The condition or demand of service is the condition or demand of love. 

Love and service are identical, and they are the fulfillment of the law… 

Love is action, or real availability, not a merely subjective attitude of mind and emotion. 
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Re-Telling 28. 

 
 
The sprawling Tennessee sanctuary of open fields, forested hills, streams, ponds, and mud-holes is 
now home for some fortunate elephants who previously were confined in zoos and circuses.  

As we wandered the fields, four elephants encircled us.  

I was grateful to be in their company.  

Their presence relaxed every cell of my brain and body, and silenced my mind.  

A sanctuary dog trotted into the circle to sit before one of the elephants, who lowered her trunk to 
pet the dog, purring happily with intermittent squeaks. 

While standing with these soft-eyed giants, my skin tingled as they silently sounded to each other.  

When it was time to leave, all I wanted to do was go off somewhere and meditate, to continue 
imbibing the elephants' culture of contemplation. 

 

- author, S.C. 
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Great Friend 34. 

Many non-humans are physically trapped and controlled by human beings, but we are more trapped 
in our minds than they are. Perhaps, when we become free from our own self-capture, we will no 
longer feel the need to over-control non-humans or ourselves. 

 
~    ~    ~ 

 
 

Not Trapped 
 
 

From a talk by Adi Da Samraj, 2006 

Human bondage comes from mind. The non-humans native to this Earth-world are not trapped in 
mind - at least, not to the degree (or in the same manner) that is the case with human beings. Of 
course, the non-humans here suffer a level of operative psyche that represents bondage even in their 
case - but, nevertheless, all the non-humans native to this Earth-world innately enjoy a fundamental 
freedom from the bondage to mind that is uniquely manufactured and exaggerated by human 
beings. That is why human beings have a unique obligation relative to the transcending of egoity, 
and relative to the ordeal of divine self-realization.  

Generally speaking, the non-humans native to this Earth-world are, by their natural nature, innately 
extended into the field of transcendental contemplation. Therefore, they can always readily drop out 
of their rudimentary bondage to mind. Fundamentally, as an innate characteristic, they stand prior to 
mind. In that sense, the non-humans here are (to some degree) already free. They are not absolutely 
free, because they are still bound to conditionally manifested existence - but they do enjoy an 
inherent means for transcending conditionally manifested existence.  

Therefore, the non-humans native to this Earth-world do not require verbal instruction in how to 
practice the ego-transcending, mind-transcending, and world-transcending way. I relate very directly 
to the non-humans here - and I freely relate to them spiritually. Indeed, I do my avataric divine 
spiritual work in direct relation even to apparently inanimate "things" - including the very structures 
and materials of both human and natural spaces. This directness that characterizes my tacit 
relationship to all that arises conditionally does not require words, because the non-humans here 
(and even all material conditions here) have no innate requirement to overcome word-mind. Human 
beings are (as egos) uniquely unavailable to spiritual influence - only because of the force of mind, 
the force of the patterning associated with conceptual and perceptual bondage.  

Every human individual virtually "carries the world around" in the form of his or her own mind. 
Every human being carries a "personalized" facsimile of the world in speech-mind, in mental 
pictures, in "point-of-view"-based psychology and psyche - and all of that is nothing but an illusion. 
That mind-world exists only in the brain-field, and in the energy-field otherwise associated with the 
physical brain. That mind-world does not exist otherwise. 
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Re-Telling 29. 
 
 
The entire world is a living being.  
 
Planet Earth is a warm, breathing entity, alive in divine mystery.  
 
Like all the forms and beings upon and within it, the Earth is changing and passing away. 
 
The animals and plants, the rivers, oceans and mountains, all exist within this context.  
 
They are contemplatives by natural design, without the burden of conceptual thinking mind.  
 
Humans, in our most inherent simplicity, in genuine feeling, are also natural contemplatives. 
 
But, by and large, we resist our spiritual impulse. 
 
Instead, we dwell in mind and thinking, forgetting our true nature.  
 
If we know this about ourselves, we can heal what we are doing to our hearts, and to the heart of the 
world.    
 
 
 

- author, S.C. 
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Great Friend 35. 

No one in the areas of science, philosophy, religion, or the humanities has ever quite communicated 
what Adi Da says about the non-humans. Some have hinted at something like it, but he says it most 
clearly. His descriptions of the depths and intelligences of all non-human life are unparalleled for 
their insight and wisdom.  

~    ~    ~ 

  
The True Religious Life of the Non-Humans 

 
 

From a talk by Adi Da Samraj, January 6, 1996  

It is perhaps a general presumption that non-humans don't have a true religious life. They may not 
organize themselves outwardly in the cultural way that suggests religion to human beings, but if you 
examine their behavior, you do see them in contemplation, utterly still. 

And they choose to not be busy a lot. And when they have business to do, they do it. If something 
has to be addressed, their reaction is quick. They go about dealing with it, but they want to do that 
as efficiently and quickly as possible - eating, food gathering, whatever it may be - so that they can 
odalisque [blissfully contemplate] some more. 

If you observe them, they enter into a state of contemplation, without thought. There's nothing 
impinging on them. They find a safe place and make sure everything's taken into account relative to 
the safety of the body, and then they drop out. 

The non-humans are in states of contemplation, feeling beyond body-consciousness, going beyond 
the afraid-to-lose-the-body disposition, forgetting it entirely, entering into a zone of body-
consciousness, beyond contracting on the separate body. They enter directly into the state of divine 
contemplation. They have their own way of doing it. 
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Re-Telling 30. 
 
 
Be as simple as you can be; you will be astonished to see how uncomplicated and 
happy your life can become.   
 
 
 

- Swami Paramahansa Yogananda 
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Great Friend 36.  

When we focus on improving particular issues as if they are separate from the whole, we can end up 
making them worse. Successes might be achieved, but unless they are integrated with everything 
else, they will be unstable. Both small and large issues must be served within a global view. 
  

 
~    ~    ~ 

 
  

The World Is Self-Correcting 
 

 
From a talk by Adi Da Samraj, 2008 

Systems are self-correcting. The universe, or the "world", is self-correcting. What are the "problems" 
of humankind all over the world the result of? Humankind's problems are the result of not allowing 
the system to work. All kinds of other interim decisions are made, and those decisions hold patterns 
in place, like the stave in the wheel, which will not allow the system to correct itself. 

There are problems all over the world - political and environmental, and all the rest - that can be 
allowed to self-correct. But all the interferences that are in place are preventing that. And people are 
not equipped with the right understanding, or even willingness to embrace a right understanding, 
unless the matter is addressed to everybody. 

The same situation is occurring in the rather local situation of the individual body. The body is a 
system like all other holistic systems. It is part of a holistic (or total) pattern. As such, the body has 
many factors, many elements in play, which have to coordinate with one another in order to 
establish balance. The right questions to ask are: How do you serve that system? How do you enable 
the system to work? This rather than: How do you cure its problem? 

This systems-based approach is what I am recommending in all matters of right-life practice - 
including larger issues of world peace, and so forth. All right life for humankind is fundamentally 
based on this logic of address - which is different than the logic by which people are functioning 
otherwise.  

The systems-based approach is different than how the ego works. The ego is essentially predatory. It 
looks to focus its attention on something "problematic", and then it attacks it - in order to control it, 
get rid of it, solve it as a problem, and so forth.  That is "ego picking" - which perpetually creates 
more problems, and then treats them in the same manner. 

After a while, you have done that so many times that nothing works anymore - and then you die, 
and everything altogether collapses. The entire system collapses. 

 This is what is happening with humankind as a whole. This is what is happening with individuals. 
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The Vision of Fear-No-More 11. 
 

 

The Fear-No-More Vision 

 

 

Forty-four years of quiet development within Fear-No-More Zoo and the Sacred Camel Gardens 
gave us the universal Vision of Fear-No-More. 
 
The Vision's objective is serving local and global issues, by bringing the disposition of Fearing-No-
More into conversations, forums, and projects, serving to relieve all fears within the present and 
future world. 
 
Every one of us can contribute to this.  
 
If you live on the Earth, you are included!  
 
We must all work and serve together for a world where fear does not rule. 
 
 

www.fearnomore.vision 
 
 Connect: stucamels@gmail.com 
 
 
Please allow and support the Vision of Fear-No-More to pervade our global commons, our 
conference rooms, living rooms, backyards, forests, and open fields everywhere, liberating ourselves 
and the Earth from the burden of our chronic fear and its darkening results. 
 
Our presence upon this multi-colored planet must be of brightening service to all of life. 
 
 
 

Fear-No-More 
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Relax and Breathe 

 
 
Gently breathe in and out several times, or more if you wish, feeling the energy flowing in your 
hands, feet, face, and body. Breathe into and from the heart, and radiate life to infinity. When you 
feel ready, continue reading, and feeling, and breathing. 
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Peroration 
 

Recapitulation ~ Forgiveness ~ Gratitude ~ Prayer ~ Action ~ Change 
 

  
The following appendix offers some practical information for you to explore and use: 

 
 

Page 226  
Serving Life in Dying and Death 

 
Page 231 

Serving Trees and Tree Culture 
 

Page 234 
Visiting Zoos and Parks  

 
Page 236 

Essential Water 
 

Page 238 
Natural Cultures - 

Herds, Flocks, Packs, Pods, Colonies, Hives, and Schools 
 

Page 241 
Pterippi, Dragons, and Sages - 

Horses, Camels, and Humans Awake  
 
 

The First Person Is All of Us  
 
 

The Adventure of Standing Up 
 

 
Closing Words  

 
Page 249 
Glossary  

 
Page 250 

Recommended Reading 
 

 
For further information, or to connect: 

 
Website: www.fearnomore.vision   Email: stucamels@gmail.com 

 

http://www.fearnomore.vision/
mailto:stucamels@gmail.com
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Serving Life in Dying and Death 
 

 
 
 

"Because of your position in the midst of things, you tend to think of death over against life. But 
when you begin to understand your actual situation, then you see the process that manifests as 
living, experiencing, and dying as a continuum - a single process."   

- Adi Da Samraj 
 
 
 
 
Just as your body will die, so will the bodies of your family, friends, and pets. The following pages 
are intended to support your caring for pets and other animals in their passing, whether they die 
through natural or other causes. 
 
Elephants, cetaceans, non-human primates, birds, and many others mourn, and are sometimes 
observed in cultural rituals of mourning. Those whose outward expressions we might not easily 
recognize as grief may still profoundly feel the loss of intimates, and actively participate in releasing 
them. 
 
Understanding life's passage through days and years, you may also appreciate the virtue of yielding 
yourself to mystery, into what our minds cannot comprehend, even while the body survives. To 
varying degrees, this is the root of all non-human's lived experience - regardless of species, 
personalities, environmental influences, and learned behaviors. 
 
As natural contemplatives, they consciously and directly participate in divine awareness. 
 
Experiencing another's transition, whether human or non-human, is part of life. Humans' funerary 
rituals often become events for dramatizing fearful loss, grief, and regret, rather than serving the 
transition of the one leaving. And many of us try to be immune to the deaths we see around us, 
hoping to protect ourselves from the real and imagined threats of such events. 
 
Whether from religious, spiritual, or secular resources, humans have created numerous methods, 
sometimes complicated, for tending to the dying and the deceased. While such practices may 
comfort and be of significance to humans, non-humans are better served more simply. 
 
When their passing time arrives, most non-humans transition quite smoothly. When their energies 
start to fold into the transition process at the close of their lives, they begin yielding beyond the 
body. And the best help we can offer is to serve them in this elegant simplicity, rather than adding 
our own complications and obstructing them. To effectively serve the dying, we must surrender 
everything we know, including our ideas of what they, and we, are. In his book Easy Death, Adi Da 
describes the death process in detail, and how to participate in it. Yogis, saints, and sages have also 
spoken and written about the psycho-physical structures of living bodies, clearly describing the 
natural transition processes. 
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"It is said that before entering the sea, a river trembles with fear. 
 
"She looks back at the path she has travelled, from the peaks of the mountains, the long winding 
road crossing forests and villages. 
 
"And in front of her, she sees an ocean so vast, that to enter there seems nothing more than to 
disappear forever. But there is no other way. The river cannot go back. Nobody can go back. 
 
"To go back is impossible in existence. 
 
"The river needs to take the risk of entering the ocean, because only then will fear disappear, 
because that's where the river will know it's not about disappearing into the ocean, but of becoming 
the ocean." 

                                                                                                                                   - Khalil Gibran 

 

 

 

Serving Animals We Do Not Know 

If you come across a so-called wild animal recently killed, or with fatal injuries, it is fine to offer 
help. If the animal is still alive, be careful to avoid injury from hooves, antlers, claws, spines, beaks, 
or teeth. 
  
When hurt or recently killed, animals are dealing with powerful energies, and the close proximity of 
humans could possibly contribute to their further stress. If you approach calmly, they will be less 
concerned. 
  
Move around the animal quietly, minimizing contact, and staying relaxed. Reactive concerns and 
emotions will not help. If the body is on a roadway, gently move it to a quiet place nearby - if it is 
safe to do so. Then leave the animal alone, to pass without further disturbance.  
  
Undomesticated animals do not need human help in releasing the body. Their largely contemplative 
lives have already prepared them well for this. You might return later to deal with the body 
appropriately, or notify relevant authorities.  
  
Euthanasia may be employed to relieve the animal from extended suffering, pain and bewilderment. 
Consider the guidelines for euthanasia that follow. 
  
In traditional indigenous cultures, hunting was sacred art. Animals were pursued with deep respect, 
and the ones killed were always honored. Songs were sung with apologies and thanks, sending away 
those departing with love and gratitude.  
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Serving Animals We Do Know 
 
When animals start along the process of dying, there are supportive things we can do.  
 
The first thing to do is retire them to a quiet place where they can be alone. This is their time. They 
are letting go of everything they know, and readying to appear somewhere else. Provide a safe and 
comfortable environment, and allow them enough privacy to let go without distractions. Respect 
them not as helpless children, but as adults (if they are) and as spiritual contemplatives, trusting their 
innate capacities for release. 
 
Somewhat before, as well as during and after physical death, minimize contact. Touching, petting, 
and hugging, though reassuring to us, disturbs and distracts the animal from the all-absorbing 
natural processes that he or she is now involved in. 
 
It is essential to consciously let go of all your fears, dependencies, and reactions. Express your love, 
thanks, and appreciation for the life you've shared. During the weeks, days, and hours leading to the 
animal's transition, express and say to him or her what you feel you need to.  
 
Many animals become profoundly loyal to us, and may try to hold on if they feel we are not yet 
ready for them to go - and after death, they may linger, which interrupts their smoothest possible 
transition. The most significant difficulty they can experience might be your attachment and 
unwillingness to release them. If acceptance of their death is challenging for you, talk with close 
friends who can help you let go. Meditation, spiritual retreat, and other preparations can help.   
 
The animal's comfort and relaxation in the final phases can be supported through pain medication, 
acupuncture, antibiotics, and other means. Consult your veterinarian. 
 
When in the dying animal's company, direct your attention to the deeper mystery, rather than only 
upon the physical body before you. Turn your feeling-awareness to the unknown, and release 
attachment, negativity, and fear. The passing individual will be drifting into the mystery. The physical 
death of another can serve as a wonderful instruction for us. 
 
Following the final exhalation, let the body rest in place for up to a day before burying or cremating. 
You might wish to adorn the body with flowers. You may wish to burn incense and play soft, sacred 
music. A simple release ceremony, with a candle, incense, and smudging with dried sage smoke 
around the body can be good to do. Because they are already contemplatives, most non-humans will 
transition within hours of the body ceasing to function. Humans can take up to three days, or more.  
 
During the wake, sit quietly - nearby, or away - meditating, releasing, and lovingly sending your 
friend on his or her way. You might take a good long walk.  
 
If the weather is hot, place bags of ice around the body. 
 
Collect your departed companion's things - bedding, bowls, leashes, toys, saddles, halters, and so on. 
Clean and store them, making your release as conscious and deliberate as possible. Meditate more. 
Rest. Feel. Breathe. Become more serious about life. Let these changes and passings affect you. 
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Euthanasia 

There are occasions when members of herds, packs, flocks, and prides will intentionally dispatch 
ailing individuals - through a bite, a kick, or a push. Non-humans have their reasons and methods 
for helping individuals move on. Primary among these is protection of the rest of the group. Ailing 
members can significantly slow a group's movement and attract predators. 

Support your animal friend to live as long as you feel is humanely responsible - perhaps until a 
natural release has occurred. Weigh the virtues of this against their pain and discomfort, and be 
sensitive to what the animal needs. 

Some individuals may welcome your intervention. Others will be inclined to go through the process 
without help. It is crucial for both you and the animal to feel what is happening, and freely release 
each other without expectations. Nervousness, fear, and doubts will disturb the animal. Try to offer 
balance, support, calmness, and relaxation. 

Non-humans readily accept their passing once it becomes certain. As long as their impulse to live 
continues, fully serve and support that. Only when their energies enter the final transition should 
your support follow them there - always serving life, not any ideas or fears of death. 

Employ euthanasia with love, sensitivity, and restraint, not for convenience. 
 
 
Questions For Guiding Employment of Euthanasia (from conversations with Adi Da, 1991) 

• Is the animal suffering pain, fear, or debilitation? Is it suffering pointlessly? 
 

• What is the individual's state? How does the animal communicate its state? 
 

• Are there procedures that might prolong its life, and should they be implemented? 
 

• Is the animal able to function? Is it disturbed and in great pain, or is it comfortable? 
 

• If it is not functioning, can it be healed to function well enough again? 
 

• What would occur over time if the process were one of allowing the death naturally, keeping 
in mind that it might need to be terminated at some point? 

 
 
Make use of euthanasia in a conscious and non-disturbing manner, intentionally sending the 
individual on its way. Make it a deliberate undertaking, full of feeling and love for the departing one, 
as well as for those assisting and intimately involved.  
  
Following an animal's passing, allow the others of the herd, or your family, to see the body, to touch 
it, lick it, whatever they need to do, so that they can understand what has occurred. This is an 
important and respectful thing to do. Also consider sending flowers, or a card, to the veterinarian 
for having done a difficult job well. 
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The Passing of Trees and Places 
 
Many indigenous cultures honored the lengthy lives of tree beings. When wood for canoes, tools, 
and buildings was needed, trees were carefully identified and felled amid ceremonies of preparation 
and gratitude. 
  
When Humpback Mother, an old pine tree at the Mountain Of Attention Sanctuary in California, 
passed away in the 1980s, Adi Da had the trunk ceremonially cremated, and some of the ashes were 
sent to him in Fiji. 
  
If you have strong connections with trees who may be dying, or who must be trimmed or felled, 
enter directly into relationship with them about it - we are all connected. You feel it, and so do they. 
  
The abstract felling of vast tracts of trees, and the great trees among them, dishonors them and us. 
  
When we ruin entire environments, valleys, mountainsides, and river systems, we must reckon with 
this, invoking forgiveness, understanding, and healing.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
"There is only one law in the universe that never changes - that all things change, and that all things 
are impermanent. " 
                                                                                                                 - Sogyal Rinpoche  
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Serving Trees and Tree Culture 
 
 
"Trees are sanctuaries. Whoever knows how to speak to them, whoever knows how to listen to 
them, can learn the truth. They do not preach learning and precepts. They preach, undeterred by 
particulars, the ancient law of  life."   - Hermann Hesse 
 
 
Throughout the world, native cultures practiced advanced disciplines of  tree care, using calcium and 
other minerals as central elements. Many of  the oldest and largest trees we know of  today were 
cared for by humans. Without careful tending, they may not have achieved such size and longevity. 
Intentional fires were also lit at the bases of  individual trees, causing them to buttress as they healed, 
increasing their stability for height. 
  
Following is a traditional prescription for supporting trees' good health. Use this ancient practice to 
care for your trees, and as a means for nurturing your relationship with them. While you will most 
likely focus on certain trees, you can serve any tree you come across with a simple bone or shell gift 
placed into the soil at its roots. 
 
The practice of  mineral-painting trees supports a meditative connection, wherein trees' steady 
contemplation may draw us into the same state of  communion as them. The mind gradually softens 
and stills. And as the heart opens, fear subsides while the trees usher us into the living mystery. Each 
tree painted will feel nourished and uplifted, as will the painter. Adi Da recommended that these 
tree-care practices be engaged worldwide by everyone. 
  
Vibrant tree health depends on a vibrant soil culture. Most trees prefer more alkaline soils. Minerals 
and trace elements, in the form of  whole or crushed shells and bones, painted on the bark and 
spread around under trees, improve soil fertility and pH.  
  
Applying organic minerals to trees and their environments was one of  the many stewardship 
methods employed by indigenous cultures. 
  
The following practices, taught to me by Dr. Lee Klinger, will improve the health of  most trees 
within a year or two. Younger trees respond more vigorously. Trees in robust health are resilient to 
insects, viruses, bacteria, and fungi. Their health is also magnified into the surrounding environment. 
Serving trees in this way revives and carries forward well-proven millennia-old methods. 
 
The required mineral ingredients were once harvested from local environments. Shells, mineral clays, 
and salts were collected from river banks, lakes, estuaries, reefs, and beaches. Bones and antlers were 
collected from the carcasses of  hunted or farm animals. Today, natural mineral ingredients can be 
sourced through local suppliers. 
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Serving Trees Sacredly 
 
Mineral Recipe 
 

• Mineralized rock salt       ½ part 
 

• Hydrated lime                  3 parts 
 

• Crushed oyster shells       1 part 
 

• Clean Water                     4 parts 
 

 
Items Needed: Buckets, Stirring Paddle and Tub, Gloves, Eye Protection, Old Clothes, Old 
Footwear, Sturdy Paint Brushes, Wire Brushes for scrubbing moss off  tree trunks. 
 
With the paddle, mix the ingredients in a large tub, making as much mineral cream/paste as needed. 
Clockwise stirring energizes the mixture. Other elements can be added to further potentize the mix, 
while addressing local mineral deficiencies. Otherwise, keep the recipe as simple as possible.  
 
Application 
 

• Using the wire-brush, scrub existing moss, which promotes acidity, from the tree trunks 
• Paint the bark with the mixture each year - for the first two years, then per decade 
• Spread crushed shells and minerals beneath trees every year or two - best before rains 

 
Beneficial microscopic crystals form in the drying paste, reducing moss on and around the trees. The 
extra minerals also benefit local animals. The dried mineral paint is permeable to moisture and air.  

Apply the paste before the rainy season. Dampening the bark helps with adherence. Spread the 
minerals around the tree bases, out to the canopy edges, then lightly cover the dry powder with 
mulch. The mulch further improves alkalinity, supporting beneficial fungi, and becoming tree food.  

This recipe is also good for food plants and ornamentals. Beneath the mulch, you can also bury hair, 
nail clippings, bones, egg-shells, insect casings, reptile skins and feathers. When decomposed, these 
provide excellent soil and tree nutrition. Fresh urine reduces moss, and strengthens bark on tree 
bases. When planting new trees, place them sufficiently far apart so they will grow large and broad. 
Maintain and manage secondary brush under the trees. Green lawns undermine tree health, so create 
broad mulch areas, keeping the mulch off tree trunks. Prevent lower branches from touching the 
ground. Forest bathing, exchanging energies, and gently climbing trees is good for us and them. 

 

 
"The world of  non-human beings (of  which the great trees are the epitome and the senior of  all) is 
a great process, from which and relative to which, and in which, human beings are developed and 
developing (by virtue of  a complex and ever-continuing event that functions at all levels, and not 
merely at the gross material level of  the psycho-physical cosmos)."    - Adi Da Samraj 
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Cultural Burning 
 

All the indigenous peoples of Europe, Asia, Africa, the Americas, Australia, and other regions 
engaged in environmental stewardship. One of their primary land-care practices involved the use of 
fire. Developed through millennia, intentional burning was refined to a sophisticated craft through 
people's sensitive and respectful relationships with the ecospheres within which they lived. 

If a region had humans living within or around it, the ecosystem was tended by them. Each system 
was managed differently, according to past, present, and future needs. Some areas were tended in 
cycles of hundreds of years. Others were tended every few years, or seasonally. 

The meticulous technology of "cool fires" was primarily used during damp seasons. The weather 
and its changes were carefully observed, with necessary adjustments made to support desired 
outcomes. Topographies were also accounted for. Every creature, plant, living system, and the very 
soils were considered and responded to. Places, plants, and animals favored by humans featured 
higher in the priorities, but the entire ecosystem's correct maintenance was paramount. No species 
or system fell outside this finely-tuned and always evolving stewardship. 

Burning cool fires in mosaic patterns created ample refuges into which local animals retreated, and it 
was forbidden to allow tree canopies to burn. The people did ceremonies to connect with the 
elements, and for guidance, and to inform the animals and plants of their intentions, and request 
permission to burn. All of this resulted in continually refreshed environments, and an ongoing 
abundance of food and nourishment. 

Intentional fire cleaned, refreshed, rebalanced, and nutrified systems. It kept habitats from becoming 
overgrown. It energized and purified all-important top-soils. Large herbivores also played significant 
roles in habitat maintenance. Intentional fire germinated many seed and nut species, perpetually 
propagating forests and grasslands. Across uncounted centuries, ecosystems evolved and adapted, 
with humans becoming their able caretakers, gradually shaping - in concert with other species - the 
living surfaces of the Earth. Land care developed to a high art across most regions of the planet. The 
resulting pattern of well-tended environments spanned the world, achieving a balance and harmony 
that persisted as long as humans maintained conscious, effective care. 

In recent centuries, cultural burning came into heavy disfavor. Instead of the regular and easeful 
employment of conscious fires, aggressive fire-suppression was adopted by new colonizers, along 
with the foreign concept of "untamed wilderness". As indigenous populations diminished, along 
with the large native herbivores and carnivores, vast regions of the Earth were pillaged, farmed, and 
disturbed, while others were neglected, becoming tangled and dangerous. 

Today's warming climate makes cultural burning practices as crucial as ever. The sooner these 
practices are revived, the better. Careful cool-burning keeps vegetative fuel to minimum-optimum 
levels, ensuring that fires do not become dangerous blazes. Environments will be cleaner, healthier, 
and safer. Hot fires destroy everything, whereas cultural burns nourish and enliven. Cultural burning 
reintegrates humans with nature, fostering a practiced understanding of our ancient and sacred role. 

• To learn more about cultural burning, contact indigenous peoples in your region. 
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Visiting Zoos and Parks  

 
 
Next time you go to a zoo, consciously pre-plan your visit. Decide which one or more animal groups 
to concentrate on, and read about them beforehand. Familiarize yourself with the fundamentals of 
their lives: where they originate, how their cultures are structured, what they like to eat, what the 
present situations of their natural habitats are, and so on. Already know some things about them 
before arriving. This is courteous to those who, by our insistence, live outside their natural realms. 
 
As you enter the zoo gates, before making your way to the first animal group on your list, pause and 
invoke the entire world of nature. As you near the animal group's enclosure, briefly linger a short 
distance away, but where you are visible. Once they notice you, proceed to the main viewing area to 
let them see you clearly. After introductions, when you're ready, find a comfortable place to sit for a 
few hours, settling there. Without intrusively staring, be observant and attentive - meditate, breathe, 
read a little, write or sketch. You're demonstrating to them, "I just want to be here with you", as in 
"being-together-doing-nothing" - (see pages 55, 56, 138, 143, 244, and 247). 
 
Typically, zoo residents observe humans casually wandering by, blandly staring, chatting, being 
endlessly distracted and barely aware of their surroundings. To the animals, the stream of traffic is a 
blur which they numbly notice. The passing crowd of humanity becomes life-draining. Some visitors 
also laugh loudly and yell, taunting and teasing. The average time people allow for viewing zoo 
residents is 3 seconds, a sign of how much interest people generally have for the animals.  
 
If you consciously approach the animals, introducing yourself with sensitivity and appreciation, and 
then stay for a good while, this will be something novel and different for them. After some time 
passes and the animals register that you are still there, they will become curious and attentive. As the 
process develops, you will start seeing them in new and enriching ways, just as they will also be 
seeing you. A meaningful relationship is beginning, and this can grow to inform your mutual lives in 
significant ways. You might start dreaming of the animals, and they might dream of you. You may 
feel their influences within your days. Their existence and yours will be expanded through the 
connections developed during ongoing visits. 
 
Spending time with a few animal groups or individuals, instead of rushing through the zoo, is the 
best way to engage with the typically contemplative non-humans there. Right within our cities, we 
can feelingly connect with some of the remarkably conscious beings of Earth's vast zoological-
botanical gardens. And through this, they can combine with humans in a whole new way.  
 
If everyone visited in this manner, zoos could begin serving humanity at the depth necessary to help 
with transforming human culture and its living relationship with nature. Zoos may even assume the 
qualities of non-sectarian temples, places set apart where humans and non-humans mutually 
participate in and share the contemplative depths that are the natural birthright of all beings. 
 
Such connections could change our lives - expanding our awareness of the world. These new 
purposes for zoos will likely not come from zoological organizations, but from their visitors. 
 
If, or as, we all begin to view and visit zoos differently, zoo developers, designers, and staff might 
also come to envision zoos and animal parks more accurately and profoundly.  
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How can their facilities and operations be re-imagined to better support non-humans' contemplative 
natures, and the potentially meditative qualities of the humans who work and visit there?  
 
Can areas for meditation and contemplation be integrated into designs? Can courses be developed 
and offered, guiding staff and visitors in meditative approaches for connecting with nature's most 
profound qualities? If visitors begin relating to zoos differently, as places for contemplation, deeply 
supporting the animal and plant residents, this will influence zoos to change and grow. 
 
A similar approach may be applied to national parks. Visit your sacred parks with this same intent. 
And request that their staff begin educating and providing the visiting public with more developed 
opportunities for participating with the natural life there. 
 
Many locations protected by national parks have been sacred places for humans through millennia.  
 
Indigenous people would visit some places only for sacred reasons, and only when they were fully 
prepared and initiated. They also actively served these places with careful cultural burning and land-
care practices. 
 
How can today's parks and their staff better prepare people for visiting?  
 
How can we more deeply ready ourselves before spending time in these unique environments? 
 
Humanity will easily respect nature, if it is supported, encouraged, and educated to do so. 
 
As city zoos may become sacred temples honoring the natural contemplation of all beings, national 
parks and similar places can also be holy precincts - not merely tourist destinations.  
 
These are realms of profound energies, where contemplation is naturally felt.  
 
Forests, rivers, mountains, deserts, swamps and oceans are temples of life's flourishing mystery.  
 
When you are fortunate to be in such places, stroll, sit, wander, meditate, and feel… 
 
 
 

The entire Earth-world is the true "zoology" of 
contemplative natural feeling… fearing-no-more. 
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Essential Water 
 

 
"The sage's transformation of the world arises from solving the problem of water. If water is united, 
the human heart will be corrected. If the water is pure and clean, the heart of the people will be 
readily unified and desirous of cleanliness. Even when the citizenry's heart is changed, their conduct 
will not be depraved. So, the sages' government does not consist of talking to people and persuading 
them, family by family. The pivot is water."      - Lao Tzu 
 
 

Without water, you would not exist, and most of Earth-life would not exist.  
Water and air are life's agents. And natural water is governed by true-water,  

the mystical profusion within which we all arise and dissolve. 
 

 
"Of course, we all know that water is transparent and has no taste, smell, or color. What's amazing 
about water is that it is able to show us myriad 'faces' depending upon the condition it is in or the 
information it is given… Water records information, and while circulating throughout the earth 
distributes information. This water sent from the universe is full of the information of life."     

- Masaru Emoto 
 
 
 

Do you care about water?  
Can you tell whether water is happy or sad?  

Are you consciously aware that your body is mostly water? 
 
 
"Water is sentient. It is open - to good and bad. It accepts everything... It gives up form, and takes 
the form of whatever you put in it. It becomes a vehicle for the formative processes of organisms. 
We are born into water. With water we are always moving back and forth between the worlds of the 
spirit and the senses. If we become students of water, of the wateriness of water, the very nature of 
water, we will learn a new social ethic."      - Theodore Schwenk 
 
 

You can communicate with water, and it can communicate with you. 
You can heal water that is broken and imbalanced. 

You can help to heal the world's waters. 
 
 
"In olden days, religious homage was done to water, for men felt it to be filled with divine beings 
whom they could only approach with divine reverence… Men gradually lost the knowledge and 
experience of the spiritual nature of water, until at last they came to treat it merely as a substance."    

- Theodore Schwenk 
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Talk with water, expressing love and gratitude.  
Listen and respond, and serve and support water.  

Welcome it. Don't force it or block it. Let it be free, and be free with it. 
 
 
"Water pictures - as though in a great parable - higher qualities of humanity's development. Qualities 
such as overcoming the rigidity of thought, or prejudice, of intolerance, the ability to enter into all 
things and to understand them out of their own nature and to create out of polarities of a higher 
nature."      - Jennifer Greene 
 
 

Water becomes depleted of living energy when it remains stationary for too long. It 
must move, flow, evaporate, bubble, and cascade. It must be allowed to thrive!  

Water is intelligent. It knows how to be! 
 
 
"When we allow water to become our teacher, it has a lot to show us about egotism, and how to 
overcome the intransigence of life, to move, to change, to be open, to give way - things that are very 
hard to do. When we learn from the nature of water, we will become far greater stewards of the 
watery household of Earth and our own soul natures… Water has a selfless quality. Water is 
inclusive. It engages. It absorbs."      - Jennifer Greene 
 
 

Study water. Read about it. Research flow-forms. Look into ways of energizing and 
purifying water. Learn about wetlands, and water's capacity to interact and conform 

with, and inform, all living beings and processes. 
 
 
"Water is our true astronomer…We ought to be able to see the workings of planetary movements in 
the water. Water brings what is of spiritual and cosmic nature down into the material world."  

- Jennifer Greene 
 
 

Love water. Give it thanks and gratitude.  
It is in your veins, and knows you intimately. 

 
 

Water fills the air, clouds, raindrops, puddles, rivers, lakes, and oceans. 
From deep in the sea, underground, and in sacredly living places, 

it pervades stone, soil, and food. 
Water flows and combines with almost everything. 

It transforms from liquid into solids and vapors, and back again. 
Water flows to here from space itself, and flows back to space. 
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Natural Cultures - 
Herds, Flocks, Packs, Pods, Colonies, Hives, and Schools 

 
 
 
Closing your eyes, drift back before human times, then further back, and further - all this living 
arising in spheres of perpetually surrendered communion. Even with life's essential purpose being 
sacred contemplation, we humans reject participation, choosing fear and separation instead. Non-
humans have lived ages across the Earth in cultures freer, in each moment, than all our own. 
 
Of the Earth's larger herbivores, following cattle, humans next allied themselves with camels. The 
two-humped Bactrians of Northern Asia were domesticated supposedly around six thousand years 
ago. Two thousand years later, as we are told, the one-humped Dromedaries were forcibly retained, 
and trained, along with horses, burrows, and elephants. In the Americas, llamas and alpacas were 
also brought to bear.  
 
The tall, single-humped camels I met in the Nadj of Arabia were members of herds reaching back 
nearly two hundred generations. Following oases and the seasons, camels and humans steadily 
integrated, mixing knowledge and lives into a shared existence.  
 
A Mongolian herdsman once related: "Long ago, when camels wore antlers and deer had none, a 
large bull grazed spring grasses upon a hillside. When a young deer arrived from across the steppes 
to attend a big celebration, he asked if he could borrow the camel's antlers for adornment, promising 
to return them the next day. Generous and trusting, the camel lent his antlers to the deer. And 
today, untold centuries later, although the deer has not returned, the camel still gazes out into the 
desert, waiting patiently."  
 
The camel I first knew was much like the bull in the Mongol's tale. Jingle Baba became one of my 
primary mentors. We understood and loved each other amid a rather ordinary life. In time, I came to 
feel that the antlers mentioned in the story signaled all camels' inherent participation in divine 
awareness. When we met, I was twenty-nine, and he was four. And he was always wiser than me. 
 
Our friendship drew me into camel culture, with its elegant wisdom and unique view of the world. 
Camels are persons, real and genuine. Living with an awareness unsullied by angular thoughts, they 
"think" harmonically, within the domains of feeling. 
 
Too easily, humans determine that animals' fundamental needs reside only in food, water, safety, and 
procreation. While these are critical elements of any life, more essential is active participation in 
living mystery. To varying degrees, people of old understood this.  
 
If you observe non-humans sensitively, contemplation is a quality easily seen and felt in them. 
However, when materialistic science or dogmatic religion is your primary interpreter of life, naturally 
contemplative virtues will likely go unnoticed, and not be experienced.  
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The same life flows through every horse, camel, elephant, and human. All of us are lived in mystery, 
and drawn to be free and whole, a birthright that is responded to within every genuine culture, no 
matter what race, species, or kind.  
 
Following is a brief outline of some of the things I learned from camel and horse cultures. More will 
be presented in another book to come. 
 
 
 
Culture 
 
Good leadership flows as essential wisdom into all herds, flocks, and schools. The need for defined 
leadership is met through the collective's choosing of one or more members to serve. 
 
Trustable leadership is maintained through the group's guidance of the individual leading. And the 
young are raised within layers of soft discipline, function, and instruction. 
 
All non-humans are serious about sacred contemplation. Without books, temples, or dogmas, they 
live truly religious lives, participating readily in natural divine awareness. Recognizing that the  
body is fragile and mortal is sufficient for them to surrender beyond contracted fear into life.  
 
Leadership is granted to those who are most capable, and they have little choice in the matter, as 
they are made to lead by those who follow. The best leaders are profound contemplatives, with the 
positive traits of sensitivity, intelligence, caretaking, foresight, strength, and compassion. 
 
Good leaders will not fight or diminish their own. When challenged, they move to thwart aggressors, 
but without exacting vengeance or harm. Then they look for opportunities to school the challengers, 
reminding them of healthy boundaries, cultural formalities, and respect. Good leaders build trust and 
connection. Lower-ranking bulls, stallions, and mares may instigate fights, but leaders never will.  
 
Making and maintaining positive alliances is an essential trait of good leaders. If they jeopardize their 
followers' trust, their protection and guidance of those members will be compromised. Leaders work 
hard to earn and maintain every member's positive and intelligent regard, without which they cannot 
direct the herd through life's challenges. 
 
Herd leaders are most often females, but can be either sex. Sometimes leadership is shared among 
several of the same sex, or both sexes. Good leaders tend to be unobtrusive, and will serve over 
many years, ensuring herd stability. The best leaders develop alliances so enduring that their 
leadership holds strong even in old age. The fundamental responsibility of leadership supports the 
life of contemplation, and access to safety, food, water, breeding, and the raising of young. When 
everyone feels safe, they can relax in life, and drift into the deeper contemplative bounds. 
 
Every herd's character is influenced by the personalities of the group and the environments within 
which they live. Well-balanced cultures are simple, realistic, and elegant in form, function, and flow - 
within the field of feeling.  
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Everyone wants to be guided. Even leaders prefer to be led, and will readily yield their roles when 
others show trustable qualities that can be followed. Fortunately, good leaders' integrity prevents 
them from yielding responsibility to any but the best qualified, and only after testing and proving.  
Whenever possible, good leaders avoid daily herd politics. Unless things get out of hand, they leave 
such matters to others. Real leadership involves asking, inviting, guiding, motivating, and protecting. 
It is never about dominance through aggression. Individuals do not appreciate being bullied.  
 
Occasionally, cultures may lack good leadership, and during such periods can fall under the influence 
of aggressively dominant individuals. Rogues do not inspire genuine respect or support, but their 
periodic appearances can challenge and mature the herd. While the best leaders seem to be born 
with innate capacities, I have seen leadership qualities manifest in some who earlier lacked them. But 
the responsibility of constant leadership is something for which only some seem capable.  
 
Wild herds develop into various sizes, and with flexible configurations, including members 
sometimes leaving to join other herds. Some will live alone, whether by choice or circumstance. 
Others might choose to simply live as a pair. Groups might number half a dozen, or be much larger. 
Sometimes lead stallions or bulls will maintain supportive friendships with other males. Those not 
able to conform to the culture will be sent away. Younger individuals with leadership potential 
receive mentoring from their elders. As they come of age, young males and females are sent away, 
gaining entrance into other herds when they are older and ready. 
 
Because herd leaders are selected by consensus, it is, in fact, the whole group that governs. In 
balanced cultures, everyone is a leader of some kind in some moments, and all members have 
standing. Many factors can disrupt herd life - troubling members, predators, meddling humans, lack 
of food and water, storms, floods, and fires. Good leaders ably try to cover such issues while 
supporting everyone's contemplation - through their own. 
 
When herds and species congregate to share water or food, a high level of cooperation is required 
between groups. With good leadership, such occasions unfold benignly within the natural order. 
 
Young are nurtured, embraced, and protected, but seldom coddled. While still infants, their displays 
of exuberance and exaggeration are well indulged. This supports them to feel secure and robust. It 
builds confidence and self-assurance. Then, when intense discipline is sometimes delivered, they can 
readily accommodate it and grow. And, by and large, once mature, they will have become 
wholesome members fully capable of performing their roles. 
 
Beyond the mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians, fishes, insects, and other animals, plants exist 
within cultures, too. So do microscopic organisms. And all living beings exist in and contemplate the 
same mystery.  
 
Humans today, as if lacking something fundamental, display widespread abstraction toward real life.  
 
But what only seems to be lacking is inherent within us, and can be rekindled. 
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Pterippi, Dragons, and Sages - 
Horses, Camels, and Humans Awake 

 
 
 
Imagine camels as mythic dragons of high desert plateaus, horses as galactic winged pterippi, and all 
humans as sages of cultures always free.  
 
Something of this awareness must guide our approach for engaging with camels and horses, because 
this is the freedom that we endeavor to reveal - in them and us. Without such a vision, we function 
only as brutes and yahoos.  
 
As humans in captivity, we exist mostly unaware of our freedom. Instead, we live within limits of 
mind and life until death. Our own shimmering "wings" lie folded, even forgotten, as we daily 
capture and hide our soft hearts. 
 
My engagement with camels and horses commences a process of dissolving the structured patterns 
enclosing us all. And gradually, human and non-human participants begin remembering themselves. 
 
All camels, horses, and humans require loving guidance through intelligent, healing relationships 
within cultures that exceed all the limitations we might impose on each other and ourselves.  
 
 
 

When woolly dragons stand before us, we burden them to be camels. 
 

We harness the soaring Pegasus to be a mere horse under saddle. 
 

And from panthers and wolves, we breed cats and dogs to flatter us! 
 
 
 
The approach I present, the Field of Prior Unity, assists humans and non-humans equally. 
 
In the next pages, I briefly introduce my approach for engaging with camels and horses. When 
properly learned, these directions will support your positive engagement with any living being. 
 
The sources I learned from include the camels and horses I've known, several human mentors, and 
the venerable spiritual master, Adi Da Samraj. There was also Awareness the cat, Coal the dog, 
Cinnabar the chameleon, Skyway the tree, Quiet Pete the parrot, Bill the chimpanzee, Bebe the 
monkey, Naitauba the island, Ongtupqa the canyon, and more.  
 
In the Field of Prior Unity, we engage in conscious service to the heart of life. 
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The Field of Prior Unity 
 
 
The Field of Prior Unity supports the development of honest relationships between living beings. 
 
The variety of horse and camel personalities is vast, ranging from introverted to aggressive. An 
individual's qualities and quirks unravel and release through the healing touch of a relationship 
formed in mutual awareness. Qualities are changeable. The heart is constant.  
 
 
Situation 
 
The horse or camel needs to be in a safe, open area where he or she can freely roam and choose 
whether to be with you, or leave. A round-pen is too confining, permitting insufficient choice. 
 
 
Tools 
 
A comfortable chair and time to spare. A book to read. A pad to write or sketch on. A hat. Good 
footwear. A light-weight flexible crop or wand, three to six feet (1 to 2 meters) long. No ropes, 
leads, or restraints. 
 
 
Beginnings 
 
How we begin describes our intent, and charts our course. If the horse or camel is aggressive or 
timid, sit outside the fence, beyond reach, relaxed. If the individual is safe to be around, place your 
chair in the pasture or arena. As often as possible, come and sit. Make the routine familiar. You are 
giving the camel or horse time to like you, so that when ready, it can offer you sincere contact. 
Everything waits for his or her first gesture. This sitting is good for you, too - to examine and release 
your agendas, impulses, fears, and doubts before moving into the animal's personal space and life. 
 
Being-together-doing-nothing, says, "I want to be with you. I don't want anything from you. I don't 
need to pet you, or have you touch me". You are saying and demonstrating, "I love you". 
 
But there is one thing you must insist on. The horse or camel needs to respect your personal space. 
For this, when necessary, use the crop to draw your circle of comfort, outside of which the animal 
must remain. If you demonstrate intelligent boundaries, the horse will come to trust and think well 
of you. If you never force or rush, but only move with feeling-intelligence and sensitivity, every 
interaction will be profound. Engage only with consent, always building respect, and soon there will 
be few things that you cannot explore together.  
 
The Field of Prior Unity is not a thing to do, but a "place" to go and be. Arriving there, you will not 
wish to leave. As you sit in the field, inquisitive others will also begin observing you. Birds, squirrels, 
and reptiles may start approaching. How you respond to them, and to all other animals and humans, 
will reveal much about you to the camel or horse. Everything you do shows who you are. Gradually, 
you become transparent and fully known, and the horse will also reveal itself to you. 
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Continuing Further 
 
Commencing in this fashion with a camel or horse has readjusted many people's views of animals, 
themselves, and life. Effectively engaged, it is a transformative process. The required patience and 
introspection provoke a new awareness. Being-together becomes an enriching experience, wherein 
participants release old agendas to continue exploring this "new" realm, now becoming familiar.  
 
Regardless of the activities you and the horse or camel engage in, always maintain being-together. A 
relationship is a responsibility, and your animal friend will be counting on you - his or her world is 
opening up, too! 
   
Within the Field of Prior Unity, moving forward into other activities is best done with direct 
guidance and support. In the beginning, you will have many concerns and questions. You will also 
have ideas and impulses to be considered and released, and possibly acted on. Innumerable nuances 
will arise, which can be resolved with the help of an experienced guide.  
 
We will never entirely know the horses or camels we meet and love. And they will never know all of 
who we are. But we each reside within the same mystery, and our hearts resonate in that clarity. 
 
Cultural herd formalities support every interaction - staying safe, showing respect, observing 
boundaries and permissions, enjoying life. As relationships deepen, a profound rapport engenders 
understanding, trust, reverence, mutual caretaking, and love. Communication becomes heart-based 
and intuitive. You will engage each other in ways that uplift. 
 
The sacred cultures of the open field are profound. If we choose to enter that world, we must 
become serious students of its contemplative life. How should we relate to horses who are free to 
decide whether to come or go? And how should horses and camels relate to humans who let them 
choose? Only by the time you discover what the horse wants and needs from you will you be ready. 
When you're sufficiently prepared, you will naturally see. 
 
How do you say "hello" to a horse or a camel? How do you ask them to move forward, backward, 
or sideways? How do you permit the horse to move you? How do you give it a choice? How do you 
lead-walk softly together? How do you draw the camel to you, or send the horse away? What about 
talking, listening, empowering, and developing good table manners?  
 
Never push too hard or far. Listen and learn. Know when to stop. Stopping at good moments 
nurtures good feelings and optimism. Try never to be upset by the horse or by surprising events that 
might occur in the environment. The horse or camel depends on you to be a steady presence. 
 
In the Field of Prior Unity, you will learn everything you need to know to enhance everything you 
do together. The field informs every activity you and your horse agree to do with each other. Trust 
alone will see halters, bridles, saddles, harnesses, and riders happily received if life, indeed, requires 
these. Leading, trailering, riding, carrying loads, pulling plows and so on, can and must always be 
facilitated with consent. One area where consent is not always an option is dangerous situations. 
Sometimes we must act immediately, where waiting would be disastrous! This is something horses 
and camels readily understand and can accept, especially if trust is already alive.  
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If we put aside conventional training methods and allow this real relationship to develop, the hidden 
dragons, pterippi, and sages will be freed. Trust enough to release doubts and fears, and the folded 
wings will unfurl.  
 
When we put down the sharp sticks and prods, the hard metal and leather, we also begin releasing 
ourselves, and our cultural pasts. Before us is another world where humans intelligently embrace the 
singular, diverse, and contemplative cultures of all Earth beings, equal at heart - if we so choose. 
 
In the Field of Prior Unity, we are not looking to attain results. We are nurturing honest responses - 
ours and theirs.  
 
While many non-humans live in dynamic cultures, some function more simply in ways harder to 
observe. All beings maintain associations with their own kind and others daily. Each of us sees and 
feels everyone else. If someone moves, it is felt, noticed, and related to. Even stationary beings and 
things notice, and are noticed. Varied cultures are not as distinct as we assume. Together, we, and 
they, comprise one culture of life, where being-together-doing-nothing and feeling everything is 
fundamental intelligence. 
 
Humans also understand this, but we must choose and practice it - meditating, feeling, breathing, 
and surrendering to the mystery.  
 
 
 
Table Manners - Food Culture 
 
I will briefly discuss table manners, as food reaches deeply into every being's vital life. I do not give a 
complete description of food culture here, as it is also very much a personal, case-by-case process. 
 
Food and water are essential for bodily existence. And, as Adi Da noted, "it is… at the table that 
meditation begins". Eating is a vital ritual of all herd cultures, enhancing hierarchies, relationships, 
and building trust, confidence, intelligence, and critical learning in younger ones. Food consumption 
is not a casual pastime for non-humans. Most animals in captivity miss out on this important ritual. 
Developing table manners is a many-layered practice that can correct and heal a great deal for them. 
 
Group activities around food are serious occasions where much is learned, understood, and 
culturally maintained. Food should never become a game. Boundaries, formalities, patience, respect, 
and hierarchy all come into play during meals. When domestic animals are not given fundamental 
instruction around food taking, their development will be impaired. 
 
Good table manners serve the growth of horses, camels, dogs, and others in the following ways: 
enhanced self-awareness; self-management of impulses; resolution of traumas; elimination of 
bullying, mistrust, and competition; fostering sharing, patience, communication, respect, confidence, 
and calmness; improved digestion, health, vitality, and outlook; developing caretaking attitudes; 
becoming positive herd members; feeling sustained; deepening contemplation, and an improved 
capacity for a smooth transition at the time of physical shedding. 
 
Being-together and eating-together. If we develop these two life elements responsibly, our camel and 
horse companions can grow to their fullest capacities, and be healthy, intelligent life partners.  
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All of Us 

 

 

"As long as anyone or anything has not understood, I have not understood. 
Even so, I am the Heart." 

                                                                                 - Adi Da Samraj, 1972 

 

The "first person" is not a someone, but everyone and everything. Philosophers and scientists argue 
about the nature of time, but real life is free of clocks. Existing simultaneously is everyone and 
everything that ever was, is, and will be. The illusory grid of time prevents us from readily 
experiencing this. When Adi Da referred to himself as the First (Adi) Person (Da), he spoke from a 
condition untethered from time, an all-inclusive state transcending the ages. The First Person is not 
an individual being, but the indivisible singular consciousness of all - the prior unity of existence. 
 
People think of Adi Da as a man, a human being - which he was. But he was also much more - a 
wind from beyond, a great desert tree, a deep ocean, and the space between everything within which 
we appear. To see him as a mere man is to miss all of that. And to see ourselves as only human 
denies the everything we are. Some say he is God, and others argue against it. In his wonderment, he 
reported that there is only God - everywhere! 
 
I knew him as free, aware that he wanted the same for me. I was both drawn and resistive. To be 
free is to become fully responsible for every positive and negative position, relinquishing every hope, 
desire, fear, and doubt. Engaging with him was enormously challenging, and a remarkable gift.  
 
He encouraged me to confront all my fears, that I might perceive what he wanted me to. I always 
came up short in this creative work in which I am still engaged. To have such demands put to you, 
and accept them while knowing you are unprepared and unqualified, and certain to fail, is like 
granite trying to become water. But total failure is the price for freedom.   
 
In the wake of his life, all who encountered Adi Da can say they met a genuinely wild one, free, and 
uncompromised by human limits - although to serve us, he had to entertain and endure our limits. 
Being around him was like visiting a lion or a silverback gorilla. There was nothing casual about it, 
and with the heart open, respect flowed naturally. He was also profoundly compassionate and gentle. 
 
Humanity's responsibility is to participate contemplatively in natural divine awareness, wholly 
integrated with the living world. This is the Vision of Fear-No-More, without which, human culture 
and everyone's inherent purpose remains unrealized. 
 
Around Adi Da gathered a group of good-hearted people intent on learning his teachings. But as 
many groups throughout history have done, they could not help but also struggle against the truths 
he taught, turning his words into religion for protecting and consoling themselves. We all did this to 
varying degrees, with him continually reminding us that conventional, historical religion was not at 
all what he was about.  
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"Sitting with a bunch of people, 
around with me, 

in front of a large stone, 
an irregular, 

natural-shaped, 
no particular symbolism 

about it, 
just a massive stone… 

 
And if we would sit there together 
and just enter into consideration, 

everything would be revealed that would be sufficient. 
 

Now, why is it sufficient? 
It's a structure that is associated with inherent reality in form. 

 
It suggests it, 

and therefore, allows a contemplation that ultimately 
leads to the discovery of its nature." 

 
           - Adi Da Samraj, 1996 
 
 
Each night I disappear, and in the morning, return. While sleeping, things and events are clearly not 
"mine". Once arisen, the world's happenings overtake me more than I like. The demand to be 
responsible for everything is more than I expected! 

Adi Da showed us that we can never say "goodbye", because love does not do that. But we must 
responsibly farewell the limitations we present to life from fear. The "Stuart" I know is temporary, 
and not dependable, and I must forgive that. In meditation, the heart settles, releasing familiar self, 
everything and everyone, with the ends of separation always at hand. So, what now? 

 

 

"All space, the moon and stars, the clouds and sky, the sun itself, and what is beyond are objects of 
our expansive interest, whereby we counter the effects of our busy Earth-consciousness. Therefore, 
always be alive to what you do not yet, or ever can, possess, and know. Wonder rests the vital being 
and cools the brain. When you are free to know nothing and be nothing, then you may hear what is 
truth, and so become a devotee of the unknown through eternal and always present ignorance." 

- Adi Da Samraj 

 
 

Adi Da lived among us for a time and then left. Very few of us in this world noticed that he had 
been here at all. He remarked, however, that all the non-humans everywhere knew him very well. 
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The Adventure of Standing Up 

- Adi Da Samraj, 1974 

 

The entire scheme of cosmic existence is a vast sacrificial system of mutuality, mutual exchange, 
transformation. While you are alive in this apparent form, you live as a continuous process of 
transformation. Death is another phase of that same sacrificial process. You are the meal of this 
universe - and all beings are food. There is no living entity that is not food, ultimately, for the vast 
cosmic process of energy transformation. Everything is transformed. This is the law of life, not 
death. By taking creatures or plants for food, you involve them in that sacrificial process. You are 
also being used, devoured. You will be sacrificed while unconscious, or you may become conscious 
and live the sacrificial process that is your true humanity with absolute awareness. 

The developmental process of humankind is not going to be achieved gradually from eon to eon to 
eon. It will be produced by humanity becoming conscious, living already in the divine… Human 
beings are still in the midst of an adventure of "standing up". It may have been done for many 
thousands or millions of years by something like a human being, but the full stretch into the totally 
extended spinal position is not what you do as a continuous daily affair. You are still bending over, 
still looking in the navel, still looking in the pond [like Narcissus] for your insight, your resources, 
your existence, your life. You are not standing up and appearing to one another through your human 
faculties. Thus, in general, truly human existence has not appeared in this world yet, even though 
entities who possess the functions of humanity have appeared. 

Truly human life has been, up to now, only a possibility. As an activity, it has not yet been realized. 
The true human being is future time. This period of time is still the experiment, the passage beyond 
mere vitality - endlessly expanding from life to life - into human, conscious possibility… To become 
truly human is more than keeping your spine straight like a yogi - although it is also standing up, 
extending the spine. It involves becoming conscious in the specific ways for which you have the 
capability… It is a threatening and very daring thing to do, to become human. The human is a 
middle term between what is merely conditionally manifested and concrete and moving, and what is 
absolute and transcendent and perfect. You must go through that middle term. It is a very daring 
thing to do, but you are built to do it. You are full of the impulse to do it - and, even apart from the 
impulse, you do not really have any choice.  

The search as it has been generated among human beings is not one that has made you truly human. 
After thousands of years of all kinds of spiritual, religious, and practical designs, human beings have 
not yet appeared. So, an entirely other principle than has been communicated through the media of 
the search, and the usual round of so-called "human" life must be realized. 

~    ~    ~  

Still peering into the void, we wonder where we came from, who we are, and where we are going. 
Finally, we must consent to be - here, vulnerable, open, connected, present, trusting the mystery of 
appearances, and yielding to never knowing. 
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Closing 
 

 
One of the main things Adi Da, and Jesus, and Buddha, and Mohammed, and Abraham want all of 
us to do is to love others, and to be love in all situations and in all relationships.   
 
"You must be responsible for yourself at the human level, and in a profoundly uncommon way. You 
must live the discipline of ordinary life. You yourself must be love under all ordinary, daily 
conditions. You must make this change in your life. There is no way whereby you can be relieved of 
this necessity - and nobody else can do it for you." - Adi Da Samraj 
 
Each of us must be generous and intelligent caretakers of ourselves, one another, and the world. 
Anything less is only the reactive avoidance of who and what we are as free humans. 
 
We are nothing without each other. Together, connected, we are everything there is - a mystery we 
can never solve, because our very appearance is mysterious.  
 
May all our lives rejoin the ancient walkabout way, already returned to truth and mystery. 
 
For nearly thirty-five years, my life has been steeped in the study, consideration, and practice of Adi 
Da's Vision of Fear-No-More. This has shaped, informed, and guided how I think and feel, and how 
I see the world. It influences what I say, and how I write. It has become integral to who I am and 
what I do. The ideas and points of view I express within these pages are intimately derived from, 
and entwined with, the sacred ecologist, Adi Da Samraj. They represent my apprenticeship with him. 
 
This book is intended to entertain, stimulate, move, and educate. All the material is offered for 
educational purposes, study, and review.  
 
For the particular purposes of this book, I omitted numerous treasured events, places, persons, 
animals, stories, and information. Another book, forthcoming, will include more. 
 
 
 
 
 
On the Specific Teachings of Adi Da Samraj: 
  
In 1972, at the request of his friends, Adi Da Samraj began to teach the Way of the Heart, now 
called the Way of Adidam Ruchiradam. He continually refined the communication of his teachings 
throughout his life. The interactions between Adi Da and me depicted in this book, and descriptions 
of practices or his teachings, are only aspects of his entire body of teaching. For those interested in 
his broader instructions, please consult additional sources and references. 
 
This book, Fear-No-More, Honoring the Sacred in All Life, Lightning, Thunder, and Cows, which draws 
from my unique personal engagement with Adi Da, is not an official Adidam publication. 
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Glossary: 
 
 
avataric    - from Sanskrit "avatara" - a divine incarnation  
 
conductivity    - responsible participation in the movement of natural bodily and life energies  
contemplation    - profound thoughtless meditation not dependent upon techniques 
contraction    - (and self-contraction) the fundamental presumption, and activity, of separation  
corroboree   - Australian Aboriginal ceremony in sacred ritual or informal gatherings 
 
dreamtime   - (and alcheringa) Australian Aboriginal world view and cosmic creation story 
 
kirtana    - (Hinduism) devotional singing, usually accompanied by musical instruments 
 
leelas    - (Hinduism) sacred stories 
lingam    - (Hinduism) phallic shape symbolizing Shiva, emblematic of generative power 
 
meditation   - various methods for focusing within the depths of life and existence 
 
Narcissus   - a youth in Greek mythology who pines away in love with his own reflection 
non-human   - everything in the world not human (animals, plants, places, cycles, things, systems) 
 
odalisque   - used as a verb, to be at leisure, to lie around in deep contemplation 
 
peregrination   - a journey, generally lengthy and meandering 
peroration   - an arrangement of words formed as a conclusion, or summing up 
pole    - a focus point for influencing broader effects  
psycho-physical  - the interconnection of internal (psychic) and external (physical) worlds 
puja    - (Hinduism) ceremonial worship: in the home or in temple rituals 
 
samadhi   - a Sanskrit word for exalted states of meditative or contemplative awareness 
samyama    - one-pointed thoughtless concentration and exhaustive consideration 
shaman    - a person with creative access to, and influence in, the psycho-physical worlds 
 
tors    - rocky outcroppings 
transcendent   - (and transcendental) beyond the limits of all possible experience and knowledge 
 
Upanishads   - (Hinduism) sacred treatises written in Sanskrit c. 800–200 BC 
 
walkabout   - Australian Aboriginal rite of passage engendering human and spiritual growth  
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Recommended Reading List (apologies for all the great books not included): 
 
 
Animal Self-Medication, Caroline Ingraham 
 
The Biggest Estate on Earth, Bill Gammage 
 
Crazy Da Must Sing, Da Free John (Adi Da Samraj) 
 
The Dog Listener, Jan Fennel 
 
Easy Death, Adi Da Samraj 
 
The Eating Gorilla Comes in Peace, Bubba Free John (Adi Da Samraj) 
 
Empowered Horses, Imke Spilker 
 
Fire Country, by Victor Steffensen  
 
Forgotten Fires, Omer C. Stewart 
 
Illumination in the Flatwoods, Joe Hutto 
 
The Hidden Messages in Water, Masaru Emoto 
 
The Inner Smile, Mantak Chia 
 
Kinship with All Life, J. Allen Boone 
 
Naked Liberty, Carolyn Resnick 
 
Next of Kin, Roger Fouts 
 
Not-Two Is Peace, Adi Da Samraj 
 
Restoring the Earth, Kenny Ausubel 
 
Story About Feeling, Big Bill Neidjie 
 
The Rebirth of Nature, Rupert Sheldrake 
 
The Secret Life of Plants, Peter Tompkins 
 
Tending the Wild, M. Kat Anderson  
 
Voices of the First Day, Robert Lawlor 
 
Woman in the Mists, Farley Mowat 
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Re-Telling 31. 
 
 

 
The whole of life is coming to terms with yourself and the natural world. 

 
Why are you here? How do you fit in? 

 
What's it all about? 

 
 

- Sir David Attenborough 
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Fear-No-More 
Honoring the Sacred in All Life 
Lightning, Thunder, and Cows 
 
 
Regarding all materials by the author, Stuart Camps, all rights are self-determined © 2021. Copy, 
reproduce, and accurately use Stuart Camps' written words as you wish - attributions appreciated.  
 
As per the laws of nature, nothing spoken, written, or recorded can be ultimately owned by anyone. 
In the present paradigm of human ways and laws, copyrighting seems to be necessary, based on a 
fear of misapplication and misrepresentation in this still-forming world. 
 
For all materials within this book attributed to others than the author, Stuart Camps, all rights are 
reserved to them, as per the Copyright Act. 
 
All materials credited below are used respectfully and with gratitude: 
 
Books/Authors: Anandamayi Ma: Her Life, Her Wisdom, by Richard Lannoy; Gorillas in the Mist, by 
Dian Fossey; Reason for Hope: A Spiritual Journey, by Jane Goodall; Story About Feeling, by Big Bill 
Neidjie 
 
Quotes: Birute Galdikas, Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, Sai Baba of Shirdi, Sogyal Rinpoche, Sri 
Ramana Maharshi, Sengstan - Third Zen Patriarch, Mame Mor mbacke, Navajo Wisdom, William 
Shakespeare, Henry Beston, Paramahansa Yogananda, David Attenborough, Suzy Kassem, Sri 
Nisargadatta Maharaj, Mohandas Gandhi, Khalil Gibran, Alan Watts, William Tsiknas, Marie Masek, 
Jack Lewis, Jeffrey Hughes, Glen Johannes, Hermann Hesse 
 
 
All materials used in the Great Friend sections (0 - 36), and other related quotes of Adi Da's, are 
copyrighted to The Avataric Samrajya of Adidam Pty Ltd. For the purposes of this book, I include 
these materials under fair use provisions for "transformative" cultural and educational purposes. 
 
 
I happily acknowledge the generous assistance of all relevant parties and individuals for supporting 
this project. Special thanks to beloved proof-readers, editors, helpers, constructive critics, and 
encouragers! And to my dear friend Loretta, for all her help and advice. 
 
 
Website: www.fearnomore.vision              Email: stucamels@gmail.com 
 
 
Front cover: Glow-worm cave, Waitomo, New Zealand (see further explanation on page 45) 
Rear cover: Sacred mountain rising from forest in Githabul country, central-east coast Australia. 
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        "Wherever  

           there is an 'other',  

                  fear arises." 

                        -Brihadaranyaka Upanishad, 700 BCE   

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In all ecosystems, varied energies and life-elements combine into a 
mysterious process, intricate, challenging, and abundant. In the 
whole of the world, the most profound secret resides beneath the 
leaves, in our hearts, under stones, and in plain sight. Venturing 
into forests and deserts, exploring canyons and caves, absorbing 
new energies and views, and finding our way through labyrinths, 
we begin understanding what life is, and what we are. 
 
 
 

 

www.fearnomore.vision 
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